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ABSTRACT 

s 
The design of a modular, flexible and extensible distributed CAN-based battery management 

system is examined in this thesis. The advent of next generation networks has placed an 

increasing demand for greater reliability from telecommunication power systems. A crucial 

component of the power system is the standby battery network. Battery networks are typically 

monitored by battery management systems. Existing management systems are more concerned 

with process level control methodology rather than system level organisation of the network 

architecture. Moreover, most existing systems are based on proprietary communication 

protocols. The proposed management solution addresses these local area network limitations, as 

well as the distribution of intelligence at the process level, integration between the local and 

wide area networks and transparency between the process and user levels. 

The local network organisation is based on generic network nodes which perform management, 

monitOling and control activities through specialised hardware interfaces. Remote connectivity 

to the local network is facilitated through applet-servlet communication over the Internet. A 

modular design has been applied to the implementation of the node software to allow easy 

expandability of node functionality. The local battery network has been naturally and logically 

partitioned and a distributed data organisation has been adopted to facilitate transparency of data 

transfer from the process-level to the user-level via a well-defined communication channel. The 

system design is based on isolated concurrent processes that ensure system stability and 

successfully integrate the local control network with the wide network. A messaging system for 

the local CAN network has been formulated based on transmission of command, data and status 

messages related to battery management functionality. Performance analysis of the local network 

and the node organisation has shown the substantial capacity of the proposed system for 

handling the battery management application. 

The designed battery network simulation model allows the performance evaluation of various 

battery application scenarios. The simulation model focuses on the generic components within 

the management system and encapsulates the primary features of the network organisation. The 

Extend simulation package has been used in the design of the model. The key criteria of the 

simulation model organisation and model block design are well defined. Limitations of the 

simulation package have also been identified. 
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EXTENDED SUMMARY 

TE UMM RY 

Battery networks used for standby telecommunications applications involve a wide number of 

stdngs of battery cells. Monitoring and control of these battery cells are facilitated through their 

associated devices or anays of devices that communicate amongst each other or with the 

management centre through the local network. Existing management systems are more 

concerned with process-level control methodology rather than system-level organisation of the 

network architecture. Moreover, most existing networks are based on proprietary protocols or a 

centralised master-slave architecture, while standard open systems interconnection control 

protocols like the Controller Area Network (CAN) or Local Operating Network (LON) have 

been suggested, but not widely used. Internet technology has become increasingly important for 

industrial applications, as nowadays, the ability to access local devices from any global location 

is expected. Remote connectivity to the local control network may be facilitated through the use 

of the Transport Control ProtocollInternet Protocol (TCP/IP) suite over the Internet. Eventhough 

these discrete technologies are available for providing a solution, appropriate integration to suit 

the battery management application needs to be examined. This includes issues relevant to data 

and information organisation, consistency of multiple user access, as well as the trade-offs 

between system performance, cost and size. Data and information visibility in battery networks 

could range from real-time to a few years of history, therefore an efficient way of storing and 

organising large quantities of data and information for the lifetime of the battery is crucial. 

The extensibility of a management system is an important factor in catedng for battery network 

implementations of vadous sizes. Some battery networks could be as small as two strings of 12 

V mono-blocs, while large systems could have multiple 48 V stdngs containing 24 2 V blocs. 

Management of a battery network requires the monitoring of the state of the system in 

maintaining healthy operational condition and timely operational alarms. Involved management 

systems also include battery charge manipulation, allowing for testing and charge maintenance to 

occur. The three main categories and aspects of battery management have been identified as 

battery operation management, network communication management and battery and network 

data management. 

This thesis discusses the design of a modular, versatile and extensible distdbuted CAN-based 

battery management system 1 
2 3 45. The local network nodes are organised to be self-sufficient 
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controllers that retain short-term battery history and exercise sensing, monitoting and control 

activities on an associated network component, for example, a group of battery cells or a cunent 

shunt. Each node possesses the capability of interfacing with hardware modules to allow sensing 

of relevant battery parameters or charge manipulation over a sense line. Local and remote access 

to the control network is arranged through an embedded low-cost gateway that facilitates Intemet 

connectivity through TCP/IP to the local CAN interface. User interaction with the local network 

is permitted through the use of applets and servlets hosted by the local gateway (i.e. the Intemet 

interface), while local or on-site access is also available if required. Fmiher extension to the 

network could be gained either through btidging more than one control network at the gateway 

level or using more than one gateway. The designed system software has been based on utilising 

the bare minimum resources to keep system cost down and to avoid expensive and excessive off

the shelf middleware technology that could prove to be a burden to the limited processing power 

of the system. By not having such middleware layers, it is possible to reduce communication 

overhead and have few system requirements. However, it is still possible to seamlessly integrate 

middleware technology if required. 

In the design of the battery management system, the limited bandwidth of the communication 

medium and the effective sampling rate of the control system are crucial issues that must be 

taken into consideration. In traditional control systems, higher process sampling rates guarantee 

better performance, but this ultimately induces a higher traffic load and longer transmission 

delays in communication systems. The system architecture presented in the thesis manages to 

overcome this issue with a design based on isolated concurrent processes and a well-defined 

communication channel for battery data and information flow. The isolated concurrent processes 

allow stability of both timely communication of data and information and natural interaction 

between the battery system processes and the remote user, while preserving the integtity of the 

system data and information. This is achieved through de-coupling of the three main concurrent 

processes of battery interaction, CAN interaction and user interaction at the vatious data storage 

levels. The proposed network architecture also attempts to integrate both the local network and 

wide network technologies of CAN and TCP/IP in a complementary approach by meshing and 

stressing the qualities of both protocols. 

The local network nodes consist of 3 logical types6
. These are the group node, the string node 

and the battery node. Each group node supervises a group of cells (typically 6) and is able to 

acquire individual cell voltages and group temperature, monitor cell condition and manipulate 

cell charge. Stting nodes are physically equivalent and functionally similar to group nodes, with 
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the exception that each string node intelfaces to a cunent shunt instead of a group of cells, to 

allow monitoring and acquisition of string cunent. Group or stling nodes also provide storage for 

data acquired from their associated network components and transmission of data messages onto 

the local network. Essentially, the battery node is the Internet interface or the local gateway. 

Battery nodes permit remote or local access to the local network nodes in its domain through a 

dynamic user intelface with reliable two way communication for requesting and converting data 

into a meaningful fOlm for viewing and analysis. The battery node also allows configuration of 

network and node parameters, enabling/disabling and transmission of network messages, 

processing of network alarms and storage of battery network relevant data. 

The software organisation on the group and sbing node encapsulates the core activities required 

for pelforming battery management such as capturing and storing raw battery data, processing of 

raw battery data into derived data and communication of battery data and results to higher layers 

of management. The modular approach to the design of the node software allows battery 

management functionality to be maximised within the limited memory and processing resources 

of the node micro controller. An off-the-shelf preemptive Real-Time Operating System (RTOS) 

kernel embedded within each network node effectively handles and schedules multiple tasks in 

order of priOlity. The utilisation of a RTOS allows battery management functionality to be 

designed and expanded easily and is an important feature of the modulmity of the node 

organisation. The local gateway caters for higher-level battery data processing to facilitate 

sophisticated battery management functionality, while communication and control of the local 

nodes in the network domain is achieved through the use of command messages. The Internet 

interface or local gateway also possesses a modular software organisation and is based on an 

embedded Java runtime environment or Java Virtual Machine (JVM) with a limited subset of 

Java classes. Communication between remote users and the embedded local gateway is achieved 

with applet-servlet communication. This functionality is facilitated via the Hypertext Transfer 

Protocol (HTTP) of the TCP/IP suite. Task scheduling analysis reflects the considerable potential 

of the network nodes in catering for effective battery management functionality. 

A distributed data organisation provides storage for battery data and information throughout the 

lifetime of the batteri. The data and information relevant to the network nodes are organised in 

3 layers, the local node's data buffers for short-tetm data storage, the local gateway's database 

for medium-term data storage and the remote service centre's full-scale database for long-term 

data storage. A distributed data organisation with this architecture allows a transparent flow of 

real-time and long-term battery data to the remote user and reduces the network overhead on the 
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Intemet interface as compared to a centralised data organisation. The size, depth, complexity and 

organisation of the data storage facilities at each layer are defined by factors such as available 

memory space, processing resources and closeness to either the user or the process. The 

messaging scheme of the local CAN network has been organised to cater for key monitoring and 

control activities within the network domain relevant to both data and information messages. The 

strategy for communication is to communicate commands, data and status messages. Scheduling 

analysis performed on valid CAN messages shows the substantial capability of the local network 

in handling battery management application traffic. 

When developing control architectures, modelling and simulation techniques provide a better 

support for architecture configuration than analytical methods. Furthermore, the development of 

a battery network simulation model8 
9 is vital in allowing for the pelformance evaluation, 

comparison and testing of battery networks of varying size. When network configurations 

become large, a direct compatison can prove to be difficult or even impossible, thus a valid 

simulation model would be essential in providing a performance analysis or feasibility 

assessment. Such a model would also help in the validation and experimentation of proposed 

network organisations whether in terms of physical battery network topologies or scenarios 

involving multiple independent or inter-connected battery networks. A battery network 

simulation model also allows for operational tracldng of network behaviour whether in the 

immediate future or the 10ng-telID. The simulation model of the distributed battery management 

organisation was designed with the Extend modelling environment. Extend is a general purpose, 

open source, graphically oriented, continuous and discrete event simulation application with an 

integrated authoring environment and development system. 

The design of the simulation model focuses on the generic components within the battery 

management system. These generic components are translated into the form of modular and 

reusable model blocks, which encapsulate the primary functions of the generic component as 

related to their role in the application. The distributed data organisation is also emphasised 

within the simulation model and contributes to the understanding of the temporal flow of data 

and information within the system. The battery network model simulates the primary 

communication channel elements from the process level to the user level, which allows the flow 

of data and infOlIDation within the system to be well understood and aids in the identification of 

potential bottlenecks within the system. The design of the model also focuses on the system 

organisation's isolated concurrent processes, as well as the interaction between them. A 

customised model library has also been developed as a design tool for construction and 
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configuration of battery network simulation models and contains different categories of related 

model blocks. The three main criteria for node model block design includes modelling strategy, 

message generation and processing delay. These criteria govern the organisation of a node 

block's internal components to accurately represent the conceptual organisation of each node. 

Modelling of each node's modular organisation involves the strategy of grouping basic 

simulation blocks to represent primary software module functionality. The main issue 

experienced during the design of the model was the preservation of an individual item's 

attlibutes when items were batched or unbatched within the simulation model. Original attributes 

that were previously assigned to the individual items before being batched were found to be 

missing when the composite item was later unbatched. FUlihermore, as Extend is not a pure 

network simulation tool, a well-defined level of protocol functionality abstraction was required 

when modelling the Internet. 

In conclusion, the main outcome of the research is a modular, versatile and extensible distributed 

battery management system. The proposed system organisation will benefit the 

telecommunications energy industry through the design of flexible, cost-effective and simple yet 

robust intelligent local CAN nodes, which perform management, monitoring and control 

activities through specialised hardware modules. A natural and logical partitioning of the battery 

network to facilitate connectivity to the Internet has also been defined, while an optimised 

distribution of battery knowledge within the network architecture provides efficient data and 

information transfer from the process-level to the user-level through a well-defined 

communication channel. Isolated concurrent processes ensure system stability and allow for 

successful integration of the local control network with the wide network. The structure of the 

CAN message set encapsulates primary battery management functionality while allowing for 

future expansion. The battery network simulation model permits testing and performance 

evaluation of vatious application scenarios and focuses on the generic components within the 

battery management system. 

For future research, an investigation into the usefulness and effectiveness of various middleware 

technologies as applied to the proposed system organisation will need to be performed. The 

concept of remote software downloading as well as refinement of the battery network simulation 

model, particularly in accepting real world input data and variables, also requires attention. 

Another aspect of future work would include investigations into the versatility and validity of the 

network organisation in managing similar applications such as Uninterruptible Power Supply 

(UPS) systems or electric vehicle battery systems. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

TRODU TI 

In this day and age, a dependence on instant information continues to make telecommunication 

systems an integral part of modern society. The need to access vast quantities of information 

over a wide variety of mobile and fixed networks is a direct result of advancements in 

telecommunications technology for facilitating efficient flow of voice and data communication. 

In the last four years, it was estimated that voice communication has grown by 30% annually, 

while data communication has experienced a compound annual growth rate of 93%1. 

The current trend in the world of telecommunications is the emergence of next generation 

networks2 
3 4 5 6 7. These networks involve the convergence of traditionally separate voice and 

data network technologies, namely the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) for voice 

communications, the cellular network for wireless communications and the Internet for data 

communications, into a common packet-switched infrastructure with Internet protocols as a 

universal backbone for communication solutions. This global distributed infrastructure is able to 

deliver a host of flexible open technologies, applications and communication, content and 

transaction service opportunities at low cost, while accommodating both circuit-switched voice 

and packet-switched data. Modular elements and standard protocols are also key features of the 

infrastructure. 

The growth experienced by the telecommunications industry consequently generates an 

escalating demand for telecommunication equipment. Some examples of telecommunication 

equipment elements are illustrated in Figure 1.1. This includes DC powered equipment such as 

roadside cabinets, switching installations, wireless transmitters, base stations or cell sites and 

conventional telephony equipment, which includes customer premises equipment like a Private 

Branch Exchange (PBX). Alternatively, AC power is required for servers, routers and modems 

for handling Internet traffic, as well as support workstations. 

1 
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Telephony Equipment Wireless Equipment Internet Equipment 
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Figure 1.1 Telecommunication equipment elements 

Despite the growth of the telecommunication industry, the telecommunication equipment market 

has been the most volatile sector in the industry in recent years. Figure 1.28 shows the market 

trend and forecast for expenditure on telecommunication equipment from the year 1999 to 2007. 

Global tension and unrest in 2001 resulted in a huge 61.1 % drop in equipment expenditure the 

following year, followed by a much smaller decline in 2003. However, spending on equipment is 

expected to increase by 2.3% to US$14.4 billion this year and will grow at a 7% compound 

annual growth rate through to 2007 and rising up to US$18.5 billion. 

1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 

Year 

Figure 1.2 Telecommunication equipment expenditure trend and forecast 

As next generation networks begin to emerge as a result of a global demand for voice and data 

communication, telecommunication systems are therefore required to achieve higher 

pelformance levels. Subsequently, telecommunications power supplies need to have extremely 

high reliability, availability and flexibilitl 10, as any disruption of normal service will be 

detrimental to the telecommunication application. Telecommunications power systems can be 

categorised into AC and DC power systems. Uninterruptible Power Supplies (UPS) are typically 

2 
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used for AC power applications, although the primary concern of the thesis is on DC power 

systems. 

The following section provides a general descIiption of the telecommunications DC power 

system for providing standby power. Section 1,2 introduces a crucial component of the DC 

power system, the standby battery system, and discusses the need for effective battery 

management. The history and evolution of battery management systems is examined in Section 

1.3 and the organisational aspects of battery management are presented in Section 1.4. And 

lastly, Section 1.5 presents an overview and layout of the remaining chapters of the thesis. 

leI THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS POWER SYSTEM 

A typical telecommunications DC power installation is illustrated in Figure 1.3 (as found in 

Chapter 1 of 11). The figure provides an overall view of the installation while highlighting its 

main components. 

Standby Battery 
System 

Battery 
Management 

System 

DC Power 
System Rack 

AC Mains 
Input 

Telecommu n ication 
Equipment 

(Critical Load) 

Figure 1,3 Telecommunications DC power installation 

Under normal operating conditions, the installation's pIimary source of power, the AC mains 

input, is routed into the DC power system rack via the transfer switch. The power system rack 

3 
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contains multiple rectifiers that convert the AC supply into appropliate DC levels such as 12, 24 

or 48 V as required by the telecommunication application. The resulting DC power is then 

supplied directly to the telecommunication equipment, or clitical system load, as well as the 

standby battery system. The DC power system rack also facilitates the connection of the battery 

system to the telecommunication equipment and rectifiers, and contains valious circuit 

protection devices. Additionally, the power system rack is responsible for perfOlming monitoring 

and control of the rectifiers, while the battery management system is responsible for monitoring 

and control of the state and condition of the battery system. 

In the occurrence of an AC mains failure or disruption, the telecommunication equipment is 

supplied directly from the standby battery system to ensure that nOlmal service is not intelTupted. 

In crucial telecommunication applications, a standby generator located on site can also be used to 

supply power dUling an outage. When the AC mains fails, the transfer switch is tliggered to 

allow the generator to be connected to the load via the power system rack. Nevertheless, the 

battery system is still required to provide power to the load duling the switch over from mains to 

the generator, the transitional start-up peliod of the generator and in the event of a generator 

malfunction. 

1.2 THE STANDBY BATTERY SYSTEM 

As mentioned in the previous section, the standby battery system plays a vital role of providing 

secondary power to the telecommunication equipment in the context of the power system. 

Standby battery systems in most telecommunication applications are organised or networked into 

parallel stlings of selially connected cells (see Section 2.1.1 for further information), which 

differ in their storage capacity and application voltage. Each individual cell of the battery system 

is presumed to be fully charged at all times, waiting for the moment when they will be needed. 

In traditional standby battery systems, the flooded lead acid battery was the plimary battery type 

of choice. The introduction of the Valve Regulated Lead Acid (VRLA) battery in the 1980's 

claimed numerous advantages over its predecessor and stimulated a rapid and widespread market 

acceptance12
. Nowadays, VRLA battelies are commonplace in standby battery networks of 

telecommunications power systems. 

The VRLA battery is essentially a sealed version of the flooded lead acid battery, with the 

addition of a unidirectional valve for regulating and relieving excessive internal pressure build 

4 
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up in the battery, thus preventing any rupturing. In conventional flooded lead acid batteries, 

water produced during a discharge operation would be released to the sU11'0undings in the form 

of hydrogen and oxygen gas. Therefore, this required the flooded lead acid battery to be 

replenished with water periodically. In the sealed environment of a VRLA battery, the hydrogen 

and oxygen gases are recombined into water during the electrochemical reaction of the battery, 

thereby eliminating any gaseous evolution and the need for water replacement or addition. 

Further details can be found in Chapter 2, Section 2.1 and 2.2 of II and Chapter 2 of 13. It was 

this operational aspect of the VRLA battery that led it to claim the concept of having longer life 

as a result of being maintenance free. However, the apparent simplicity of the basic recombinant 

technology would later introduce further complications and challenges to the operation of the 

VRLA battery. In addition to the known failure modes of premature capacity loss and positive 

grid c011'0sion, additional failure modes such as thermal runaway and negative electrode self

discharge would also be discovered12 14 15. Furthermore, the sealed environment of the VRLA 

battery introduced difficulty in determining the condition and capacity of the battery. 

1.2 .. 1 BATTERY MANA G EMENT NECESSITY 

Standby battery systems or networks are the most vulnerable part of the telecommunications 

power system, as failure of the standby battery system causes more downtime and service 

interruption on telecommunication installations than any of the other power system components. 

Standby battery maintenance costs up to US$250 per string, per year and if not cared for 

properly, a battery rated for a certain amount of years of service can have a significantly 

shortened operational life. For example, in the case of thermal runaway, every lOoC temperature 

rise above the reference temperature standard of 25°C reduces battery service life by halfl5
. As 

the battery system is a key component in determining the level of reliability of the 

telecommunication power system, intelligent management technologies for the battery are 

critica125 16. 

As mentioned previously, a battery management system is responsible for monitoring and 

control of the standby battery system. It is important to continuously monitor the charge and 

health conditions of the battery network to facilitate early detection of any impending failures. 

This in tU111 avoids disruption of the supported telecommunication application and maximises 

battery life. Furthermore, proper battery management allows interval times between regularly 

scheduled visits to standby battery system sites to be increased, thereby reducing maintenance 

costs from time consuming routine visits17. A battery management system must also be capable 

of pelforming proper control of the battery charging and discharging processes and optimisation 
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of the battery's charge recovery process, as these are also important factors that contribute to 

prolonging battery life. 

1.2.2 ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGIES 

The VRLA battery is not the only option available for providing standby energy storage. 

Alternative battery technologies such as lithium-ionls 
19 20, lithium-metal-polymer21 

22, nickel

metal-hydride23 
24 25 or nickel-cadmium26 battelies are also cUlTently deployed or on trial in a 

number of telecommunication installations and applications. Lithium-ion and lithium-metal

polymer battery technologies have a higher energy density, reduced weight and size and have 

longer lifetime compared to the VRLA battery. Lithium based battery technologies also possess 

predictable and stable charge and discharge charactetistics across varying environmental 

conditions and over the life of the battery. These types of batteries normally have embedded 

management units for performing monitoting and control functionality. Issues that need to be 

considered when using lithium based battery technologies include high cost and compatibility 

with existing chargers and rectifier modules. Nickel based battery technologies also have a 

higher volumettic energy density than VRLA battelies, in addition to being lightweight, compact 

and having a longer lifetime. Nickel-metal-hydride battelies, commonly found in portable 

electronic devices, are also environmentally ftiendly as they lack the use of a toxic substance like 

cadmium. Nevertheless, nickel-cadmium batteries are able to withstand harsh temperatures in 

both controlled and uncontrolled environments with high to low humidity. The main stumbling 

block is that these technologies are cUlTently not cost competitive. 

Other alternatives to the use of VRLA battery systems include flywheels27
, fuel cells28 

29 and the 

Vanadium Redox batterlo. Flywheels are low maintenance devices that are insensitive to 

ambient temperature changes. Fuel cells, in particular regenerative fuel cell technology, may also 

be used to replace VRLA technology, but this technology is more likely to be used for generation 

rather than standby. However, the primary downfall of both these technologies is the high overall 

costs. Vanadium based technology however, is inexpensive, but like the fuel cell, will probably 

be more suitable for power generation. 
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HISTORY AND EVOLUTION OF BATTERY 

MANAGEMENT 

Battery management systems for telecommunication applications have evolved with time, both 

functionally and architecturalll 1
. Functionally, management systems for standby battery 

networks began as simple and minimal data loggers that acquired and logged the base variables 

of voltage, current and temperature of individual battery strings within a network. In essence, 

these systems only acted as battery monitors and were not able to perform any control 

functionality. A human expert would then perform analysis on the battery data logs, where 

aspects like battery charge status and health or wananty violations were key areas of concern. 

Gradually, the knowledge of the human expert was converted into sophisticated monitoring and 

testing algorithms. Techniques for battery capacity, reserve time, and reserve life measurement32 

33 and strategies for battery state-of-health assessment and preservation were also developed 34. 

For definitions of these battery data terms please refer to Section 2.1.2. 

Early management systems dealt with standby battery networks as a number of stand-alone 

strings that were managed through a central computation system. This was followed by the 

introduction of the mid-point monitor, which measured the centre voltage of the individual 

battery strings. The overall string voltage is divided into two equal parts and cross-referenced 

with the measured mid-point voltage to determine any possible health deteriorationl6
, as 

deviation in the pelformance of VRLA batteries would result in cell voltage variations in a series 

connected string. The next step forward was the battery group level monitor, where sensing was 

stretched to cover all groups involved in each string of the battery system. This method produced 

more refined and accurate battery performance estimates than the abstract technique of the mid

point monitor. Most group level monitOling systems are based on a central management system 

that acquires all sensing signals. Further development in the organisation or architecture has 

introduced individual cell sensors, which resulted in battery management systems based on 

centralised management and distributed sensing. Figure 1.4 depicts an example of a centralised 

battery management system with distributed sensors for 2 V battery cells. These types of systems 

often have master-slave architectures and proprietary network protocols for facilitating 

communication between the management unit and its distributed sensors. 
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Figure 1.4 A centralised battery management system with distributed sensors 

The next phase in the organisational evolution of battery management systems saw the 'gradual 

acceptance of open system interconnection protocols for communication between distributed 

t 1 d 35 36 37 38 I h . d . I .. d d ne worK sensors or no es . n t e meantIme, avances m e ectromcs mtro uce greater 

cost savings and reductions in hardware component size, while increasing processing and 

computational power and memory facilities. This continuing trend encourages a distribution of 

battery intelligence at the node level and promotes the potential of embedding the network 

sensors or nodes inside each battery group or cell during manufacturing. 

The evolution in both system organisation and functional requirements discussed above has 

highlighted the unified relation between the two entities. Another aspect of battery management 

is the data and information gathered and formulated from the battery system, which is relevant to 

real-time interaction up to long-term history. The requirement of telecommunication operators 

for timely information on specific battery conditions and petformance measures means that 

information availability without being exposed to the technical details of the battery management 

system is critical. Furthermore, battery management systems in recent times facilitate some 

method of remote connectivity to the battery management system for timely interaction. 

1<D4 BATTERY MANAGEMENT ORGANISATION 

Management of a battery network requires the monitoring of the state of the system m 

maintaining healthy operational condition and timely operational events and alarms. The three 

main categories of management have been identified as battery operation management, network 

communication management and battery and network data management. Figure 1.5 illustrates 
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the organisation of the battery management hierarchy. The following sections provide 

discussions of each management category. 

Battery Operation 
Management 

LVoltage 

Battery Data Acquisition ~ Current 

Temperature 

< Precise Capacity (Full Discharge) 

Capacity 
Estimated Capacity (Partial Discharge) 

State-of-Charge 

~---... Battery Analysis ~--. Reserve time 

State-of-Health 

Reserve life 

Monitor and control battery charge 

Process events & alarms related to Battery Operation Management 

L Add new nodes 

Network Communication . Node configuration modification ~ 
Network configuration ~ Add new ~essa~es . . . 

Management Remote downloading 

Process events & alarms related to Network Communication Management 

~ 
Storage of battery data, system parameters, events and alarms 

BatteMry & Network
t 

Data Data compression/minimisation 
anagemen 

Process events & alarms related to Battery & Network Data Management 

Figure 1.5 Battery management organisation 

1.4.1 BATTERY OPERA TION MANAGEMENT 

Battery operation management involves the monitoring and control of facets related to process 

operation. The primary feature of this fOl1TI of management is the acquisition of raw or base 

variables such as voltage, CUlTent and temperature. The processing of raw battery data to produce 

higher level derived battery data and infOl1TIation, such as battery capacity, state-of-charge, 

reserve time, state-of-health and reserve life, is also another aspect of this form of management. 

As shown in the figure, a full battery discharge is the best method for determining battery 

capacity, while a partial discharge can be used to estimate the capacity of a battery. Involved 

management systems also include the process of battery charge manipulation to allow testing and 

battery maintenance to occur. 
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1 NETWORK COMMUNICATION MANAGEMENT 

Network communication management involves monitoring the configuration features of the local 

network, such as adding or configuring network nodes or messages, as well as modification of 

network node configurations. The latter feature helps to maintain acceptable communication 

performance across the network as well as efficient node perfOlmance. Another aspect of 

network communication management is the remote downloading of node software, either 

through replacement and upgrading of a specific software module or all modules. Remote 

downloading is a crucial requirement for management system maintenance. 

1.4.3 BATTERY AND NE TWORK DATA MANAGEMENT 

Storage of battery data, system parameters as well as events and alarms falls under the category 

of battery and network data management. Stored battery data includes acquired or raw battery 

data parameters such as voltage, current and temperature, as well as derived battery data 

parameters such as capacity, state-of-charge, reserve time, state-of-health and reserve life (which 

were previously mentioned in battery operation management). System parameters that are stored 

include network and node configuration parameters, calibration parameters and general 

information parameters. The occurrence of events and alarms are also stored as these provide a 

useful historical reference to the performance of the management system and the battery 

network. 

Data compression and minimisation is also an important feature of this form of management due 

to the restricted and limited memory capacity of the network devices. An effective and efficient 

compression method would allow larger temporal amounts of data to be stored at the lower 

process-level data layers before being passed to higher system-level data layers. 

1.4.4 EVENT AND ALARM MANAGEMENT 

One common element of each category of battery management is the processing of relevant 

events and alarms, which are generated when user defined or pre-programmed fault conditions 

occur. Timely management and handling of events and alarms is crucial to prevent service 

disruptions of any length of time. Each individual event or alarm must be properly defined, 

classified and prioritised to enable efficient handling and treatment of the fault relevant to its 

criticality, priority and precedence. In defining events and alarms for fault conditions, it is vital 

to recognise meaningful conditions that have an affect on the operation of the system, while 

minor or trivial conditions must be avoided. 
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THESIS OVER VIEW 

The main purpose of the thesis is to introduce the design of a distributed battery management 

system utilising control network technology. The designed system is low cost, modular, flexible 

and extensible and caters for Internet-based management. Furthermore, the proposed 

management system satisfies the various categories of the battery management organisation (see 

Section 1.4), facilitates an efficient and logical partitioning of the standby battery system, and 

addresses the downfalls or limitations of cunent management solutions. 

The local network nodes are able to pelform sophisticated monitoring and control functionality 

and communication with the network is provided through an Internet enabled local gateway. The 

distribution of data throughout the system organisation allows a transparent flow of battery data 

and information from the process level to the remote level over a well-defined communication 

channel, while inherently ensuring system stability. A performance analysis of the system 

determined whether the proposed system possessed sufficient capacity to satisfy the 

requirements of the battery management application. 

A simulation model of the proposed battery management system has also been designed. The 

model was required to encapsulate the core features of the management system and to allow the 

testing and performance evaluation of various battery application scenarios. 

Figure 1.6 illustrates the organisation and layout of the thesis and is useful for understanding the 

relationship between the chapters. Where appropriate, each chapter is shown supported by the 

relevant appendices. At a minimum, it is recommended to read the Abstract, Extended 

Summary, Chapter 1, Chapter 4 and Chapter 8. For further in depth understanding of the 

network organisation, one can choose to read either Chapter 5 or Chapter 6 after reading 

Chapter 4. With the knowledge gained from this chapter, one may also jump directly to 

Chapter 7 for modelling and simulation information. Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 are stand-alone 

chapters and may be read independently. Summaries are also provided at the end of specific 

chapters to review and enhance the key concepts outlined in the chapter. 
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Abstract Extended 
Summary 

Chapter 1: 
Introduction 

Appendix A: 
Glossary 

Appendix H: 
Companion CD 

Chapter 4: 
System Organisation 

Appendix B: 
Publications, Reviews 

and Patent 

Chapter 2: 
Battery Management 

Systems 

Chapter 3: 
Test System 

Appendix C: 
MATLAB Algorithm 

Listings 

Chapter 8: 
Conclusions 

Chapter 5: 
local Network 
Organisation 

Appendix D: 
Local Node Schematics 

and Layouts 

Appendix E: 
Node Software 

Information 

Chapter 6: 
Network Gateway 

Organisation 

Appendix F: 
Gateway Software 

Information 

Chapter 7: 
System Modelling and 

Simulation 

AppendlxG: 
Battery System Model 

Blocks 

Figure 1.6 Thesis organisation and layout 

Network 
Organisation 

Simulation 
Model 

Chapter 2: Battery Management Systems analyses issues and problems relating to existing 

battery management systems and evaluates the use of control network technology and Intemet

based management. This chapter also includes a proposal that highlights the reasoning and 

motivation for the system organisation. 

The next chapter, Chapter 3: Test System examines the equipment used for development of the 

system hardware and software, as well as the tools utilised for performing system analysis and 

testing. The modelling and simulation tool is also discussed in this chapter. 

In Chapter 4: System Organisation, the overall organisation of the proposed battery 

management system is discussed. Aside from the organisation of the local network, issues 

relevant to data organisation, communication organisation and system stability are also 

scrutinised. 

Following that, Chapter 5: Local Network Organisation describes the hardware and software 

design of the local nodes and the communication design aspects of the local network. An 

analytical analysis of the local network and a discussion of formulated results can also be found. 

The organisation of the gateway to the network is discussed in Chapter 6: Network Gateway 

Organisation. In this chapter, the hardware and software design of the gateway is presented and 
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a peliOlmance analysis of the gateway is calTied out. Subsequent results that were obtained from 

the analysis are then examined. 

Chapter 7: System Modelling and Simulation provides information on the organisation and 

design of the overall system model and associated model blocks. Following that, the 

implementation details of each model block are discussed. Simulation case studies that show the 

capabilities of the model are also presented and the limitations of the battery system model are 

analysed. 

Finally, in Chapter 8: Conclusions, the primary achievements of the research are summmised. 

Possible areas of future research are also identified in this chapter. 

A glossary of telms used throughout the thesis is presented in Appendix A: Glossary, while a 

list of published papers (some with associated reviews) and a battery management patent based 

on the conducted research are provided in Appendix B: Publications, Reviews and Patent. In 

Appendix C: MATLAB Algorithm Listings, a device acquisition program and algorithms 

written for measUling execution times and for performing scheduling analysis can be found and 

in Appendix D: Local Node Schematics and Layouts, schematics and board designs of the 

hardware prototypes used dUling the research are shown. Appendix E: Node Software 

Information and Appendix F: Gateway Software Information contain source details for the 

designed prototypes and network gateway respectively. The model blocks used in the simulation 

model are catalogued in Appendix G: Battery System Model Blocks and lastly, Appendix H: 

Companion CD describes the content structure of the CD accompanying the thesis. 
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2 BATTERY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 

ATTERY A AGEME T 

YS EMS 

This chapter serves as an introduction to the various aspects of battery management systems. 

Before examining the features of existing management systems, it is important to have an 

understanding of the underlying battery networks being managed. A brief discussion is provided 

on battery network configurations in telecommunication standby power applications and the 

types of battery data parameters that are acquired or derived. 

Monitoring and control of the battery networks is facilitated through their associated devices or 

alTays of devices that communicate amongst each other or with a management centre through the 

local network. Existing management systems are more concerned with process level control 

methodology rather than system level organisation of the network architecture. This chapter 

provides an analysis of the issues related to local area architecture and communication methods 

of existing systems. Furthermore, an efficient method of organising the large quantities of data 

and information throughout the lifetime of the battery is also a crucial requirement, as data and 

information visibility in battery networks could range from real-time to a few years of history. 

Most existing battery management systems are based on proprietary protocols while standard 

open systems interconnection control protocols are suggested but not widely used. A feature 

comparison and evaluation of popular distributed control technology in the market today is 

provided within the chapter. 

Internet technology has become increasingly important for industrial control applications, as 

nowadays, the ability to access local devices from any global location is expected. Remote 

connectivity to the local battery management system may therefore be facilitated through the use 

of the Internet. Aspects related to Internet-based management are identified and reviewed. 

A discussion on standby battery network configurations and data parameters is presented in 

Section 2.1. This is followed by a discussion and analysis of existing battery management 

systems in Section 2.2. In Section 2.3, possible control network technologies to suit the battery 
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management system are examined and in Section 2.4, features of Intemet-based management are 

discussed. Section 2.5 discusses the importance of modelling and simulation in evaluating the 

pelformance of battery management systems, and finally in Section 2.6, a detailed system 

organisation proposal is presented. 

2e STANDBY BATTERY NETWORKS 

This section provides a discussion on existing configurations of standby VRLA battery networks, 

measured or acquired battery data types, as well as data types derived from measured data. 

2.1.1 BATTERY NETWORK CONFIGURATIONS 

Standby VRLA battery networks are implemented in various sizes. A typical battery network is 

normally partitioned into a number of four string banks. Each string is made up of blocs that are 

either 2, 4, 6 or 12V. 12 V is commonly used as a grouping factor to relate adjacent cells in a 

string, whether they are six cells within a 12 V mono-bloc, six individual and adjacent cells of 2 

V blocs or combinations of other sized blocs 1. Some battery networks could be as small as two 

strings of 12 V mono-blocs, while large systems could have multiple strings (possibly over 20) 

containing twenty-four 2 V blocs. As an example, consider the battery network illustrated in 

Figure 2.1. The diagram shows a battery network containing a number of battery strings at the 

nominal telecommunications voltage of 48 V. Each stting is partitioned into four 12 V groups, 

with each group containing either a single 12 V mono-bloc or six 2 V cells or blocs. 

String Group 
+ :::r: +~ 

Battery Network ..:c ly + :::r: :::r: :::r: .. CL 
..:c..:c..:c .I. ! . 12V..:c 
T T T T ~ 

1 
, ..:c , 

D D D D .......... 

48V 48V 

Figure 2.1 Battery network terminology and configurations 
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In larger battery networks, the high number of cells involved in the system increases the chances 

of cell failure. The battery network is typically charged through the application of a constant 

voltage across each string. This results in non-unifOlm voltages across individual battery cells, 

which leads to cells being overcharged or undercharged. As the weakest cell dictates the overall 

strength of a battery network2 
3, dire consequences could result if cell conditions are not 

continuously monitored. An entire battery system may fail when called upon to power the 

telecommunications load in the event of a mains supply disruption. This clearly highlights a 

requirement for intelligent battery management in providing network wide information on any 

imminent cell failures. 

2.1.2 BATTERY DATA PARAMETERS 

The health of a battery is provided by various parameters, although only a number of these 

parameters can be monitored or measured directly from the battery. Battery data parameters can 

thus be separated into the two categOlies of monitored battery data and derived battery data. 

Brief descriptions of these data parameters are provided in the following sections. 

2.1.2.1 MONITORED BATTERY DATA 

Monitored battery data is defined as data extracted from the battery and includes the base 

variables of voltage, current and temperature. Although the sealed environment of the battery 

introduces difficulty in acquiring these variables, in actuality, these are the only few variables 

available for direct monitoring. The battery management system is nevertheless required to 

perform constant monitoring of each variable. Figure 2.2 shows the voltage, CUlTent and 

temperature trends during the three main operational phases of the standby battery (refer to 

Chapter 2, Section 2.3 of 4 and Chapter 1, Section 1.1 of 5). 
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Charge Float Discharge 

Ambient 

Time 

Figure 2.2 Standby VRLA battery operational phases 

The standby battery enters the charge phase in order to bring the battery voltage up to the 

required float voltage level or to replenish lost charge after a discharge has occurred. The float 

charge phase keeps the battery in a fully charged state in preparation for any dismptions to the 

primary AC mains supply. The standby battery system may remain in the float charge phase for 

months or even years before a dismption to the primary supply requires the battery to supply 

power to the critical telecommunications load to prevent a service outage. When a dismption 

does occur, the battery enters the discharge phase. A battery may also enter the discharge phase 

during battery capacity testing. As mentioned in Section 1.4.1, the battery is either fully or 

partially discharged to determine the precise or estimated value of battery capacity. Note 

however, that repetitive full battery discharges are not encouraged, as they are harmful to battery 

life and may ultimately result in battery failure6 
7. Furthermore, there is also the risk of an AC 

mains failure occuning when the battery is in the highly discharged state, which could lead to a 

potential disaster. Typical telecommunications applications utilise 1 m V resolution for voltages 

and O.5°C for temperatures3 while rnA resolution for current is adequate. 

2.1.2.1.1 VOLTAGE 

The voltage trend of the battery during the charge phase, as shown in Figure 2.2, occurs under a 

charging scheme with a constant voltage, otherwise known as the float voltage. As the voltage of 

the battery approaches the charge voltage, the battery then enters the float phase. In the float 

phase the voltage of the battery is kept at the float voltage level. A typical float voltage value is 

2.27 V per cell at a given temperature of 25°C. When a constant current discharge is initiated, 
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the battery exhibits a phenomenon known as the Coup de Fouet region (see Chapter 7 of 4), 

which occurs in the order of minutes. This region is crucial for battery state-of-health knowledge 

extraction and it is therefore essential that the associated battery management system possess the 

required data acquisition resolution to be capable of measuring the trend. The rate of decrease in 

voltage increases as the discharge continues, until a specified end voltage is reached. 

2.1.2.1.2 CURRENT 

DUling the charge phase, charge cunent is negative as seen from the point of view of the battery. 

In a constant-voltage charging scheme, the current reaches a peak before gradually decreasing. 

An alternative to the constant voltage charging scheme is the less commonly used constant 

cunent charging scheme. During the float phase, the float cunent of the VRLA battery is 

normally in the range of a few tens of rnA. In the discharge region, the battery endures a constant 

cunent discharge. Battery cunent is measured through a cunent shunt located at the beginning of 

each battery string and is essentially the cunent flowing through the entire string at a given time. 

2.1.2.1.3 TEMPERATURE 

As shown in Figure 2.2, the temperature of the battery increases above ambient temperature 

when the battery is initially applied a charge voltage, but gradually decreases back to ambient 

temperature as the voltage of the battery reaches float level. DUling the float phase, the 

temperature of the battery is slightly above ambient temperature. When a discharge takes place, 

the battery temperature increases as the rate of decrease in voltage increases. 

2.1.2.2 DERIVED BATTERY DATA 

The base variables of voltage, cunent and temperature defined in the previous section are used to 

estimate battery capacity and charge, which are then used to determine estimates of state-of

charge, reserve time, state-of-health and reserve life of the battery. These variables provide 

useful information on the condition of each individual cell and the overall battery system. 

2.1.2.2.1 CAPACITY AND CHARGE 

The capacity of the battery is defined as the capability of the battery to store electrical energy, 

while charge is defined as the actual or instantaneous energy level stored by the battery. Charge 

is also known as reserve charge, although this term may be used to indicate that the battery is 

cunently discharging or has been partially discharged. 

Both terms are measured in Ampere-hours (Ah) and are dependent on battery conditions and 

operating conditions during a discharge. Factors that influence battery condition include the 
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constmction of the battery as well as the age of the battery. Discharge operating conditions 

include the rate of discharge, the ambient temperature during discharge and the end voltage of 

the discharge. In telecommunications power systems, a battery is considered to be at the end of 

its operational life when the capacity has fallen to 80% of the manufacturer's rated capacity. 

2.1.2.2.2 STATE~OF-CHARGE 

A VRLA battery's state-of-charge is a dimensionless ratio of charge over capacity and is never 

greater than unity or 100%. When the battery is fully charged, the charge of the battery is equal 

to its capacity and the battery has a state-of-charge of 1. Alternatively, when the battery is totally 

discharged, its state-of-charge is O. 

2.1.2.2.3 RESERVE TIME 

Reserve time is defined as the amount of time remaining during a discharge before the pre

defined end voltage is reached and represents the rate of conversion of the energy stored in the 

battery. 

2.1.2.2.4 STATEmOF-HEALTH 

The state-of-health of a battery is a dimensionless ratio of capacity over manufacturer's rated 

capacity, which indicates the ability of the battery to perform as specified by the manufacturer. 

State-of-health can have a value of greater than unity or 100% depending on the accuracy of the 

manufacturer's rating. In the case where actual capacity is greater than capacity rated by the 

manufacturer, the state-of-health value is larger than 1. 

2.1.2.2.5 RESERVE LIFE 

Reserve life is defined as the amount of operational time remaining before the capacity of the 

battery has reached its end of life capacity, which as previously mentioned, is 80% of the 

manufacturer's rated capacity. Note that this also equates to a state-of-health of 0.8. As with 

battery capacity and charge, the reserve life of a VRLA battery is also governed by battery 

conditions and operating conditions. 

EXISTING BATTERY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 

Battery management systems that exist in the field today are typically more concerned with 

control methodology at the process leve12 3 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15, rather than organisation of the 

management system architecture. These systems incorporate control features such as cell 
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and discharging, while others perform complex monitoring functionality onlyll 14, 

Although existing management systems are well defined at the process level, the dissemination 

and utilisation of data and information delivered through battery condition monitoring is 

considerably less developedl6
, Furthermore, modern battery management systems need to have 

an adaptive, modular, cost-effective and extensible architecture with logical or appropriate 

partitioning of the management systemll , Such systems would inherently facilitate a logical 

partitioning of the battery network. A management system with these features would also permit 

easy integration into the rest of the telecommunication power system architecture, 

The following sections examine the pnmary features of battery management systems in 

existence today, Features discussed include interfacing at the battery level, local area 

communication, battery data and information storage and remote access to the local management 

system, 

2.2.1 BATTERY INTERF ACING 

As mentioned previously in Section 2.1.1, continuous monitoring of cell condition and health is 

a crucial requirement for the battery management system, In order to provide effective 

monitoring, a battery management system must interface to the battery network at the cellleve18
, 

Furthermore, as the cell level is the lowest level of the network, group level, string level and 

network level data and information can thus be easily measured, Interfacing to the battery 

network at this level would require direct monitOling of each cell's voltage and temperature, 

while current may be monitored at the string level. Note also that in the case of a 12 V mono

bloc, a single acquisition of temperature would be adequate for the six cells in the group, 

Nowadays, most modern management systems provide cell level interfacing, Some examples of 

typical management systems that provide cell level device interfaces are desclibed in 2389101213 

14, In particular, the management system described in 3 utilises cell level interface units or 

sensors that are further connected to a group level interface unit. 

LOCAL AREA AR CHITECTURE AND COMMUNICATION 

Battery management systems in recent times possess centralised network architectures and 

proprietary protocols for communication with local sensors or nodes (for a discussion of the 
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evolution of battery management systems, refer to Section 1.3). These centralised control 

architectures employ master-slave architectures with either point-to-pointS 
14 or daisy chain 10 II 

structures as shown in Figure 2,3. The master device holds control over the entire system. Each 

slave is connected directly to the master and does not possess any authority. 

In point-to-point structures, slave devices are connected to the master through individual 

interfaces, which requires additional cabling facilities. The daisy chain structure rectifies this 

situation by allowing all modules to be connected through a single interface at the master device, 

thereby preventing any issues associated with having several interfaces being terminated at one 

point. This structure also introduces cabling cost savings. With a daisy chain structure, new 

devices are added or interfaced to the last device on the chain. A major disadvantage of the 

master slave architecture is the single point of failure of the master device. If the master device 

suffers an operational failure, the integrity of the entire management system is at stake. If 

however, a fault occurs at a slave device or an adjoining communication link, functionality of the 

system may be paliially disabled. In the daisy chain structure, the level of disabled functionality 

depends on the location of the broken link. It is clear that the risk of system failure in a master

slave system is high. Communication between slave devices and the master device is usually 

facilitated with proprietary protocols over common communication interfaces. In point-to-point 

structures, the RS-232 serial port interface is typically used l
, while in daisy chain structures, RS-

485 or RS-422 interfaces may be utilised. 

Master 

Master 

Bus structure 

Point-to-point structure 
Daisy chain structure 

Figure 2,3 Battery management system network architectures 

In order to overcome the limitations of the centralised master-slave architecture, the use of bus 

structures (also illustrated in Figure 2,3) is recommended. A bus topology or structure offers 

peer-to-peer communication for all devices communicating over a common set of bus lines 
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thereby reducing the amount of wiring required and eliminating the single point of system failure 

of the master-slave architecture. Furthermore, such systems also promote network extensibility 

and are more economic and cost-effective in the case of larger battery systems13. Communication 

within the architecture may easily be facilitated through a variety of commercial off-the-shelf 

open system interconnection protocols in the form of control network technology. The use of 

control network technology reduces system development time and promotes the distribution of 

system intelligence amongst the connected network devices and hence towards a more 

decentralised network architecture 17. Although such systems may still have a central 

management device, the devices in the system are no longer strictly master or slave units. A 

discussion on commercially available control network technologies is presented in Section 2.3. 

A distribution of system intelligence essentially equates to a segmentation of responsibility18. 

The knowledge distribution to the local network nodes avoids computational overload at the 

main controller and minimises traffic on the communication network8. Although further 

management complexity is introduced in the form of scheduling policies, complicated tasks that 

were once solely pelformed by the master device can now be accomplished through co

ordination of a few simple, intelligent, autonomous nodes. This in effect results in parallel 

processing and increases the performance of the entire system. The level of local node 

intelligence must be sufficient to determine abnormal battery operation and performance 

conditions16 through continuous monitoring, while being able to perform sophisticated control 

functionality. Furthermore, battery management systems that support distributed intelligence are 

ideally suited for assimilation into the telecommunications power system architecture. 

2.2.3 BATTERY DATA AND INFORMATION STORAGE 

Battery data and information storage is also an important aspect of a battery management system. 

Continuous battery condition monitoring produces a large amount of acquired data throughout 

the lifetime of the battery3. Add to that the amount of derived battery data and system 

information in the form of network parameters, events and alarms, and it is clear that the vast 

quantity of data and information can be difficult to handle. 

Existing management systems traditionally store system wide data and infOlwation locally at the 

central controller. The stored data is then downloaded from the central controller during routine 

maintenance visits. However, in the event of a controller malfunction, the data is unable to be 

retrieved and examined, while at the same time newly acquired data may be lost. Any loss of 

battery data is unacceptable, as preliminary signs of battery failure that require preventative 
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measures may have been indicated. It is thus evident that a structured data organisation is 

required in modem management systems to provide data consistency and access. As a trend 

towards a hierarchical data organisation has been foreseen in distributed automation systems l9
, 

this solution must also be integrated into CUlTent management system designs. Additionally, 

suitable data compression or minimisation techniques are needed to reduce the amount of 

acquired data stored in the limited memory of the controller device, without sacrificing data 

accuracy or resolution. 

2.2.4 REMOTE ACCESS 

Existing battery management systems provide remote access to the local system through various 

methods. Some battery management systems allow remote access using digital communication 

options such as wireless methods l4
, telephony methods like a dial-up modem2 

14 or a Local Area 

Network (LAN) such as Ethernet. A battery management system may also be interfaced with an 

on-site PC that provides the remote connectivity as required by technical or supervisory 

personnel. 

The advent of next generation networks and a global packet-switched platform for voice, data 

and cellular communication has seen the Internet gain greater acceptance into the 

telecommunications power system community. While network specific data transmission 

services as mentioned previously may provide more secure and controlled access capability, 

Internet-based approaches allow for widest distributed access l16
. 

The increasing demand for remote management of battery system condition and health requires 

that direct access be provided to the data contained within the battery management system. The 

management system should therefore have the ability to provide data in intuitive formats useful 

to an end user through the use of an Internet-based browser. Battery management systems that 

provide remote connectivity through the Internet and are capable of displaying information via a 

user's web browser in the form of plots or charts have been introduced in 1 10 11. For a further 

discussion of Internet-based battery management, please refer to Section 2.4. 

DISTRIBUTED CONTROL TECHNOLOGY 

A discussion on the local architecture and communication of battery management systems 

presented III Section 2.2.2 has emphasised the requirement for standard interconnection 

protocols and a distribution of network intelligence through the use of control network 
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technology. This section provides an analysis of valious control network technologies in 

existence that may be potential candidates for implementation in battery management systems. 

Control network technology, otherwise known as fieldbus technology, exhibit real-time 

properties and is commonly utilised in the areas of industrial automation and process control 

environments as embedded systems (or embedded networks). These types of networks are 

typically charactelised by short, frequent and plimalily peliodic time clitical data transmissions. 

The control messages containing the data may be either peliodic or apeliodic, and have specific 

hard or soft real-time requirements or bounds17
. Non-real-time messages may also be present on 

the network. Messages with hard real-time requirements have fixed deadlines and must be 

guaranteed to anive within a well-defined time, whereas messages with soft real time 

requirements have reduced or relaxed timeliness constraints. In saying this, a control network's 

determinism and predictability of temporal behaviour are crucial parameters that contlibute to 

the overall performance of the system or application. Before beginning the analysis of the 

valious technologies, it is crucial to develop an understanding of control network communication 

in relation to the general network communication scheme. 

In 1984, the International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO) developed a reference model 

that desclibed how communication should occur between computers on a wide area network. 

This conceptual framework is known as the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) 7-layer 

reference model and is defined in the ISO 749820 communications standard. The OSI reference 

model, along with a brief descliption of the functionality associated with each model layer, is 

illustrated in Figure 2.4. The model is often used to compare the features and functionality of 

communication protocols and was oliginally designed for networks aimed towards providing 

connection-oriented services that did not require real-time communication. Only later was the 

OSI model also adopted as a standard for networks that transmitted short and frequent time 

clitical data2l
. Any network in compliance with the standard is required to insulate each layer 

from the others by well-defined interfaces, although it is not a requirement that any given 

protocol implement every layer of the model. As a matter of fact, few networks comply 

absolutely with the OSI model with regard to provision of all 7 layers as distinct entities. 
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OSI Layer Functionality 

7 Application 
I · Application program using the network 

6 Presentation I · 
Data interpretation, representation, encryption, 
encoding and compression 

5 Session I · 
Communication session establishment, management 
and termination 

4 Transport I · 
End-to-end reliability, flow control, error checking and 
error resolution 

:3 Network I · Destination addressing, routing and data fragmentation 

2 Data Link I · 
Medium access management, framing and single link 
communication management 

1 Physical I · 
Electrical, mechanical, procedural and functional 
interconnection 

Figure 2.4 ISO/OSI 7 mlayer reference model 

Control networks typically cover the two lower layers of the OSI reference model, namely the 

physical and data link layers. The primary difference between each control network is in their 

medium access control methods, which describes the protocol for arbitrating access to the 

network and significantly affects the network's real-time behaviour and performance22
. The 

potential control technology candidates that will be examined for the battery management 

application include the Controller Area Network (CAN), Ethernet and the Local Operating 

Network (LON). CAN is an example of a common control protocol for industrial automation 

applications, while LON is a control protocol which also provides the upper layers of the 

communication model for a complete protocol stack. Ethernet is traditionally thought of as a 

higher-level network protocol for office automation, but has features that make it highly suited 

for use as a control network and is gradually being introduced into the field of automation. 

Although these candidate protocols may have emerged from dissimilar backgrounds, each 

possesses similarities to the others in terms of their medium access control method, known as the 

Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) technique. This method of control network access 

ensures the highest degree of flexibility compared to other methods by permitting all nodes on 

the network to transmit messages on their own23, while some mechanism is provided to resolve 

any possible collision. These control networks are by no means the only ones in existence today. 

Some other examples of popular control networks, which utilise other methods of medium 

access, include the Process Field Bus (PROFIBUS)24 25 and Interbus-S. The former uses a 

combination of the token passing mechanism and the master-slave communication model, while 

the latter utilises a ring-based network with the use of a combined message and is highly suited 

for applications with fixed data exchange schedules23 . Another example of a control network 

protocol is the World Factory Instrumentation Protocol (WorldFIP)26 2728. 
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The following sections describe the CAN, Ethernet and LON network protocols currently 

available in the market. It is important to keep in mind that the following discussion is not meant 

to be an in-depth description of each network, but is intended to focus on each protocol's 

medium access features, which affect its performance and suitability as a disttibuted control 

network for the battery management application. For further sources of literature and in-depth 

information, references have been listed throughout the text. 

2.3.1 CONTROLLER AREA NETWORK (CAN) 

The Controller Area Network, or CAN, was introduced in the mid 1980's by a German 

automotive system supplier named Robeli Bosch29 
30. The CAN bus is a shared broadcast, serial 

data communications bus for real-time applications which has excellent error detection and 

confinement capabilities. CAN was originally designed for the automobile industry but because 

of its proven reliability and robustness and its ability to operate in harsh environments, CAN is 

now being used in many other industrial automation applications. CAN is standardised 

internationally as ISO 1189831 for high-speed vehicle applications and ISO 1151932 for low

speed vehicle applications. In order to allow maximum flexibility in the design of CAN-based 

systems, the communication medium of the protocol has been intentionally unspecified33
. 

Therefore, multiple media such as twisted pair, single wire, infra-red or radio frequency can be 

used for interconnection of nodes within a network. 

CAN is a message oriented system in which each message is assigned a specific prioritised 

identifier that is used to arbitrate access to the bus. Each message identifier must be unique and 

two nodes on the same network must not transmit frames with the same identifier 

simultaneously. CAN networks can operate at transmission rates of up to 1 Mbits/s and are 

optimised for short messages which have a maximum data payload of 8 Bytes. The number of 

nodes on a single network is typically up to 64, although larger networks with approximately 100 

nodes are possible. The following section provides a technical overview of the CAN protocol. 

2.3.1.1 CAN PROTOCOL 

The CAN protocol is available in two versions, called CAN 1.0 and CAN 2.0. CAN 2.0 is 

backward compatible with CAN 1.0 and most CAN devices nowadays implement CAN 2.0. 

CAN 2.0 further consists of 2 versions, CAN 2.0A and CAN 2.0B. Devices that conform to CAN 

1.0 and CAN 2.0A implement message frames with standard identifiers consisting of 11 Bits, 
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while devices which implement CAN 2.0B have message frames with either standard identifiers 

or extended identifiers that are 29 Bits in length. CAN 2.0B devices can also be either passi ve or 

active devices. CAN 2.0B active devices will transmit and receive both standard and extended 

message frames, while CAN 2.0B passive devices will only transmit and receive standard 

message frames and discard extended frames without error. However, in the case where an 

extended message frame is received by a CAN 1.0 device, errors will be generated. 

Figure 2.5 shows the format of a CAN message frame with either standard or extended 

identifiers. The frame begins with the Start-of-Frame (SOF) bit followed by the Arbitration 

Field, which contains the identifier of the frame as well as a Remote Transmit Request (RTR) bit 

for distinguishing between normal data frames and remote frames. The Control Field includes 

bits to identify the frame as a standard or extended frame and for specifying the number of data 

bytes within the message. After the Control Field is the Data Field, which can be from 0 to 8 

Bytes in length. The Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) field for detecting transmission enors 

follows the Data Field. The Acknowledge (ACK) field is used for confirming the reception of a 

message, and the last field in the message is the End-of-Frame (EOF) Field. The Inter-Frame 

Space (IPS) separates a preceding frame from any subsequent frames and allows nodes time for 

internal processing before the next message frame. If no message transmission follows the IPS, 

the bus line is once again idle. 

CAN Frame 

!,=A'bItCOItOO ~ Field 

1 Bit 11 Bits/29(+2) Bits 1 1 Bit 6 Bits I~ 0-8 Bytes ~I 16 Bits 1 2 Bits 1 7 Bits 3 Bits 1 

Bus RTR Control Data Field CRCField ACK EOF 
IFS 

Bus 
Idle 

SOF Identifier 
Bit Field Field Field Idle 

Figure 2.5 CAN message frame format 

A CAN node is also capable of transmitting remote frames, error frames and overload frames. 

These frame types are not discussed, as they are not required for the scope of the thesis. Further 

. f . b f d' 29 m ormatlOn can e oun m . 

The CAN communication protocol implements the Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision 

Resolution (CSMA/CR) protocol. Every node monitors the bus (i.e. senses the carrier) for a 

period of no activity before attempting to transmit a message onto the bus. When the bus is free, 

all nodes have equal opportunity to transmit a message (i.e. multiple access). If two nodes try to 
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transmit messages simultaneously, collisions are resolved through non-destructive bit-wise 

arbitration on the message identifiers, which is essentially a wired-AND mechanism. It is this 

arbitration method which allows CAN to exhibit deterministic behaviour and real-time attributes. 

Each transmitting node is required to monitor the bus level during every bit transmission. A 

logical 0 is defined as a dominant bit and a logical 1 is defined as a recessive bit. Therefore, the 

identifier with the lowest binary number has the highest priority. As each message identifier is 

unique, the higher priority message will always win arbitration. Figure 2.6 illustrates the non

destructive bit-wise arbitration mechanism of the CAN protocol when two nodes simultaneously 

attempt to transmit a message on the bus. Note that standard message identifiers are used in this 

example. 

Arbitration Field 

1 

11-Bit Identifier u.. a:: 
0 10 9 8 7 6i s i 4 3 2 1 0 l-
(/) a:: 

Node 1 Listening 

o 

Node 2 

o 

CAN Bus 

o 

t 
Node 1 loses arbitration 

Figure 2.6 CAN CSMA/CR arbitration protocol 

Con trol 
Id Fie 

In the diagram, both Node 1 and Node 2 have detected that the bus was idle and have began 

transmission of their respective messages. Both nodes begin by transmitting the SOF bit onto the 

bus followed by the message identifier bits. Each node monitors the state of the bus to determine 

whether the bit being transmitted actually appears on the bus. As both nodes initially transmit 

identical identifier bits, i.e. the five least significant bits, normal bit transmission ensues. 

However, dUling transmission of the fifth identifier bit, Node 1 discovers that it has lost 

arbitration on the bus as it has transmitted a recessive bit, but the bus shows a dominant state. It 

immediately stops transmitting and proceeds to monitor the bus for the next period of inactivity 

before attempting to transmit again. Meanwhile, Node 2 is oblivious to the fact that Node 1 has 

lost arbitration. Node 2 thus proceeds to transmit its remaining identifier bits. As no incorrect bus 

states are detected during transmission of its identifier bits, Node 2 continues to transmit the 

remainder of the message. 
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CAN uses Non Retum to Zero (NRZ) encoding for bit representation where synchronisation 

edges are generated by means of bit stuffing. After five consecutive equal bits, the transmitting 

CAN node will insert a stuff bit of complementary value, which is later removed at the receiving 

nodes. Bit stuffing is done on the message frame bits from the SOF Field to the CRC Field and is 

performed invisibly to the application. 

2.3.1.2 HIGHER LAYER PR OTOCOLS 

The CAN protocol implements most of the lower layer functionality of the data link and physical 

layers of the OSI reference model. As the CAN protocol does not specify functionality in the 

upper layers of the OSI model, CAN applications that require services beyond the basic 

functionality specified at the CAN data link layer are required to implement a Higher Layer 

Protocol (HLP). CAN HLPs typically implement functionality such as start-up behaviour, 

network node addressing, message identifier distribution, communication establishment, flow 

control, message frame content translation, system status reporting, as well as transmission or 

reception of data units longer than 8 Bytes. Figure 2.7 depicts the CAN HLP model in 

comparison with the OSI reference model shown previously in Figure 2.4. 

OSI Layer CAN Model 

7 Application CAN HLP 

6 Presentation 

1 5 Session 
Partially implemented 

4 Transport 
by HLP 

1 

3 Network .. 
2 Data Link CAN Data Link 

1 Physical CAN Physical 

Figure 2.7 OSI reference model and CAN model comparison 

Examples of better known CAN HLPs that are commercially available in today's market include 

CANopen34 35 36, CAN Kingdom37 38, DeviceNee9 and Smati Distributed System (SDS)4o. 

CAN open is an implementation of the CAN Application Layer (CAL), an open application layer 

for CAN systems41 . The CAN in Automation (CiA) group42 established in 1992 is an 
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international users and manufacturers organisation that develops and maintains the CAN HLPs 

mentioned. 

2.3.1.3 CAN ISSUES 

CAN is a popular solution in many industrial automation applications primarily due to its low 

cost, as CAN has support from a large number of manufacturers for CAN devices including 

stand-alone controllers and transceivers. Although the incorporation of a CAN interface on a 

target device would require the inclusion of additional hardware components, the end user would 

be able to obtain a real-time networldng solution most likely at a small fraction of the cost of the 

completed system. The CAN bus is therefore an ideal solution when an inexpensive real-time 

network is required. Although a CAN system may require more development time due to an 

incomplete protocol, numerous software development tools are available at cost competitive 

pricing. 

The main disadvantages of CAN include low bandwidth and short networks. CAN has a 

relatively low maximum transmission rate of 1 Mbits/s. Furthermore, when bus transmission 

rates above 500 Kbits/s are considered, the CAN protocol suffers from severe limitations to bus 

length. This drawback cannot be overcome by means of improvements in the technology of CAN 

transceivers, as it is dependent on the medium access technique and the finite propagation speed 

of signals over the bus lines23. Table 2.1 lists the maximum length of CAN networks at given 

bus rates. Note that at the maximum bus rate of 1 Mbits/s, the available network length is only 

40 metres. 

CAN Bus Rate Network Length (m) 

1 Mbits/s 40 

500 Kbits/s 100 

250 Kbits/s 200 

125 Kbits/s 500 

Table 2.1 CAN network lengths at specific bus rates 

Various techniques to improve performance and overcome the network length limitation of CAN 

have been suggested in 23. A possible solution is through the addition of new transmission 

services, such as a summation frame for combining existing system messages. This solution 

would offer increased data throughput without increasing bus rate and consequently reducing 

network length. Another option would be modification of the network topology to that of a 
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mUltistage hierarchical tree topology. This method improves network extension in enabling 

larger networks, while maintaining compatibility with conventional CAN. In addition, different 

signalling techniques such as over-clocking could be adopted. This technique relies on dual bit 

rates that differ for arbitration and data transmission. Combinations of the three techniques could 

also be used together to achieve higher transmission rates and larger networks. 

2.3.2 ETHERNET 

The Xerox Corporation originally designed Ethernet in the late 1970's. Today, Ethernet is the 

most popular physical layer LAN technology in use, as compared to other technologies such as 

Fibre Distributed Data Inteliace (FDDI) or Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM). Ethernet is 

commonly found in high-level office or industrial automation applications and has been 

internationally standardised by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) as 

IEEE 802.3. Recently, there has been a gradual shift to using Ethernet as a control network in 

automation applications, as Ethernet exhibits properties such as low cost, high transmission rate 

and large bandwidth, which are useful for a control network. Furthermore, communication in a 

process control system or automation application involves a hierarchy of different networks. 

Ethernet provides an attractive scenario in promoting the possibility of using the same protocol 

at all levels of the control hierarchy43 44. However, the main downfall of Ethernet is its non

determinism or inability to handle real-time communications, which is a direct result of its 

medium access technique (discussed in the following section). Although it has been predicted 

that Ethernet will become the preferred solution for implementing communications at the control 

level, it will still take several years to replace traditional fieldbus technology because of poor 

compatibility with existing field devices and control applications23 . 

Ethernet networks are address-based and have non-prioritised messages. When Ethernet is used 

as a control network, a transmission rate of 10 Mbits/s is recommended, although when Ethernet 

is used as a data network, transmission rates of up to 100 Mbits/s, 1 Gbits/s or 10 Gbits/s are 

common. Ethernet frames can carry a payload of up to 1500 Bytes of data and the number of 

devices on an Ethernet network is detelmined by the cable type, cable length and traffic of the 

network. 

A comparison between the OSI reference model and the Ethernet model is illustrated in Figure 

2.8. Ethernet is defined in the lower two layers of the OSI model with the Transport Control 

Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) suite implemented over the Ethernet medium access layer to 

provide upper layer functionality. Functionality at the application layer encompasses web server, 
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web browser as well as client and server transaction protocols. A further discussion of TCPIIP 

can be found in Section 2.4.1. 

OSI Layer Ethernet Model 

7 Application I I Application 

6 Presentation I -+ 
Implemented in 

5 Session 
Applicati:on Layer 

y 

4 Transport TCP 

3 Network IP 

2 Data Link Ethernet Data Link 

1 Physical Ethernet Physical 

Figure 2.8 OSI reference model and Ethernet model comparison 

2.3.2.1 ETHERNET PROTOC OL 

Figure 2.9 shows the frame format of an Ethernet packet. The Preamble section of the Ethernet 

frame is a sequence of alternating l' sand 0' s used for receiver synchronisation. This is followed 

by the Starting Delimiter field for indicating the actual stmi of the frame and for enabling the 

receiver to locate the first bit of the frame. The Destination Address Field identifies the recipient 

of the frame, while the Source Address Field identifies the Ethernet device that initiated 

transmission of the frame. After the address fields is the Data Length Field, which is used to 

determine the length of the frame's data payload. The Data Field contains Application, TranspOli 

and Network layer data, while the Pad field plays an important role in the detection of frame 

collisions. This is followed by the CRC Field for checking data integtity (does not include the 

Preamble section) and the Postamble section for indicating the end of the Ethernet frame. 

i'il'-7-B-yt-e-s --1-1-B-Y-te-I-------Ethernet Frame-------------1-1-Byt-e~~1 
6 Bytes 6 Bytes I 2 Bytes r----46 - 1500 BYtes--1 4 Bytes 

Bus Starting Destination Source Data 
Post- Bus Preamble Address Address Length Data Field Pad CRC Field Idle Delimiter 

Field Field Field amble Idle 

Figure 2.9 Ethernet frame format 
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The Ethemet standard states that in order to detect collisions, a valid frame must be at least 64 

Bytes in length from the Destination Address Field to the CRC Field. This essentially equates to 

having a Data Field that is no less than 46 Bytes in length, as the overhead of the Destination 

Address, Source Address, Data Length and CRC fields is 18 Bytes. In the case where the data 

payload is less than 46 Bytes, the Pad field is used to fill out the frame to the minimum size. This 

technique allows receivers to distinguish between valid frames and invalid truncated frames from 

collisions. Note that the maximum Ethemet frame size is 1518 Bytes. 

As with CAN, Ethemet also implements the CSMA technique for bus access. However, Ethemet 

uses the Collision Detection mechanism for resolving contention of the communication medium, 

and hence the bus arbitration scheme is termed CSMA/CD. In this method, Ethemet devices 

monitor the bus for periods of inactivity before attempting transmission of a frame. If two or 

more Ethemet devices attempt transmission simultaneously, a collision will occur and the 

transmitted frames will be corrupted. In the CSMA/CD contention scheme, transmitting devices 

or nodes are required to monitor the bus during transmission to determine the occurrence of 

collisions. If a collision is detected, the transmitting nodes cease transmission of their respective 

frames and wait a random length of time before re-attempting to transmit the collided frames. 

The Binary Exponential Back-off (BEB) algorithm is used to determine the random amount of 

time between failed transmissions. If the transmitting node is still unable to transmit the frame 

after 16 retransmissions, a failure is reported and the frame is discarded. 

2.3.2.2 ETHERNET ISSUES 

As mentioned previously, the desirable features of low cost, high transmission rates and large 

bandwidth make Ethemet a potential solution as a control network. Additionally, Ethemet 

networks are simple to install and Ethemet hardware or software components are widely 

available. However, before Ethemet can be used in time critical control systems, and thus 

accepted as a valid control network solution, the temporal performance and real-time capability 

of Ethemet needs to be improved. Ethemet's non-deterministic nature is a result of the 

CSMAICD arbitration protocol, or more precisely, a result of the occurrence of frame collisions 

and subsequent collision recovery mechanism. Therefore, a major step toward deterministic 

behaviour in Ethemet networks is to eliminate the random nature of the CSMA/CD contention 

method45
. 
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Vmious solutions for improving Ethernet's real-time pelformance have been suggested. Among 

the possible solutions proposed to allow Ethernet to cater for distributed soft real-time 

communication services includes dynamic traffic smoothing44 and transport layer modification46. 

Dynamic traffic smoothing consists of dynamically assigning each device on the network a 

portion of bandwidth according to the current workload on the network. In the latter technique, 

modifications introduced at the transport layer of the TCP/IP protocol show that Ethernet frame 

collisions can be reduced below 10%. The mechanisms that were utilised include a transmission 

interval limitation algorithm for maintaining Ethernet traffic below a specified level, pseudo 

window size negotiation and a periodic transmission mode to provide efficient network 

utilisation. Although improved pelformance levels were confilmed with this technique, a 

concern that may arise from the modification of either the transpOli, network or medium access 

layer protocols is that of incompatibility with existing systems. A method of guaranteeing real

time services using a Java middleware layer over the TCP/IP layers of Ethernet has also been 

proposed in 47. 

Another method of increasing real-time pelformance to incorporate hard-real-time requirements 

is to use switched Ethernet43 45 48 49. This method uses full duplex switches to subdivide the 

network architecture or the collision domain into simple point-to-point connections between 

network components and devices, and hence enable free network topology configuration. In 

switched Ethernet, the number of collisions are eliminated or substantially reduced and the BEB 

algorithm may no longer be required. If the network load can be kept very low (under 1 %) in the 

large bandwidth of the Ethernet, all traffic should flow in a timely manner48 . However, a 

collision can still occur if two or more devices transmit to the same destination. In this case, a 

buffered switch may be used, whereby conCUlTent messages are stored in a buffer and 

transmitted to the destination in sequence, thus avoiding collisions. On the other hand, random 

buffering delay in a switch is introduced. The disadvantages to using switched Ethernet are that 

switching elements are costly43 and there is a lack of a standard for Ethernet switch 
. 1 . 48 Imp ementatlOn . 

It is clear that to enable Ethernet to have detelministic properties and to satisfy real-time control 

requirements significant work still has to be done. While it may be true that Ethernet will 

someday replace common fieldbus technology at the control level, it is unlikely to happen for 

several years. Despite the high transmission rates of Ethernet technology today, the throughput is 

not much higher than that of fieldbus technologies23 , as Ethernet is not efficient at transmitting 

small sized data characterised by control networks. Other issues that also require attention 
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include investigation into a real-time control network protocol stack to replace TCP/IP48
, which 

was Oliginally designed for wide area network environments. Furthermore, Ethel11et networks 

with higher transmission rates, such as 100 Mbits/s and 1 Gbits/s, only support the star 

topology22, which again leads to the issue of increased cabling costs (as discussed previously in 

Section 2.2.2). 

2.3.3 LOCAL OPERATING NETWORK (LON) 

The Echelon Corporation initially developed LonWorks technology in the late 1980's in the 

belief that it would become a universal standard for control networks. All elements of the system 

are known collectively as LonWorks and form a complete platform for implementing intelligent 

distributed control applications, such as those in industrial, building and home automation50 
51. A 

LonWorks control network is essentially a LAN tailored specifically to perform control 

functions, hence the term Local Operating Network or LON. 

The main tools and components of Lon Works technology include the LonTalk communication 

protocol, Neuron chips, LonWorks transceivers and the LonWorks Network Services (LNS). The 

LonTalk protocol is a collection of services that support reliable communication among 

connected LON nodes and makes efficient use of the communication medium. The Electronics 

Industries Association (EIA) has standardised the protocol under the EIA 709.1 Control Network 

Protocol Specification standard. Communication between LON devices using the LonTalk 

protocol can be achieved over various physical media such as twisted pair, power line, radio 

frequency, fibre optic cable, coaxial cable and infra-red. All LON nodes contain a Neuron chip 

and a LonWorks transceiver. The core of a LON node is the Neuron chip, which is a three CPU 

chip that includes memory facilities and a communications intelface. Two of the three CPUs 

continuously monitor network communications while the third is available for application 

implementation. And lastly, the LNS provides easy-to-use network management and user tools 

and interfaces. Applications for LonWorks networks or nodes are written in the Neuron C 

programming language and created with the LonBuilder Developer's Workbench. The Neuron C 

language utilises an event-based programming paradigm, while tools provided by the workbench 

include a compiler, debugger, network manager and protocol analyser. 

LON systems support a hierarchical address-based structure while optionally offering a priority 

mechanism to improve the response time of critical packets. The logical address structure 

contains two sections. The first section designates the domain, which is the highest level of the 

hierarchy. A domain is essentially a collection of nodes, and often encompasses the whole 
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system. Note that there can be a maximum of 248 domains in a network. Domains can be further 

subdivided into subnets, with a maximum of 255 subnets per domain. A subnet is a logical 

grouping of nodes on a single communication medium or multiple interconnected mediums. The 

second section of the address specifies either a specific node in the domain (or subnet) or a group 

of nodes (spanning several subnets in a domain). There can be a maximum of 127 nodes per 

subnet, which equates to a maximum of 32,385 nodes in a single domain. A group can contain 

up to 63 nodes and up to 255 groups may be specified, while every node in the domain can be a 

member of up to 15 groups. LON domains, subnets and groups can be interconnected through 

the use of learning routers, bridges and repeaters. LON systems have a maximum transmission 

rate of up to 1.25 Mbits/s. 

Previously discussed control networks, i.e. CAN and Ethernet, are only defined in the lower two 

layers of the OSI reference model. In comparison, the Lon Talk communication protocol of LON 

is a complete, layered, packet-based communications protocol that confirms and adheres to all 

seven layers of the OSI model. As such, additional higher layer protocols are not required in 

LON systems. Although LON differs from traditional control networks in this respect, LON is 

still classified as a control network. Figure 2.10 shows a comparison diagram between the OSI 

reference model and functionality provided by the layers of the LonTalk communication 

protocol. 

OSI Layer LonTalk Protocol Services 

7 Application I 
Standard network variable objects and types, file 
transfer and network services 

6 Presentation I 
. Network variables, application messages and foreign 

frame transmission 

5 Session I 
. Dialog, remote procedure calls, authentication, network 

management and network interface 

4 Transport I 
End-to-end acknowledgemnts, service type, frame 
sequencing and duplicate detection 

3 Network I 
Uni-cast and multi-cast, destination addressing and 
frame routing 

2 Data Link I 
Framing, data encoding, CRC error checking, media 
access, collision detection 

1 Physical I 
Media specific interfaces and modulation schemes, 
transceiver type 

Figure 2.10 OSI reference model and LON model functionality 

The following discussion of the LON protocol focuses mainly on the medium access control 

method of the Lon Talk protocol and not the upper layer functionality. For fmiher information on 

LON upper layer functionality, please refer to 52. 
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LON PROTOCOL 

Figure 2.11 illustrates the frame format of a LON message. Note that infOlmation source and 

destination addressing is not contained in the Layer 2 header of the LON frame, but rather at the 

header of the Layer 3 Protocol Data Unit (PDU). As such, the details of the Layer 3 PDU are 

also provided to allow direct comparison with the CAN and Ethernet frame fOlmats. The LON 

frame begins with Preamble and Byte Sync sections to allow receiver synchronisation, followed 

by the Layer 2 PDU and a section 2Y2 bits in length for indicating transmission termination. As 

LON frames use Differential Manchester Encoding, the 21/2 bits long section with no transition is 

a direct violation of the encoding scheme. The Layer 2 header is one byte in length. It contains a 

Priority bit to indicate use of a priority media access algorithm, an Alternate Path bit to indicate 

use of an alternative transmission mechanism in the event of failed transmission attempts and a 

Delta Bacldog field to inform other nodes of expected frame transmission. The Layer 2 Header is 

followed by the Layer 3 PDU and a CRC Field for error checking. 
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........................ 

.., .. """""""', .. ,""'" 
1 0 - 48 Bits 

Domain 10 Enclosed PDU 

Figure 2.11 LON Layer 2 and Layer 3 frame format 

The first byte of the Layer 3 PDU header contains information on protocol version, the enclosed 

PDU type, destination address format and length of the LON domain. After these sections, 

source address and destination address information is transmitted. The domain identifier field, as 

mentioned previously, designates the domain. The enclosed higher layer PDU can be up to 300 

Bytes in length and is the last section of the Layer 3 PDD. 
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In order to handle collisions on the network and meet real-time requirements, LON implements 

the CSMA algorithm with a Collision A voidance mechanism (CSMAICA), otherwise known as 

modified p-persistent CSMA. The CSMAICA algorithm allows for pliority messaging and 

dynamically adjusts the number of frame time slots, based on predicted network traffic50
. In 

normal p-persistent CSMA, if a node has a frame to transmit, it does so in a given randomisation 

slot with probability p. In CSMAlCA, LON canies the added improvement of having the 

probability p adjusted based upon network load. With this technique, the number of 

randomisation slots is increased as traffic increases. The factor by which the number of slots 

increases is called estimated channel backlog and represents the number of nodes with a frame to 

transmit in the next frame cycle. The Delta Backlog field in the Layer 2 header discussed 

previously updates the offered traffic estimates on receiving nodes. This technique for estimating 

backlog and dynamically adjusting medium access allows LON to have few randomisation slots 

during periods of light load, while having the benefit of many randomisation slots during periods 

of heavy load. Therefore, by dynamically allocating network bandwidth, the medium access 

delays in a LON network are minimised during periods of light load, while collisions are 

minimised during period of heavy load 53 . 

2.3.3.2 LON ISSUES 

The main advantage of using LON as a control network is its completeness. The full LonTalk 

communication protocol stack, development tools and device components are available from a 

common source, thereby reducing system development effort and implementation time. In LON, 

only the application layer needs to be developed, as functionality of the remaining 

communication layers has already been defined. Therefore, the use of LON is a powerful 

solution that standardises implementation and makes system development and configuration 

1 . 1 50 re atIve yeasy . 

The main disadvantage of LON however is that the system is cost prohibitive. Start-up costs 

could be in the region of a few hundred to several thousands of dollars. This is a direct result of 

network development tools only being available from the Echelon Corporation. The lack of 

competition in the LON market also introduces less selection flexibility for development tools 

and components. For applications that require a simple, inexpensive control network, LON is 

therefore not the ideal solution. 
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TECHNOLOGY Ev ALUATION 

This section includes a discussion on the suitability of CAN, Ethemet or LON in acting as a 

control network for the battery management system. The following section provides a general 

summary of the three control network technologies, while the next section after that provides a 

discussion on protocol overhead. And finally, a section on 1ntemet connectivity to the control 

network is presented. 

2.3.4.1 FEATURE COMPARISON 

Both Ethernet and LON have considerably larger network sizes than a basic CAN network. 

Furthermore the size of a CAN network decreases as faster transmission rates are used. The 

reason for the size limitation of CAN, as mentioned previously, is the finite propagation speed of 

signals over the bus lines. Although this trade-off between network size and speed may be a 

crucial factor, for example in some factory automation applications where the control network 

spans an entire factory floor, battery management systems are largely confined to smaller, 

enclosed installations. As such, even the minimum CAN network size of 40 metres may still be 

applicable in battery management systems with small battery networks of a few strings. 

CAN and LON have comparable maximum transmission rates of 1 Mbits/s and 1.25 Mbits/s 

respectively, while Ethemet, when used in control network applications, has a maximum 

transmission rate of 10 Mbits/s which is approximately 10 times faster. However, despite the 

significantly larger bandwidth of Ethemet networks, the collision handling mechanism of its 

medium access protocol greatly affects its real-time performance, leading to unacceptable and 

unbounded communication latency and non-deterministic behaviour. As a result, Ethemet alone 

without modifications is not suitable for use in control network scenarios. 

All three control network implementations utilise variations of the CSMA technique as a method 

of accessing the physical communication medium and only differ in their mechanisms for 

handling frame collisions. The medium access methods for CAN, Ethernet and LON are known 

as the CSMAlCR, CSMAlCD and CSMAICA protocols respectively. Each control network has 

well-defined upper layer functionality, although only LON utilises a complete protocol stack that 

provides functionality at all layers of the OS1 reference model. This feature of LON introduces 

reduced development time, but has less functional flexibility. CAN requires the use of a HLP to 

provide upper layer functionality, which may incur added cost, while Ethemet uses the well

known TCPIIP wide area protocol suite. An advantage of using TCP/IP however, is the 
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numerous application layer protocols that are available and familiar to developers, such as the 

Hypertext Transfer Protocol or HTTP commonly used for web browsing, which help to reduce 

application development time. Other examples of application layer protocols are discussed in 

Section 2.4.1. 

The primary disadvantage of LON systems is costly development tools and components. LON 

tools and components are distributed only by the Echelon Corporation, while tools and 

components for CAN and Ethernet are available from numerous manufacturers. CAN and 

Ethernet devices such as controllers and transceivers are available for only a few dollars 

(although Ethernet switches are costly), while a complete LON development package may cost 

tens of thousands of dollars. As a result, LON technology is cost prohibitive to those who require 

an inexpensive real-time control network solution. 

Description CAN Ethernet LON 

Created in Mid 1980's Late 1970's Late 1980's 

Created by Robert Bosch Echelon Corporation Xerox Corporation 

Target application Automotive, industrial Office automation Building, home 
automation automation 

ISOIOSI compliant Yes Yes Yes 

ISOIOSI specification Lower 2 layers Lower 2 layers All layers 

Standard ISO 11898 (High-speed) IEEE 802.3 EIA 709.1 
ISO 11519 (Low-speed) 

Network size Small Large Large 

Up to 10 Mbits/s 

Bus rate Up to 1 Mbits/s (control network) Up to 1.25 Mbits/s 
Up to 10 Gbits/s 
(data network) 

Medium access method CSMA/CR CSMA/CD CSMAICA 

Response time Very Fast Average Fast 

Development tool Numerous manufacturers Numerous Echelon only 
availability manufacturers 

Development tool cost Average Average Very expensive 

Component availability Numerous manufacturers Numerous Few manufacturers 
manufacturers 

Component cost Inexpensive 
Inexpensive 

(although switches Very expensive 

are costly) 

Table 2.2 Summary of CAN, Ethernet and LON 
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Table 2,2 provides a detailed comparison of the features of CAN, Ethernet and LON. As can be 

seen in the table, various factors have to be considered when choosing a control network 

technology for use in the battery management application. Another possible solution would be to 

design a completely new network tailored specifically for the requirements of the application, 

but for economical reasons such as cost, compatibility and development time, this is usually not 

a feasible option. A better solution would be to improve upon the pelformance and features of 

existing solutions23
. 

2.3.4.2 FRAME OVERHEAD 

Frame transmission overhead is a good indicator of messaging service efficiency. The percentage 

of frame overhead is defined as the ratio of overhead length over total frame length (both 

numerator and denominator in either Bits or Bytes). This is shown by Equation 2,1, where the 

total frame length is the sum of the data field length and overhead length of a single frame. From 

the equation, it is clear that the percentage of frame overhead is minimised when the data 

payload is maximised. 

Overhead 
------------xl00 
Data + Overhead 

Equation 2,1 

In CAN systems, the maximum data payload of a CAN frame is 8 Bytes, or 64 Bits, and the total 

frame overhead is 44 Bits for standard CAN frames and 64 Bits for extended CAN frames 

excluding bit stuffing (see Figure 2,5). Therefore, the frame overhead ratio is calculated to be a 

minimum of 40.7% and 50% for standard and extended frames respectively. 

In the case of Ethernet, the minimum length of data in a frame is 46 Bytes. Now assuming that 

the data payload of 8 Bytes is still the same, this means that 38 Bytes of padding would be 

required in the Pad Field of the Ethernet frame (see Figure 2,9) to meet the minimum frame 

length requirement. If we incorporate the Pad Field as part of the overhead, the minimum 

percentage of frame overhead is 89%. Note that in the event that 46 Bytes of data are transfelTed, 

the minimum frame overhead in 37%. 

For LON, given a similar data payload of 8 Bytes, the minimum frame overhead is between 51 % 

and 71.7% depending on the size of the Destination Address and Domain ID fields (see Figure 

2,U). The former result assumes a minimum size of 8 Bits for both fields, while the latter value 

assumes a maximum size of 104 Bits. 
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The results clearly show that CAN is more suited to transferring small payloads across the 

network than either Ethernet or LON, as a lower frame overhead should lead to increased data 

throughput. However, for amounts of data larger than 8 Bytes, Ethernet and LON should 

outperfOlm the CAN protocol. Studies have also shown that for short and/or prioritised messages 

CAN shows better pelformance, while Ethernet is more suited to aperiodic and large data size 

communication22
. 

2.3.4.3 INTERNET CONNEC TIVITY 

As discussed previously in Section 2.2.4, remote access through Internet connectivity is also a 

desired feature of a battery management system. Internet connectivity provides widest 

distributed access to the local battery network. CAN does not provide a standardised method of 

providing remote Internet accessibility, while LON does provide Internet access across TCP/IP 

through the LNS network manager. Ethernet however, already utilises the TCP/IP protocol to 

provide higher layer functionality and would seem to be a viable control network candidate when 

Internet connectivity is required. Furthermore, in order to provide direct communication with 

local network nodes, encapsulation of TCP/IP frame traffic has also been proposed, but the short 

data link layer frames of control networks cannot efficiently carry the large TCP/IP data flOW
48 

54 

294 INTERNET ... BA SED MANAGEMENT 

The rapid growth of Internet technology has been commonly related to devices and operating 

environments within the scope of traditional desktop PCs, but in recent times, development and 

interest in Internet-based real-time embedded control systems has also expelienced a major surge 

in growth. Embedded control systems are characterised by low cost, highly resource constrained 

devices with limited memory and processing power. However, as advances in embedded 

microcontrollers and microprocessors increase the capability of each device in handling network 

communication tasks, eventually, the growth rate of Internet-based embedded control devices is 

expected to surpass that of Internet-based PC platforms55 . 

An Internet-based control system is able to achieve widest distributed access as the system is 

accessible from any location at any required time and can cater for multiple users, control sites or 

service centres. This significantly enhances the control system architecture and the technology 

involved is termed embedded Internet technology56 57. Systems employing embedded Internet 
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technology are able to provide a cost-effective way to monitor and manage elements of a control 

network with standard Internet access and a web browser as the only requirements. A web 

browser is able to provide an end user interface that is ubiquitous, has low cost access and 

integrates a broad range of services. 

Although Internet-based management of control systems is a relatively new concept that is still 

in its infancl8 
59, it is gaining particular acceptance in many diverse applications such as factory 

automation60 
61, home automation62 

63 64 65 66 67 as well as telemedicine68
. As many diverse 

applications are cUlTently involved in the development of embedded Internet solutions, a 

comprehensive standard has yet to be established and it is unlikely that anyone standard will 

dominate the market soon. In industrial applications, the lack of an established standard has led 

to the adoption of wrapper based solutions by prevailing middleware technologies, which aim at 

providing seamless integration of the diverse distributed applications across heterogeneous 

platforms69
. However, this approach only represents an intermediate step towards the emergence 

of a single open, robust and flexible standard. Despite this fact, it is nevertheless important to 

implement Internet-based management in present systems to reduce or eliminate the need for 

costly redesign later. 

Internet-based distributed applications, whether embedded or non-embedded, are based on a 3-

tier architecture70 as illustrated in Figure 2.12, which consists of client, server and application 

layers. The framework is independent of the technology used for implementation of its 

components. Furthermore, the tiered architecture defines the basic services of the client and 

server tiers and simplifies the development process of newly created applications. 

Tier 1 Client 

Tier 2 Server 

Tier 3 Application 

Figure 2.12 Internet 3m tier distributed architecture 

The client tier of the architecture is standard, does not require any amount of development and is 

assumed to be independent of the application. The server tier serves a complete interface to the 
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application tier and has components for extracting and formatting information coming from the 

application. The server tier also possesses components for extracting and interpreting commands 

from the client tier to modify the status of the application tier and the ability to dynamically 

generate user interface components to reflect the evolution of the application status. Security 

mechanisms are also a feature of this tier. The application tier requires the most implementation, 

as this layer is unique for each application. The client and server tiers are independent of the 

nature of the processed data on the condition that data exchanged over the network are 

transported by Internet protocols. 

In the context of battery management systems, Internet-based management has numerous 

advantages. The remote management of the battery networks provides better response time to 

alanns, fewer site maintenance visits thereby introducing cost savings, better knowledge of 

battery network state through continuous monitoring and access to temporal battery data for 

better planning and provisioning?!. Internet-based battery management also allows for the 

possibility of remote finnware upgrading of local network nodes and automatic generation of 

maintenance requests. In order to facilitate Internet-based management functionality, an 

embedded web server and an intuitive user interface need to be integrated into the existing 

battery management system architecture. 

The next section leads into a brief discussion of the TCP/IP protocol suite, followed by a survey 

of various schemes and methods for implementing embedded Internet technology. Then, features 

of embedded web servers and middleware technology are discussed and the requirements of the 

user interface and the role and responsibility of remote users are examined. 

2.4.1 TCP/IP SUITE 

Internet-based management utilises the TCP/IP suite of protocols for communication between 

the client and server layers of the 3-tier architecture. This protocol suite was previously 

introduced in the section on Ethernet discussion, Section 2.3.2. For an illustration of how 

TCP/IP confonns to the ISOIOSI 7-1ayer model, refer to Figure 2.8. The TCPIIP layers ensure 

proper point-to-point communication and take care of routing and delivery of packets or 

frames72
. Figure 2.13 illustrates the various protocols of the TCP/IP suite implemented in the 

Wide Area Network (WAN) of the Internet. Note that only a brief introduction to TCP/IP is 

provided in this section, as a detailed discussion is not required in the context of the thesis. 
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Figure 2.13 TCP/IP suite 

The application layer protocol of choice for Intemet-based management over TCP/IP is HTTP73. 

HTTP is implemented over a TCP/IP connection and defines a set of rules for information 

exchange between applications. Information exchange is facilitated using defined request and 

response messages for obtaining documents or files from a server location. When a Uniform 

Resource Locator (URL) is entered into a web browser, an HTTP request command is sent to the 

target location and an HTTP response is transmitted in reply in the form of the desired document, 

which is usually written with the Hyper-Text Mark-up Language (HTML). Additional command 

parameters may also be appended to the URL to request specialised information. 

TCP offers a reliable, connection-oriented byte stream that provides a guarantee of delivery. The 

logical TCP connection established for data exchange between two end-points on the network, 

otherwise known as sockets, is a full-duplex virtual circuit. This connection allows two hosts, i.e. 

a client and server pair, to enable a connection and exchange streams of data. Sockets use port 

numbers to define the type of service offered by the connection and well-defined port numbers 

are dedicated to specific applications, for example port number 80 is dedicated to HTTP. Several 

simultaneous connections can proceed at any time on any client and server pair. As a result, web 

servers are able to service multiple clients at a time and clients are able to download infOlmation 

from different sites or the same site simultaneously. The information exchanged could be in the 

form of either static or dynamic web pages or data across an applet and servlet connection74. The 

IP layer handles the routing of packets across the network and uses addresses to ensure that 

packets are routed to the conect destination. IP addresses can be coded as broadcast or multicast 

addresses. A mechanism for fragmentation and re-assembly of packets that are larger than a 

maximum data link layer transmission size is also incorporated into the IP layer. 

Aside from HTTP, other application layer protocols that are located above TCP include the 

Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) and Post Office Protocol 3 (POP3) for transmitting and 
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receiving e-mail respectively, and the File Transfer Protocol (FTP) for transfening files over the 

Intel11et from one device to another. The other main protocol that resides in the transport layer on 

top of IP is the User Datagram Protocol (UDP). UDP is a connectionless datagram delivery 

service that does not guarantee delivery. UDP only transmits and accepts datagrams from the 

Intel11et and does not maintain an end-to-end connection with the remote device. Trivial File 

Transfer Protocol (TFTP) is a simplified version of FTP that allows files to be transferred across 

the network using UDP. TFTP implements less security measures than FTP and does not provide 

authentication services. Figure 2.13 also shows examples of components contained at the data 

link and physical layers, such as the Ethel11et controller or driver and the Ethel11et transceiver. 

The Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) is also located at the data link layer and is available for 

providing connectivity over a serial port (or otherwise) to a dial-up modem. 

2.4.2 EMBEDDED INTERNET SCHEMES 

Embedded Intel11et connectivity may be facilitated at the battery management system through 

various commercial off-the-shelf solutions available on the market. Each possible solution 

should be properly evaluated and contrasted to determine their relative merits when catering for 

battery management system functionality. Some embedded Intel11et solutions are available in the 

form of software TCP/IP implementations on the local microcontroller. These TCPIIP 

implementations may also be of variable size75 76, such as a fully featured TCP/IP stack, a 

downsized TCPIIP stack or specific lightweight TCP/IP protocols to suit the complexity and 

resource constraints of the target device. CMX-Microm£7 is an example of a commercial off

the-shelf minimised TCP/IP implementation in software. In other cases, the TCP/IP 

implementation is available as a pelipheral chip, such as iChip78, while another possible solution 

includes the use of a stand-alone embedded web server, for example the Tiny InterNet Interface 

(TINI)79. 

Figure 2.14 illustrates various embedded Intel11et connectivity schemes55 that may be suitable 

for implementation with the battery management system. The grey shaded areas in the diagram 

indicate areas of system processing load. Each scheme conforms to the 3-tier client-server 

architecture as discussed previously. In Figure 2.14(a), Intel11et connectivity is provided at every 

device on the control network, while in Figure 2.14(b), connectivity has been provided through 

a single device on the network. Both these schemes may utilise either a software TCP/IP 

implementation or a TCP/IP implementation on a peripheral chip. In some cases, a software 

TCP/IP solution may be preferable to minimise hardware modifications to the network devices. 

Figure 2.14(c) and Figure 2.14(d) illustrate the use of an embedded web server that acts as a 
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dedicated gateway to the local network. In the former diagram, the embedded web server 

provides remote connectivity through a local node and in the latter diagram, the embedded web 

server facilitates Intemet services while functioning as a node within the network. 

Remote 
User ..J:i:===;g:!", 

Internet Internet 

(a) Access through every network node (b) Access through a single network node 

Internet 

Internet 

Gateway 

(c) Access through a web server interfaced (d) Access through an embedded web server 
to a network node 

Figure 2.14 Embedded Internet schemes 

The connectivity solution of Figure 2.14(a) enables each device to be directly connected to the 

Intemet and the processing load to be evenly distributed amongst the networked nodes. 
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However, each device on the control network is now required to implement an additional 

physical inteliace to the Intemet apart from the local network intelface, thereby resulting in 

increased hardware costs. Other issues such as the available memory and processing resources 

on each device to handle Intemet communication also need to be taken into consideration. 

Furthermore, concurrent Intemet connections from multiple nodes across the network pose a 

serious security hazard to the integrity of the entire network. In the absence of a central 

regulatory device, each device would be required to implement adequate security measures to 

prevent malicious and harmful attacks on the network. In reality, such a solution is more suited 

to single devices that require Intemet access rather than networked devices. For networked 

devices, the logical method would be to provide some form of central access point between the 

local network and the Intemet, as presented in the remaining schemes. 

In Figure 2.14(b), a single node or device provides Intemet connectivity to the entire network. 

This scheme allows for increased network security through the provision of a solitary network 

access point or communication channel. Additionally, only a single device is required to provide 

software and hardware facilities for inteliacing to the Intemet, which results in significant cost 

reductions. The primary disadvantage of this method is that the processing load is now focused 

on one device. The device that provides the Intemet connectivity must therefore have sufficient 

memory and processing capacity to cope with the load of the communication channel. In this 

scenario, the use of a peripheral TCP/IP chip may be preferable to aid in reducing the processing 

load of the device. 

Figure 2.14(c) illustrates the scenario of having an embedded web server or gateway intetfaced 

to a local network device in order to provide Intemet connectivity. The normal means of 

providing Intemet access would be to use a full function web server, but such a complicated 

solution would prove costly to the embedded control system. Furthermore, in embedded systems 

where board space and hardware cost are important factors, it is often not a practical solution. 

The embedded web server acts as the gateway to the network and has adequate memory and 

processing power for handling the Intemet communication load. This scenario also requires 

minor software modifications to the local network interface device and induces minimal 

processing overhead on the device. In contrast, this scheme includes the added cost of a stand

alone web server and the lack of a standardised communication protocol between the local 

device and the gateway could lead to the use of proprietary solutions. 
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For the Internet connectivity scheme of Figure 2.14(d), all communication is funnelled through 

an embedded web server, which also acts as a device on the local network. This implementation 

scheme no longer requires communication between a local interface device and the gateway as in 

the previous method, so no proprietary protocols are used throughout the connectivity solution. 

However, the e~bedded web server is now required to implement application software and 

processing load is once again focused on a single device in the network. The gateway node is 

therefore required to have the appropriate facilities to absorb the Internet processing load. 

2,,4.3 EMBEDDED WEB SERVER 

In order to unite the local control system with the Internet, the embedded web server must adhere 

to the local control protocol on one end and to the selected Internet protocol on the other end8o
. 

The embedded web server must also possess the appropriate level of complexity and 

functionality to handle the communication details of the local network while serving the 

requirements of any remote users. 

As the gateway to the battery management system, the embedded web server may be required to 

perform in one of two operating conditions. In the first operating condition, the embedded web 

server or gateway acts primarily as an interface that forwards all real-time acquired battery data 

to a remote site or service centre for further processing. This method would allow the embedded 

web server to possess only a minimum amount of memory and processing power, thus reducing 

overall system costs. On the other hand, there is a constant flow of battery data and information 

from the local battery management system through to the remote site. As such, the integrity of 

the wide network link must be very high to prevent any loss of battery data. The second 

operating condition requires the embedded web server to provide some degree of local 

processing in addition to communication. This option would require the gateway to have a more 

powerful processor and some local data storage facilities. Therefore, in the event of 

communication loss with the remote service centre, the embedded web server may be able 

temporarily store and backup the data acquired from the local battery network. 

The embedded web server must have the capability of providing an intuitive and flexible text

based interface to remote users and the facilities to process user requests for battery data or 

information. In effect, the interface is also an extension of the capabilities of the local devices. 

The provision of a web interface helps to reduce the need for continuous transmission of 

information to the remote service centre and also allows the user to bypass the service centre in 
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the instance of a request. However, the downside of text-based systems is that they are less 

efficient than binary systems81 . 

In order to maintain the integrity of the battery management system, the embedded web server or 

gateway must be able to provide adequate security features for shielding the system from 

unauthorised access. Some examples of security features include password protection and 

address filtering. Additionally, using only the GET request of HTTP for communication between 

the local battery management system and the remote site does not support the actions prone to be 

used by hackers82
. An embedded web server that possesses the features mentioned above would 

be the preferable option for implementation as a gateway to the battery management system. 

2.4.4 MIDDLEW ARE TE CHNOLOGY 

It is necessary to fully integrate the Internet-based battery management system as a component 

of the telecommunications power system architecture83 84 85. This can be achieved using 

middleware technology for standardisation of management systems. In general, middleware is 

defined as software that mediates between an application program and an operating system, a 

network operating system or a database management system. Middleware technology masks 

differences and incompatibilities between network protocols, hardware architecture, operating 

systems or database systems. Middleware can cover a broad spectrum of software systems, but 

incur excessive resource demands. This latter feature of general middleware solutions may make 

them unsuitable to the embedded and resource constrained nature of the battery management 

system. Furthermore, middleware technology often exhibits unpredictable and non-deterministic 

behaviour, which make them inappropriate for real-time control systems. 

Some examples of middleware for distributed systems include object based component 

technologies such as Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA)86 87, Distributed 

Common Object Model (DCOM)69 and Java Remote Method Invocation (RMI)88, with DCOM 

prevailing as the de facto industrial standard. CORBA in particular uses a connection oriented 

communication model that is insufficient for control applications in which multicast 

communication services are utilised. 

Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)89 90 technology may also be used for 

middleware development, although it's primary use is as a network communication and 

management protocol. SNMP monitors the functions and performance of network devices, 

operates across the UDP protocol and is mainly limited to TCPIIP networks. Meanwhile, other 
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systems utilise middleware systems based on the eXtensible Mark-up Language (XML)91 929394 

or Jini95
• 

204.5 USER INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS 

When specifying the requirements of the user interface of the battery management system, it is 

important to consider the potential users of the system. For example, the possible users of the 

battery management system interface include remote site or service centre operators, analysts, 

technicians as well as managers. Each user element has specific requirements for interface 

functionality. As an example, a manager or an analyst would not be expected to schedule or 

initiate battery discharge tests, although it would be appropriate for a service centre operator to 

do so. Furthermore, the user is typically not concemed with the details of the control network 

protocol or system implementation96 , and as such, these details should be hidden from view 

when the interface is designed. 

The type of information presented to the user through the interface must accurately represent the 

system and satisfy the requirements of all potential users. The "interface must be capable of 

representing real-time battery voltage, current and temperature data, derived battery data and 

information, battery history trends, alarms, events, configuration parameters and battery test 

management facilities. 

The user interface must have an aesthetically appealing design and be intuitively easy to use. 

This can be achieved through a consistent presentation, which facilitates the leaming process, 

ensures recognition and enables easier navigation through the interface. Real-time data and 

information may be graphically presented in the form of plots, graphs or charts, while critical 

alarms and events should prompt for user acknowledgement and be accurately described to 

minimise response time to faults and prevent service outages. Additionally, all available 

configuration and battery testing options must be clearly displayed. For fUliher details and 

analysis of user interface design and requirements, please refer to 97, 

2.4.6 REMOTE USER RE SPONSIBILITY 

The remote user has a critical purpose in the design of the battery management system. A user's 

perception of the availability of battery data and information from the local network is greatly 

affected by the latency of data transfer across the Intemet. A study on conventional Intemet 

usage98 has shown that users become more critical of the content, quality, organisation and ease 
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of navigation of a particular web site as their Internet usage grows. Furthermore, experienced 

users are also more sensitive to delays during data transfer from the server. In terms of the 

battery management system, it is important for users or specialised personnel such as remote 

service centre operators and analysts to experience the least amount of delay during interaction 

with the battery network and its management system. It is therefore important to consider the 

latency of user interactions when developing the battery management network architecture. 

As the Internet remains a best-effort service, it is likely that highly variable and unpredictable 

latencies will be present during the round-trip time of data and information transfer from the 

battery management system to the remote user. The round-trip time of interaction with the 

gateway of the management system is illustrated in Figure 2.15 and is defined as the time taken 

for the user to transmit a request for specific data or information and to receive the desired 

response from the system. This includes any processing time at the gateway. Although it is hard 

to define specific bounds for a user's round-trip time due to the unpredictable service of the 

Internet, it is safe to assume that a remote user would expect an interaction latency of within a 

few seconds. In order to cater for this requirement, the system must be designed to be capable of 

processing within the temporal bound of user perceived data availability. This criteria is thus a 

driving factor in minimising the response time of the battery management system. 

Internet 

Control 

.............. # 

Roundtrip 
Time 

Gateway 
Node 

Netwol';..::.k ___ I.-__ _ 

Figure 2.15 Remote user round-trip time 

It is also important to mention that feature mismatches between the needs of HTTP and the 

services provided by TCP also contribute to increased latency for most Internet users99. This as a 
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direct result of TCP being fundamentally optimised for large-scale bulk data transport, while 

HTTP is a lightweight, request-response protocol characterised by bursty network traffic. 

2<95 SYSTEM MODELLING AND SIMULATION 

Modelling and simulation techniques are highly important tools in determining system 

performancelOO 
101. Simulation based testing methods are able to provide verification of the 

correctness of the system before final implementation and to improve the reliability of the 

system. Additionally, modelling and simulation methods permit a greater understanding of 

system behaviour under specific operating conditions while allowing the pelformance 

boundaries of the system to be gauged. 

In modelling the battery management system, it is crucial to select the proper simulation package 

or tool102 
103 104. Modelling of the process and control aspects of the management system can be 

achieved with general-purpose continuous and discrete event simulation tools such as Extend 105, 

Arena 106 or Silk107
, but detailed aspects of the wide area network protocol may require the use of 

a pure network simulation tool like ns_2108
. The ns-2 simulation software is a discrete event 

simulator targeted at networking research that provides support for simulation of TCP, IP and 

multicast protocols over wired and wireless networks. 

2@6 SYSTEM ORGANISATION PROPOSAL 

This section provides a brief overview of the organisation of the proposed battery management 

system, while analysing and identifying the key shortcomings of existing management solutions. 

Firstly, based upon the initial discussion of battery network features, it is obvious that the 

management system must be modular and extensible to tac1de battery network configurations of 

various types and sizes. An examination of existing battery management systems has revealed 

that current systems are well defined at the process level, as exemplified by the use of 

sophisticated control methodologies. However, organisation of the management architecture at 

the system level is considerably less developed. Battery management systems in existence today 

typically utilise centralised master-slave architectures and proprietary protocols for 

communication with the networked devices. The master and slave devices can either be arranged 

in a point-to-point structure or a daisy chain structure. These types of systems may be deemed as 

high risk due to the single point of failure of the master device. Furthermore, the use of 

proprietary communication protocols does not encourage standardisation between battery 
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management systems. In order to overcome these limitations, peer-to-peer communication across 

a bus structure has been recommended. This strategy reduces wiring costs and eliminates the 

aforementioned single point of failure of traditional battery management systems. To facilitate 

this strategy, the use of control network technology has been suggested. Control network 

technology further supports the distribution of intelligence amongst the networked devices, 

allows for parallel processing and facilitates decentralised network architectures. 

The distribution of intelligence amongst the devices at the process level must be perfOlmed at a 

sufficient level to enable each device to detelmine irregular battery operation and performance 

conditions through continuous monit0l1ng, while possessing the ability to execute sophisticated 

control functionality. The devices must also be able to process a range of measured and derived 

battery data parameters and to provide timely network communication. In addition, the rate of 

communication between the networked devices may be substantially eased when the level of 

distributed intelligence is increased. Battery management systems that facilitate a distribution of 

intelligence are suitable for incorporation into telecommunications power systems architectures. 

Various control network technologies to suit the battery management application have been 

reviewed. These were the CAN, Ethernet and LON protocols. In order to assess the real-time 

performance of each protocol, the medium access feature of all three protocols have been 

analysed and evaluated in detail. The CAN protocol appeared to be the viable control network 

solution for the battery management system, despite the major limitation of its maximum 

network length. The advantages of CAN include its robustness and the availability of 

inexpensive, off-the-shelf components from numerous manufacturers. The design of a distributed 

system based on CAN would require the identification of the appropriate level of system 

decentralisation and a suitable system organisation 100. 

Internet-based management of control systems, otherwise known as embedded Internet 

technology, offers the widest distributed access, as the target system is accessible from any 

location at any required time. An Internet-based battery management scheme would be able to 

offer sophisticated remote management facilities but would require the proper integration of the 

local control network with the wide area TCP/IP network. To facilitate the Internet-based 

management functionality, an embedded web server and an intuitive user interface have to be 

incorporated into the existing battery management architecture. The advantages and 

disadvantages of vat10uS Internet connectivity schemes have also been discussed, with schemes 
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where the embedded web server forms a central access point or gateway to the local network 

being preferable. 

The Intemet-based battery management system should be easily integrated with the 

telecommunication power system architecture. This is commonly achieved through the use of 

middleware technology. However, middleware technology introduces excessive and undesirable 

processing overhead that could burden the embedded and resource constrained nature of the 

management system's gateway device. In addition to this, middleware technology exhibits 

unpredictable and non-deterministic behaviour that is unacceptable to the real-time constraints of 

the battery management system. 

A well-defined level of transparency between the user and process levels will need to be 

established. The user should be shielded from the details of the control network and system 

implementation, while only being exposed to details related to the management and performance 

of the battery application. Additionally, it is imp0l1ant to consider the latency of remote user 

interaction with the management system and to ensure that the performance of the system does 

not exceed the temporal bounds of user perceived data availability. 

A simulation model of the battery management system would be a useful tool in verifying and 

determining the performance boundaries and capabilities of the system. The Extend simulation 

environment has been selected for the purpose of verifying the design of the proposed 

management system. The features and advantages of Extend are discussed later in Section 3.5. 

To summarise, the proposed battery management system organisation utilises control network 

technology to resolve the primary weaknesses or downfalls of existing management solutions. 

These have been identified as limitations of the local area network organisation, distribution of 

intelligence at the process level, integration of the local and wide area networks, overhead of 

required middleware at the gateway level and transparency between the process and user levels. 
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This chapter of the thesis focuses on the test system tools that were utilised throughout the 

design of the proposed battery management system. This includes the battery system, both the 

hardware and software tools used to develop the network nodes and the local gateway and the 

tools used to carry out a performance analysis of the designed system. The Extend package for 

modelling and simulation of the system is also examined. The selection of the proper design 

tools with the desired features lends credibility to the design of the battery management system 

and prQvides crucial support to the outcomes of the research. 

The analysis of the performance of the design is the most important measure of the validity of 

the proposed battery management system. The tools utilised at this stage of the design must be 

able to provide measurements with adequate resolution and accuracy to avoid any discrepancies 

in the measured results. Analysis of the network nodes would require the use of an analyser for 

assessing the execution times of multiple tasks or several segments of source code, while 

analysis of the local CAN network would require a tool for watching and spying on the bus and 

capturing any messages that appear. 

Diagrams associated with various test system setups have been provided throughout the chapter 

to give an overall view of device interconnection during node development, gateway 

development and network performance analysis. These diagrams identify the main hardware and 

software components of the test systems and give a clearer impression to the role of each 

component within the system. The selection criteria for each component are presented and the 

features of each tool or device that contribute to efficient design are also examined. Factors such 

as cost and availability are also important issues that are addressed. 

Section 3.1 describes the battery system used for operational testing of the proposed system 

organisation. The section following that, Section 3.2, introduces the hardware and software tools 

used for node development. In Section 3.3 the gateway hardware and software development 

tools are described and in Section 3.4, system analysis tools for performing node task analysis, 

gateway module analysis and local network analysis are discussed. The features of the modelling 

and simulation tool are documented in Section 3.5 and a chapter summary is provided in Section 

3.6. 
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BATTERY SYS TEM 

Two different battery test systems were used during the course of the research. Low capacity 

discrete cells were used during design and bench testing of the network nodes and higher 

capacity battery mono-blocs were used during the later stages of node prototype testing. Both 

battery types were selected subject to availability. 

Figure 3.1 depicts the low capacity Hawker Energy Cyclon 2 V 8.0 Ah E Cells! 2 used for initial 

design and testing of network nodes. The Cyclon E Cells were manufactured in Wan'ensburg, 

Missouri, USA. Connectivity between the cells and a node prototype is also shown in the figure. 

Hardware design details of the node prototypes can be found in Section 5.1 and software design 

details have been documented in Section 5.2. 

Figure 3.1 Battery system for network node design and bench testing 

Later node prototype testing was carried out on Hawker Energy RG Series 12 V mono-blocs3
. 

Figure 3.2(a) shows two 48 V strings of 12 V mono-blocs or groups, the associated rack system 

and a rectifier module for maintaining overall string voltage at the correct float voltage. Note that 

the diagram also depicts node prototypes connected to each of the 12 V groups on the top shelf 

of the rack. Figure 3.2(b) shows a close-up of a single battery group and node prototype. These 

batteries were manufactured in Arras, France and have been specially modified to include extra 

connection terminals for the six cells in each mono-bloc. During the design of the battery 
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management system, it was crucial to perfonn physical testing of the nodes on batteries that 

would be used in actual telecommunications standby battery systems. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.2 Battery rack system for node prototype testing 

3.2 NODE DEVELOPMENT 

Figure 3.3 illustrates the interconnection of the test system components during node 

development. A 550 MHz Pentium 3 PC with 128 ME RAM, running Windows NT4.0 hosted 

the node software development environment. The PC was connected to an emulation tool 

through its parallel port. 

A Hewlett Packard HP54600A 100 MHz, 2-channel oscilloscope and a Fluke 79 Series II 

multimeter were used as general-purpose testing tools throughout the course of the system 

hardware development, especially during the design and debugging stages of the network node 

hardware. 
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Figure 3.3 Node development test system 
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The following section provides a discussion on the specialised test system hardware tools that 

were utilised during development of the network nodes, while the section following that 

examines the software tools that were used. 

3.2.1 HARDWARE TOOLS 

The hardware tools that were used during node development include the node microcontroller 

emulation tool and a PC-based program for printed circuit board (PCB) design. 

3.2.1.1 EMULATION 

At the heart of the local network nodes is the MSP430 family of ultra-low power 

microcontrollers. The MSP430 Flash Emulation Tool (FET)4 forthe microcontroller consists of a 

programming intelface, a target socket and an intelface module (with appropriate cabling), as 

shown previously in Figure 3.3. The actual emulation device is illustrated in Figure 3.4. The 

emulation tool did not require a separate external power supply, as the tool, and hence the 

microcontroller, were powered directly from the PC via the parallel port. This feature allowed 

for reduced hardware setup times and also simplified the use of the tool. The MSP430 FET is 

paired with an integrated software development environment, which is discussed in Section 
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3.2,2.2. For a discussion of the microcontroller utilised in the design of the nodes, refer to 

Section 5,1.3. 

Figure 3,4 The MSP430 Flash Emulation Tool (FET) 

The Joint Test Action Group (JTAG) programming interface allows real-time in-system 

emulation and extensive debugging and diagnostics on the target system through a small number 

of dedicated test pins. JTAG utilises boundary-scan technology5 and in 1990, became an industry 

standard known as IEEE 1149.1. JTAG was originally devised when the use of surface-mount 

technology (SMT) enabled the design of devices or PCBs with smaller dimensions and tighter 

packaging but adversely increased the complexity in which hardware testing was peliormed. 

JTAG is currently one of the most widely used hardware testing techniques in industry. 

The clamshell style target socket of the emulation tool accommodated the microcontroller during 

the initial stages of node development and allowed for circuit experimentation on a prototyping 

board through the use of headers and connectors. In the later stages of node development, the 

microcontroller and JTAG programming interface were incorporated into the designed node 

prototype PCBs, as shown in Figure 3,3. This had the advantage of allowing the interface 

module to be directly connected to the nodes to program the microcontroller. Subsequently, the 

target socket was no longer required at that stage of the research. 
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The emulation tool's intelface module provides level shifting of the JTAG signals between the 

pat'allel port connection of the host PC and the target socket. However, the intelface module does 

not provide electdcal isolation between the two systems. 

3.2.1.2 PROTOTYPE DESIG N 

The Design Explorer 99SE by Protei International Limited was the development environment 

used in the creation of the node prototypes. The Windows-based program incorporated schematic 

and PCB layout tools in a single package and provided an intuitive user intelface for switching 

between the tools. Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 illustrate the schematic and PCB user intelfaces of 

the development package. Design Explorer 99SE also allowed the creation of customised 

schematic and PCB component footpdnts, which could be stored in associated librades. These 

features of the design environment thus made it simple to modify, revise and improve the design 

of the prototypes before actual PCB production. A discussion of the node prototypes that were 

fabricated with Design Explorer 99SE can be found in Section 5.1.1. 

_ /P x 

Eile ~dt Ylew !1ate Q.eSlgn 100ls ;2lmuiate: PlD B.eports Y{lTldow tlelp 

X;510Y:O 

Figure 3.5 Node prototype schematic development environment 
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Figure 3.6 Node prototype PCB development environment 

3.2.2 SOFTWARE TOOLS 

This section discusses the tools that were utilised during the software development of the 

network nodes, which includes the programming languages that were used, as well as the source 

code development environment of the node microcontroller. 

3.2.2.1 PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES 

Source code for the network nodes was primarily written in the C programming language, while 

assembly language was used for time constrained code. 

3.2.2.1.1 C PROGRAMMING LANGU AGE 

The C programming language is portable, terse and modular. C is a relatively low-level general

purpose programming language that deals with characters, numbers and addresses and is widely 

available on many operating systems and platforms. C is also one of the main industrial 

programming languages in the world. In the late 1980's, the American National Standards 

Institute (ANSI) created a comprehensive definition of C, which has become internationally 

standardised as ANSI C. 
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3.2.2.1.2 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE 

Assembly language can be used to produce fast executing code in situations that require short 

program execution latencies. For example, in order to reduce latency during the occurrence of an 

interrupt, the MSP430 assembly language was specifically used for writing the Interrupt Service 

Routines (ISRs) of the node software. When an interrupt occurred, it was crucial for the response 

time and the recovery time of the interrupt to be as small as possible. Interrupt response time is 

defined as the time between the reception of the interrupt and the start of execution of the code 

for handling the interrupt, while interrupt recovery time is defined as the time required to retum 

from the routine for servicing the interrupt to the interrupted source code. 

3.2.2.2 DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT 

As shown in Figure 3.3, the development environment that was used to design the source code 

of the network nodes is the IAR Embedded Workbench by IAR Systems6
. The workbench is a 

Windows-based development tool set for embedded applications that includes an ANSI C 

standard compiler, assembler, linker, librarian and text editor for creating source code, a project 

manager for editing source files and the IAR C-Spy Debugger. The development environment 

allows efficient creation, troubleshooting and debugging of source code directly on the target 

device. 

Figure 3.7 illustrates the user interface presented by the IAR Embedded Workbench. The 

diagram shows the main window for the creation of source code and a smaller project manager 

window for displaying the source code files of the project in a hierarchical structure. The latter 

window also enables selected source code files to be easily viewed and switched between in the 

main window. When the source code has been successfully compiled, it is downloaded to the 

target device through the emulation tool discussed previously in Section 3.2.1.1. 

The C-SPY Debugger includes features such as single stepping through source code and multiple 

hardware breakpoints. DUling real-time emulation, a maximum of 3 breakpoints can be set 

within the code, while more breakpoints can be set dUling non-real-time emulation. The user 

interface of the IAR C-Spy Debugger is shown in Figure 3.8. The Source window shows the 

downloaded code, while the Watch window is used for monitoring selected variables, registers, 

memory locations and structures within the microcontroller. The Report window in the lower 

right comer depicts the status of the source download and the target device. 
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Figure 3.8 IAR C-Spy Debugger user interface 
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Target device description files and header files are available for all devices in the micro controller 

family range, malting it simple to port existing source code over to other devices within the same 

family. This advantage promotes code reusability, as it could be necessary to utilise different 

microcontrollers with varying processing or memory resources to suit the scale and complexity 

of the battery management application. Although the Embedded Workbench and the C-SPY 

Debugger provide the necessary features and utilities for programming the target device, the use 

of an integrated environment that encapsulates both tools may introduce reduced development 

time and greater consistency during development. 

3.3 GATEWAY DEVELOPMENT 

This section provides a description of the test system setup used in developing the network 

gateway. Figure 3.9 shows the components of the gateway development test system. The PC 

used for hosting the gateway development programs and for monitoring the gateway during 

testing is similar to the PC used during node development. Communication between the PC and 

the network gateway was established over a serial connection to the gateway's development 

platform, while both the PC and the network gateway were also commonly connected to the 

local Ethernet. The hardware tools used during gateway development are described in the next 

section. This is followed by a discussion of the gateway's software development tools. 
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1 HARDWARE Too LS 

The hardware tools used during development of the network gateway include vanous 

development platforms. These are desclibed in the following section. 

3.3.1.1 DEVELOPMENT PLATFORMS 

The network gateway device chosen for providing access to the local battery network is the TINI 

embedded web server. Note that a higher perfonnance licensed derivative of the TINI known as 

TStik was also utilised dUling the research. For an in-depth discussion of the TINI and TStik 

gateway devices, refer to Section 6.1.1. Numerous cost-effective development platfonns have 

been designed to provide accessibility to the features of TIN!. The development platfonns that 

were utilised were the TINI Initial Learning Tool (TILT)7, and the Systronix TINI Engineeling 

Platform (STEP)8, both of which were developed by Systronix. Both development platforms 

provided the required physical interfaces to allow the capabilities and potential of TINI in acting 

as a gateway device for the battery management application to be tested. 

Figure 3.10 illustrates both the TILT (left) and STEP (light) development platfonns and 

associated gateway devices used duling the research. 

Figure 3.10 TILT and STEP development platforms 

Both development platforms feature CAN transceivers with associated connectors for physical 

bus connectivity, RJ-45 connectors for Ethernet connectivity, selial ports for PC connectivity 
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and reset switches. An external supply is converted to +5 V before being used to power the 

gateway modules. The key difference between the development platforms is the availability of a 

SMT and through-hole prototyping area on the STEP board. 

3e3@2 SOFTWARE TOOLS 

The following sections discuss the use of Java based tools for developing the gateway software. 

First, the Java programming language is introduced and next the software development 

environment is discussed. 

3.3.2.1 JAVA PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE 

The object oriented programming language called Java was designed specifically for platform 

independence and to produce code that was simpler to write and easier to maintain9 
10. The Java 

programming language was introduced in 1996 by Sun Microsystems and has syntax based on C. 

Java supports multithreading to cater for applications that run multiple tasks simultaneously. 

Java's platform independence makes it suited for distributed network environments such as the 

Internet, where downloaded Java code can be safely and securely executed by remote hosts. This 

is made possible through the use of the Java Virtual Machine (JVM), which is resident in most 

modem operating systems. Programs written in Java are first compiled into an intermediate 

language called Java bytecodes, which are then loaded and executed by the JVM. Details of the 

gateway's runtime environment containing the operating system and JVM can be found in 

Section 6.2.1. 

3.3.2.2 DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT 

Java applications for the TINI or TStik gateway devices are first developed on the host PC 

before being downloaded to the device. The host PC is required to run a Java 2 Software 

Development Kit (SDK), a TINI SDK and the Java Communications Application Programming 

Interface (API) in order to allow applications to be built. The Java Communications API known 

as the j avax. comm package is a standard extension to the Java platform that provides the 

necessary infrastructure to communicate with RS-232 serial ports. This API is used by the serial 

communications utility in the TINI SDK to load the runtime environment of the gateway over 

the host PC's serial port. The remaining elements of the gateway development environment are 

also shown previously in Figure 3.9. Table 3.1 lists the versions of the Java and TINI SDKs 

used during the course of the research for developing application source code on the TINI and 

TStik. 
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Description TINI TStik 

Java 2 SDK version 1.3.1 1.4.2 

TINI SDK version 1.02d 1.12 

Table 3.1 TINI and TStik development kit versions 

Application source code for the gateway was created, edited and debugged with UltraEdit-32 

Version 6.00. UltraEdit-32 is a text-based program that provides an easy to use interface and 

syntax highlighting for various programming languages. Figure 3.11 illustrates the user interface 

of the UltraEdit-32 program. Switching between different source code modules was permitted 

using a tree structure located in the left panel of the user interface. This feature facilitated greater 

manageability of multiple source files thereby reducing development time. Although UltraEdit-

32 was selected to create and manage the source code of the gateway, in reality, any other text~ 

editing program, for example Microsoft Notepad, could have been used. 

Driv-t'lFiIe~t: 

EB -[] JavaSource 
L-E CJJdk1.3.1_01 
:±J·CJ j5dk2.2 
(tl (] KVASER 
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[fj CJ MiaoSource 

i:±H.::.J Program Fiies 
It.I CJ RECYCLED 
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lil CJ simpleDB 
[fj CJ sirnpieD8_o!d 
ffi-LJ tini1.02d 

ltJ Dtinl1.12 

~:B ~~~~~5:~~r1.0 
B OnniSolirce 
i (±l £.J Backup 
, El-LJ nni8atteryServlet 
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-lill Plot.html 
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- ill nniComm,java 
If] TiniPfot.java 

Et-;-CJ old 
- ,ill applet.jar 

If! BuildApplet.bat 

III CANComm,java 
EI data,txt 
[§I db_dep.txt 
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iii GetData.cmd 
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~ LoadOata,cmd 
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inpc'l't javax.camn.*: 
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inpo1-'t javax.servlet .http.*: 

inport com.clalsemi.system.*: 
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{ 

P1.'l'J:.I.b;: CAHConn cancomn '" mill: 

String result; 

publir;, vI')id initO thl'()VD Sel'vletException 
{ 

~.y.:>tel\.out.println("Sllell li.;,r.-;o "+ TIHIOS.getShellName(»; 
~.vJ;;tl-=;1-l. out. println( "£1,·,,11 'kl'Dic .. r,· + TnnOS. getShellVersian(»; 
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{ 

Figure 3.11 UltraEdit-32 user interface 

Applications that have been created are compiled or built against the TINI API by calling the 

Java compiling utility (with the proper TIN! classpath) from the DOS command prompt, as 
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shown in Figure 3.12. If compilation of the application source is successful, the source code is 

deployed onto the gateway or Intemet interface device via FTP. Any data files required by the 

application are also loaded with FTP. For example, the diagram shows the Java archive file, 

applet . jar being transfened to the gateway using the loadapplet. cmd batch file. The 

batch file opens a connection using the gateway IP address, transfers the file to the appropriate 

location within the gateway and then closes the connection. 

Figure 3.12 Gateway development DOS command prompt session 

A Telnet session was used to provide localised interaction with the gateway device. The use of 

Telnet enabled the monitoring and control of gateway applications, the manipulation of files 

within the device as well as gateway status reporting. Figure 3.13 shows an example of a Telnet 

sessIOn. 
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~~elcolTle to slush. (Uet'sion 1. 02d) 
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TIt'll I> source /bin/TinillttpServer e. 
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Figure 3.13 Gateway development Telnet session 

3 TEST SYSTEM 

When a connection to the gateway IP address has been established, the user is allowed to 

remotely login to the gateway. Next, the gateway system is initialised, whereby the status of the 

initialisation process is reported. When initialisation is successfully completed, the gateway is 

ready to accept remote connections. As shown in the figure, if a remote connection is received, 

the header parameters of the connection are displayed. 

3.4 SYSTEM ANAL YSIS 

Figure 3.14 shows the test system setup configured during system performance analysis of the 

battery management organisation. In the diagram, the PC that hosts the analysis environment is 

similar to the one employed in the node and gateway development test systems. 
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Windows NT4.0 
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Figure 3.14 Network analysis test system 

Ethernet 

The host PC's analysis environment was interfaced directly to a logic analyser using a serial port 

and to the CAN bus of the battery management system using a CAN and PC interface card. The 

analysis environment contained tools and algorithms for analysing the performance of the nodes, 

the gateway as well as the network. The logic analyser was interconnected to the test pins of the 

node prototypes using specialised probes. A general-purpose HP54600A 100 MHz, 2-channel 

oscilloscope was used for performing CAN bus signal level diagnostics. 

The following section discusses the tools that were utilised for performing node analysis. The 

section after that discusses the tool required for gateway analysis and lastly, the apparatus for 

carrying out network analysis are examined. 
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1 NODE TASK ANALYSIS 

Node task analysis required the combined use of a logic analyser and a program for transferring 

and processing the data acquired by the device. An algorithm for calculating task response time 

has also been written. 

3.4.1.1 LOGIC ANALYSER 

For the purposes of performing analysis on the network nodes, a HP1661A logic analyser from 

the Hewlett Packard 1660A Series of general-purpose full-featured stand-alone logic analysers 

was used. The HP1661A instrument and associated test probes are shown in Figure 3.15. 

Figure 3.15 Hewlett Packard HP1661A Logic Analyser 

A list of features and specifications for the HP1661A logic analyserll 
12 is shown in Table 3.2. 

As listed in the table, the HP1661A contains various timing and state measurement modes and 

102 channels for probes. The probe channels are clustered into six probe pods, which are then 

paired to form three pod pairs. The logic analyser has 2 modes of channel operation, full channel 

mode, when both pods of the pod pair are being utilised and half channel mode, when only one 

pod of a pod pair is being utilised. This feature of the instrument allows the depth of memory and 

sampling frequency to be doubled when only half the channel width is needed. As an example, in 

full channel mode, the depth of memory for data acquisition is 4 KB per channel in all pod pair 

groupings and in half channel mode, 8 KB is available per channel on a single pod of a pod pair. 

Note that in Figure 3.15, two probe pods (or a pod pair) are shown. 
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Description HP1661A 

Logic analyser modes Timing and State 

Timing modes Conventional, transitional and glitch 

State modes Master, Master/Slave and Clocking 

Maximum timing frequency (conventional) 
250 MHz (full channel mode) 
500 MHz (half channel mode) 

Maximum timing frequency (transitional, glitch) 
125 MHz (full channel mode) 
250 MHz (half channel mode) 

Maximum state frequency 100 MHz 

Total probe channel count 102 (96 data and 6 data/clock) 

Pods (channels per pod) 6 (16 data and 1 data/clock) 

Pod pairs 3 

Memory depth per channel 
4 KB (full channel mode) 
8 KB (half channel mode) 

Measurement display methods Data listings and waveforms 

Probe type Passive 

Interfaces GPIB/RS-232 

Remote programming instruction set SCPI programming instructions 

Table 3.2 HP1661A logic analyser features and specifications 

For the purpose of the research, only transitional timing mode was required. In this mode, the 

logic analyser samples data at regular intervals, but samples are only stored in memory when a 

level transition occurs at any probe of an active channel. Every time a level transition occurs, the 

levels of all active channels are stored. A time tag is also stored with each sample to allow for 

reconstruction of the timing waveform. The total time that can be covered or the number of 

transitions that can be stored by a complete memory acquisition vades with the mode and 

frequency of transition changes in the data that is being acquired. With the sample storage 

mechanism implemented in the instrument, between 1023 and 2047 transitions can be stored in 

125 MHz full channel mode and between 682 and 4094 transitions in 250 MHz half channel 

modell
. The timing frequencies of the logic analyser equate to sampling rates of 8 ns and 4 ns 

respectively, which is sufficient resolution for measuring the execution time of node tasks, 

modules or segments of code. As the oscillator frequency of the node microcontroller does not 

exceed 8 MHz (see Section 5.1.3), the execution time of a single instruction is not less than 125 

ns. 
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Throughout the course of the research, the HP1661A was used for verifying the proper operation 

of the network node task set as well as performing measurements of individual task execution 

times. The logic analyser's probes were intetfaced to the network node prototypes under test via 

test pins connected to a dedicated digital output port of the node microcontroller. Each node 

contained six test pins and this allowed a maximum of sixteen nodes to be connected to the logic 

analyser at a single time (in full channel mode). In half channel mode, a maximum of eight nodes 

could be connected. Software test macros were used to set specific test pins at the beginning of a 

task (a low-to-high transition) and to reset the test pin at the conclusion of that particular task (a 

high-to-Iow transition). These level transitions were detected and stored by the logic analyser in 

memory. Segments of code could also be measured in this manner. A separate test pin was 

assigned to each task or section of code that was being tested or timed. For a further discussion 

of node test macros, refer to Section 5.2.8. 

3.4.1.2 TASK EXECUTION TIME 

The memory containing transition data was downloaded to the host PC via remote programming 

over RS-232 with the logic analyser's Standard Communications for Programmable Instruments 

(SCPI) instruction set. The downloaded memory was then filtered and formatted to extract the 

transition data and related time tags. From this information, the average execution time and jitter 

of a task could be calculated. The interface software that incorporated the SCPI instructions was 

written with MathWorks' MATLAB technical computing pro gram 13 14. 

Figure 3.16 illustrates the flow diagram for the execution time calculation process. Initially, the 

properties of the serial port connection, such as baud rate, number of stop bits, parity, number of 

data bits, flow control and input buffer size, are specified. Then the serial connection to the logic 

analyser is opened. The SCPI instructions for reading the memory of the logic analyser are sent 

and the input stream is stored into the input buffer. Note that the input stream contains the entire 

contents of logic analyser memory, not only the portion of memory occupied by actual data. The 

format of downloaded logic analyser memory can be found in 12, After the 2's complement 

process is performed on the received memory, it is formatted and separated into transition data 

and time tags. 
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Figure 3.16 Task execution time flowchart 

In order to begin calculation of the average task execution time, the number of complete and 

valid transitions for the active logic analyser channels are detected. The number of active 

channels is dependent on the mode of the logic analyser. For every valid transition, 

corresponding time tag entries are obtained. The difference between the time tags represents the 

execution time of a particular task. The average task execution time is calculated from the 

accumulated task execution times divided by the number of complete task executions. Jitter is 

determined by the maximum deviation from the average task execution time. This process is 

repeated for all active channels in the downloaded memory. A complete listing of the interface 
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software for processing the logic analyser data can be found in Appendix C: MATLAB 

Algorithm Listings. 

3.4.1.3 TASK RESPONSE TIME ALGORITHM 

The task response time algorithm written with the MATLAB program determines the best and 

worst-case response times for a given task set with assigned task priorities. The response time of 

each task is determined from their average execution times. For a detailed discussion of the task 

response time algorithm and calculated results, refer to Section 5.4.2 and Section 5.4.3 

respectively, and for a complete source listing of the algorithm, refer to Appendix C: MATLAB 

Algorithm Listings. 

3.4.2 GATEWAY MODULE ANALYSIS 

In order to perform timing analysis on the software modules in the gateway and hence gauge 

gateway performance, timing macros were written in Java. These macros utilised a timing 

method provided by the TINI operating system and accumulated the number of milliseconds that 

elapsed between subsequent calls to the method. The timing macros are invoked before and after 

execution of a specific software module or code snippet. Time granularity of approximately 1 ms 

was achievable with the timing method (see Chapter 11, Section 11.1 of 15). The resolution was 

adequate in measUling module execution time and hence determining gateway perfOlmance. 

Refer to Section 6.2.8 for a discussion on gateway timing macros. 

3.4.3 NETWORK ANAL YSIS 

Analysis of local network involved the use of a CAN and PC interface card with an associated 

monitoring program, as well as a CAN message response time algorithm formulated with 

MATLAB. 

3.4.3.1 CAN AND PC INTE RFACE 

The CAN-PCl/200 board16 
17 developed by ESD Electronics (shown in Figure 3.17) is a low 

cost CAN interface module designed for the Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) bus of the 

PC. It implements the CAN 2.0B protocol and has two CAN interfaces that are electrically 

isolated by optocouplers and DC-DC converters. The device also has a programmable CAN 

transmission rate from 10 Kbit/s to 1 Mbit/s that allows for coverage of all relevant bus speeds of 

the battery management system. 
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Figure 3.17 CANmPCII200 interface board 

The CAN-PCII200 board is packaged with a menu-controlled program for monitoring and 

testing CAN setups called CANscope18
, also by ESD Electronics. CANscope provides a main 

message viewing window for displaying accepted CAN messages and vadous configuration 

panels and options for monitodng and listing selected CAN message identifiers and transmitting 

CAN messages with specified identifiers. CANscope is also capable of displaying CAN 

messages on the bus in either absolute or differential time. The time references provided by the 

interface board have a resolution of 1 ms, which is adequate for capturing the OCCUlTence of 

CAN messages with the desired accuracy. The data field of accepted CAN messages is presented 

in hexadecimal format and the main viewing window can be configured to scroll down or be 

static. The CANscope user interface is shown in Figure 3.18. 
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CANscope also provides a file logging utility for saving watched and received CAN bus traffic 

into text files. This feature of the program was useful in allowing for processing bus traffic with 

MATLAB and performing network diagnostics to ensure proper operation of the nodes on the 

network. 

3.4.3.2 CAN RESPONSE TIME ALGORITHM 

The CAN message response time algOlithm was written in MATLAB and used for determining 

the best and worst-case response times for a given CAN message set. A detailed discussion of 

the algorithm is provided in Section 5.4.2, while analytical results based on the CAN message 

set are provided in Section 5.4.4. See Appendix C: MATLAB Algorithm Listings for a 

complete listing of the CAN message response time algorithm. 

3 .. 5 MODELLING AND SIMULATION TOOL 

The Extend modelling and simulation environment by Imagine That, Inc. 19 was chosen for the 

purpose of simulating the proposed organisation of the battery management system. Extend is a 

general purpose, open source, graphically oriented, continuous and discrete event simulation 

application with an integrated authoring environment and development system. The discrete 

event scheduling utilities provided by Extend were suitable for modelling the communication 

features of the application, while the continuous and random number generation facilities are 

adequate for modelling the control, sensing, and monitoring processes of the application. Other 

useful features of Extend include unlimited layers of hierarchical modelling capabilities for 

encapsulating node software functional modules, facilities for building custom model 

components and libraries and creation of user inteliaces for facilitating a usable and recognisable 

battery network model. 

Extend allows for inter-process communication by providing functions for intelfacing with other 

applications20 
21. For example, Extend's Dynamically Linked Library (DLL) utilities provide a 

standardised intelface for linking between Extend and languages other than ModL (Extend's 

internal programming language), such as Visual C++, C++, C, etc. This would allow 

sophisticated pre-written battery monitoring and control algorithms, such as capacity estimation 

or reserve time calculation, to be called from within a model block's code. The Open Database 

Connectivity (ODBC) and serial port functionality packaged with Extend would allow for 

importing of battery data from existing databases or acquisition of battery data for simulation 

comparison. Extend also possesses a rich set of graphical and animation tools that are crucial for 
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detailed debugging of network and node performance or functionality. Furthermore, the modular 

approach undertaken in the design of the battery network organisation is easily translated into 

viable network models with the building block model construction approach of Extend. This 

added advantage allows for rapid model construction and testing of network pelformance. 

3.5,,1 IDEOLOGY AND TERMINOLOGY 

This section provides a brief introduction to the ideology and terminology of Extend and serves 

as a primer for the modelling and simulation work examined in Chapter 7. Extend contains 

continuous and discrete event model blocks. Continuous model blocks pass values, while 

discrete event model blocks pass items or entities. In Extend's discrete event modelling ideology, 

simulation order is determined from left to right, based on the graphical position of the model 

blocks in the user interface window. When simultaneous events are scheduled to occur, the event 

controlled by the discrete event model block located leftmost in the graphical modelling window 

occurs first. If the discrete event model blocks are exactly the same distance from the left edge of 

the window, the event governed by the model block nearer to the top of the window occurs first. 

Connectors are used to hook model blocks together through the use of connection lines. Extend 

utilises several types of connectors, as shown in Figure 3.19. Continuous model blocks use value 

input and output connectors. Discrete event model blocks may also use value connectors, but 

their primary connectors are item input and output connectors. Universal input and output 

connectors can be connected to either value or item connectors. 
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Figure 3.19 Extend model block connector types 

In hierarchical model blocks, the ending of the name of the internal connector defines whether 

the connector acts as an input or an output. To define a connector as an output, the name of the 

connector must end with 'Out', as shown in Figure 3.20. Conversely, to define an input 

connector, the name of the connector must end with 'In'. 

Figure 3.20 Extend hierarchical connector types 
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SUMMARY 

A combination of a low capacity battery system and a high capacity telecommunications battery 

system were utilised dming node prototype design and testing. 

The node development environment facilitated real-time in-system emulation with extensive 

debugging and diagnostic capabilities. The designed node software is based on a combination of 

C and assembly, while node prototypes were designed with an integrated schematic and PCB 

layout program that allowed for reduced development time. 

Various development platforms were used to provide accessibility to the features of the TINI 

gateway device. A platform independent Java-based development environment was used to 

design the gateway software. 

The HP1661A logic analyser and the MATLAB technical computing program played crucial 

roles in network node analysis. The logic analyser provided the necessary resolution to 

accurately capture node task transitions, while MATLAB was capable of computing average task 

execution times, as well as formulating node task and CAN message response time algorithms. 

The graphical, hierarchical and custornisable nature of the Extend modelling and simulation 

environment enabled rapid battery network model construction and performance testing. Extend 

also caters for inter-process communication to allow expansion of model functionality. 
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YSTEM GA TIO 

The organisation of the proposed battery management system is discussed in this chapter. The 

system organisation has been designed to cater for and support the primary c11teria of the battery 

management application. These criteria include battery operation management, network 

communication management and battery and network data management, which were previously 

discussed in Section 1.4. 

A key consideration in the design of the system is modularity of the system components. The 

system utilises generic network nodes that promote manageability through their modular 

hardware and software design 1. This approach further allows for a logical and optimal 

partitioning of the battery network, and is an important ingredient in ensuring efficient battery 

management. Extensibility of the management network has also been addressed to allow 

coverage of any size of battery network, while factors such as the cost/performance trade-off and 

data and information organisation2 have also been taken into consideration. 

The system organisation allows for timely communication of battery data and information to the 

remote management level by identifying the key application and control messages within the 

local network. The consistency and accuracy of battery data and information is maintained while 

an efficient method of remote management has been provided to facilitate data transfer. Another 

crucial aspect of the system design is that of system stability. Separation of the battery process 

and communication domains and formation of multiple concurrent processes3 provides a stable 

foundation for the system design. 

The following section of the chapter provides a general overview of the proposed system 

organisation. Section 4.2 and Section 4.3 introduce the organisation of the local nodes and the 

network gateway respectively, while Section 4,4 discusses the role of the remote user and the 

remote service centre in relation to the battery management system. The distribution of data in 

the system organisation is discussed in Section 4,5 and communication within the local network 

and with the wide network is examined in Section 4.6. Section 4.7 presents a discussion on 

system stability and a summarisation of the chapter is provided in Section 4.8. 
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SYSTEM OVER VIEW 

The system organisation for the distributed CAN-based battery management system is depicted 

in Figure 4.1. The local network nodes are organised to be self-sufficient controllers that retain 

short-term battery history and exercise sensing, monitoring and control activities on the 

associated network component, for example, a group of battery cells. Each node possesses the 

capability of interfacing with hardware modules to allow sensing of relevant battery parameters 

or charge manipulation over the sense line. Local and remote access to the control network is 

ananged through an embedded low-cost gateway that facilitates Internet connectivity through 

TCP/IP to the local CAN interface. User interaction with the local network is permitted through 

the use of applets and servlets hosted by the local gateway or the Internet intelface, while local 

or on-site access is also available if required. 
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Data and infOlwation relevant to the network nodes have been organised in three layers. These 

are the local CAN node's data buffers, the local gateway's database and the remote service 

centre's database. This organisation allows for a cost optimised solution, while retaining the 

autonomy and independence of the local site. Furthermore, the arrangement also facilitates 

smooth visibility of data and information for both real-time up to long-term history as required 

for battery network management. The complete coverage of an average battery network could be 

achieved here. A detailed discussion of the distributed data organisation is provided in a later 

section of the chapter, Section 4.5. 

Network extensibility enables coverage of battery networks of varying size and requires the 

grouping or clustering of network nodes. Further extension to the network could be gained either 

through bridging more than one control network at the gateway level (as shown in Figure 4.1) or 

using more than one gateway. The latter method also has the added advantage of allowing for 

better system reliability by relieving the control network of the bottleneck of a single point of 

communication failure. 

The designed system software has been based on utilising the bare minimum resources to keep 

system cost down and to avoid expensive and excessive off-the shelf middleware technology that 

could prove to be a burden to the limited processing power of the system rather than a benefit. 

By not having such middleware layers, it is possible to reduce communication overhead and 

have few system requirements4
. However, it is still possible to seamlessly integrate middleware 

technology (see Section 2.4.4) such as the CANopen industrial standard, object-oriented 

CORBA, SNMP, Jini5 or XML-based applications for CAN network representation and 

monitoring678
• 

The proposed system organisation also has potential for remote in-system programming. This 

facility allows the intelligence in the local network nodes to be upgraded or replaced through the 

use of specific software patches and reduces the requirement for on-site node replacement, 

testing and maintenance. In-system programming maintains concurrency across the system realm 

and is an important element of service provisioning. 

NODE ORGANISATION 

The local network nodes consist of three logical types as shown in Figure 4.1. These are the 

group node, the string node and the battery node. Each group node supervises a group of cells 
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(typically six) and is able to acquire individual cell voltages and group temperature, monitor cell 

condition and manipulate cell charge9 
10. String nodes are situated at the beginning of each string 

and are physically equivalent and functionally similar to group nodes, with the exception that 

each string node inteliaces to a cutTent shunt instead of a group of cells, to allow monitoring and 

acquisition of string cutTent. Figure 4.2 shows the conceptual organisation of the group node and 

string node. Each string or group node contains a CAN controller and transceiver that relieves 

the host microcontroller from the physical and data link communication overhead. Isolation from 

the CAN bus and the hardware inteliace modules (and in effect the batteries or cutTent shunt) has 

been implemented to allow each node to deal with the virtual earth, relative to the entire string, 

when acquiring data from within the battery group or the cutTent shunt. Group or string nodes 

also provide storage for data acquired from their associated network components and 

transmission of data messages onto the local network. Essentially, the battery node is the Internet 

inteliace or the local gateway. Battery nodes permit remote or local access to the local network 

nodes in its domain and allow configuration of network and node parameters, enabling/disabling 

and transmission of network messages, processing of network alarms and storage of battery 

network relevant data. Note that throughout thesis, the terms local gateway and Internet inteliace 

are also used interchangeably to describe the battery node. A detailed description of the battery 

node is provided in the next section. 
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The software organisation on each group or string node encapsulates the core activities required 

for performing battery management such as capturing and storing raw battery data, processing of 

raw battery data into derived data and communication of battery data and results to higher layers 

of management. The modular approach to the design of the node software allows battery 

management functionality to be maximised within the limited memory and processing resources 

of the node microcontroller. The main components of the system software include the I/O 

module, the data management module, the CAN communication module and the battery 

applications module. Each module is separated into tasks that peliorm dedicated functions in 

achieving overall module functionality. An off-the-shelf preemptive Real-Time Operating 

System (RTOS) kemel ll embedded within each network node effectively handles and schedules 

multiple tasks in order of priority. The utilisation of a RTOS further allows battery management 

functionality to be designed and expanded easily, as functions or tasks can be added to each 

module without requiring major changes to the software5
. This is an important feature of the 

modularity of the node organisation. Inter-task communication is achieved through the use of 

semaphores (a protocol mechanism commonly offered in real-time multitasking environments) 

for shared access to temporary storage arrays. Semaphores are denoted by the key symbol in 

Figure 4.2. The time a task is suspended (timeout) while waiting on a semaphore is denoted by 

the hourglass symbol. 

The I/O module contains acquisition and actuation tasks. The acquisition task collects raw or 

plimitive battery data such as cell voltage and temperature readings from the group of battery 

cells or current readings from the current shunt and converts the data into a form suitable for 

storage in the data buffers. For example, a battery group's individual cell readings from the ADC 

are converted into voltage readings with the desired resolution. When the conversion process is 

complete, the acquisition task places the data in its temporary storage array. The task then signals 

its temporary storage array semaphore to indicate that freshly acquired data readings are now 

available. However, if the acquisition task isn't able to acquire the semaphore instantly, it waits 

for a specified timeout period for the semaphore to be released. If the semaphore still hasn't been 

released by the end of the timeout period, the task proceeds to acquire new ADC readings, 

processes them into voltage readings and overwrites the current readings in the temporary 

storage array. The actuation task controls and configures the rate at which raw data readings are 

acquired and manages the charge control duties of battery cells within the group. 

The data management module consists of a data buffer management task and an interrupt based 

clock routine. The management task allows controlled and synchronised access to the nodes 
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vatious data buffers for storage of raw or primitive battery data such as cell voltage, current and 

temperature, derived battery data such as reserve time, state-of-charge, etc, alarms/events and 

node configuration parameters. The data buffer management task performs constant checks on 

all available semaphores to determine if new battery data or information is available for storage 

or if specific data or information is required for transmission. If the task notices that a semaphore 

has been signalled, the data operation required is determined from the semaphore type and the 

appropriate action of storing or transferring data from the approptiate data buffers is performed. 

The interrupt based clock routine produces regular updates to a time stmcture, which is used for 

time-stamping incoming data to the data buffers. This can be in the form of newly acquired or 

derived battery data. A resolution of better than a millisecond can be achieved here, as suited to 

the battery management application requirements. 

The CAN communication module consists of a scheduling task for managing incoming and 

outgoing messages to and from the node, and transmit and receive tasks that communicate with 

the CAN bus via an SPI interface to the CAN controller and transceiver. The transmit and 

receive tasks each have a temporary storage array, with semaphore controlled access, for stoting 

CAN message stmctures. Each message stmcture contains the message identifier, message 

length (in number of bytes) and message data of the received or transmitting messages. These 

tasks form the intelface to the CAN controller. 

The scheduling task performs two primary functions. Firstly, the task regulates the rate at which 

raw and detived battery data and information is sent to the higher data layers for storage. This 

ensures that the latest data is available at the local gateway for usage by any remote users and 

also prevents overflowing of battery data in the allocated data buffer memory space. Note also 

that data minimisation or averaging techniques can also be employed to prevent the data buffer 

memory space from exceeding its limit. When a periodic data message is scheduled for 

transmission, the scheduling task signals its associated semaphore. The data buffer management 

task notices this and proceeds to transfer the required data from a specific data buffer into the 

scheduling task's temporary storage array. The scheduling task then acquires the data and 

formats it into a CAN message or multiple CAN messages and passes it to the transmit task in 

the form of a CAN message stmcture via the task's temporary storage array. 

The scheduling task is also able to receive accepted (i.e. filtered) messages in the form of CAN 

message stmctures from the receive task's temporary storage array. The identifiers of the 

accepted messages are examined to determine the origin and content of each message and 
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subsequently to petiorm the necessary course of action as related to battery management. For 

example, if the accepted message is a request for specific battery data, examination of the 

message identifier by the scheduling task will reveal the type of data requested and the identity 

of the requesting node. The scheduling task then signals its semaphore to indicate to the data 

buffer management task that specific data is required from the data buffers. When the requested 

data is delivered to the scheduling task's temporary storage anay, it is accepted and formatted 

into a CAN message structure and assigned a message identifier that contains information on the 

type of message and the destination node. Following this, the CAN message is passed to the 

transmit task's temporary storage anay for communication on the CAN bus. 

The battery applications module contains tasks for charge control, processing of raw battery data 

into derived data like reserve time, state-of-charge, etc and data compression and minimisation. 

Each application task requests for specific battery data from the appropriate data buffers, which 

is placed in the application's temporary storage anay by the data buffer management task. Once 

the requested data has been processed, the application task returns the derived data to the data 

buffers via the same temporary storage anay. The battery applications module facilitates 

expansion of node functionality by providing memory space for additional battery application 

tasks. A new application task can be easily created and added to the battery application module 

by the operating system, as each task is independent of the others. 

4413 NETWORK GA TEWAY ORGANISATION 

The main functions of the Internet interface are to allow remote user access to the gateway's 

database and to provide a dynamic user intetiace with reliable two way communication for 

requesting and converting data into a meaningful fOlID for viewing and analysis. The local 

gateway also caters for higher-level battery data processing to facilitate sophisticated battery 

management functionality, while communication and control of the local nodes in the network 

domain is achieved through the use of command messages. The Internet intetiace or local 

gateway is based on an embedded Java runtime environment containing a Java Virtual Machine 

(JVM) with a limited subset of Java classes (see Section 6.2.1). Communication between remote 

users and the embedded local gateway is achieved with applet-servlet communication. The local 

gateway hosts a servlet that delivers an applet and associated Java client class files when 

requested by a remote user's web browser. This functionality is facilitated via the HTTP protocol 

of the TCP/IP protocol suite. 
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Figure 4.3 Battery node or local gateway organisation 

From Figure 4.3, the main modules of the Internet interface are defined as the applet module, the 

servlet module, the data management module, the battery applications module and the CAN 

communication module. As with the local group or string nodes, a modular approach has been 

taken in the design of the gateway software to maximise battery management functionality 

within the memory and processing resources of the device. Functionality of the local gateway 

can be enhanced or added through the addition of functions in each module. 

Applet-based network management, as opposed to HTML-based management (i.e. HTML forms 

or pages), provides sophisticated man-machine interaction and processing capability at the user 

level12
. This has the desirable effect of reducing network traffic and the processing overhead of 

the Internet interface as the gateway is only required to return data to the applet instead of an 

entire HTML form. Furthermore, the applet module (or user interface applet) allows for dynamic 

plotting or graphing of battery data and information for trend analysis directly at the user level, 

which is a highly resource intensive activity if performed with the limited processing power and 
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memory space of the Internet intelface. The applet module also presents the user with additional 

battery management facilities such as alarm or event viewing and diagnosis, node configuration 

modification, network and node perfOlmance analysis and battery charge and discharge testing 

activities that further serve to reduce processing overhead and memory usage in the gateway. 

The servlet module needs to be loaded only once to handle multiple remote user requests as each 

additional request to the servlet spawns a lightweight thread. This feature of servlets serves to 

reduce response time to new user connections, thus providing efficient battery management. The 

servlet module on the gateway interprets accepted HTTP requests from the HTTP interface, then 

examines the URL of the request for command parameters related to specific battery data 

requests (see Section 6.2.7.4.2). Once the command parameters have been extracted and 

understood, the servlet module makes a request to the database management module for the 

desired battery data. When the required data is returned, the servlet module reformats the data 

into an Internet packet, which is then transmitted through the local gateway's HTTP interface to 

the remote user. If no command parameters for specific battery data are found in the HTTP 

request, this suggests a new remote user connection and results in a copy of the applet module 

being delivered to the user location by the servlet module. 

The data management module in the Internet intelface is made up of the Database Management 

System (DBMS) that controls and monitors access to a database. The database contains 

individual tables for storing network wide battery data, alarms and events and configuration 

parameters. A real-time clock module is also available in the data management module for 

providing a time-reference to the battery data and information received from the local network 

nodes via the CAN bus. The DBMS provides a set of query commands for manipulating battery 

data and information during storage and retrieval and maintains data consistency by 

synchronising access to the database. The query commands form the basis for providing battery 

management functionality to the user. 

The CAN communication module is implemented as a concunent Java thread and consists of a 

scheduler and receive and transmit modules that interface to the CAN protocol software 

available on the gateway. The on-chip CAN protocol eliminates the need for a CAN controller 

device and thus the only external hardware device on the Internet interface is the CAN 

transceiver. The main tasks of the scheduler are to formulate command messages for requesting 

specific battery data or information from local node(s) or for configuring node operational 

parameters. Command messages could be formulated based on requests from a remote user. The 
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CAN message identifier defining the content of the message and the identity of the requesting 

node (i.e. the battery node) is passed to the transmit module where it is communicated onto the 

CAN bus to the designated node or clusters of nodes in the form of a command message. 

Incoming CAN messages from acti ve nodes connected to the CAN bus are filtered before being 

passed to the receive module. In the receive module, the identifier and contents of the accepted 

CAN message are extracted and transferred to the scheduler. The scheduler then interprets the 

message identifier to determine the source of the transmitting node and the data contained within 

the message contents (if any) and proceeds to determine the proper action to execute. For 

example,. if the received CAN message identifier signifies that the content of the message 

contains an update of the latest cell voltages and temperature from a specific group node, the 

scheduler transfers the contents of the message to the DBMS for storage in the group data table. 

The battery applications module on the Internet interface includes applications for performing 

higher-level data compression and minimisation techniques (see Chapter 3 of 13), battery trend 

analysis and network and node performance evaluation algOlithms. These applications extract 

the battery data required for analysis from the proper data table of the database, execute the 

appropriate analysis methods on the extracted data and return the processed data or results to the 

appropriate table in the database. These applications reduce the latency of battery data 

transmission to the user as any derived data that is required has been processed prior to the actual 

request. Further tasks for expanding local gateway functionality could include battery capacity 

estimation, battery reserve life estimation, capacity planning, warranty violation, etc. 

4.4 REMOTE USER AND SERVICE CENTRE ROLE 

In the system organisation, remote users and the remote service centre possess numerous 

responsibilities. These remote elements are capable of monitOling and managing the condition, 

operation and health of an associated battery network through sophisticated analysis tools. 

Activities such as trend analysis of battery data through behavioural prediction (see Chapter 8 of 

14) or float charge operation 15, can easily be performed by a remote user or the remote service 

centre. Additionally, the remote user or service centre is able to execute actions such as battery 

charge and discharge tests, alarm and event diagnosis and processing, and configuration or 

modification of network parameters. Facilities for remote in-system programming are also 

available at each of these remote elements. The remote service centre has the added 

responsibility of managing battery data and information and configurations from multiple battery 

networks, as well as communication with the remote database for storage and transfer of relevant 
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data and infonnation. Furthermore, the remote service centre also provides facilities that allow 

controlled access to any remote users that require battery data or information from the remote 

database. 

As mentioned in Section 4.3, the battery management functionality described previously is 

presented at the remote locations through the use of user interface applets, which communicate 

over the mTP protocol of TCPIIP. Applets provide a dynamic user interface with sophisticated 

functionality that allows for the provision of efficient battery management and quality of service 

to the user or service centre, while reducing the processing burden and overhead of the gateway. 

4.5 DISTRIBUTED DATA ORGANISATION 

Database technology is a critical part of any network management strategy16. The data and 

information relevant to the network nodes are organised in three layers as shown in Figure 4.4. 

The layers are defined as: 

CD The local node's data buffers for short-tenn data storage 

CD The local gateway's database for medium-tenn data storage and 

CD The remote service centre's full-scale database for long-tenn data storage 

A distributed data organisation with this architecture allows a transparent flow of real-time and 

long-term battery data to the remote user and reduces the network overhead on the Internet 

inteliace as compared to a centralised data organisation. The size, depth, complexity and 

organisation of the data storage facilities at each layer are defined by factors such as available 

memory space, processing resources and closeness to the user or the process. These issues of the 

multilevel data organisation are discussed and explained in the following sections. 
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Figure 4.4 Distributed data organisation 

4.501 NODE DATA BUFFERS 

In the proposed organisation, small, simple, short-term data buffers are used to store battery data 

in the local nodes at the lowest data layer. The limited amount of memory in each node poses a 

severe restriction to the maximum allowable size and complexity of the data buffers, the 

temporal length of stored data and the level of management functionality implemented. Small, 

simple data buffers allow quick access and retrieval of data to meet real-time requirements and to 

reduce overhead on the limited processing power of the node microcontroller. Each data buffer is 

made up of a circular array of structures to prevent overflow of battery data and to minimise 
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memory usage. The content of each data buffer is also specific to a certain type of data, such as 

ptimitive data, processed or derived data, alarms/events and node configuration parameters. 

Examples of data buffers available at the local nodes are shown in Figure 4.4. 

Primitive data buffers contain raw battery data such as cell voltage and temperature readings 

from a battery group (for group nodes), and current readings from a CUlTent shunt (for stting 

nodes). Each of these data types is assigned an individual data buffer. For simplicity, each entry 

structure in the primitive data buffers contains only two parts, a time-stamp field and a data field. 

In the case of stOling cell voltage readings from a battery group with six cells, the data field can 

be configured to contain an array of six entries, one for each cell. Alternatively, if required, the 

data field of a primitive data buffer can also be configured to store a data type such as group 

data, which consists of an array containing both cell voltage and temperature readings with a 

single time-stamp. The derived data buffer, alarm/event buffer and configuration buffers have 

also been designed with simplicity in mind as each entry into any of these buffers only has three 

fields. The detived data buffer has fields for stoting a time-stamp, the value of the det1ved data 

and the type of detived data. The alarm/event buffer also has a field for a time-stamp but 

includes fields for stoting the type of alarm and a description of the alarm, while the 

configuration buffer has fields for storing a time-stamp, the value of the configuration parameter 

and a description of the parameter. If additional fields or data buffers are required in the future, 

these can be easily added into the node. 

Memory allocated for storage in the data buffers is sufficient for capturing transients during the 

start of a battery discharge, such as the Coup de Fouet (see Chapter 7 of 14), at high sampling 

rates, or for recording a full charge/discharge cycle at low sampling rates. Although storage size 

is constrained, there is enough memory capacity for coverage of battery data and information 

ranging from real-time to a few hours if readings acquired over specific time intervals are 

averaged or compressed through the use of data minimisation algorithms before storage. This 

would also aid in preventing significant data loss in the event of bus communication failure. The 

data buffer management task at this layer is not required to perfOlm sophisticated functions, as it 

is located the furthest away from the user and to reduce processor overhead. Simple data fetching 

and search commands are sufficient at this data level. 

4.5.2 GATEWAY DATABASE 

At the intermediate data layer, the greater amounts of memory space at the local gateway (a few 

megabytes) allow it to implement a database that contains relations or tables with a few thousand 
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data entries each. As battery data and information at this level is closer and visible to the user, 

the gateway is required to store larger and longer amounts of data and implement more 

sophisticated data management functionality, and in effect, allows for containing the essential 

battery information locally on the site. 

Similar to the local nodes' data buffers, each database relation is assigned to hold specific battery 

data such as plimitive data (cell voltage, cunent or temperature), delived data, alatIDs/events or 

configuration parameters. However, in order to incorporate network wide battery infOlIDation, 

additional attlibutes (or fields) for storing the oligin of the data in relation to the battery network 

have been added, as shown in Figure 4.4. Moreover, complexity has also been added with 

regards to data storage in the data field. As an example, cell voltage readings for a group of six 

battery cells were stored as single anay entlies in a group node's plimitive data buffer, as 

discussed previously. However, at the local gateway data layer, the six cell voltages of a 

particular battery group are now referenced by cell number and stored in six individual data 

fields. Although this implementation introduces redundancy and complexity into the system and 

induces extra overhead, the greater processing resources at this level compensate for this. In 

addition to the database relations mentioned above, the database also provides a command table 

(not shown) for storing user network commands and their related CAN message fOlIDats. This 

table allows commands accepted from the remote user applet to be translated into CAN message 

formats for communication to the local network and for modification and configuration of 

cunent command messages available on the local network. In effect, the database acts as an 

interface between the CAN network and the TCP/IP network. 

The greater processing resources available at this level also allow a more sophisticated 

management system to be implemented. The DBMS implementation at this layer provides 

common database query commands (wlitten in Java) for manipulating battery data and 

information in the database tables. Although the level of data management at the gateway is 

much more multifaceted than that at the local node level, the available processing power still 

restlicts the data management implementation to a limited subset of DBMS functionality (see 

Section 6.2.6). For example, database queries that contain the join command for fetching data 

between relations or tables is excluded. In addition, eventhough the size of available memory in 

the local gateway is larger than that of a local node, the total amount of data that can be stored is 

limited to 1 MB to reduce memory overhead. Data latency that can be achieved at this level in 

relation to the size of the database is up to a few months and as a result, enables the user to view 

recent battery history directly from the site. 
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REMOTE DATABASE 

In contrast to the lower layers of the distributed data organisation, the ample memory and 

processing resources of the remote service centre allow it to employ the services of a full-scale 

database and DBMS. There is ample memory capacity available here for data storage and backup 

in numerous database tables, and sufficient processing power for providing sophisticated battery 

management functionality to the user. The full-scale database is capable of storing the full range 

of battery history of up to many years worth of battery data, information and configurations from 

multiple networks. 

4.6 SYSTEM COMMUNICATION ORGANISATION 

Communication throughout the system organisation is organised in two different strategies. 

When in close proximity to the process, the strategy for local communication is to utilise small, 

compact messages that can be delivered to their destination in real-time. Message latency with 

this strategy is expected to be in milliseconds or less as demanded by the application. When 

further away from the process and closer to the remote user, the communication strategy is to 

employ large capacity messages and less strict time requirements or constraints. Message latency 

with this latter strategy can be up to a few seconds. The following sections describe the local and 

remote communication strategies of the proposed system organisation. 

4.6.1 LOCAL COMMUNICATION 

The messaging scheme of the local CAN network has been organised to cater for key monitoring 

and control activities within the network domain relevant to both data and information messages. 

The message format caters for person ali sing the battery network strings to allow group node 

information to be visible only by associated string nodes and the battery node. Embedded within 

each message identifier is information on the location and identity of the node that transmitted 

the message as well as the content of the message. Furthermore, as CAN employs a message 

broadcast scheme, selected clusters of nodes or sections of the local network can be 

acknowledged with a single message transmission. 
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Figure 4.5 CAN messaging scheme 

Get String Data/Status/History 

The strategy for communication is to communicate commands, data and status messages, 

examples of which are shown in Figure 4.5. The majority of communication on the bus or 

network traffic consists of regular transmission of data and status messages from the group nodes 

and string nodes to the local gateway. These messages are assumed to be periodic and have been 

given higher priority on the bus. Communication of data and status messages between group 

nodes and their associated string node and vice versa is also permitted. 

The random aspect of CAN bus traffic occurs in the form of alarm messages from the group and 

string nodes and user initiated command messages from the battery node. Alarm messages occur 

as a result of an unforeseen node error or malfunction or OCCU11'ence of unexpected battery or 

CU11'ent shunt behaviour. User initiated command messages include the setting of new messages 

or nodes on the network, remote downloading or upgrading of node software and retrieval of a 

node's data buffer contents or specific node data for verification and testing purposes. Random 

messages are allocated lower priority than periodic messages. As the diagram shows, command 

messages appear on the network in the form of Get or Set messages. The identifier of a 

command message also contains information indicating the destination or target of the message. 

The c011'esponding group or string node, which rightfully receives the command message, 
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interprets the command message's identifier and transmits a reply with the appropriate data or 

status message content. The destination information in the identifier of the received command 

message is retained in the message reply to allow the battery node to ascertain the source of the 

transmission. For a detailed and in-depth analysis of the CAN message identifier structure, 

please refer to Section 5.3. 

4.6.2 REMOTE COMMUNICATION 

Communication and transfer of battery data and information between the remote users and the 

remote service centre is facilitated through applet-servlet communication across the HTTP 

protocol of the TCP/IP suite. HTTP is a simple and powerful protocol for moving quantities of 

data and information across the Internet. Requests for different types or forms of data are 

formulated through the use of command parameters embedded within the URL of each HTTP 

request. 

In a client-server application such as this, it is normal practice to assume that the maximum 

latency of data and information transfer across the Internet experienced or perceived by the 

remote user is not more than approximately 3 seconds. This defines the round-tlip of an HTTP 

packet from the remote location to the gateway and back and includes the transmission time of 

the HTTP request to the gateway, the processing delay of the request at the gateway, and the 

transmission of the HTTP response from the gateway. This constraint is a crucial factor in the 

design of the system organisation and provides a bound on the timing requirements of the 

operational activities of the remote user or service centre. As a result, this ensures that efficient 

battery management functionality can be provided to each remote element. 

Remote users are able to make HTTP requests for battery data and infOlmation directly from the 

local gateway. The requested data can be in the form of specific primitive or derived battery data 

or information or a trend of battery data. Network configuration parameters and alarm and event 

information can also be requested through specific HTTP command parameters. If the required 

data exceeds the temporal length of data stored at the local gateway database, the requested data 

is transported from the remote database of the remote service centre. 

The remote service centre has the same facilities as the remote user for requesting battery data 

and information directly from the local gateway. Moreover, the remote service centre is also able 

to schedule periodic HTTP requests for uploads of battery data from the local gateway's 

database for storage in the remote database. This activity could be perfOlmed for any number of 
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battery management networks. The remote service centre also services the HTTP requests of the 

remote user for long term data and information not found in the local gateway. 

4®7 SYSTEM STABILITY 

The stability of the system architecture is defined by the performance of both the local network 

and the control system or process 17 18. In the design of the system, the limited bandwidth of the 

communication medium and the effective sampling rate of the control system are crucial issues 

that must be taken into consideration. In traditional control systems, higher process sampling 

rates guarantee better performance, but this ultimately induces a higher traffic load and longer 

transmission delays in associated communication systems l9
. The system architecture presented 

here manages to overcome this issue with a design based on isolated concurrent processes. The 

isolated conCUlTent processes allow stability of both timely communication of data and 

information and natural interaction between the battery system processes and the remote user, 

without affecting the integrity of the system data and information. 

The next section describes the primary communication channel elements that facilitate the flow 

of data to the user, while the following section presents the ideology of isolated conCUlTent 

processes within the system organisation and their effect on system stability, relative data flow 

and communication protocol integration. 

4.7.1 COMMUNICATION CHANNEL 

Figure 4.6 illustrates the primary or end-to-end communication channel elements for battery 

data transfer from a local network node to the remote user's interface applet. The flow of data is 

denoted by the trail of alTOws. 
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The flow of battery data begins at the acquisition task of the 110 module. Data acquired by this 

module is transfened to the node's data buffers for storage by the data buffer management task. 

This occurs via the acquisition task's temporary storage array. When the CAN communication 

module's scheduling task signals for transmission of a data message, the data buffer management 

task transfers the required battery data from the appropriate data buffers to the CAN 

communication module via the scheduling task's temporary storage array. In order to decrease 

data transfer latency, battery data is always available for transmission when requested. The CAN 

scheduling task then processes and formats the data into a CAN message and transfers it to the 

CAN transmit task, which places the data message onto the network for transmission. The 

message then propagates across the CAN bus and arrives at the battery node or local gateway. 

The transmitted data message is then filtered and received by the battery node's CAN receive 

module, which passes the message to the CAN scheduler to retrieve the battery data from the 

message. The extracted battery data is then passed to the DBMS and stored in the appropriate 

table in the database. If a user request is received for specific battery data, the servlet module 

signals the DBMS to retrieve the required battery data from the appropriate table in the database. 

In order to ensure that requested battery data is always available to the user, it is essential that 

battery data transfer latency is less than the user perceived data availability latency of 

approximately 3 seconds. 

4.7.2 ISOLATED CONCURRENT PROCESSES 

The system architecture achieves timely communication of data and information and natural 

interaction of both remote user and battery charge manipulation and maintenance processes 

through de-coupling of the three main concurrent processes, as illustrated in Figure 4.7. The 

three concurrent processes are defined as battery interaction, CAN interaction and user 

interaction. The node level data buffers and the gateway level database play an important role in 

the de-coupling of the concurrent processes. These devices allow CAN network traffic to be 

substantially eased while still allowing a continuous and timely flow of battery data and 

information from the local nodes to the battery node to serve the supervisory role of the remote 

users. 
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Figure 4.7 Isolated concurrent processes and relative data flow 

De-coupling or isolation by the data storage devices also allows various rates of processing as 

related to process interaction demands or requirements. The diagram shows that battery 

interaction occurs at the fastest rate followed by CAN interaction, while user interaction 

transpires at the slowest rate. As a result, data and information is effectively being pushed across 

the network to be made available to the remote user and the system organisation exhibits a 

relative data flow in the upward direction, as shown in the figure. 

4.7.2.1 LOCAL COMMUNIC ATION AND PROCESS ISOLATION 

At the group level, the data buffers provide isolation from the CAN communication process to 

allow the independent interaction of the node controller with the battery cells. The interaction 

includes monitoring and direct digital control of cell charge through a sense line. For example, 

the process of cell equalisation can be performed at the local group level9 without affecting 

system power flow or the CAN communication process. The CAN communication process is 
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insensitive to the high processing rate of battery interaction as the node's data buffers absorb and 

cushion any processing related overhead. This in turn allows the rate of CAN interaction (for 

example, communication of periodic data messages to the battery node) to be regulated in order 

to avoid overburdening or congesting the local network. Furthermore, the higher interaction rate 

at the battery process level ensures that battery data is always available in the data buffers for 

transmission whenever required. 

4.7.2.2 REMOTE AND LOCAL COMMUNICATION ISOLATION 

Similarly in the battery node, the database at the gateway level de-couples and provides isolation 

between the two concurrent communication processes of CAN interaction and remote user 

interaction across the Internet. The higher rate of interaction across the CAN network ensures 

that timely data and infOlmation is made available to the user at the gateway database while the 

gateway serves remote user demands from dedicated applets across the Internet. The isolation of 

remote user interaction from the CAN network interaction reduces data transmission latency to 

the user, as battery data is always readily available at the gateway and does not need to be 

acquired directly from the local network nodes. This scheme thereby ensures that the standard 

user perceived data availability window of around 3 seconds could be met. In the worst case, the 

database would be required to absorb an entire node's data history while meeting timing 

constraints in receiving regular data messages and servicing remote user requests. 

4.7.3 CAN AND TCPIIP INTEGRATION 

One other important aspect of the de-coupling between the user interaction and local network 

interaction is the integration of the TCP/IP and CAN protocols. Previous studies have looked 

upon CAN and TCP/IP as competing protocols when used in a control environment17 
19. 

However, the proposed network architecture attempts to utilise both protocols in a 

complementary approach by meshing and stressing the qualities of both protocols rather than 

operating each protocol in parallel. The CAN protocol does not require facilities found in a CAN 

higher layer protocol, while the TCP/IP protocol effectively uses the CAN protocol as its 

network interface and physical layers. 

4.8 SUMMARY 

This chapter presented the organisational features of the proposed battery management system. 

The system utilises CAN-based local nodes that perform monitoring and control activities on an 

associated battery network element. An embedded gateway is used to facilitate Internet 
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connectivity to the local CAN network, while user interaction is provided through applet-servlet 

communication over HTTP of the TCP/IP suite. 

The local network nodes have been categorised into group nodes, string nodes and battery nodes. 

Each group nodes is able to acquire voltage and temperature values from a group of cells, 

monitor cell condition and manipulate cell charge. String nodes are analogous to group nodes, 

except that each string node is intetfaced to a current shunt for monitoring and acquiring string 

cunent. The battery node forms the gateway to the local network. Core activities related to 

battery management are encapsulated within the modular software organisation of the nodes. 

The distributed data organisation of the battery management system has a layered architecture. A 

transparent flow of real-time and long-term battery data and information to the remote user is 

permitted through the local nodes' data buffers, the local gateway's database and the remote 

service centre's database. The size, depth, complexity and organisation of the data storage 

facilities are defined by available memory space and processing resources at each layer, as well 

as closeness to the user or the process. 

The local communication strategy utilises small, compact real-time messages where message 

latency is in the order of milliseconds or less as determined by application requirements. In this 

strategy, command, data and status messages are communicated amongst the local nodes. Larger 

capacity messages with less strict time constraints are employed in the remote communication 

strategy. 

Traditional control systems experience a trade-off between process sampling rates and local 

communication rates. In the designed architecture, system stability is based on isolated 

concunent processes that facilitate timely communication as well as natural interaction between 

the battery system processes and the remote user. The proposed system has a relative flow of 

data towards the user and integration between the CAN and TCP/IP protocols is encouraged. 
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ETW 

GA ISATIO 

This chapter discusses the local network organisation of the proposed battery management 

system through design and analysis of the local nodes and the CAN network. The design aspect 

of the local group and string nodes highlights the management functionality facilitated by each 

node, the cost and peliormance criteria, as well as the modularity and reusability of the generic 

nodes in catering for extensible battery networks. The design of the CAN system allows for an 

efficient messaging scheme and expandable network communication functionality. A 

performance analysis of the local node and network design proves the feasibility, versatility and 

potential of the proposed system organisation. For an overview of local group and string node 

organisation refer to Section 4.2 and for an outline of local communication refer to Section 

4.6.1. Note that design and analysis of the battery node or local gateway is documented in 

Chapter 6. 

Design of the local group and string nodes is categorised into the primary hardware and software 

design aspects. Physical testing of the node organisation and network ideology is achieved 

through the design of node prototypes. Detailed functionality descriptions of the node prototypes 

have been provided in the chapter and the discussion on node hardware identifies the key 

components or tools used in the design and their selection criteria. The modular approach taken 

in the design of the node software allows the encapsulation of primary node functionality into 

tasks that are managed by a real-time operating system. The design criteria and implementation 

details of the main software modules, as well as auxiliary modules that support the system are 

also discussed in the chapter. 

CAN network design involves bit-level partitioning and structuring of the CAN message 

identifier to allow timely communication of battery management functionality and potential for 

future expansion, while a logical messaging scheme allows smooth communication flow 

between network nodes. 
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Pelformance analysis of the local network involves scheduling and timing analysis of the node's 

tasks and CAN messages and can only be performed with a well-defined set of message and task 

criteria!. Analysis of the results obtained allows for the determination of the potential of the 

system organisation in catering for the battery management application. 

The following section describes the hardware design of the local network nodes. Section 5.2 

discusses the real-time operating system and the design of the node software modules, while 

Section 5.3 presents a discussion on the messaging features of the local CAN communication. In 

Section 5.4, a performance analysis of the local network is conducted in terms of node tasks and 

CAN message communication and in Section 5.5, a chapter summary is presented. 

5.1 NODE HARDW ARE DESIGN 

This section begins with a discussion on the organisation structure of the nodes in the local 

network, followed by the implementation details of the node prototypes. Then, the primary 

hardware components of each group and string node, which includes the microcontroller, CAN 

controller and CAN transceiver, are discussed, as these components are an integral part of the 

node design. 

5.1.1 NODE ORGANISA TION 

As mentioned in Section 4.1, a logical partitioning has been applied to the battery network and a 

well-defined structure has been employed in the organisation of the network nodes. The local 

group and string nodes are organised in a matrix-like structure as depicted in Figure 4.1. Indices 

indicating string number and group number are used to differentiate between individual nodes on 

a common network bus. The indices also aid in identifying and facilitating communication 

between the group and string nodes with the battery node and vice versa. Although the string 

node and the first group node of each battery string possess the same set of indices, these nodes 

are distinguished from each other through transmitted message content. Note that the battery 

node is not assigned a set of indices as the node receives all messages transmitted on the bus. 

Further details on local network communication and the CAN messaging scheme can be found in 

Section 5.3. 

The maximum number of nodes permitted on a given battery network is 64. A typical network 

consists of a battery node and 63 group and string nodes arranged in any configuration of 

columns and rows. Although the CAN transceivers used in the design of the nodes are capable of 
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connecting at least 110 nodes (see Section 5.1.4.2), the size of the network has been limited to a 

reasonable size of 64 nodes to allow for greater network manageability and extensibility. 

5.1@2 NODE PROTOTYPES 

In order to facilitate testing of the proposed network architecture ideology, network node 

prototypes were developed. The primary design critelion was to ensure that the network nodes 

fulfilled the application requirement while reducing overall costs and optimising performance. 

Imp0l1ant factors such as a minimal use of components to allow reduced board size and 

component availability and manageability were also considered duling the design process. 

Additionally, the network nodes had to be generic and modular, to allow for interfacing to 

various hardware units that performed dedicated functions, such as battery equalisation or 

measuring battery string cunent through a current shunt. Figure 5.1 shows the cell equalisation 

interface module2 on the left of the diagram and the cunent shunt interface module (see Chapter 

3, Section 3.2.2 of 3) on the light. 

Figure 5.1 Cell equalisation and current shunt interface modules 

Throughout the course of the research, two prototype versions of the network node were 

developed. The first version was designed to allow for battery monitoling and control activities 

and had inteliaces for connecting to a battery equalisation unit or a cunent shunt unit. This node 

prototype version used primalily through-hole component or device technology. The second 

version of prototype acted as a stand-alone battery cell monitor with provision for a cunent shunt 

interface and was designed with SMT components. One of the major differences between the 
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two prototype versions was the availability of a local or on-board 3 V and S V power supply on 

the second version, as compared with the first version, which was powered from the attached 

battery equalisation or current shunt units. Both versions of node prototypes contain CAN 

communication devices for local network connectivity and a JTAG interface for node 

programmability. Table 5.1 provides a feature comparison and summary between the two node 

prototype versions, named Version 1.0 and Version 2.0 respectively. 

Description Version 1.0 Version 2.0 

Primary function(s) Monitoring and control Monitoring 

Component technology Primarily through-hole SMT 

Battery equalisation unit interface Available N/A 

CUlTent shunt unit interface Available Available 

Cell multiplexing interface N/A Available 

CAN communication Available Available 

JTAG programming interface Available Available 

RS-232 interface Available N/A 

Battery-side isolation N/A Available 

CAN bus-side isolation Available Available 

Test pins Available Available 

On-board 3V ISV power supply N/A Available 

On-board ADC filters N/A Available 

Power and status LED indicators Available Available 

Table 5.1 Network node prototype feature comparison 

As mentioned previously, the first version of the network node, shown in Figure 5.2, catered for 

both monitoring and control activities through the use of hardware modules such as a battery 

equalisation unit or a CUlTent shunt. A block diagram that illustrates the main components of the 

node PCB is provided in Figure 5.3. This node prototype version was only used during the early 

stages of the research. Power is supplied to the node at 3 V and S V levels by either the cell 

equalisation or CUlTent shunt units through their respective interfaces. Inductive and capacitive 

filtering has been added as close to the microcontroller and device source inputs as possible to 

reduce power supply noise and transients and to ensure a clean and stable voltage supply. In turn, 

the microcontroller provides interfaces for reference voltages, PWM control signals and three 

ADC inputs to the battery equalisation unit and reference voltages and four ADC inputs to the 

CUlTent shunt unit. 
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Figure 5.2 Node prototype, Version 1.0 
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Figure 5.3 Node block diagram, Version 1.0 

As the microcontroller and CAN controller are 3 V and 5 V devices respectively, the differential 

comparator shown in Figure 5.3 allowed the 3 V signals from the microcontroller to be 

converted or level shifted to 5 V signals recognised by the CAN controller. A resistive divider 

network was used to convert the 5 V CAN controller signals back to 3 V for communication to 

the microcontroller. Each node is isolated from the physical CAN bus to allow the node to deal 

with a virtual ground when equalising cells within a group in a battery string or to monitor 

current when situated at the top of a string, as in the case with a current shunt. Isolation was 

provided through the use of high-speed optocouplers situated between the CAN controller and 

CAN transceiver. This effectively meant that the CAN transceiver could not share the same 

power supply as the other devices on the node. A solution to this was to provide supply and 
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ground lines in parallel with the CAN bus data lines to power the CAN transceivers within the 

network. An RS-232 intelface consisting of a driver/receiver chip and a serial port is also 

available to facilitate local node testing, but this feature was later deemed unnecessary and 

removed from the next version of the node prototype. A JTAG interface is available for 

programming the node microcontroller through an emulation tool (see Section 3.2.1.1). RJ-45 

interfaces have been provided for connectivity to other nodes, although other physical interfaces 

may also be used, as the communication medium of CAN is unspecified. 

The second version of the network node acted as a stand-alone battery cell monitor with 

provision for a current shunt interface. In an attempt to obtain a more compact node design, the 

decision was made to utilise surface mount components to reduce the overall dimensions of the 

previous node version and to better realise the potential of the node as an embedded battery 

solution. The outcome was a second version of the node that had an approximately 40% 

reduction in board size as compared to its predecessor. This was the version of the node that was 

mainly utilised throughout the course of the research. The designed PCB is shown in Figure 5.4 

and a block diagram that encapsulates the main components of the node is depicted in Figure 

5.5. 

Figure 5.4 Node prototype, Version 2.0 
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RJ-45 
Interface 

RJ-45 
Interface 

Figure 5.5 Node block diagram, Version 2.0 

The second version of the node shares a few features of the previous model. These include the 

inteliace to the current shunt unit, signal level-shifting between the microcontroller and CAN 

controller through the use of a differential comparator, CAN bus-side isolation between the CAN 

controller and the CAN transceiver and RJ-45 interfaces for node connectivity. The primary 

differences include the removal of features such as the RS-232 and battery equalisation unit 

inteliaces, the use of an analogue differential multiplexer for switching between cells in a battery 

group and the introduction of optoisolators between the microcontroller and the multiplexer. This 

latter feature effectively provided isolation between the battery group and the remainder of the 

node hardware. 

As this node version was designed to be a stand-alone battery cell monitor, it needed to have its 

own 3 V and 5 V power supply. This was achieved through the use of an isolated DC-DC 

converter that transformed 12 V from the battery group into 5 V, which was then converted into 

3 V for powering the microcontroller through the use of a fixed voltage regulator. 

Cell monitoring was accomplished using an analogue differential multiplexer interfaced to an 

ADC channel of the node microcontroller. Figure 5.6 illustrates the multiplexing functionality of 

the node. During battery data acquisition, the microcontroller floats within the battery group and 

is in effect connected directly across each individual battery cell when switched from one cell to 

another. This is illustrated in the diagram by the movement of the microcontroller from Position 

A to Position B. The cell switching control signals from the microcontroller to the multiplexer 

(not shown) are isolated by general-purpose optoisolators to prevent microcontroller over

voltage. In order to prevent erroneous states occurring on the multiplexer during node power-up, 

an additional control line was implemented to detect if the multiplexer was successfully powered 

up, before any attempt at cell switching was performed. A general-purpose optoisolator was also 

used to isolate this control line. 
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A summary and table showing the components and devices used in the design of both versions of 

the node PCBs is shown in Appendix D: Local Node Schematics and Layouts. The table lists 

components such the differential comparator, CAN bus-side optocouplers, battery-side 

optoisolators, isolated 5 V DC-DC converter, 3 V voltage regulator and multiplexer. Selection of 

these components for the design of the network nodes was based on cost competitive pticing, 

device performance and general availability. Schematics and PCB layouts of both boards were 

designed with the Design Explorer 99SE board-level design system (as discussed in Section 

3.2.1.2) and have also been provided in the aforementioned appendix. 

5.1.3 MICROCONTROLLER 

The MSP430 family of ultra-low power rnicrocontrollers by Texas Instruments was specifically 

designed for battery powered measurement applications and allows for simultaneous interfacing 

to analogue signals, sensors and digital components while maintaining low power consumption4
. 

Each MSP430 device is powered from a 3 V supply and features a 16 Bit RISC CPU and 

registers, memory options of up to 60 KB of Flash or 10 KB RAM, an extensive peripheral set 

and interrupt capabilities. In order to reduce the pin count and package size of each device, I/O 

port pins are multiplexed with other petipheral modules resulting in small surface-mount 

dimensions, which were ideal for the network node design. From the product family range 
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available, the MSP430F149 Flash-based microcontroller5 
6 was chosen as the basis for the design 

of the network node. 

The MSP430F149 microcontroller resides in the higher end of the MSP430 family range and 

contains comparatively larger memory resources and a complete peripheral set. These features 

allowed for a wider range of testing scenarios to be performed when designing the software 

architecture of the network nodes. Table 5.2 provides a list of useful features, specifications and 

peripherals of the microcontroller used in the design of the network nodes. 

Description MSP430F149 

CPU architecture 16 Bit RISC 

Low supply voltage range 1.8 - 3.6V 

Low operating current 340 IlA at 1 MHz, 3 V supply 

Main memory: 60 KB Flash 
Memory resource organisation Information memory: 256 Bytes Flash 

Data memory: 2 KB RAM 

ADC 12 Bits (8 external input channels) 

Integrated temperature diode Available 

16 Bit timers with PWM capability 2 

USART (UART or SPI) 2 

Digital I/O ports (number of pins each) 8 (8) 

I/O port interrupt capability Every pin of ports 1 and 2 

Watchdog timer Available 

Oscillator frequency 1-8MHz 

Operating temperature range -40 - 85°C 

Device footprint 64 pin Quad Flat Pack (QFP) 

Table 5.2 MSP430F149 microcontroHer features, specifications and peripherals 

One of the key factors that prompted the selection of the MSP430F149 as the basis for the node 

design was the device's low power requirement. As the nodes are intetfaced directly to the 

battery group, it was cmcial to minimise the power requirements of the node and allow for 

prolonging or extending battery life. Additionally, each microcontroller device and an associated 

integrated development environment are available at'cost competitive prices. 
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With a wide product family range, it is possible to select a microcontroller solution for the 

appropriate scope of battery applications. For example, if only monitoring activities are required 

for the battery application, a microcontroller device with a smaller memory size and a reduced 

peripheral set might be more adequate, and can therefore be chosen to introduce cost savings. 

Conversely, for applications that need control activities to be performed through the use of 

sophisticated battery algorithms, a device with more ample memory resources and increased 

peripherals (additional I/O or PWM ports) might be more suited to the task and can thus be 

selected during the design process. The same development environment may be utilised, 

although the proper microcontroller device target or description file would need to be loaded. 

The selection of a microcontroller to suit the application also does not affect the software design 

process, as source code is portable between different devices. 

Furthermore, each microcontroller device of the MSP430 family range is capable of providing 

Internet connectivity with minimum additional hardware components7
• This feature may be 

advantageous if there are only a very small number of nodes within the battery network, as the 

cost of providing Internet connectivity at each node could be less than the cost of providing 

embedded gateway or battery node access to the system. 

5.1.4 CAN DEVICES 

The CAN devices that were used in the design of the network nodes consist of the stand-alone 

CAN controller and CAN transceiver. These low-cost devices implement the data link and 

physical layers of the CAN protocol and allow the overhead of microcontroller involvement with 

CAN related communication processing to be eased. 

5.1.4.1 CONTROLLER 

The Microchip MCP251x stand-alone CAN Controller with SPI interface was selected to 

implement the CAN communication protocol as it possessed an industry standard intelface and 

allowed for added flexibility in the node design by buffering the microcontroller from the local 

CAN network traffic. This also has the effect of alleviating the processing time of the 

microcontroller to allow it to perform other tasks. The MCP251x CAN controller implements the 

CAN 2.0B specification and is capable of receiving and transmitting standard and extended 

messages. Each device is also capable of performing message acceptance filtering and message 

prioritisation. As a side note, Texas Instruments is currently developing a software CAN protocol 

that would allow for smaller embedded designs by integrating the microcontroller and CAN 
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controller into a single device. An obvious benefit of such a device would be production cost 

savings through the reduction of PCB components. However, an investigation into the potential 

performance advantages or disadvantages in terms of the battery management application would 

still be required. 

Early network node prototype PCBs utilised the MCP2510 CAN controller in their design, but 

the recent release of an upgraded version, the MCP2515 CAN controller, has prompted its use in 

later node prototypes. The MCP2515 was designed to be pin and functionally compatible to its 

predecessor, the MCP251O. The MCP2515 also addresses all known enata in the MCP25 10 and 

includes several enhancements for increased performance, such as the addition of three new SPI 

instmctions for increased data throughput. Table 5.3 shows the main features, specifications and 

differences between both the MCP25 10 and MCP2515 CAN controllers8 
910. 

Description MCP2510 MCP2515 

CAN specification version 2.0B 2.0B 

Data length 0- 8 Bytes 0-8 Bytes 

Data frame types Standard and Extended Standard and Extended 

Maximum programmable bit rate 1 Mbits/s 1 Mbits/s 

Data byte filtering None First 2 B (standard frames) 

Transmit buffers (prioritised) 3 3 

Receive buffers (prioritised) 2 2 

Message acceptance masks 2 2 

Message acceptance filters 6 6 

Maximum oscillator frequency 25 MHz 40 MHz 

Maximum SPI clock frequency 5 MHz 10 MHz 

Operating voltage 2.7 - 5.5 V 3.0- 5.5 V 

Operating temperature range -40 - 125°C -40 - 125 °C 

Table 5.3 MCP251x CAN controller features and specifications 

The device's masks and filters are used to determine if a message received from the bus should 

be loaded into any of the receive buffers. When a message is received, the identifier field is 

compared to the filter values. The masks essentially determine which bits in the message 

identifier are examined with the acceptance filters. If any mask bit is set to 0, then the associated 

message identifier bit will automatically be accepted regardless of the conesponding filter bit 

value. 
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The table above also shows that main difference between the two devices is the ability of the 

MCP2515 CAN controller to operate at higher oscillator and SP! clock frequencies for increased 

performance. Additionally, the MCP2515 device offers data byte filtering on the first 2 Bytes of 

message data, a feature that wasn't available on the older MCP2510 device. 

5.1.4.2 TRANSCEIVER 

The PCA82C25x CAN transceiver by Philips Semiconductors forms the interface between the 

CAN controller and the physical bus. The device provides differential transmit capability to the 

bus and differential receive capability to the CAN controller and is intended for high-speed CAN 

applications. The CAN transceiver is available in two variations, the PCA82C250 or 

PCA82C251, the only difference being that the PCA82C251 was designed for 24 V powered 

systems. Both versions were used in the network node design as dictated by device availability at 

the time and provided negligible difference in node performance. Table 5.4 displays some of the 

features and specifications of the PCA82C25x CAN transceiver11 
12. 

Description PCA82C25x 

Maximum transmission speed 1 Mbits/s 

Operating voltage range 4.5 - 5.5 V 

Operating temperature range -40 -125°C 

Table 5.4 PCA82C25x CAN transceiver features and specifications 

5.2 NODE SOFTW ARE DESIGN 

Design of the group node and string node software emphasises modularity to promote reusable, 

versatile and portable source code that can easily be upgraded or modified. The software on the 

local nodes is classified into four categories as illustrated in Figure 5.7. Each module of source 

code plays a crucial role in the conceptual organisation of the node shown in Figure 4.2. The 

total size of the node software, including the RTOS, is approximately 8.79 K13 or 14.6% of 

microcontroller memory. This leaves 85.4% of memory free for further implementation of 

process level management functionality or application specific control algorithms. 
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Figure 5.7 Node software categorisation 
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The RTOS source category consists of the RTOS configuration file and the RTOS API. The 

RTOS configuration file is application and processor specific and provides a list of configurable 

operating system services and elements. These include application parameters like the maximum 

number of events, flags, memory partitions, queues and tasks, as well as enabling and disabling 

of debugging variables and services for event flags, message queues and mailboxes, memory 

management, semaphore management, task management and time management. The 

configuration file also includes parameters for enabling and defining an idle task and a statistics 

task, which computes CPU usage. As the kemel is provided in source form, configuration is 

done through a number of #define constants and via conditional compilation to optimise 

target device memory space. The operating system's API is processor independent and contains 

the source code for providing the user accessible services of the operating system. Refer to 13 for 

details and descriptions of available operating system services. 

The RTOS port contains source code specific to the implementation and interfacing of the 

operating system on the MSP430 family of microcontrollers and is mostly written in the C 

programming language, although manipulation of processor registers can only be pelformed 

through the use of MSP430 assembly. The RTOS port also provides macro definitions for data 

types and macro functions for enabling and disabling interrupts. For further implementation 

details regarding the RTOS port code, refer to Chapters 14 and 15 of 13, and for a list of available 

microprocessor ports for the real-time kemel refer to 17. 

The main category contains initialisation source code for node hardware and software, software 

diagnostic code and programming interfaces for the microcontroller and CAN controller. 

Hardware initialisation involves setting up the microcontroller and CAN controller for operation, 

while software initialisation entails the creation of node tasks and semaphores that perform the 

required battery management activities. Routines for pelforming task and semaphore diagnosis 

were used for node software debugging and development and can be removed or commented out 

from the final implementation if no longer required, as indicated in the figure. 

The node source category includes source code for node tasks, the real-time clock, application 

parameter configuration, as well as test macros. The software modules that encapsulate the 

conceptual node organisation, as illustrated in Figure 4.2, are included in the task source 

category. These include the applications tasks, the 110 tasks, the data buffer management task 

and the CAN communication tasks. The applications tasks include algorithms for charge control, 

reserve time or state-of charge, although other applications could be added if additional 
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management activity was demanded. Existing algOlithms could also be removed if not required 

thereby resulting in reduced code space. Application task algorithm specifics are not discussed in 

this section and can be found in 14 15. I/O tasks include the actuation task and the data acquisition 

task. Details of the actuation task can be found in 14. The data buffer management task also 

includes source code for organisation of the data buffers, while the CAN communication tasks 

include the CAN scheduling, transmit and receive tasks. 

Differentiation between existing nodes on a battery network has been achieved through the use 

of a configuration file for stOling application parameters in the form of #define constants. The 

configuration file contains definitions for network location parameters (stling number, group 

number and battery network number), predefined message identifiers, number of cells being 

managed, etc. Although identification of a node's location in the network could have been 

peliormed with hardware jumper connections on each node, this method would have been 

restrictive for large numbers of nodes on a common network. Furthermore, a configuration file 

provides greater flexibility for node customisation. Facilities for performing source code timing 

analysis are provided by the test macros. The test macros control signals to the node's test pins 

for inteliacing to the logic analyser. 

The following sections provide detailed descriptions of the main software categories illustrated 

in Figure 5.7, which include details of the real-time operating system for managing node 

functionality, node initialisation and the node source modules. The descriptions presented are 

complemented with flowcharts and simple pseudo code listings to aid in the understanding of 

each software category, as the organisation of each module may not always be apparent when 

viewing lengthy source listings with numerous lines of code. Flowcharts provide procedural 

information while pseudo code listings provide insight into the coding details of the node 

software. 

For further information on the source code of each node software category (excluding the RTOS 

API and port code) discussed in the following sections, refer to Appendix E: Node Software 

Information. Associated header files and functions of each node software task or module used 

in the design of the node organisation are detailed in the appendix. The source code is well 

commented and documented in a neat fOlmat with a consistent style. 
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1 REALE TIME OPE RA TING SYSTEM 

A RTOS manages the processing time of the microcontroller to ensure that time critical events or 

activities are processed in the most efficient way possible. In general, a RTOS simplifies the 

design of a system by allowing the application to be divided into multiple independent elements 

called tasks 16
. As the battery management application is a system in which several time clitical 

activities needed to be processed simultaneously, this required the selection of a network node 

RTOS that was both low cost and contained many of the features of modem RTOS'. 

The /lC/OS-II13 
17 real-time kemel or RTOS designed and developed by Jean J. Labrosse is a 

portable, scalable, multitasking, pre-emptive, deterministic kemel wlitten in ANSI C, that is 

specifically targeted for embedded applications. As /lC/OS-il is mostly wlitten in C, it can be 

easily ported to other microcontrollers or microprocessors if required, with only a minimum 

amount of target system-specific code written in assembly language. The operating system can 

be scaled to suit the application through the use of conditional compilation with a configuration 

file as mentioned previously. This feature allows only the services needed by the application to 

be activated, thus helping to reduce the amount of memory (both RAM and ROM) or code space 

required by the RTOS. /lC/OS-II is also a multitasldng and pre-emptive RTOS, which means that 

it is capable of managing multiple tasks at once and always executes the highest priority task that 

is ready for execution. Furthermore, /lC/OS-II is deterministic, meaning that the execution times 

of the operating system's functions and services can always be known. The execution times of 

the functions and services are not dependent on the number of tasks in the application. Table 5.5 

lists the features and specifications of the /lC/OS-il operating system. 
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Description 

Low cost 

Certified for safety-clitical systems 

Task management services 

Time management services 

Inter-task and ISR communication services 

Memory management services 

Manages up to 64 prioritised tasks 

Variable task stack size 

Interrupt nesting up to 255 levels 

Table 5.5 /le/OS-II features and specifications 
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Some of the task management services or functions that are available on the operating system 

includes dynamic creation and deletion of tasks, suspending and resuming tasks as well as 

querying a task for task specific information. The time management services provided allow time 

delays and time outs on kernel services and tasks and measurement of task execution time 

through the use of a system counter. /lC/OS-II offers numerous inter-task and ISR 

communication services such as semaphores, mutual exclusion semaphores, event flags, message 

mailboxes and message queues, while the memory management services of the RTOS allow for 

fixed size memory partitioning to prevent memory area fragmentation. /lC/OS-II is able to 

manage up to 64 tasks consisting of 54 application tasks and 8 reserved tasks. Each task is 

assigned a unique priority, resulting in 64 different priority levels. Higher priority tasks have 

lower priority values. A task's stack is a context storage area for a particular task. With the 

ability to have variable task stack sizes, this reduces the amount of RAM consumption in the 

microcontroller. Additional services such as modifying task priority or task stack checking are 

also available on the RTOS. 

The RTOS can be reduced to occupy just over 2 KB of code space and 200 Bytes of data space 

(excluding task stacks), thereby limiting its impact on node memory overhead. The 2 KB of 

RAM available in the node's microcontroller limits the maximum number of tasks that can be 

created to 16, for a task stack size of 128 Bytes. This number of tasks is sufficient for 

implementation of the primary I/O, data management and CAN communication module 

functionality, as well as to allow for future expansion of node management functionality through 

the addition of application tasks. 

5.2.2 TASK STRUCTURE 

This section provides a brief description of the structure of the tasks within the node software. A 

task is defined as an infinite loop function. Each task contains a return type and an argument as 

normally found in any other C function, but the main difference is the task must never return. 

The return type of each task is always declared void. 

Tasks used in the design of the node software have the structure shown in Listing 5.1. The task 

must call one of the RTOS services related to task, semaphore, time or memory management 

between the start and end of the task specific code. 
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void TaskName(void *pdata) 
{ 

/* Variable declarations, if any */ 

while(l) 
{ 

/* Start of task specific code */ 

/* Call for an RTOS service */ 

/* End of task specific code */ 

Listing 5.1 Task structure 

5.2.3 NODE INITIALISA TION 

The initialisation process of the group or string node is illustrated in the flow diagram of Figure 

5.8. The procedure involves the definition of all task and semaphore related variables and 

structures, the initialisation of the RTOS, the creation of an exclusive task, called the Stali task, 

and the creation and initialisation of the node's semaphores, before multitasldng can be 

commenced. The Start task is specifically used for the creation of all other tasks required by the 

node and is an inherent feature of the RTOS. The procedure and reasoning for using this task is 

documented in Chapter 1, Section 1.01 of 13. 

From the diagram, initialisation of the group or string node begins with the definition of 

variables and structures related to operation of all tasks and semaphores in the system. This 

includes the global declarations of task stack size variables, task priOlity variables and task and 

semaphore structures. 
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The initialisation process then enters the main () function of the system software, as shown in 

Listing 5.2, where the stack pointers of the Start task are defined. The OSIni t () function is 

then called to perform operating system initialisation, which includes the creation of the idle task 

and the statistics task. The stack sizes of these tasks have been defined in the RTOS 

configuration file mentioned previously. Next, the stack pointers, which point to the top and 

bottom of the Start task stack, are created. The OSTaskCrea teExt () function is then used to 

create the Start task before multitasldng can begin. In addition to accepting the pointer to the 
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Start task function, TaskStart () as shown in the listing, the task creation function also 

accepts the task's stack pointers, and stack size and priority values as inputs (not shown). Other 

properties may also be passed to the task creation function, but these are unused at this stage and 

assigned null values. The stack size is defined as 128 Bytes of RAM or 64 entries as the 

microcontroller has 16 Bit memory registers. Note that the Start task is assigned the highest 

priority (i.e. the lowest priority value of 0), while the idle task and the statistics task are assigned 

the lowest and second lowest priOlities respectively. 

void main(void) 
{ 

/* Define Start task stack pointers */ 

OSInit() ; /* Initialise uC/OS-II */ 

/* Create Start task stack pointers */ 

/* Create Start task */ 
OSTaskCreateExt(TaskStart, .. , .. , .. ) ; 

/* Create and initialise semaphores */ 
ADCReadySem = OSSemCreate(O); 
CommReadySem = OSSemCreate(O); 
TxReadySem = OSSemCreate(O); 

OSStart() ; /* Start multitasking */ 

Listing 5.2 The main () function 

Semaphores used by the node are created and initiated using the OSSemCrea te () function. As 

depicted in the listing, the semaphores are initialised to a value of 0 to show that the semaphores 

are used to signal the occurrence of one or more events (see Chapter 7, Section 7.00 of 13). In the 

node organisation, the ADCReadySem semaphore is used for indicating that new data has been 

acquired, the CommReadySem semaphore is used for indicating periodic scheduling of a 

message and the TxReadySem semaphore is used to indicate that a CAN message is ready for 

transmission. Once the TaskStart () function has been created and the system semaphores 

have been initialised, the OSStart () function is called to allow multitasldng to begin and to 

give control to the RTOS. The RTOS determines that TaskStart () has the highest priority of 

all active tasks and begins to execute it. The OSStart () function does not retum to main ( ) 

as this functionality is not required for an embedded system. 

The flowchart of the TaskStart () function is illustrated in Figure 5.9, while the pseudo code 

of the function in provided in Listing 5.3. The function begins by defining the stack pointers for 
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all remaining tasks in the system and the task stack and semaphore checking stlUctures. These 

stlUctures were specifically used for testing and debugging purposes during node development 

and could be removed or commented out in the final implementation of the node software. The 

function also deals with initialisation of the microcontroller and CAN controller as well as the 

creation of the remaining tasks in the system. 

void TaskStart(void *pdataJ 
{ 

/* Define task stack pointers */ 

/* Define task stack checking variables */ 
/* Define semaphore checking variables */ 

MSP430Init (J 
MCP2510Init (J 

/* Perform microcontroller initialisation */ 
/* Perform CAN controller initialisation */ 

/* Create task stack pointers */ 

/* Create tasks */ 
OSTaskCreateExt(TaskDataAcq, .. , .. , .. J; 
OSTaskCreateExt(TaskDataBufferMgmt, .. , .. , .. J; 
OSTaskCreateExt(TaskCANCommMgmt, .. , .. , .. J; 
OSTaskCreateExt(TaskCANTx, .. , .. , .. J; 
OSTaskCreateExt(TaskCANRx, .. , .. , .. J; 

while(lJ 
{ 

/* Perform task stack diagnosis */ 
error = OSTaskStkChk(TASK_DATA_ACQ_PRIO, .. J; 

/* Perform semaphore diagnosis */ 
error = OSSemQuery(ADCReadySem, .. J; 

OSTimeDly(lOOOOJ; 

Listing 5.3 Start task 

Initialisation of the microcontroller has been separated into modules and contained in a separate 

.c file (see MSP43 0 Ini t . c in Appendix E: Node Software Information). For example, 

peripheral initialisation related to data acquisition is contained in a separate function from 

peripheral initialisation related to SPI communication with the CAN controller. This setup allows 

greater flexibility and versatility in configuring specific peripherals or functionality required for 

the application. Each stage of the initialisation flowchart shown in Figure 5.10 corresponds to a 

different function. The first stage of microcontroller initialisation involves the configuration of 

test pins to allow for logic analyser intetiacing. As this functionality would not likely be needed 

in the final implementation, these pins can also be configured as general I/O pins. Initialisation 
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continues with configuration of the microcontroller's intemal clock system to produce two 

separate clock signals derived from an external 4 MHz oscillator crystal. The first clock source is 

used for the microcontroller's peripherals and one of its timer modules, while the second clock 

source is used for the watchdog timer. The timer module provides an interrupt for the real-time 

clock approximately every 100 ms and the watchdog timer acts as an interval timer to provide an 

intemal system counter or periodic time source for the RTOS. This allows the RTOS to keep 

track of delays and timeouts (see Chapter 5 of 13). In the design of the system, the watchdog 

timer produces counts at a maximum rate of approximately 100 times per second, or Hz. The 

microcontroller peripherals related to data acquisition such as the ADC and the I/O pins that act 

as multiplexer control lines, and the peripherals related to CAN communication which includes 

the SPI module and interface lines to the CAN controller are then configured and enabled. 

START 

.. 
Configure test 

pins 

.. 
Configure internal 

clock system 

• Enable data 
acqUisition 
peripherals 

• 
Enable real-time 

clock timer 

• Configure CAN 
controller SPI 

interface 

• 
END 

Figure 5.10 Microcontroller initialisation 

flowchart 

Setup timing 
registers 

Configure masks 
and filters 

Figure 5.11 CAN controller initialisation 

flowchart 

Similar to the microcontroller, the initialisation of the CAN controller has also been separated 

into modules or stages for greater flexibility (see MCP2 51 0 Ini t . c in Appendix E: Node 

Software Information). Firstly, the timing registers of the CAN controller are setup (see Figure 

5.11), then the message masks and filters are configured. These operations are performed using 

device commands from the SPI module of the microcontroller that was previously initialised. 
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The available SPI commands can be found in the CAN controller's API (see MCP2510. c in the 

aforementioned appendix). 

Once hardware initialisation is completed, the stack pointers for all remaining tasks in the node 

are created. Then, the node's data acquisition (TaskDa taAcq ( )), data buffer management 

(TaskDataBufferMgmt ()), CAN communication (TaskCANCommMgmt ()), CAN 

transmit (TaskCANTx ( )) and CAN receive (TaskCANRx ( )) tasks are created using the 

OSTaskCrea teExt () function, as shown in Listing 5.3. Each task is assigned the 

appropriate stack pointers, stack size and priority values during creation. The size of each task's 

stack is allowed to be variable, although for simplicity, each task has been assigned a similar 

stack size of 64 in the application. This equates to a size of 128 Bytes of RAM as the 

microcontroller uses 16 Bit memory entries. 

All task specific code is peliormed in the while (1) loop of the Start task (as mentioned in 

Section 5.2.1). In the loop, task stack and semaphore diagnosis may be peliormed if needed. 

Once diagnosis has been peliormed, the task delays itself by a specific amount of time before 

repeating the diagnosis commands. Task stack diagnosis is performed with 

OSTaskStkChk ( ) and involves checldng the amount of allocated RAM to ensure that stack 

space is not over-allocated for each task. Semaphore diagnosis is carried out with 

OSSemQuery () and includes checldng of the semaphore count and the list of tasks waiting for 

each semaphore. In Listing 5.3, the task is delayed for 10000 system counts with the 

OSTimeDly () function before repeating itself. 10000 system counts equates to approximately 

100 seconds (recall that the watchdog timer provides approximately 100 counts per second to the 

internal RTOS counter). This delay time can be shOliened or increased if a faster or slower rate 

of diagnosis is desired. 

5.2.4 ACQUISITION TA SK 

The acquisition task's flow diagram for acquiring cell voltages is.illustrated in Figure 5.12. Note 

that the process of CUlTent acquisition in a string node also has a similar structure. The task 

begins by defining and creating a temporary alTay for storage of cell voltage values. For a group 

node, the number of cells being monitored by the node defines the size of the storage alTay, as 

each voltage value has an individual alTay entry. The value for the number of cells can be found 

in the configuration file for storing application parameters. In the following description, the 

number of cells in the group has been defined as 6. When the temporary storage alTay has been 
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created, the task enters the whi 1 e ( 1) loop. The pseudo code shown in Listing 5.4 provides 

greater detail into the coding structure of the acquisition task, TaskDa taAcq ( ) . 

Increment cell 
counter 

Define temporary 
data storage 

array 

while(1) 

Muxpower ~N~O~ ______ ~ 
ON? 

YES 

Reset cell counter 
to first cell 

Muxpower ~N~O~ ______ ~I 
ON? 

YES 

Select cell based 
on cell counter 

value 

Acquire ADC 
reading, convert 

and store in array 

Deselect all cells 

NO All cells 
'---------< acquired? 

YES 

Data ready 
Deselect all cells 

Post data ready 
semaphore 

Figure 5.12 Data acquisition task flowchart 

Upon entering the infinite loop, the task checks whether power has been applied to the 

multiplexer device used for switching between cells in the group. If the device does not have 
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power properly applied to it, the task configures the multiplexer control lines to indicate a state 

where all cells are deselected. The task then delays for a specified time using the 

OSTimeDly () function and then re-attempts to detect if the multiplexer has been powered up. 

Once this is confirmed, the task initiates the process of acquiring the voltages of the cells within 

the group though the use of a for () loop, as shown in Listing 5.4. A cell counter variable, used 

for switching the multiplexer to the desired cell, is reset to the first cell. 

void TaskDataAcq(void *pdata) 
{ 

while(l) 
{ 

if (multiplexer powered up) 
{ 

for(6 cells of battery group) 
{ 

else 

if (multiplexer powered up) 
{ 

else 

/* Select a cell */ 
/* Convert ADC reading to cell voltage */ 
/* Store cell voltage in temporary array */ 

/* Deselect all cells */ 

/* Deselect all cells */ 

if(all cells acquired) 
OSSemPost(ADCReadySem)i 

OSTimeDly (100) i 

Listing 5.4 Data acquisition task 

At each iteration of the loop, the task once again performs a check to determine if power is still 

being supplied to the multiplexer. This procedure prevents the multiplexer from entering an 

elToneous state and also prevents the task from acquiring or storing incolTect data readings. For 

example, if the task does not perfOlID a check to determine if power is applied to the multiplexer 

at each iteration of the f or loop, the task would not be able to detect if the multiplexer had lost 

power sometime during the acquisition process. The task would continue to collect data for all 

relevant cells even if the multiplexer or battery group had been disconnected and thus would 

return incorrect data values. Furthermore, if the multiplexer happens to enter an undefined state 
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when power is lost, this could possibly result in over-voltage across the ADC when the 

multiplexer is powered up again and hence cause potentially serious damage to the node. In the 

event that a power loss is detected, the task forces the multiplexer to enter a state where all cells 

are deselected through configuration of the control lines when power is reapplied. 

The acquisition of data from a cell involves switching the multiplexer to the selected cell 

conesponding to the value of a cell counter, reading the cell's ADC value, converting the ADC 

value into a voltage reading and storing the reading in an allocated slot in the temporary storage 

anay. A cell's 12-bit ADC reading is converted into a voltage reading with a resolution of better 

than 1 mY. The cell counter value is incremented for every iteration of data acquisition, and the 

described process repeats until all cell readings have been acquired and all slots in the temporary 

storage anay have been filled with valid data. When all cells have been properly acquired, the 

task signals or posts the ADCReadySem semaphore with the OSSemPost () function to 

indicate that fresh data is available for storage in the node's data buffers. The listing provided 

shows that the task is then delayed for approximately 1 second with the OSTimeDly ( ) 

function before proceeding to acquire a new set of cell voltages. 

5.2.5 DATA BUFFER MANAGEMENT TASK 

Figure 5,13 illustrates the flow diagram of the data buffer management task. The task begins by 

defining the size of the data buffer through #def ine constants. Next, the structures for the data 

buffers are created based on the aforementioned data buffer size constants. For a detailed 

description of data buffer structures refer to Section 5,2,5.1. When the task enters the infinite 

whi 1 e ( 1) loop, it proceeds to wait on all available or active semaphores within the system. In 

the diagram, the data buffer management task is shown waiting on the semaphores that indicate 

new ADC data is ready and periodic data transmission. 
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Figure 5.13 Data buffer management tasl{ flowchart 

Listing 5.5 provides pseudo code for the data buffer management task, 

TaskDa taBufferMgmt ( ) , which highlights the coding structure of the task in pending for 

vmious semaphores. The listing shows the data buffer management task waiting on semaphores 

with calls to the OSSemPend () function. Semaphores shown in the listing include the 

semaphore for indicating data is available for storage, ADCReadySem and the semaphore for 

indicating peliodic scheduling of a CAN message, CommReadySem. 
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void TaskDataBufferMgmt(void *pdata) 
{ 

while(l) 
{ 

OSSemPend(ADCReadySem, .. , .. ) ; 

OS_ENTER_CRITICAL() ; 
DataStorageADC() ; 
OS_EXIT_CRITICAL() ; 

OSSemPend(CommReadySem, .. , .. ) ; 

OS_ENTER_CRITICAL() ; 
DataTransferComm() ; 
OS_EXIT_CRITICAL() ; 

OSTimeDly ( ) ; 

void DataStorageADC(void) 
{ 

/* Check for valid data */ 
/* Transfer data to proper data buffer */ 
/* Add time-stamp to data */ 

if (data buffer full) 
/* Reset data buffer index */ 

void DataTransferComm(void) 
{ 

/* Retrieve latest data from data buffer */ 
/* Transfer data to temporary array */ 
/* Transfer time-stamp to temporary array */ 

Listing 5.5 Data buffer management task 

When a semaphore signal is detected, the task calls the DataStorageADC () and 

DataTransferComm() functions to service and handle their respective semaphores. Each of 

these functions are wrapped between a pair of OS_ENTER_CRITICAL ( ) and 

OS_EXIT_CRITICAL () operating system functions that indicate critical sections of code. 

When the OS_ENTER_CRITICAL () function is called, interrupts are disabled and when the 

OS_EXIT_CRITICAL () function is called, interrupts are re-enabled. These functions are 

always used together and are described in greater detail in Chapter 3, Section 3.00 of 13. The use 
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of the functions preserves the consistency of data and prevents simultaneous access from 

multiple tasks, thereby ensuring that only a single data buffer storage or retrieval action is 

pelformed at a time. Note that pseudo code for the semaphore servicing functions 

DataStorageADC () and DataTransferComm() have also been provided within the 

listing eventhough descriptions of their implementation are relatively straightforward. Other 

semaphores may also be added to the while (1) loop to allow system expansion, although the 

intelTupt disable time of the associated semaphore servicing function should be kept to a 

minimum, as long disable times affect the responsiveness of the system to real-time events. 

If the ADCReadySern is signalled, this indicates that fresh readings are available for storage. 

The data buffer management task calls the DataStorageADC () function, which proceeds to 

detennine if the available data is valid, by checldng for non-zero entries in the data acquisition 

task's temporary storage alTay. This data checking feature may not be highly essential as the 

multiplexer functionality detection scheme described in the acquisition task section (see Section 

5.2.4) provides adequate protection from elToneous data entries. If all entries are detennined to 

be valid, the data is transfelTed from the acquisition task's temporary alTay to the appropriate 

data buffer. A time-stamp or instantaneous reading of the real-time clock is associated to the data 

entry. If the data buffer is detected to be full, the data buffer index is reset to prevent data 

ovelflow. This is an implementation of data buffer rollover. If the CommReadySern is signalled, 

this indicates the periodic scheduling of a data message. The data buffer management task calls 

the Da ta Trans f erComm () function which proceeds to retrieve the latest or newest data entry 

from the appropriate data buffer. Once the latest entry has been retrieved, the data and associated 

time-stamp are transfelTed to the temporary storage alTay of the CAN communication task. Once 

the data buffer management task finishes servicing all signalled semaphores, it delays for a 

specific time as defined by the OSTirneDly () function before repeating the process of 

checldng for signalled semaphores. 

5.2.5.1 DATA BUFFER STR UCTURES 

As the available memory space of the node microcontroller is only 60 KB, the total memory 

space occupied by the data buffers has been limited to not more than 3 KB per buffer (including 

time-stamps), depending on data buffer type. However, the data buffer for storing acquired cell 

voltages is afforded more memory space for storing raw battery data from each connected cell 

than other data buffers in the system. The size of the cell voltage data buffer is limited to not 

more than 3 KB per cell. Data buffers are essentially defined as an alTay of structures with 
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appropriate fields for storing relevant data. Valid data buffer structure organisations are defined 

in a header file and each data buffer is created as an alTay of structures when the data buffer 

management task is initialised. 

As discussed in Section 4.5.1, each data buffer has a field for storing a time-stamp reading. This 

time-stamp reading is also defined as a structure and is used for storing an instantaneous 

snapshot of the values contained in a clock structure when battery data is input into the data 

buffers. For a description of the clock structure of the real-time clock module, refer to Section 

5.2.7. 

Listing 5.6 shows the organisation of the time-stamp structure and the data buffer structure used 

for storing cell voltages. The design of each structure emphasises simplicity as evident in the 

listing. The time-stamp structure contains fields for storing character values of year, month, day, 

hour, minute, second and counts for every 100 milliseconds. The cell voltage data buffer 

example contains two fields, the time-stamp entry and the cell atTay entry. Note that the 

NUM_CELLS argument for the cell anay size is defined in the application parameter 

configuration file to indicate the number of battery cells managed by the node. 

typedef struct 
{ 

INT8U ts _yeari 
INT8U ts_monthi 
INT8U ts_daYi 
INT8U ts_houri 
INT8U ts _mini 
INT8U ts _seci 
INT8U ts_mseci 

TIME_STAMPi 

typedef struct 
{ 

volatile TIME_STAMP tstampi 
INT16U cell [NUM_CELLSl i 

DATA_BUFFER_CELLi 

Listing 5.6 Data buffer and timemstamp structure organisation 

5.2.6 CAN COMMUNIC A TION TASKS 

The CAN communication module contains a scheduling task, a transmit task and a receive task 

as mentioned in Section 4.2. The section begins with a description of a CAN message structure 

for passing message data and information amongst the CAN communication tasks. 
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5.2.6.1 CAN MESSAGE STRUCTURE 

Listing 5.7 shows the format of the CAN message structure used for passing messages from the 

CAN scheduling task to the CAN transmit task for transmission and for transfelTing received 

messages from the CAN receive task to the CAN scheduling task. This structure effectively 

fOlIDS the temporary alTay formats of the transmit and receive tasks for accepting or sending 

messages. 

typedef struct 
{ 

INT16U CANldentifier; 
INT8U rtr; 
INT8U dataBytes; 
INT8U data[CAN_MAX_DATA_BYTES); 

CAN_MSG; 

Listing 5.7 CAN message structure 

The CAN message structure contains the four fields or elements shown in the listing. The first 

field stores the message's ll-bit identifier, while the second field, if set, allows the transmission 

of remote messages. Remote Transmit Request (RTR) functionality is not currently implemented 

and is reserved for future use. The third field defines the number of data bytes in the message 

and the final field is an alTay for stOling actual message data. The size of the data array is defined 

by the CAN_MAX_DATA_BYTES application parameter stored in the configuration file. 

5.2.6.2 CAN SCHEDULING TASK 

Figure 5.14 illustrates the flow diagram of the CAN scheduling task. When the scheduling task 

is initialised, temporary storage alTays are created for transfening required battery data from the 

data buffer management task. A primary function of the scheduling task is to post or signal a 

semaphore that indicates that a periodic data message is due for transmission. Once the required 

data has been placed in the task's temporary alTay, the data is transfelTed out of the array, 

validated, processed and placed into the transmit task's CAN message structure. The task is able 

to identify the need for additional messages if the battery data exceeds the payload of a single 

CAN message. The scheduling task also monitors the semaphore used for indicating that CAN 

messages received from the bus have been successfully filtered and accepted. When such a 

signal is received, the scheduling task transfers the message data from the receive task's CAN 

message structure, interprets the message identifier and peliorms the appropriate processing. 
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void TaskCANCommMgmt(void *pdata) 
{ 

while (1) 
{ 

OSSemPost(CommReadySem) ; 
OSTimeDly ( ) ; 
TxCANMsgReady() ; 

OSSemPend(RxReadySem, .. , .. ) ; 
RxCANMsgReady() ; 

OSTimeDly ( ) ; 

void TxCANMsgReady(void) 
{ 

/* Periodicity */ 

/* Transfer data into transmit structure */ 

OSSemPost(TxReadySem) ; 
OSTimeDly ( ) ; 

/* Clear transmit structure */ 

if (more messages required) 
/* Repeat process above */ 

/* Clear temporary array */ 

void RxCANMsgReady(void) 

/* Transfer data from receive structure */ 
/* Interpret message identifier */ 
/* Perform appropriate processing */ 

Listing 5.8 CAN scheduling task 

Listing 5.8 provides pseudo code for the CAN scheduling task TaskCANCommMgmt (). When 

a peliodic message is scheduled, the OSSemPost () function is used to signal the 

CommReadySem semaphore. The task then delays a specified amount of time with the 

OSTimeDly () function to allow the data buffer management task to place the required data in 

the scheduling task's temporary storage array. The TxCANMsgReady () function is then called 

to allow the data to be transferred into the transmit task's CAN message structure. Once this has 
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been accomplished, the TxReadySem semaphore is signalled to indicate to the transmit task 

that a CAN message is ready for transmission on the bus. The message structure is cleared when 

the transmit task has acquired the data. If additional messages are required to transmit the data, 

the function repeats the process of transferring data into the message structure, posting the 

TxReadySem semaphore and allowing the transmit task to retrieve the data, until all data has 

been transmitted. At this point, the scheduling task's temporary array is also cleared. 

As mentioned previously, the scheduling task, TaskCANCommMgmt () also monitors the 

semaphore that signals the arrival of an accepted CAN message, RxReadySem. If this 

semaphore is signalled, the RxCANMsgReady () function is invoked to handle the message and 

its requirements (refer to Listing 5.8). The new message data is then transferred from the receive 

task's CAN message structure and the message identifier is examined to determine the 

appropriate course of action for handling the message. 

5.2.6.3 CAN TRANSMIT TASK 

The primary function of the CAN transmit task is to transfer the message data from its temporary 

array to the CAN controller's transmit buffer when signalled by the CAN scheduling task. This 

process is illustrated in the flowchart of Figure 5.15. 

Create CAN 
message 
structure 

while(1) 

Transmit 
request? 

YES Transfer message 
>---~ to transmit buffer 

Assign priority 

Figure 5.15 CAN transmit task flowchart 

When the CAN controller has received the message data it then prepares the message for 

transmission on the CAN bus. Recall that the temporary array of the task is essentially a CAN 
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message structure, which is initialised when the task is created. The priority of the transmitting 

message is also assigned when being sent to the CAN controller's transmit buffer. 

The transmit task, TaskCANTx () continuously checks and waits for a signal from the 

TxReadySem semaphore using the OSSemPend () function of the operating system (see 

Listing 5.9). When the semaphore is signalled, a function to pass the message data from the 

CAN message structure to one of the CAN controller's transmit buffers is called. In the listing 

example, the TxCANMsgTXBO function called from the CAN controller's API is used to send 

the message data to transmit buffer number O. The function accepts a pointer to the CAN 

message structure and an unsigned integer indicating the priority of the message. Once the 

message has been transfened to the transmit buffer, the task enters a small delay before pending 

on the semaphore for other messages waiting for transmission. 

void TaskCANTx(void *pdata) 
{ 

while (1) 
{ 

OSSemPend(TxReadySem, .. , .. ) 

/* Transfer message data */ 
TxCANMsgTXBO(pTxCANMsg, priority); 

OSTimeDly (1) ; 

Listing 5.9 CAN transmit task 

5.2.6.4 CAN RECEIVE TASK 

As shown in the flow diagram of Figure 5.16, the CAN receive task performs constant checks 

on the CAN controller to detelmine if new messages were successfully filtered and accepted. In 

the event that a message is received, the message data it transferred from the controller's 

designated receive buffer into the task's CAN message structure temporary anay. The task then 

posts the semaphore that indicates to the CAN scheduling task that new message data is 

available. The task delays then experiences a short delay before checking whether any further 

messages were recei ved. 
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Figure 5.16 CAN receive task flowchart 

void TaskCANRx(void *pdata) 
{ 

while (1) 
{ 

/* Read interrupt flag register */ 

if(new message available) 
{ 

/* Transfer message contents */ 
RxCANMsgRXBO(pRxCANMsg)i 

OSSemPost(RxReadySem) i 

/* Clear interrupt flag */ 

OSTimeDly(l)i 

Listing 5.10 CAN receive task 

The source code depicted in Listing 5.10 shows that the receive task, TaskCANRx () reads the 

CAN controller's interrupt flag register to determine if new messages were accepted. If the 

register indicates that there is a new message, the message data is transferred to the receive task's 

temporary array CAN message structure using the RxCANMsgRXBO function as shown in the 

listing. This example function is a part of the CAN controller's API and is used for transfening 
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message data from receive buffer number 0 of the controller to the message structure's memory 

address as indicated by its pointer. Once transfer of message data is completed, the 

RxReadySem semaphore is signalled to indicate to the scheduling task that new message data is 

waiting in its message stmcture. The receive task then experiences a short delay before checking 

the intermpt flag register of the CAN controller for further received messages. 

5.2.7 REAL-TIME CLO CK 

The real-time clock has a simple and straightforward implementation as depicted in the flow 

diagram of Figure 5.17. The module is intermpt based and operates independently of the other 

software modules in the node. In essence, the module produces periodic updates to a clock 

stmcture containing various temporal fields and counters for storing the current time (see Listing 

5.11). 

typedef struct 
{ 

INT8U yeari 
INT8U monthi 
INT8U daYi 
INT8U houri 
INT8U mini 
INT8U seci 
INT8U mseclOOi 

CLOCKi 

Listing 5.11 Clock structure 

When the data buffer management task requires a time-stamp for incoming battery data, the 

current values of the clock stmcture are transferred into the data entry's time-stamp stmcture 

(discussed in Section 5.2.5) before being stored in the appropriate data buffer. Although the 

clock module does not need to be aware of the other modules currently mnning, it is still 

recognised by the RTOS as being part of the overall system. This prevents any scheduling 

conflicts that may mise if the value of the clock stmcture was to be updated by the clock module 

and extracted for time-stamping at the same instant. 
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Figure 5.17 Real-time clock flowchart 
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It is a requirement of the RTOS that routines that serVIce interrupts should be written in 

assembly, although code that performs interrupt related processing can be written in the C 

programming language. As such, the real-time clock module implementation is written in a 
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combination of C and assembly. The module consists of an ISR written in MSP430 assembly 

that calls a C function with the CALL assembly directive when a specific interrupt occurs 

(provided by RT_Clock_a. s43 as detailed in Appendix E: Node Software Information). As 

mentioned in Section 5.2.3 on node initialisation, the source of the interrupt is one of the 

microcontroller's designated timer modules. The routine services the timer module's periodic 

intetTupts and subsequently calls a C function for incrementing and updating the clock 

structure's fields, as illustrated in the figure. The real-time clock module provides a resolution of 

100 ms, which is adequate for the battery management application, as cell voltage or cutTent 

values do not change rapidly with respect to time. In the worst case, a battery discharge through 

the Coup de Fouet region occurs in the order of minutes. Even if voltage readings were only 

stored once every second, there would still be sufficient voltage samples for peliorming precise 

trend analysis. Note that the implementation of the clock module assumes 30 day months and 

365 day years for simplicity, but could easily be modified to reflect actual time representation. 

5.2.8 TEST MACROS 

Analysis of the node's task execution times requires at least millisecond resolution. The time 

management services provided by the RTOS are based on the internal system counter which 

produces counts at a maximum rate of 100 times a second (as discussed previously), while the 

real-time clock intetTupts at a rate of 10 Hz. This equates to a resolution of 10 ms and 100 ms 

respectively for each service and is clearly not adequate for measuring task execution times. 

Therefore, the decision was made to utilise the logic analyser described in Section 3.4.1.1, which 

was able to offer a timing resolution of 4 ns. The logic analyser is inteliaced to the node by 

connecting the analyser's probes to the node's test pins. Each test pin is directly connected to a 

digital output of the microcontroller's dedicated test port. This setup subsequently required test 

macros to be written to allow output signals on the test port to indicate when specific sections of 

code were timed or measured. The logic analyser was thus setup to capture the level transitions 

occuning on each active test pin. If test macro functionality is not required in the final system 

implementation, the test port can be configured as general digital I/O port. 

The test macros available to the system include the TEST_ON () and TEST_OFF () functions, 

which toggle the signal level on an appropliate test pin. The TEST_ON () function sets the 

signal level of a pin, while the function TEST_OFF () resets the signal level of a pin. Listing 

5.12 depicts the usage of test macros in an example task. As shown in the listing, each test macro 

accepts an identifier as an argument. This integer argument is used to indicate the appropriate 
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test pin to toggle and therefore allows multiple test macros to be used on a common segment of 

code. This functionality also allows test macro functions to be nested or overlapped within the 

same segment of code to be measured. Each test macro call has a negligible effect on timing 

analysis measurements. 

void TaskExample(void *pdata) 
{ 

while (1) 
{ 

TEST_ON(identifier) ; 

/* Source code to be timed */ 

TEST_OFF (identifier) ; 

OSTimeDly(100) ; 

Listing 5.12 Test macro usage 

5.3 LOCAL COMMUNICATION 

Organisation of communication across the local network involves appropliate structuring of the 

CAN message identifier and the proposal of a logical messaging scheme between nodes. 

5 .. 3.1 CAN MESSAGE STRUCTURE 

In order to allow effective and efficient communication between nodes connected on a common 

network, a versatile message structure must be adopted. The message structure must be able to 

cater for battery networks of different sizes with a variable number of nodes per network, while 

still allowing for future expansion of network communication activity. 

Figure 5.18 illustrates the organisation and segmentation of the 11 Bit CAN message identifier 

to facilitate battery management functionality for a 4-string 48 V battery network with 5 CAN 

nodes (i.e. 1 string node and 4 group nodes) per stling. The 5 least significant bits of the 

identifier define the location of the destination or transmitting node. Bits 0 and 1 define the 

group number, bits 2 and 3 define the string number and bit 5, when set, defines a broadcast 

message from the battery node. The 6 most significant bits of the identifier define the message 
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content. Each network node pelforms filteIing on the location segment of the identifier to 

determine whether the received message was intended for it. If a message doesn't pass the 

filteIing cIiteIia, it is discarded. If the message is approved, the content segment of the identifier 

is examined and the node performs the appropriate action to service the message. Coverage of 

larger networks can be achieved by similar partitioning of the CAN 29 Bit extended message 

identifier. Alternatively, the gateway could be used to bridge more than one network or multiple 

low cost gateways could be used. The latter two options provide a more preferable solution. 

b = Battery 

9 = Group 

Bit: 
s = String 

10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 0 

! 
x 

I 
x 

I x 
! 

x x x I b i s s I g I g 

I 
i~ Content >i~ Location >: 

Figure 5.18 CAN message identifier segmentation 

For transmission of battery data and information larger than the 8 Bytes capability of a single 

CAN message, data fragmentation and the use of multiple CAN messages is required. The first 

byte of data is used to indicate or signify the total number of messages that the data or 

information is fragmented into and results in the reduction of each CAN message's payload to 7 

Bytes. The receiving node keeps track of the total number of message segments that are 

transmitted by monitoring the value of the fragmentation byte. When the number of received 

messages matches the value of the fragmentation byte, transmission of data and information is 

complete. 

5.3.2 CAN MESSAGIN G SCHEME 

As illustrated in Figure 4.5, the strategy for communication is to communicate commands, data 

and status messages. Figure 5.19 provides a more detailed diagram of the CAN messaging 

scheme previously depicted, with the incorporation of the CAN message structure for each 

message category. As this diagram shows, only the battery node is allowed to issue command 

messages that appear in the form of Get or Set messages. When a command message is sent from 

the battery node, the fifth bit of the identifier is set. 
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Figure 5.19 CAN messaging scheme 
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Note from Figure 4.1 that string nodes and the first group node of each string share identical 

string and group location numbers, and hence similar location segments in the message 

identifier. When the battery node is required to transmit a message to either of these nodes, the 

message identifier will be of the form xxx-xxxl-ssOO. In this case, the string node and first group 

node of each stting will be required to perform strict filtering on the content segment of the 

accepted command message to determine whether string node or group node functionality was 

addressed. Likewise, if the battery node receives a message from either a string node or the first 

group node of a string, stringent filtering will need to be performed on the content segment, as 

the message identifier will have a format of xxx-xxxO-ssOO in both cases. 

5@4 LOCAL NETWORK ANALYSIS 

In order to conduct analysis on the local network, the criteria for the node task set and the CAN 

message set must be clearly defined. A discussion and derivation of the analytical scheduling 

equations utilised in the calculation of task and message response times is also provided in this 

section. Results of the application of the scheduling analysis to the task and message sets then 
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allow for accurate network capacity estimation. For a complete analysis of the system 

communication channel, the material in this section should be supplemented with the 

information contained in the gateway analysis section, Section 6.3. 

5.4.1 TASK AND MESS AGE SET CRITERIA 

String nodes and group nodes possess the same basic task set, with the exception that the data 

acquisition task in the string node acquires current as opposed to the acquisition of voltage and 

temperature from a group node. Tasks that have a high periodicity are assigned a higher priority 

than tasks with a low periodicity. For example, the data acquisition task has a higher priority 

than the CAN communication task, while battery application tasks are allocated the lowest 

pliority, as less demand for application data allows for a longer latency in response. 

As mentioned previously in Section 4.6.1, messages are classified as command, status or data 

messages. In order to facilitate future expansion of process related functionality, gaps have been 

left in the assigned message identifier content segment values to allow for grouping of 

anticipated messages of similar content types. The majority of communication on the bus or 

network traffic consists of regular or periodic transmission of data messages from string nodes 

(containing current and time-stamp data) and group nodes (containing voltage, temperature and 

time-stamp data) to the gateway. String data or group data messages are assumed to have a 

periodicity of 1 second. String node and group node status messages as well as battery data 

history uploading from each node also forms a portion of periodic bus traffic. An exception to 

this is the timing synchronisation command message transmitted by the battery node, which 

synchronises the real-time clocks of all network nodes. This periodic message is transmitted 

hourly and is crucial for reducing accumulated pre-scaling error during time-stamping of 

acquired battery data. Periodic messages have been given higher priority on the bus (i.e. lower 

content segment identifiers have been allocated to these messages), as it is essential to always 

have the latest battery data available in the battery node's database for user utilisation. 

The random aspect of CAN bus traffic occurs in the form of alarm messages from the string and 

group nodes and user initiated command messages from the battery node. Alarm messages occur 

as a result of an unforeseen node error or malfunction and the occurrence of unexpected battery 

or current shunt behaviour. User initiated command messages include the setting of new 

messages or nodes on the network, remote downloading or upgrading of node software or 

retrieval of the node's entire data buffer or specific node data for verification and testing 

purposes. These random or aperiodic messages have been allocated lower priorities (or higher 
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value content segment identifiers) than periodic messages. Although this contrasts with that of 

traditional systems, where alarm messages are given higher priority than ordinary messages, the 

demanded real-time requirements and quality of service of these messages can still be catered for 

within the designed network capacity. The organisation's use of simplistic nodes with limited 

functionality reduces the amount of scheduled bus traffic while allowing ample time for 

unscheduled traffic. Although, if nodes with complicated functionality and a more intensive 

messaging scheme were required, restructUling or reorganisation of the message priorities may 

need to be performed. Furthermore, availability of the user requested battery data at the battery 

node's database substantially reduces the randomness of command messages within the system. 

5.4.2 SCHEDULING AN AL YSIS 

Previous work on scheduling analysis in CAN and hard real-time communications 18 192021 2223 

24 has yielded the equations presented in the following sections. It is important to realise that the 

prioritisation mechanism of CAN is similar to task prioritisation in a non-preemptive scheduler, 

where tasks operate on a fixed priority basis and are not preempted until completion, hence the 

similarity in the derived equations. For the purpose of the battery system, standard CAN 11 Bit 

identifier messages have been considered, although further extension to CAN 29 Bit identifier 

messages is also possible. Additionally, the analysis assumes periodic messages, but random 

messages can be incorporated into the computation by assuming a minimum time between 

random message occurrence. For listings of the scheduling analysis algorithms implemented 

with the MATLAB technical computing program, refer to Appendix C: MATLAB Algorithm 

Listings. 

5.4.2.1 TASK ANALYSIS 

The response time of a task is defined as the interval between the activation time of the task and 

the end of the task execution. The best case response of a task, t in a preemptive fixed priority 

scheduling environment, occurs when the task is executed without any waiting time, thus its 

response time, Rt is equal to its execution time, Ct. This is shown by Equation 5.1. 

Equation 5.1 

In the worst case, the response time of a task is determined by the sum of the task's execution 

time and interference time by other tasks. Interference time is calculated from the set of higher 

priority tasks, hp(t) that are ready to execute, which prevent the immediate execution of the task 
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t. Equation 5.2 defines the worst case response time of a task. The period of a given task k is 

denoted by Tk. 

Equation 5.2 

In order to solve for the worst case response time, the equation above is converted into an 

iterative calculation, with RIO = 0 . Iterating to convergence, i.e. R;l+l = R;' , provides the required 

result. This is shown by Equation 5.3. 

'

Rill R"+l = C + '" _t C 
I I LJ k 

VkEhp(t) Tk 
Equation 5.3 

The jitter of a task, it is defined as the maximum deviation from the average response time of the 

task. 

5.4.2.2 CAN ANALYSIS 

The transmission time, Cm of a message In in the worst case is the time taken to physically 

transmit the message across the bus and is given by the total transmission time of the stuff, 

header and data bits, as shown by Equation 5.4. The time of each bit on the physical medium is 

given by Tbit. The bit time for a CAN bus transmitting at 1 Mbits/s is 1 /J-s for example. The size 

of the message's data field, denoted by Sm is in bytes. Note that the IFS of the CAN message 

frame (see Figure 2.5) has to be included in the calculation of the transmission time of a 

message. 

(l34+8Sm J 4 ) Cm = 4 + 7 + 8sm "Cbit Equation 5.4 

The fractional section of the equation shows the worst case effect of bit stuffing. Although a stuff 

bit is inserted for every five consecutive data bits of the same level, results in 22 indicate that in 

the worst case, a stuffed message tends toward a stuff bit every four data bits. For example, 

consider the sequence of bits 000001110000111. With bit stuffing, the sequence becomes 

00000(1)1111(0)0000(1)1111 and it is clear that the inserted stuff bit is now the first bit of the 

next sequence. This shows that the transmission time of a message is governed not only by bit 
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rate and the size of the data field, but also by the contents of the other fields of the message. 

Furthermore, this demonstrates a limitation of the analysis in determining the real-time 

performance of CAN networks22
. 

The blocking delay, Bill of message 111, depicted by Equation 5.5 is defined as the maximum 

worst case transmission delay of the set of messages with lower priority than message 117, lp(m). 

This can otherwise be defined as the time to transmit the largest lower priority message. 

Bm = max (C j ) 
IfJElp(m) 

Equation 5.5 

Worst case queuing delay, Will is defined as the sum of blocking delay, Bm and interference delay 

by the set of messages of higher priority than message In, hp(m), that are ready to transmit. This 

is defined by Equation 5.6, where Tk is the period of a given message k, which has higher 

priority than message 711, and Jk is the queuing jitter of the message. The jitter of a message is the 

latest queuing time of the message relative to the start of the transmitting task. In order to keep 

the jitter of a message small, the process of message transmission may be decomposed into two 

tasks, as mentioned in 1821. The first task calculates or formats the CAN message contents while 

the second task simply queues or outputs the message for transmission. In the proposed 

organisation, these were defined as the scheduling task and the transmit task respectively. 

Equation 5.6 

The equation cannot be re-wlitten in terms of Will' The solution for Will is therefore an iterative 

calculation, as shown by Equation 5.7, where w~, = 0 and the equation is iterated until 

convergence, i.e. W::,+l = w::,. If the calculations do not converge, this implies that bus usage is 

more than 100% and the message set is not schedulable. 

11+1 = B + '" rw
::, + J k +'Z'bit f 

Wm In .L-J k 
VkE hp (111) Tk 

Equation 5.7 

In the best case scenario, a message that is put on the bus is transmitted without any delay or 

waiting period, and thus the message's response time, Rill is given by its transmission time, CII' 

Equation 5.8 shows the best case response time of a message. 
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Equation 5.S 

In the worst case, the response time of a message, Rill is defined as the longest time between the 

start of the task for queuing the message and the latest time that the message arrives at the 

destination. This is given by the sum of queuing jitter, JI/l> queuing delay, Will and transmission 

time, em, as shown by Equation 5.9. 

Equation 5.9 

The CAN analysis equations discussed exclude the occurrence of RTR and error messages, but 

these can be taken into account if required, as shown in 2021. 

5.4.3 NODE TASK ANAL YSIS 

Figure 5.20 illustrates the flow of data through the communication channel within the network 

nodes and the designated task notation for the analysis, while Table 5.6 shows the analysis 

results of the node tasks of the communication channel during peliodic transmission of group 

data. 

Node Microcontroller 

Hard
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Drivers 

a 

b i Management i c l Task j 
...................... "" ... 

Figure 5.20 Node task analysis notation 
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The period of task invocation is assumed to be once a second and the execution time of a task, C{ 

(and hence its best case response time) has been determined using logic analyser techniques as 

described in 25. Analysis is only performed from the node's data acquisition task up to the CAN 

transmit task. Note that the data buffer management task in the node is called twice, once when 

new battery data is acquired and again when a periodic data message is due for transmission, and 

thus has two entries in the task analysis table. 

Notation Priority Description Jt (ms) Best Case Worst Case 
Rt (ms) Rt (ms) 

a 1 Data Acquisition Task 0.83 55.1 55.1 

b 2 
Data Buffer Management Task 

0.05 8.6 63.7 
(during acquisition) 

c 2 
Data Buffer Management Task 

0.01 9.1 72.8 
(during communication) 

d 4 CAN Scheduler Task 1.30 20.2 139.0 

e 3 CAN Transmit Task 0.11 46 118.8 

Table 5.6 Node task analysis 

5.4.4 CAN COMMUNICATION ANALYSIS 

Table 5.7 depicts the results of the scheduling analysis performed on the network message set. 

The best and worst case transmission times shown were calculated for a 125 Kbits/s bus (i.e. a 

bit time of 8~s). For analysis purposes, random messages are assumed to have a minimum 

occurrence time of 60 seconds, although in actuality the occurrence of these messages could be 

in terms of hours or even days. The value of queuing jitter is equivalent to that of the transmit 

task in Table 5.6, which contains scheduling analysis of the node tasks. It is assumed that the 

delays through the associated CAN controller and CAN transceiver are negligible. Node history 

messages have been excluded from the calculations and are discussed in the following section on 

capacity estimation. Note also that although remote download messages are not supported at 

present, the content identifier with a value of 63 has been reserved for this type of message. 

The table shows that the designed message set is schedulable at the assumed bus rate. The lowest 

priority message is unaffected by blocking delay from any lower priority messages, and thus the 

most prevalent delays are the message's transmission delay and interference delay from all other 

messages in the set. For the transmission of messages containing data larger than 8 Bytes, in the 

case of the group data message and the set message and set alarm messages, it is presumed that 
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the messages containing the segmented data are transmitted consecutively. This assumption 

maintains the applicability of the analytical scheduling equations and the complexity of the 

calculation. The scheduling analysis is performed only on the content segment of the identifier 

and is similar for every node in the network regardless of the location of the node. 

Content 
Message Sm Type Tm Best Case Worst Case 

Identifier (Bytes) (s) Rm(ms) Rm (ms) 

0 Group Data 16 Peliodic 1 2.16 4.43 

1 Stling Data 8 Periodic 1 1.08 5.51 

4 
Group Processed 

8 Peliodic 10 1.08 6.59 
Data 

5 
Stling Processed 

8 Peliodic 10 1.08 7.67 Data 

16 Group History <20K Random 60 - -

17 Stling History <4K Random 60 - -

20 Group Status 4 Peliodic 10 0.76 8.43 

21 Stling Status 4 Peliodic 10 0.76 9.19 

24 Group Alarm 4 Random 60 0.76 9.95 

25 Stling Alarm 1 Random 60 0.52 10.47 

32 Set Timing 1 Peliodic 3600 0.52 10.99 

33 
Set Common 

8 Random 60 1.08 12.07 Parameters 

34 
Get Common 

8 Random 60 1.08 13.15 Parameters 

40 
Set Application 

8 Random 60 1.08 14.23 Parameters 

41 
Get Application 

8 Random 60 1.08 15.31 Parameters 

48 Set Message 16 Random 60 2.16 17.47 

49 Set Alarm 16 Random 60 2.16 17.99 

56 
Get Group 

1 Random 60 0.52 18.51 DataiStatus!History 

57 
Get Stling 

1 Random 60 0.52 18.51 DataiStatus!History 

63 Remote Download - Random - - -

Table 5.7 CAN message analysis 
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Table 5.8 lists the worst case response times for bus rates of 125 Kbits/s, 250 Kbits/s, 500 

Kbits/s and 1 Mbits/s. This table shows that the message set for the battery management 

application is schedulable over the range of all relevant bus speeds. 

Content Worst case Rm 
Message 

Identifier 125 Kbits/s 250 Kbits/s 500 Kbits/s 1 Mbits/s 

0 Group Data 4.43 2.27 1.19 0.65 

1 String Data 5.51 2.81 1.46 0.79 

4 Group Processed 6.59 3.35 1.73 0.92 
Data 

5 String Processed 7.67 3.89 2.00 1.06 
Data 

16 Group History - - - -

17 String History - - - -

20 Group Status 8.43 4.27 2.19 1.15 

21 String Status 9.19 4.65 2.38 1.25 

24 Group Alarm 9.95 5.03 2.57 1.34 

25 String Alarm 10.47 5.29 2.70 1.41 

32 Set Timing 10.99 5.55 2.83 1.47 

33 Set Cornmon 12.07 6.09 3.10 1.61 
Parameters 

34 Get Cornmon 13.15 6.63 3.37 1.74 
Parameters 

40 Set Application 14.23 7.17 3.64 1.88 
Parameters 

41 Get Application 15.31 7.71 3.91 2.01 
Parameters 

48 Set Message 17.47 8.79 4.45 2.28 

49 Set Alarm 17.99 9.05 4.58 2.35 

56 Get Group 18.51 9.31 4.71 2.41 
DataiStatusiHistory 

57 Get String 18.51 9.31 4.71 2.41 
DataiStatus/History 

63 Remote Download - - - -

Table 5.8 Worst case message response times at defined bus rates 
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5.4@5 NETWORK CAPA CITY ESTIMATION 

From Table 5.6, the worst-case response time of the CAN transmit task is 139 ms. If group data 

is transmitted peliodically every 1 second, approximately 86.1 % of the time between successive 

group data transmissions is available for performing processing. This includes time for 

peliorming data acquisition, battery data processing and charge manipulation activities. There is 

also ample time for acquiring characteristic battery charge or discharge trends, which require a 

high sampling rate in the order of tens of seconds or less. 

From Table 5.7, the sum of the worst-case response times of all periodic or random messages 

(excluding history messages) is 52.81 ms and 147.66 ms respectively. In the worst-case scenario, 

it is assumed that all periodic messages and all random messages require transmission within a 

single period of the most regular message, which equates to having all periodic and random 

messages attempt transmission within a period of 1 second. If this is the case, approximately 

80% or 800 ms of the time between successive transmissions of the highest periodicity message 

is still available or unused. Now consider an extension of the worst-case scenario where node 

history uploading also occurs within the same period of 1 second. Given that the worst-case size 

of node history is 20 KB and bus speed is 125 Kbits/s, a transmission time, c'n of 2.76 seconds 

(inclusive of CAN header and worst case stuff bits) would be required to complete the 

transmission of node history. Although this duration is larger than the period of the most regular 

message, it is still possible to complete the transmission of node history to the gateway database 

without delaying higher priority periodic messages and within the bounds of user perceived data 

availability of approximately 3 seconds. This may be achieved by having the node scheduler task 

interleave the transmission of node history messages in between transmissions of periodic 

messages while allowing higher priority messages to gain access to the CAN bus when 

periodically queued. 

5.5 SUMMARY 

The local nodes of the proposed battery management system are arranged in a matrix-like 

structure. There can be a maximum of 64 nodes actively participating in the network. Generic 

and modular node prototypes that possess the ability of inteliacing with specialised hardware 

modules have been built and tested. The design of the prototypes emphasised the use of low cost 

components and reduced board size, with the potential to be embedded in telecommunications 

battelies. The node prototypes utilised the low cost MSP430F149 microcontroller, MCP251x 

CAN controller and PCA82C25x CAN transceiver devices. 
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The modular design of the gateway software encapsulated the core activities required for 

performing battery management. Functionality of each module can be easily expanded if needed. 

At present, the gateway software modules, including the RTOS, consume approximately 14.6% 

of microcontroller memory. For a given task stack size of 128 Bytes, the RTOS is capable of 

managing a total of 16 tasks, which is adequate for the requirements of performing effective 

battery management. 

The CAN message identifier structure has been partitioned to incorporate node location and 

message content information. The local messaging scheme is based on the transmission of 

command, data and status messages. 

Variable Task Notation Message Notation 

Response time Rt Rill 

Jitter Jt Jill 

Queuing time - ~1l 

TransmissionlExecution time Ct Cm 

Blocking delay - Bill 

Petiodicity Tt Till 

Bit time - rbit 

Size of data (Bytes) - Sm 

Table 5.9 Scheduling analysis variable definitions and notation 

Description RTOS CAN 

Message transmission 
Ct determined using logic analyser (l34 + 8s", J 4 J time or task execution techniques as desctibed in 25 

em = 4 + 7 + 8sm f bit 

time 

Blocking delay - Bill = max ,(Cj ) 
VjElp(m) 

)11+1 =B + L r W:;, +Jk + T bit F 
Queuing delay - 11 111 111 k 

VkEhp(m) Tk 

Best case response 
time 

R t =Ct Rill =CIIl 

Worst-case response I R"l R;H] = C
t 
+ ~ _t C

k Rm = J m + wm + em 
time VkEhp(t) Tk 

Table 5.10 CAN and task scheduling analysis equations 
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Table 5.9 shows the variable definitions and notations used in the scheduling analysis 

calculations of node tasks and CAN messages. The analytic equations used for CAN and task 

scheduling analysis are listed in Table 5.10. Note that in a preemptive operating system 

environment, there is no blocking delay and queuing delay. 

Results of the analysis revealed the substantial potential of the proposed organisation in catering 

for the needs of the battery management application. Approximately 86.1 % of node processing 

time is available for pelforming processing unrelated to message transmission and approximately 

80% of time is available for communication on the local network. Although the local CAN 

network may have limited length and a low maximum transmission rate in contrast with other 

control networks, only a small fraction of its capacity is being utilised. Therefore, the use of the 

low cost CAN bus is justified when compared to other feasible control solutions that offer higher 

capacity, but at increased cost. 
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ETWO GATEWAY 

GA ISATIO 

This chapter documents the design of the network gateway or the battery node. As in the design 

of the local group and string nodes, the main design emphasis is on modularity of the gateway 

structure in catering for battery management functionality and requirements. Refer to Section 4.3 

for a discussion on the organisation of the gateway and its role in the battery management 

system, and for a discussion on local node and network design refer to Chapter 5. 

The organisation of the network gateway is categorised into the primary hardware and software 

design aspects, although the gateway design mainly involved software rather than hardware. As a 

result, the hardware design discusses the features, benefits and selection criteria of the embedded 

gateway device used in the system organisation. The gateway device is essentially a low cost, 

Java based module with integrated networking capability. The design of the gateway software 

covers the main functional modules as well as various modules that supp0l1 the gateway 

organisation. 

Timing analysis of the gateway's modules has also been presented within the chapter. The results 

show that the performance of the database is a potential bottleneck within the communication 

channel of the system organisation. This can be directly related to the limited processing power 

of the gateway device as shown by comparison results between database implementations on 

various test platforms. Possible solutions to the database performance issue are also suggested. 

Section 6.1 describes the design of the gateway hardware, while Section 6.2 details the runtime 

environment within the gateway device as well as the design of the gateway's software modules. 

This is followed by an analysis and discussion of gateway pelfOlmance in Section 6.3 and in 

Section 6.4, a summarisation of the chapter is provided. 
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GATEWAY HARDWARE DESIGN 

This section provides a brief introduction to the features of the embedded gateway device that 

allows the integration of the local battery network with the Internet. 

6.1@1 INTERNET INTERF ACE 

Access to the local network is provided through an embedded microcontroller-based gateway or 

Internet interface. The Internet interface provides processing and communication resources and 

local and wide area networking capabilities. Throughout the course of the research, the Tiny 

InterNet Intelface (TINI)l by Dallas Semiconductor and Maxim Integrated Products Inc. and the 

TStik Network Module2 by Systronix, a higher performance derivative of the TINI device, were 

utilised. These devices are shown in Figure 6.1. 

Figure 6.1 TINI and TStik gateway modules 

Figure 6.2 illustrates the gateway's hardware implementation. The Internet interface hardware 

consists of a microcontroller with integrated I/O capabilities, Flash ROM for storing the Java 

runtime environment, SRAM for storing system data, and peripherals such as an Ethernet 

controller, as well as a real-time clock for providing accurate time references. The integrated I/O 

of the microcontroller supports low-level selial communication protocols such as RS-232, CAN, 

I-Wire, I2C (TStik only) and SPI (TStik only). As shown in the diagram, the microcontroller 

forms the core of the gateway and interacts directly with the I/O devices while communicating 

with memory and peripherals through the use of its parallel address and data buses. 
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Figure 6.2 Gateway hardware implementation 

Description TINI TStik 

Microcontroller DS80C390 3 DS80C400 4 

CPU architecture 8 Bit 8 Bit 

Processor frequency 36.864 MHz 59.0 MHz 

Memory resource Main memory: 512 KB Flash Main memory: 2 MB Flash 
organisation Data memory: 512 KB/l MB SRAM Data memo:!)': 1 MB SRAM 

Real-time clock Available Available 

Ethernet controller 10 Base-T 10/100 Base-T 

RS-232 selial ports 2 2 

I-Wire ports 2 1 

CAN 2.0B ports 2 1 

I2C port N/A 1 

SPI port N/A 1 

Supply voltage 5V 5V 

Operating temperature -40 - 85°C 0-70°C 

Power and status LED Available Available 
indicators 

Device form factor 72 pin SIMM 72 pin SIMM 

Table 6.1 Gateway hardware features, specifications and peripherals 

Table 6.1 provides a compalison of the useful features, specifications and peripherals available 

on both Internet interfaces5 
6 7. One of the main differences between the two Internet interfaces is 
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the type of microcontroller used. TINI uses a Dallas Semiconductor DS80C390 while the TStik 

has a DS80C400. Although a newer model of the TINI with a DS80C400 microcontroller is 

available, long lead times of approximately four months for obtaining additional TINI modules 

from the manufacturer prompted the purchasing of the TStik for further gateway development. 

Nevertheless, TStik is a third party certified TINI product that was designed to upgrade existing 

TINI systems that used the DS80C390 microcontroller. TStik also offers the added features and 

benefits of the DS80C400 TINI in a similar form factor as that of the DS80C390 TINT, which 

allowed TStik to share the same development platforms. In contrast, the DS80C400 TINI 

actually has a larger form factor and would have required the use of different development 

platforms. Furthermore, TStik has larger resources of Flash and additional I/O capabilities such 

as I2C and SPI, which are not available on the TIN!. However, one of the primary downfalls of 

the TStik is the lack of a second CAN port on the DS80C400 microcontroller, which affects its 

use in providing CAN bridging facilities to allow network extensibility. 

Although other possible choices of off-the-shelf embedded Internet interfaces such as SNAp8 or 

PicoWeb9 are currently available on the market, TINI and TStik offer the widest range of I/O 

capabilities and networldng features at cost competitive pricing. 

6.2 GATEWAY SOFTWARE DESIGN 

As in the design of the node software, a modular approach has been taken in the design of the 

gateway software. This approach promotes reusable and portable source code although Java code 

in itself is inherently portable. The gateway software can be categorised as shown in Figure 6.3. 

Each software category plays an important role in supporting the gateway organisation shown 

previously in Figure 4.3. 

The gateway's Java-based runtime environment consists of the TINI Operating System (OS), the 

JVM, Java-based API classes and native methods. The operating system is responsible for 

managing system resources, while the JVM executes the gateway's Java application modules. 

The API category contains the necessary Java class files required by the gateway's software 

modules. These include the Java API, TINI API, servlet API and database API classes. Native 

methods and a native interface provide interaction between the JVM and the TINI OS, while the 

real-time clock module is primarily used for time referencing. 
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Figure 6.3 Gateway software categorisation 
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Gateway initialisation involves the creation of the servlet module, the database and the CAN 

communication module. The servlet and CAN communication modules are initialised as Java 

threads to enable simultaneous and concunent processing, while the database is a Java object. 

The gateway source category includes the designed module source category and the timing 

macros category. The module source category includes the source code for the main modules of 

the gateway organisation illustrated in Figure 4.3, which includes the battery applications 

module, the CAN communication module, the DBMS module, the servlet module and the applet 

module. Gateway applications modules include the peliormance module and the data 

compression module. A discussion on gateway application modules can be found in Chapter 6, 

Section 6.1 of 10. Note that the CAN communication module does not include categories for the 

CAN transmit and receive modules, as these modules did not need to be designed and have been 

readily provided by the TINI API. The DBMS module also includes the database source, while 

the applet module is separated into three further modules. These are the applet interface module, 

the applet communication module and the applet plotting module. The timing macros allow for 

source code timing analysis with the desired resolution and accuracy. 

The following sections provide a description of the software categories illustrated in Figure 6.3. 

As in the discussion on node software design (see Section 5.1.3), the discussion of the gateway 

software design is accompanied by flowcharts and pseudo code listings to aid in the 

understanding of each software category. Procedural information of a software module is easily 

understood through the use flowcharts or flow diagrams, while coding details and method 

functionality encapsulation are more apparent with simple pseudo code. Further details and 

information of the source code of the gateway modules are presented in Appendix F: Gateway 

Software Information. The source code of the software modules is well commented and 

formatted in a consistent style. 

60201 RUNTIME ENVIRONMENT 

As mentioned previously, the embedded gateway's runtime environment consists of a 

multitasking operating system, a JVM, a set of Java class libraries or API and native methods. 

Figure 6.4 illustrates the runtime environment organisation of the embedded gateway. 
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Figure 6.4 Internet interface runtime environment 

The JVM is less than 40 KB in size and provides full support for threads, primitive types and 

strings. The JVM is capable of supporting a maximum of 16 actively executing threads, which is 

adequate for the requirements of the battery management system. The Java API consists of 

classes from several packages defined in the Java 2 SDK 1.1.8 and this includes most classes 

from the java . lang . *, java. io. *, java. net. * and java. util. * packages, while 

TINI specific API classes are contained in the com. dalsemi . * package. The native methods 

and native interface layer of the runtime environment support the JVM and API by interfacing to 

the operating system infrastructure. 

The TINI OS is the lowest layer of the runtime environment and consists of three main 

subsystems, the memory management system, the process and thread scheduling system and the 

I/O management system. The memory management system is responsible for managing system 

resources dUling memory accesses. The process and thread scheduling system handles multiple 

processes and threads of execution, while the I/O management system interacts with intemal or 

extemal hardware. The I/O management system also contains the local and wide area network 

protocols (TCP/IP, CAN, etc) and corresponding device drivers. A garbage collection thread 

resides in the memory management system for collecting allocated memory that is no longer 

being used by an application. 
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The operating system allocates and schedules time slices in a round-robin fashion to each 

process or thread. Each process is allocated an 8 ms time slice, while threads are allocated a 2 ms 

time slice. When the time slice of a process or thread expires, it is sent to the end of an active 

queue to wait for the allocation of another time slice. Even if multiple processes exist within a 

system, a single process can utilise nearly all of the CPU if it is the only active process requiring 

execution time. Therefore, from the Java application's perspective, the system or runtime 

environment appears to be preemptive (see Chapter 1, Section 1.4.4 of \ 

6.2.2 REAL-TIME CLO CK 

The real-time clock module (see Chapter 10, Section 10.1 of 5) is readily provided by the 

gateway, as discussed in Section 6.1.1. Although the real-time clock did not require actual 

implementation, it is mentioned here as it fOlms an integral part of the gateway organisation. The 

real-time clock is primarily used for time-stamping purposes through the use of the getRTC ( ) 

method of the Clock class from the TINI API. The real-time clock's granularity of 1 second 

does not provide adequate resolution for performing timing analysis of the gateway's modules. 

As such, timing macros with the required resolution were written (refer to Section 6.2.8). 

6.2.3 GATEWAY INITIALISATION 

During gateway initialisation, the first process launched by the runtime environment is the 

servlet module. This primary application module is responsible for launching additional system 

processes in the form of concurrent threads and is also responsible for performing configuration 

and initialisation of any hardware devices if required. Figure 6.5 illustrates the gateway 

initialisation procedure as perfOlmed by the servlet module. When the servlet module begins the 

initialisation procedure, it displays the version information of the gateway. Then, an instance of 

the DBMS is created and initialised. Once this has been done, the CAN communication module 

thread is created, initialised and started. Each successful stage of initialisation is indicated by a 

diagnostic message, as can be seen in Figure 3.13. The displayed gateway version infOlmation is 

also shown in the diagram. 
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Figure 6.5 Gateway initialisation flowchart 

public class TiniBatteryServlet extends HttpServlet 
{ 

private CANComm cancomm 
private DBMS dbms; 

null; 

public void init() throws ServletException 
{ 

System.out.println(nInitialising System ... n); 

II Display gateway version information 

dbms = new DBMS(); 
dbms . ini t ( ) ; 

II Create management system instance 

cancomm = new CANComm(dbms); II Create CAN comm instance 
cancomm.init() ; 
cancomm.start() ; 

System.out.println("System Initialisation Successful!"); 

Listing 6.1 Gateway initialisation 
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Listing 6.1 provides the pseudo code for the gateway initialisation procedure, ini t ( ) , 

performed by the TiniBa t teryServIet class of the servlet module. As shown in the listing, 

the ini t () method captures any exceptions that occur during the initialisation process through 

the ServIetException obj ect. Gateway version information is then displayed using the 

Sys tern. ou t . prin tIn () command line. This includes infOlmation useful for diagnostic 

purposes such as the operating system, hardware or firmware versions, and the amount of free 

RAM in the gateway. These lines of code are not shown in the listing, as they are not clitical to 

the understanding of the gateway software. The DBMS instance is then created from the DBMS 

class and initialised by calling the ini t () method of the DBMS class. Once this procedure has 

been successfully performed, the CAN communication module thread is then created from the 

CANComm class. When the thread has been created, the ini t () and start () methods of the 

CANComm class are called to initialise and begin the CAN communication module. If these 

procedures are successfully performed without the occurrence of an exception, the gateway has 

been successfully initialised. 

( START 

-t-
Create database 

instance 

... 
Define attributes 
for a database 

table 

-t-
Create database 

table with defined 
attributes 

... 
Repeat for 
remaining 

database tables 

-t-
STOP 

Figure 6.6 DBMS initialisation flowchart 

START 

... 
Create CAN 

communication 
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... 
Set CAN bus 

timing 
parameters 

.. 
Enable CAN bus 

controller 

-t-
Define message 
centers, queues, 

masks, filters 

.. 
Enable message 

centers 

-t-
STOP 

Figure 6.7 CAN communication 

initialisation flowchart 

The initialisation procedures of the DBMS and the CAN communication module duling the 

dbrns . ini t () and cancomm. ini t () method calls are shown by the flowcharts of Figure 

6.6 and Figure 6.7 respectively. 
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Essentially, the initialisation of the DBMS involves the creation of the gateway database and 

populating it with tables or relations for storing specific battery data and information as 

illustrated in Figure 6.6. Each table or relation within the database possesses attributes that 

encapsulate the features of the data being stored. 

The pseudo code shown in Listing 6.2 depicts the database initialisation procedure and includes 

the creation of a vol tage table and associated attributes for storing six individual cell voltages 

of a battery group as an example. 

public class DBMS 
( 

String voltageRelation "Voltage"; 

public void init() 
( 

try 
( 

II Create a new empty battery database 
battDataDB = new DB("Battery Data"); 

II Create a Voltage relation in the database 
Vector voltageAttr = new Vector(); 
voltageAttr.addElement("Time") ; 
voltageAttr. addElement ("BattNum") ; 
voltageAttr. addElement (" StrNum") ; 
voltageAttr.addElement ("GrpNum"); 
voltageAttr.addElement("Celll") ; 
voltageAttr.addElement("Cel12") ; 
voltageAttr.addElement("Cel13") ; 
voltageAttr.addElement("Cel14") ; 
voltageAttr.addElement("Cel15") ; 
voltageAttr.addElement("Cel16") ; 
battDataDB.createRelation(voltageRelation, voltageAttr); 

II Create other database relations 

catch (Exception e) 
( 

System.out.println("Database init() Exception occurred! !"); 
System.out.println(e) ; 

Listing 6.2 Database initialisation 
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The database instance, ba t tDa taDB is created from the DB class and assigned the name 

"Battery Data" in the form of a String parameter. Next, the Voltage relation of the 

database is created. The attributes of the Vol tage relation are assigned using an instance of the 

Vector class, vol tageAt tr. Attributes or fields are then added to the instance in the form of 

String parameters using the addElement () method. As shown in the listing, these 

attributes include fields for storing a time-stamp, a battery network number, a string number, a 

group number and cell voltages. When all attributes have been assigned to the attribute vector, 

the createRelation() method is used to create the Voltage table with the previously 

defined attributes. Although not shown in the listing, other attributes related to battery voltage, 

such as group voltage value and string voltage value attributes, could also be created. The 

process of creating database tables and assigning attributes to each table repeats until all tables 

within the database have been created. Note that any exceptions that occur during database 

initialisation are captured with the try- ca tch block. 

public class CANComm extends Thread 
{ 
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public void init() 
{ 

try 
{ 

bus = new CanBus() ; 

II Set CAN bus timing parameters 

bus.enableController() ; 

II Set specific message centers as a transmitter and a receiver 

II Set message queue limits 

II Set ii-bit global identifier mask 

II Enable identifier masking on message centers 

II Set filter on message centers 

II Start up message center 
bus.enableMessageCenter( .. } ; 

catch (CanBusException cbe) 

System.out.println("CAN Bus Thread init(} Exception occurred! !"} ; 
System.out.println(cbe} ; 

Listing 6.3 CAN communication initialisation 
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Initialisation of the CAN communication module as shown in Figure 6.7 begins with the 

creation of a CAN communication instance. Next, the CAN bus timing parameters are defined 

and the CAN bus controller is enabled. Following this, specific message centers for transmission 

and reception of messages, message queue limits, message identifier masks and filters are also 

defined. The pseudo code showing the initialisation of the CAN communication module is 

provided in Listing 6.3. The CAN communication module instance, bus, is created with the 

CanBus class of the TINI API and enabled with the enableController () method. When 

the message centers' queue limits, masks and filters have been defined, the 

enableMessageCenter () method is used to start up the message center used as a receiver, 

while the message center specified as a transmitter is automatically enabled. During the 

initialisation of the CAN .communication module, a try-catch block is used to detect the 

occunence of any CAN bus exceptions. 

6.2.4 CAN COMMUNICATION MODULE 

The flow diagram of the CAN communication or scheduler module is illustrated in Figure 6.8. 

In order to provide temporary storage for messages received from the bus, a CAN receive frame 

and a CAN receive frame anay are created. The CAN receive frame is able to store a single 

CAN message and is essentially used to store non-fragmented messages. For fragmented 

messages or messages with more than one part, the CAN receive frame anay is used. The size of 

the anay is determined by the value of the first data byte of the received message. As mentioned 

previously in Section 5.3.1, in the case of fragmented messages, the first byte of data signifies 

the total number of messages that the data is fragmented into. 

While the CAN bus is still active, the CAN communication module thread continuously checks 

for received messages and messages waiting for transmission. If a message is accepted from the 

CAN bus, the received message is transfened to the CAN receive frame. The message's 

identifier is then interpreted to determine the content of the received message. If the identifier of 

the message indicates that the content of the message is not fragmented, the CAN receive frame 

is passed to a method that peliorms the appropriate processing. If the identifier indicates that the 

message contains fragmented content, the value of the first data byte is used to determine the size 

of the CAN receive frame anay for storing all the fragmented messages. The first message 

fragment is then transfened into the first entry of the anay and the module continues to wait for 

the remaining fragments. When all message fragments have been received, the receive frame 

anay is passed to the proper method for processing. For example, if the received message alTay 
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contains the latest battery data from a specific group node, the anay is passed to a method of the 

DBMS to allow the battery data to be stored in the gateway database. 
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If the gateway has a CAN message to be transmitted, a CAN transmit frame is created to allow 

temporary storage of message data and parameters such as message identifier and message 

length, Once the message data to be transmitted is transfened into the CAN transmit frame and 

the message parameters have been defined, the transmit frame is then passed to the CAN 

transmit module and sent out onto the CAN bus, 

Listing 6.4 shows the pseudo code for the gateway's CAN communication module, CANCormn, 

which is an extension of the Thread class, The module's run () method initially creates the 

rxFrame and rxFrameArray objects for temporary storage of messages received from the 

bus. The rxFrame object is an instance of the CanFrame class and is capable of storing a 

single CAN message. The rxFrameArray object is also an instance of the CanFrame class, 

but is defined as an anay object for storing multiple CAN messages. The while () loop of the 

run () method performs continuous polling for CAN messages accepted from the bus through 

the use of the recei vePoll ( ) method from the CanBus class of the 

com. dalsemi. cormn. * package in the TINI API. When a CAN message is received, it is 

transfened into the rxFrame object. The ID variable associated with the identifier of the CAN 

message is then extracted to determine the type of the CAN message and whether the message 

contains fragmented data. If the message does not contain fragmented data, the rxFrame object 

is passed to an appropriate method for processing. However, if the message contains fragmented 

data, as discussed previously, the rxFrameArray object is used. For example, the listing 

shows that if a message with an ID value of 0 is received, this indicates a group data message 

type with fragmented data (see Section 5.4.4). The rxFrameArray object is then used to store 

all message fragments and is then passed to the rxCellData () method for processing. Note 

that any exceptions that occur in the run () method are captured with a try-ca tch block and 

additional if statements can be included here for other message identifiers. 

Listing 6.4 also shows the format of a generic method for transmitting messages onto the CAN 

bus, txMessageCmd (). In the design of the CAN communication module, each type of 

message transmitted from the gateway has a separate method. In the method, an instance of the 

CanFrame class, txFrame, is created to store data and the parameters of the message to be 

transmitted. When these have been defined, the txFrame object is transferred to the 

sendFrame () method of the CanBus class for transmission onto the bus. As with the run ( ) 

method, any exceptions that occur within the transmitting method are caught with a try

ca tch block. 
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public class CANComm extends Thread 
{ 

public void runt) 
{ 

try 
{ 

rxFrame = new CanFrame(); 
CanFrame[] rxFrameArray 

while ( ! stopBus) 
{ 

null; 

if (bus.receivePoll (rxFrame) ) 
{ 

if (rxFrame.ID 0) 
{ 

II Perform appropriate processing 
rxCellData(rxFrameArray) ; 

II Interpret other accepted messages 

catch (Exception e) 
{ 

System.out.println("Exception occurred during polling! !"); 
System.out.println(e) ; 

public void txMessageCmd() 
{ 

try 
{ 

txFrame = new CanFrame(); 

II Set transmit frame parameters 
II Transfer message data to transmit frame 

bus. sendFrame (txFrame) ; 

catch (CanBusException cbe) 

System.out.println("CAN Bus Thread Exception occurred! !"); 
System.out.println(cbe) ; 

II Implement other transmit methods 

Listing 6.4 CAN communication module 
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CAN TRANSMIT AND RECEIVE MODULES 

The modules that pelform CAN transmit and receive functionality have been provided in the 

CanBus class of the com. dalsemi. comm. * package of the TINI API. As such, dedicated 

modules that specifically transmit and receive CAN messages did not need to be implemented, as 

opposed to the case with the design of the local group or string nodes (see Section 5.2.6.3 and 

Section 5.2.6.4). The methods of the CanBus class that provide the transmit and receive 

facilities are the sendFrame ( ) and recei vePoll () methods respectively. 

6.2.6 DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

A database is defined as a collection of related data or information ordered in the form of 

relations or tables. Each relation has a fixed set of attlibutes and stores data in the form of tuples 

or rows. A DBMS is a set of programs that form a standard interface to a database and ensures 

the integrity of the database by providing synchronised access to the data contained within the 

database. The DBMS also supports a query language and possesses methods for inserting, 

deleting, retrieving, maintaining or modifying data contained within the relations of the database. 

For example, the Structured Query Language (SQL) is a common database query language. 

The DBMS used in the design of the network gateway organisation was designed by Geeli J. 

Bex and is named simpleDB 11. SimpleDB was implemented in Java and intended for use in 

embedded Java applications, applets or servlets that required databases that stored a small 

number of relations with a few thousand tuples each. It has a memory footprint of approximately 

55 KB (not including database size) and stores data in the form of stlings to allow for simplicity 

and ease of use. 

Databases are created and populated through the use of simpleDB' s API methods and are 

queried using four SQL-like commands, as listed in Table 6.2. Note that the simpleDB 

command set lacks the use of a join command and operation is therefore limited to one 

database table at a time. 
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Command Set 

insert into table (attributel, attribute2, ... ) values (valuel, value2, ... ) 

select (atttibutel, attribute2, ... ) from table where condition-statement* 

update table set (attributel = valuel, attribute2 = value2, ... ) 

delete from table where condition-statement* 

*The condition-statement is a boolean expression with or, and and not 

operators. Operands are of the form: attribute opera tor stting 

Accepted operators include: =, !=, <, <=, >, >=, like 

Table 6.2 SimpleDB SQLmUke query commands 

SimpleDB's small memory footprint makes it a suitable choice for implementation on the limited 

resources of the gateway. Furthermore, simpleDB is not dependent on the SQL query language, 

and hence the java. sql . * classes of the Java API, which aren't available as pati of the 

runtime environment of the gateway. The java. sql . * classes are only found in Java l.2.x 

implementations or later and as mentioned previously, the only available Java API classes on the 

gateway are Java l.l.8 versions of java . lang . *, java. io. *, java. net. * and 

java.util.*. 

Although an investigation into other available Java-based databases with a suitable memory 

footprint size was conducted, a lack of choices revealed simpleDB to be the only viable 

candidate. While the storage of data as strings inherently contributes to the inefficiency of the 

system12
, the use of the database was vital to the operational testing and verification of the 

proposed system organisation. 

6.2.6.1 DATA STORAGE 

Figure 6.9 illustrates the flow diagram of a generic DBMS method that allows storage of battery 

data and information into a database table. Firstly, the line of data passed to the method is 

segmented into smaller sections or entries that are compatible with the attributes of the particular 

table in which the data is to be stored. Next, a tuple object that represents an entry in the table is 

created. This object is then populated with atttibutes and corresponding data segments. Note that 

the allocated atttibutes must match the original attributes of the database table. Lastly, the tuple 

object is inserted into the proper database table. 
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Figure 6.9 DBMS data storage flowchart 

public class DBMS 
{ 

public void storeTimeCells(String line) 
{ 

try 
{ 

synchronized (this) 
{ 

II Segment data line into table entries 

II Create tuple object 
Hashtable voltageTuple = new Hashtable(); 

II Populate the tuple with attributes and data 
voltageTuple .put ("Time", time) i 

voltageTuple .put ("BattNum", battNum) i 

vol tageTuple . put ( "StrNum", strNum) i 

voltageTuple .put ("GrpNum", grpNum) i 

voltageTuple.put("Celll", cell[l]) i 

voltageTuple.put("Cel12", cell[2]); 
voltageTuple.put("Cel13", cell[3]); 
voltageTuple.put("Cel14", cell[4]); 
voltageTuple.put("Cel15", cell[5]) i 

vol tageTuple. put (" Cel16", cell [6] ) ; 

II Insert tuple into proper Voltage relation 
battDataDB. insert (voltageRelation, voltageTuple); 

catch (Exception e) 
{ 

System.out.println("Cell Data Storage Exception occurred! !"); 
System.out.println(e) ; 

Listing 6.5 DBMS data storage 
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Listing 6.5 provides an example of adding a tuple or entry into the Vol tage table that was 

previously created dUling gateway initialisation (see Section 6.2.3). Recall that the Vol tage 

table contains attributes for storing up to six individual cell voltages of a battery group. Data for 

storage is passed into the method as a String argument. Once the line of data has been 

segmented to fit the attributes of the table, a tuple object is created from the Hashtable class, 

which allows data values to be mapped to attributes of the Vol tage table. The tuple object is 

then populated with attributes and associated data values using the pu t () method. When all 

attributes and data values have been added to the tuple, the tuple is entered into the Vol tage 

table of the battDataDB database with the insert () method. Note that the data storage 

method provides exception handling in the event of an enol', as well as synchronisation to 

restrict access to the table when data is being stored and to preserve data consistency. 

6.2.6.2 DATA RETRIEVAL 

In order to create and preserve modularity between the defined modules of the gateway 

organisation (as discussed in Section 4.3) the data retrieval or query methods of the database 

API were wrapped into DBMS methods. 

public class DBMS 
{ 
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public String selectAllTuplesQuery(String relationNarne) 
{ 

ResultSet result = null; 

try 
{ 

synchronized (this) 
{ 

result = battDataDB. select (relationNarne) ; 

catch (Exception e) 
{ 

Systern.out.println(relationNarne + " Tuple Select Exception! !"); 
Systern.out.println(e) ; 

return result.project(); 

Listing 6.6 DBMS data retrieval 
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Listing 6.6 shows an example of a database table query method contained within the 

selectAll TuplesQuery () method of the DBMS class. An instance of the Resul tSet 

class from the database API is created to store the table query results when the select ( ) 

method of the DB class (from the database API) is invoked. The data in the resul t object is 

then converted into a String with the proj ect () method before being returned. As shown 

in the listing, the data retrieval method also provides exception handling and synchronisation to 

maintain data consistency. 

6.2.7 REMOTE USER INTERACTION 

Interaction between the local battery management network and the remote user or client is 

achieved through applet and servlet communication. The main components of this 

communication method include an applet at the client location, a servlet on the gateway and an 

HTTP server to host the servlet. The following sections provide a discussion on the 

communication features of applets and servlets, the HTTP server and the designed applet and 

servlet modules. 

6.2.7.1 ApPLET-SERVLET Co MMUNICATION 

Communication between remote users and the gateway has been established through the use of 

Java client-side applets and servlets hosted by the Internet interface. An applet is defined as a 

small Java application that operates inside a webpage. The applet performs tasks and interacts 

with users through the client's web browser without requiting the use of resources from the local 

network gateway. After being downloaded from the gateway, the applet runs inside the JVM of 

the client's web browser. A servlet is analogous to an applet and by definition is a Java program 

that runs as part of a network service, normally an HTTP server. The servlet module responds to 

requests from users or clients for battery data and information. 

The applet and servlet modules interact over HTTP of the TCP/IP protocol suite. In order to 

establish communication with the local battery network, the applet opens an HTTP socket 

connection to the specified servlet URL at the location of the gateway. Once the connection has 

been made, the applet can send commands through an output stream and receive data via an 

input stream from the servlet. The applet sends commands to the servlet by encoding name and 

value pair parameters into the URL, then reads the servlet response from the input stream and 

processes the data accordingly. The type, content and format of the battery data or information 

returned by the servlet are dependent on the applet request type. 
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6.2.7.2 HTTP SERVER 

In order for the local gateway or Intemet interface to host servlets, an HTTP server that supports 

Java servlets is required. TiniHttpServer13 by Smart Software Consulting is a multithreaded 

HTTP server designed specifically for hosting servlets on the TINI device and provides server

side programming capabilities. TiniHttpServer is capable of serving Java applets, HTML 

documents, and other files directly from the gateway device as required for the battery 

management application. TiniHttpServer is by no means the only servlet capable web server 

available for the TINI device. Other possible candidates include Tynamo14 or IWS 15
. 

6.2.7.3 SERVLET MODULE 

Figure 6.10 illustrates the flow diagram of the gateway's servlet module. The servlet module is 

an active thread that serves remote requests in the form HTTP GET and POST commands from 

the remote user's applet. When either a GET or POST request is received, the servlet module 

analyses the request for command parameters. If no command parameters are found, this 

indicates that a new remote user request has been received and the servlet responds by 

transmitting the applet to the remote user's location. If however, command parameters are 

discovered in the request, the servlet module analyses the parameters to determine their validity. 

If no valid parameters are found, the servlet module throws an enol' message and proceeds to 

continue listening for user requests. If the command parameters in the request are valid, each 

parameter is interpreted and the appropriate processing is performed. 
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The pseudo code of Listing 6.7, shows that the servlet module, TiniBatteryServlet, is an 

extension of the HTTPServlet class found in the j avax. servlet. http. * extension 

package. While the servlet module is still active, requests from the applet module are serviced 

through the use of the doGet () and doPost () methods. The listing shows that HTTP POST 

requests received by the doPos t () method are routed to the doGet () method, as request 

handling and servicing for both POST and GET request types is similar. When a request is 

received, the getPararneter () method is used to extract the crnd or command parameters 

from the URL header field. If the request does not have any command parameters, the applet is 

transmitted to the remote use location through the use of APPLET tags contained within a 

HTML web page. Refer to TiniBatteryServlet. java detailed in Appendix F: Gateway 

Software Information for further information on the servlet module and Section 6.2.7.4 for a 

discussion of the applet module. 
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public class TiniBatteryServlet extends HttpServlet 
{ 
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public void doGet(request,response) throws IOException, ServletException 
{ 

String cmd = request.getParameter("cmd"); 

if (request has parameters) 
{ 

else 
{ 

if (cmd ! = null) 
{ 

else 
{ 

if (cmd.equals(" .. ")) 
{ 

II Perform appropriate processing 

else if (cmd.equals(" .. ")) 
{ 

II Perform appropriate processing 

II Interpret other command parameters 

else 

System. out .println ("Unknown URL parameter! !") ; 

System.out.println("Invalid URL parameter! !"); 

II Transmit applet to remote user location 
out. print In ( "<APPLET CODE=TiniApplet. class.. ARCHIVE=applet. jar>" ) ; 
out.println("</APPLET>") ; 

public void doPost(request,response) throws IOException, ServletException 
{ 

doGet(request, response); 

Listing 6.7 Servlet module 
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The equals () method is then used to validate the command parameters and to detennine the 

appropliate processing to petform. If the command parameter is invalid, an error message is 

thrown. However, if a valid parameter is found or detected, the servlet module cycles through a 

list of validated parameters using an if - e 1 s e block to detennine the appropliate method to 

invoke for handling and processing the request. Additional valid parameters and associated 

servicing methods can be easily added here if needed. If however, the parameter is not found in 

the list, an error message is thrown stating that an unknown command parameter was found. 

6.2.7.4 ApPLET MODULE 

As discussed in Section 4.3, the user interface applet reduces the overhead of the local gateway 

by allowing the greater processing capability and facilities at the user level to cater for 

sophisticated battery management functionality. An investigation into the features, design 

critelia and requirements of the user intetface in petforming effective battery management has 

been carried out in Chapter 4 of 10. Nevertheless, for the purposes of communication channel 

testing and analysis between the gateway and remote user levels, a simple applet module has 

been designed and implemented. The applet module discussed here encapsulates the plimary 

features required to test and analyse gateway and remote user interaction. 

Figure 6.11 depicts the view of the intetface presented to the remote user when the applet is 

initially loaded. The applet provides valious buttons that allow interaction and data transfer with 

the gateway or battery node. A panel for plotting, graphing and analysing battery trends and a 

window area for displaying messages and battery data are also provided. Figure 6.12 illustrates 

the use of the plotting window in analysing the battery management activity of cell equalisation, 

while the window area displays the battery data and plot points of the graph. 

The Java class files required by the applet module are transmitted to the remote user in the form 

of a Java archive file, applet. jar, which contains three plimary modules that provide the 

functionality of the applet. These are the applet intetface module, the applet communication 

module and the applet plotting module. Each module is described in detail in the following 

sections. 
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6.2.7.4.1 ApPLET INTERFACE 

The applet intelface module, TiniApplet, provides the front-end view of the applet to the 

user and caters for interactive features such as buttons for making requests to the gateway and 

panels for displaying data and information. The applet interface module's pseudo code is 

provided in Listing 6.8. DUling the initialisation process, the ini t () method creates instances 

of the components used in the building of the user interface. This includes components such as a 

main panel for displaying battery graphs, labels, buttons and a message window area. 

public class TiniApplet extends Applet 
{ 

private Button button; 

II Define list of commands 

public void init() 
{ 

II Construct the applet user interface 

ActionSnoop actionSnoop = new ActionSnoop(); 
button. addActionListener (actionSnoop) ; 

class ActionSnoop implements ActionListener 
{ 

public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent event) 
{ 

if(event.getSource() == button) 
{ 

II Service the event 
buttonClicked(event) ; 

II Implement other button event methods 

II Implement other ActionListener classes 

void buttonClicked(ActionEvent event) 

II Send command to gateway 
sendCommand( .. ); 

II Implement other ActionListener methods 

Listing 6.8 Applet interface module 
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The listing also shows that the ActionSnoop class implements the ActionListener 

intelface. This intetface is used for detecting and receiving events, which in this case, are user 

inputs. For example, a form of user input or event could be the clicking of a button on the applet 

intetface. The actionSnoop instance is then registered with all components of the applet that 

are required to process a user input or event using the addActionListener () method. 

When a user input or event is detected, the actionPerformed () method of that particular 

component or object type is invoked to handle the event. As shown in the listing, the 

actionSnoop instance is registered with the button object. When a button event occurs 

(i.e. a button on the applet interface is clicked), the actionPerformed () method of the 

Bu t ton object type is invoked and the button that was clicked is determined. In this case, the 

button object is the source of the event and the buttonClicked () method is called to 

service the event by sending the appropriate command to the gateway using the 

sendCommand () method. The available commands are defined as String objects at the 

beginning of the applet intetface. 

6.2.7.4.2 ApPLET COMMUNICATION 

The applet communication module provides the facilities for sending HTTP GET requests to the 

gateway and for receiving responses containing requested data from the gateway. Various 

requests can be made to the gateway through the use of command parameters appended to the 

URL of the request. The flow diagram of the applet communication module thread is shown in 

Figure 6.13. When the communication thread is created, the URL address of the servlet (and 

hence the gateway) and a temporary buffer for storage of data received from gateway responses 

are defined. Creating a connection to an URL is a multi-step procedure. If a GET request is 

scheduled for transmission, the communication module creates an URL object from the defined 

servlet address and appends the appropriate command parameters as header fields. Then, a 

connection object to the servlet is created based on the previously created URL object. This 

procedure constructs an URL connection to the specified location. At this point, any parameters 

that are required to define the connection are set and the connection to the servlet is opened or 

established. Following this, the receive buffer that was previously defined is created and the data 

contained within the received servlet response is appended to the receive buffer. When the 

servlet reply has completed, the connection to the servlet is closed and the applet communication 

module continues to wait for further transmission requests. 
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Figure 6.13 Applet communication module flowchart 

Listing 6.9 shows the pseudo code of the applet communication module, TiniComm. When the 

module is initialised, the servlet address and receive buffer are defined as String and 

Stringbuffer objects respectively. The listing shows that the communication module's 

run () method is an endless loop which does not perform any action. Effectively, the 
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communication module waits for its sendCommand () method to be invoked to transmit HTTP 

GET requests. 

public class TiniComm extends Thread 
{ 

String servletLocation = "http:// . . "; 
StringBuffer stringBuffer; 

public void runt) 
{ 

while(true != false) 
{ 

} 

public StringBuffer sendCommand(String command) 
{ 

try 
{ 

II Create a connection back to the servlet 
URL tiniURL = new URL(servletLocation + command); 
URLConnection connection = tiniURL.openConnection(); 

II Set connection parameters 

connection.connect() ; 

II Create a receive buffer 
stringBuffer = new StringBuffer(); 

II Wait for the reply 
BufferedReader in = new BufferedReader( .. ); 

while(in.readLine() != null) 
{ 

stringBuffer.append( .. ) ; 
stringBuffer.append("\n"); 

in.close() ; 

catch (Exception e) 
{ 

System.out.println("Send Data Exception occurred! !"); 
System.out.println(e) ; 

return stringBuffer; 

Listing 6.9 Applet communication module 

The command parameters of the request are accepted as a String argument. In order to create 

a connection back to the local gateway or battery node an instance of the URL class, tini URL, 
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is first created from the servlet location and command parameter strings. The URL of the 

gateway's servlet and an example of a command parameter, plot is shown in Listing 6.10. 

http://l0.64.128.158/servlet/TiniBatteryServlet?cmd=plat 

Listing 6.10 Servlet location and command parameter URL 

The tini URL object is essentially a pointer back to the location of the gateway. Next, an 

instance of the URLConnection class, connection, is constructed from the tiniURL 

object with the openConnection () method. Parameters that define the connection are also 

set at this point. For example, the setDoOutput () and setDoInput () methods are defined 

as true to indicate that the URL connection is intended to be used for input and output. These 

methods are not shown. When all required connection parameters have been set, the actual 

connection to the servlet in the gateway is made using the connect () method. Data is passed 

between the servlet module and applet module in the form of stlings. Therefore, a 

stringBuffer object is created to act as a temporary storage buffer for battery data or 

information received in response from the gateway. Note that a BufferedReader object, in, 

is created to provide efficient reading of input lines. While there are still lines of data to receive, 

they are appended to the stringBuffer object. When the servlet response is complete, the 

BufferedReader object is closed and the stringBuffer object is returned to the calling 

method. Any exceptions that occur during the sendCommand () method are detected with the 

try-catch block. 

6.2.7.4.3 ApPLET PLOT 

When the plot button of the applet interface is clicked, the applet sends an HTTP GET command 

to the gateway's servlet informing it that the remote user requires the cell voltage data stored in 

the Vol tage relation of the database. The gateway responds by transmitting the contents of the 

relation back to the remote user, which the applet passes to its plotting module. The plotting 

module then proceeds to process and format the cell voltage data into a graph as shown 

previously in Figure 6.12. A short, concise description of the plotting module is presented 

below, as a detailed discussion on data and graph formatting is not required in the context of the 

thesis. 

The applet plotting module, TiniPlot, is an extension of the Canvas class from 

java. awt . *. Results from the plotting module are posted in the main panel of the interface. 

The gateway transmits the requested cell voltage data back to the applet in the form of a 
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String. When the data is passed through to the applet plotting module, the input String is 

fragmented and converted into individual cell voltages in the form of float values. The 

plotting module then draws and scales the axes and gridlines of the graph with respect to the 

temporal length of the data and convelis the cell voltage f 1 oa t values into coordinates or data 

points relative to the position of the axes on the panel. The data points are then plotted and 

connected together to form the resultant line graph. For further information on the applet plotting 

module, please refer to the TiniPlot. java of Appendix F: Gateway Software 

Information. 

6 .. 2.8 TIMING MACROS 

Timing analysis of the gateway's modules was pelfonned with macros that utilise a timing 

method, upTimeMillis (), provided by the gateway operating system. Listing 6.11 shows 

the usage of the upTimeMillis () timing method in measuring and accumulating the elapsed 

time in milliseconds between subsequent calls of the method. 

public void methodExample(void) 
{ 

II TIMING ANALYSIS START 
long start_time = TINIOS.uptimeMillis(); 

II Source code to be timed 

II TIMING ANALYSIS STOP 
long elapsed_time = TINIOS.uptimeMillis() - start_time; 
System.out.println("Time elapsed: II + elapsed_time); 

Listing 6.11 Timing macro usage 

The source code to be timed is sandwiched in between these timing method calls. During the first 

call of the method, the start_time valiable stores the integer value returned by the timing 

method. This value represents the number of milliseconds that have elapsed since the gateway 

was initialised or booted. Once the source code to be timed has completed execution, a second 

call to the timing method is made. The execution time, defined by the elapsed_time 

variable, is measured by subtracting the value of the start_time variable from the integer 

value returned by the second call to the timing method. The timing method has a resolution or 
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granularity of 1 ms (see Chapter 11, Section 11.1 of 5), which is sufficient for module 

peliormance analysis and hence, logic analyser techniques as described for node task analysis 

(see Section 5.2.8), were not required. Timing macros can also be nested or overlapped within 

the same segment of code to be measured. 

6@3 GATEWAY ANALYSIS 

This section of the chapter includes a peliormance analysis of the gateway's modules and an 

estimation of the capacity of the gateway in catering for battery management system 

requirements. Note that the network node task set and local CAN message set analysis presented 

in Section 5.4 complements the analysis of the gateway discussed in this section. Together, these 

sections provide a complete perfOlmance analysis of the system communication channel. 

6.3.1 MODULE ANALYSIS 

Previous analytical methods used for measuring the peliOlmance or gauging the potential of the 

local network nodes (see Section 5.4) are not applicable to the gateway. This is because the 

gateway's operating system does not create priorities for the processes or threads that exist in the 

gateway. As mentioned in the discussion to the gateway's runtime environment, Section 6.2.1, 

the operating system of the gateway schedules processes and threads in a simple round-robin 

fashion through the allocation of time slices, to provide the appearance of a preemptive system. 

Furthermore, logic analyser techniques for measuring node task execution time did not need to 

be used for measuring gateway module execution time. The timing method encapsulated by the 

timing macros provides a resolution of up to 1 ms, as mentioned in Section 6.2.8. This resolution 

was adequate for obtaining execution time measurements of the gateway's modules. In order to 

further increase the accuracy of the module execution times, averaging was performed on 

multiple timing measurements of each module's source code. 
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Figure 6.14 Gateway module analysis notation 

Figure 6.14 illustrates the flow of battery data and information from the local battery network 

through the gateway's CAN receive and communication modules, the DBMS and into the 

database. The figure also shows data and information flow from the database through the DBMS 

and the servlet module and out of the gateway. 

The diagram provides the basis for the timing analysis results listed in Table 6.3. These results 

are a continuation of the analysis of the system organisation's communication channel, which 

began with the analysis of the local network as presented in Section 5.4. Where indicated, the 

results shown in the table are for a periodic group data message, while jitter is defined as the 

maximum deviation from the average response time of a module. 

From the table, it is obvious that the processing time required during storage of data into the 

database and retrieval of data from the database have the largest influence on the overall 

pelformance of the gateway. The length of time needed to store or retrieve battery data is 

unacceptably long and has a major impact on local network pelformance and the remote users 

perceived data latency and availability. 
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Notation Description 
Jitter A verage Response 
(ms) Time (ms) 

DBMS Data Storage 

a CAN Transmit (Command message) 2.3 4.7 

b CAN Receive 0.8 1.8 

c CAN Communication 9.9 199.1 

d DBMS (Group data storage) - 1198.1 

d DBMS (Group data storage, segmentation only) 9.2 91.2 

d DBMS (Group data storage, tuple creation and 65.9 1106.9 
insertion only) 

DBMS Data Retrieval (Group Data Tuple) 

e DBMS (Data retrieval, 1 group data tuple) 107.7 1434.7 

f Servlet (Data transmission, 1 group data tuple) 5.9 19.1 

- Applet (Data retrieval, latest group data tuple) - >10 

DBMS Data Retrieval (Group Data Table) 

e DBMS (Data retrieval, 45 group data tuples) 216.6 14461.6 

f Servlet (Data transmission, 45 group data tuples) 6.5 67.5 

- Applet (Data plotting, 45 group data tuples) - ~10 

Other 

f Servlet (Applet module transmission) 12.7 137.3 

Table 6.3 Gateway module analysis 

As mentioned in Section 6.2.6.1, the process of storing data into the database by the DBMS 

involves the segmentation of a received line of data and the creation, population and insertion of 

a tuple object that contained the data segments into the proper database relation. This procedure 

is reflected by the data storage time of 1198.1 ms, as listed in the table. Further analysis reveals 

that the time needed to segment the line of data takes 91.2 ms, while 1106.9 ms is taken for the 

creation, population and inseltion of the tuple object into the proper database table. The latter 

delay value is equivalent to 92.4% of the total processing time for data storage by the DBMS. It 

can thus be concluded that the primary source of data storage delay is the performance of the 

database. Furthermore, if periodic data messages are aniving at the gateway at a rate of 1 second, 

the gateway does not have any free processing time for attending to the requirements of other 
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processes or threads and thus, is not able to meet the real-time requirements of the system. The 

gateway bottleneck of database peliormance is a critical issue of the system organisation. 

In order to provide efficient transfer of battery data and information in reply to remote user 

requests, the gateway must be able to meet the user's perceived data latency requirement of 

approximately 3 seconds. Recall that the DBMS data rettieval methods encapsulate or wrap the 

data rettieval or query methods of the database API, as desctibed in Section 6.2.6.2. From Table 

6.3, the DBMS data retrieval process for a single database tuple takes an average of 1434.7 ms. 

This is equivalent to 47.8% of the 3 second data latency interval. Although the user requirements 

can still be met in this situation, consider the situation where the entire contents of a database 

relation are requested. Assuming that there are 45 tuples in the relation, the processing time of 

the DBMS data retrieval process is 14461.6 ms, as shown in the table. In this case, the user's 

data latency requirement is not met. Once again, the performance of the database has greatly 

affected the capability of the gateway in catering for efficient battery management. 

The perfOlmance of the applet module will vary with the peliormance of the remote user's host 

PC. The applet timing analysis results shown in the table reflect the perfOlmance of the applet on 

a 550 MHz Pentium 3 test PC with 128 MB RAM, used in the test system setup (see Chapter 3). 

The currentTimeMillis () method of the Java API was used to measure the execution 

time of the applet. This timing method only has a maximum resolution of 10 ms, but clearly 

shows that the performance of the applet is not an issue in the system organisation. The timing 

macros that were used in the timing analysis of the gateway's modules were not used as they 

utilised the upTimeMillis () timing method only available from the TINI API. 

The servlet module's execution time while transmitting the applet module to a new remote user 

connection includes the transmission of an HTML page with the embedded applet Java archive 

file (see Section 6.2.7.4). It is obvious that the execution time of the servlet is affected by the 

size of the applet archive file, applet. jar, transferred to the user. Table 6.3 lists the servlet 

execution time for an 8.07 KB applet archive file. 

6.3 .. 2 ANALYSIS DISCUSSION 

As mentioned in the previous section, the poor performance of the gateway's database creates a 

bottleneck in the communication channel of the proposed system organisation. In actuality, the 

inefficiency of the database can be attributed to the limited processing power of the gateway's 8-

Bit microcontroller. 
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In order to confirm that the gateway's processing power was a limiting factor in the performance 

of the database, the gateway's DBMS and database were implemented and analysed on the test 

PC mentioned previously, which has a 32-Bit processor. The currentTimeMillis () timing 

method of the Java API, with a maximum resolution of 10 ms, was once again used. Although 

the resolution provided is not as high as that of the timing macros available on the gateway, it is 

adequate to show that the processing time of the DBMS during storage and retrieval is 

significantly less on the PC than on the gateway. Timing analysis revealed that the data storage 

and retrieval processes for entering and extracting a single tuple were approximated to be 10 ms 

respectively. Equation 6.1 and Equation 6.2 show that the proportion of processing time dUling 

DBMS data storage for the test PC as compared to the gateway is only 0.9%, while the 

proportion of processing time dUling DBMS data retrieval is only 0.7%. This figure clearly 

illustrates the inefficiency of the database implementation on the gateway with the 8-Bit 

microcontroller, as compared to database implementation on the test PC with the 32-Bit 

processor. Refer to Appendix F: Gateway Software Information for information on the 

database implementation on the test Pc. 

DBMS data storage: 
PC 10 

x 100 = 0.9% = Equation 6.1 
Gateway 1106.9 

DBMS data retrieval: 
PC 10 

x 100 = 0.7% = Equation 6.2 
Gateway 1434.7 

Analysis has deduced that the processing power of the gateway is not sufficient in providing for 

the data management requirements of the battery management system. Furthermore, the database 

handles data in the form of strings or text, which inherently results in inefficiency in an 

embedded system12
. COlTespondence with the author of the database also revealed that the main 

emphasis in the design of the database was simplicity, rather than a consideration for 

pelformance. In light of this however, there seems to be few alternative embedded databases 

available that fit the peiformance specifications of the gateway. 

In order to solve the issue or bottleneck of database peiformance, one obvious solution would be 

to utilise a gateway with better peiformance and a more powelful processor. Although this may 

be the apparent solution, the implications in terms of overall system cost need to be taken into 

consideration. Alternatively, the design of a database to suit the specifications of the gateway is 

also a possible solution. However, the consequences of such a complex task would result in 
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increased system development time and cost. Another possible method might be to utilise a local 

node that acts as an access point for the embedded gateway, as shown in Figure 2,14(c). This 

would allow the gateway to be relieved from handling the hard real-time communication 

requirements of the local network and to concentrate its resources on data management and 

satisfying the less stlict temporal requirements of the remote user. However, this option may 

require a significant amount of data buffering at the local node interface and the use of a 

proplietary communication protocol between the gateway and the node. 

6.4 SUMMARY 

The embedded TINI gateway device is microcontroller-based and offers the necessary integrated 

hardware 110 capabilities for facilitating the integration of the local CAN network with the wide 

area TCP/IP network. 

The runtime environment of the embedded gateway is Java-based with a limited subset of class 

libralies. A modular approach was utilised with the designed gateway software. The gateway 

software modules can be easily expanded to incorporate additional battery management 

functionality if required. The gateway initialisation procedure has been explained in detail. 

Furthermore, the procedural information, coding details and functional methods of the CAN 

communication, data management, servlet and applet modules have been examined thoroughly. 

Macros that were used to perfOlID timing analysis on the gateway modules have also been 

wlitten. 

Performance analysis of the gateway has revealed that the database is a potential bottleneck in 

the system. Possible solutions to solve the issue of database performance were identified. These 

include the use of a gateway device with more processing power, the design of a custom 

database or the use of a local node interface to provide isolation from real-time communication 

requirements of the local network. 
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YS M A D 

IMULATIO 

Simulation is defined as the process of designing a dynamic model of an actual system for the 

purpose of either understanding the behaviour of the system or evaluating vatious operating 

strategies of the system within the limits imposed by a clitetion or a set of criteria. The 

development and debugging of a simulation model is an iterative process that is closely coupled 

to model verification and validation procedures at every development cycle l 
2 3. Verification 

ensures that the model is operating in a proper manner, while validation ensures that the model is 

a reasonable and satisfactory reproduction of the real system. In handling and managing complex 

systems, modulatity is the key ingredient in the design of structured models4 
5. Furthermore, 

when developing control architectures, modelling and simulation techniques are a better support 

for architecture configuration than analytical methods6
. 

In saying this, the battery network simulation model was designed to be valid representation of 

the proposed system organisation and to accurately reflect the proper operation of the system as 

determined by the critetia of the battery management application. This was achieved by 

verifying that the model performed according to defined specifications at every development 

revision. The availability of such a model provides insight into the performance and operation of 

an actual system that might not otherwise be obvious during development or proposal stages. 

The development of a battery network simulation model is vital in allowing for the performance 

evaluation and testing of battery networks of varying size and configuration. When network 

configurations become large, a direct comparison with a physical implementation can prove to 

be difficult or even impossible, and a valid simulation model would be essential in providing a 

performance estimation or feasibility assessment of the network organisation under test. A 

network simulation model would also aid in the validation and experimentation of proposed 

network organisations that were concerned with scenarios involving multiple independent or 

inter-connected battery networks. 
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A configurable simulation model allows testing of additional system functionality to be canied 

out before actual implementation. If network node functionality requires an upgrade through the 

addition of new functional software modules, this can be easily implemented in the model to 

determine if there are any adverse effects on node performance or the stability of the network 

organisation. FU11hermore, if functionality of the remote user needs to be modified or upgraded, 

this can also easily be tested within the confines of the simulation model to ensure that the 

demands and requirements of a remote user or multiple remote users can still be met. 

A battery network simulation model7 
8 provides a means of determining the boundaries and 

limitations of the system and identifying any potential bottlenecks within its organisation, 

whether in terms of network communication speed, network congestion, data transmission 

latency, data storage facility size, the number of remote users, etc. Additionally, the simulation 

model also allows for operational tracking of network behaviour whether in the immediate future 

or the long-term and would allow for the detection of any rare occunences or abnormalities 

during normal system operation. Although the modelled network communication protocol in this 

case is CAN, other protocols to suit the application can easily be modelled by replacing the CAN 

model blocks with that of other communication protocols, such as Ethernet or LON. 

The following section of the chapter discusses the organisation and design of the battery network 

simulation model. In Section 7.2, the criteria for the organisation and design of the model blocks 

used in the simulation model are explained and in Section 7.3, implementation details of each 

model block are examined. The section following this, Section 7.4, presents the results and 

analysis from specific simulation case studies. The limitations of the simulation model are 

discussed in Section 7.S and finally, a summary of the chapter is presented in Section 7.6. 

As mentioned previously, the model of the system organisation was designed with the Extend 

continuous and discrete event simulation package. For a brief introduction to Extend, its features, 

benefits and its modelling and simulation ideology and terminology, refer to 9 10 and Section 3.5 

and for more detailed information on Extend, refer to 11 12, Refer to Appendix G: Battery 

System Model Blocks for a description of the input and output connectors of each model block 

designed for the simulation model. Descriptions of the basic building blocks provided by the 

simulation package are also presented in this appendix. 
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SYSTEM MODEL ORGANISATION AND DESIGN 

The organisation of the simulation model is important in facilitating ease of use for someone 

unfamiliar with the ideology of the battery management application or the details and internal 

workings of the model. The simulation model should have features that make it intuitive and 

instinctive for someone to build and test battery network models, as well as provide support for 

recognition of model elements that relate to the application. Figure 7.1 shows a simple example 

of a 48 V 2-stling battery network simulation model with 1 stling node and 4 group nodes per 

string, a single remote user and a remote service centre and database. 

As shown in the figure, the iconic nature of the model blocks eases the design and building of 

battery networks and provides a clear perception of the size, scale and structure of the network 

being modelled. Input variables associated with each model block can be configured to test 

different network simulation scenalios and arrangements while model performance results, such 

as local network traffic, can be obtained in the form of tables, graphs or plots (as shown later in 

Section 7.4). 

The animation and graphical features provided by the model aid in the understanding of the flow 

of data within the system from the process level to the user level, as well as the ideology of the 

distributed data and isolated concurrent processes within the system organisation. These features 

are also a useful tool for troubleshooting. All available model blocks are organised and 

categOlised in a library to allow for simple searching and placement of blocks in the design 

environment. The following sections offer an in depth look at these main aspects of model 

organisation and design. 
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Figure 7.1 A battery network simulation model example 

7.1.1 GENERIC COMPONENTS 

DATABASE 

The design of the simulation model focuses on the generic components within the system 

organisation. These generic components are translated into the form of model blocks that 
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emphasise modularity and reusability in their design. Each model block encapsulates the primary 

functions of the generic component as related to their role in the battery management application. 

To allow for model block familiarity and relation to the generic component, the functionality of 

each block is clearly defined on each block's icon and model block interconnection and 

recognition is facilitated through the use of well-defined interfaces and accurately labelled 

connectors. Each model block is essentially a hierarchical block that consists of the basic 

building blocks available in the simulation package. The unlimited layers of hierarchy provided 

by the simulation package also allow other hierarchical blocks to exist within the main model 

blocks. These secondary hierarchical blocks exist as functional modules that cater to a specific 

task and can be duplicated within a number of main model blocks. For example, a mask/filter 

hierarchical block is used within the group node, string node and battery node model blocks to 

model CAN message acceptance filtering within each node. Implementation details of all 

secondary hierarchical blocks are not discussed or shown in the main body of text and can be 

found in Appendix G: Battery System Model Blocks. 

Within each model block, the basic building blocks provided by the simulation package are 

stmng together in daisy chains to form a complete functional model of the process represented 

by the model block. Each basic building block represents a step in the process and items move 

from block to block at discrete time events. This method of model construction results in input 

and output item paths throughout each model block. Some model blocks only have either a 

single input path or a single output path. Model blocks with a single input path fOlID an exit for 

items travelling within the simulation model, while model blocks with only a single output path 

are a source of items into the simulation model. Other model blocks may contain multiple input 

and output item paths. This issue is elaborated further in Section 7.2 on model block 

organisation and design. In later sections of this chapter, discussions on the internal details of 

each designed model block will concentrate on the input and output item paths found within each 

block. 

7@1.2 DISTRIBUTED DA TA MODELLING 

Modelling and simulation of the distributed data organisation discussed in Section 4.5 

contributes to the understanding of the temporal flow of data within the system. Furthermore, 

simulation also allows for accurate estimates of the size of data storage devices required for 

maintaining data consistency and manageability throughout the system. The optimum number of 

entries in each storage device as well as approximations to data storage latency could be 
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determined from simulation, while the maximum number of entries would be determined by the 

actual physical memory limitations of the associated devices. 

The data storage devices within the system organisation, which includes the remote and local 

gateway databases and the group or string node's data buffers, are modelled as LIFO queues. 

Each database table or data buffer that is specific to a certain type of battery data is modelled as a 

separate queue. For example, the local gateway or battery node's database contains separate 

tables for storing various types of battery data. Group data is stored in the group data table and 

likewise, string data is stored in the string data table. In the simulation model, the group data 

table is modelled as one queue block and the string data table is modelled as another queue 

block. The use of LIFO queues for modelling database tables and data buffers allows the latest 

data entry in the queue to be extracted if required. This would simulate the action of acquiring 

the newest battery data reading from a network node or the local gateway. 

7.1.3 COMMUNICATION CHANNEL MODELLING 

The battery network model simulates the primary or end-to-end communication channel 

elements that facilitate battery data transfer from the process level to the user level. The 

communication channel elements of the system organisation were discussed in Section 4.7.1. A 

model that focuses on the simulation of the communication channel allows the flow of data and 

information within the system to be well understood or defined and aids in the identification of 

potential bottlenecks within the system organisation. Such a model also helps in the 

understanding of any unexpected latency related to data transfer within the communication 

channel. Information gathered from analysis of the simulation model would then help to ensure 

that battery data can be delivered to remote users in a timely and smooth manner. 

Analytical results obtained from scheduling analysis of the CAN message set and modular node 

software design of the system were used as input parameters to the simulation model. For 

example, analytical results such as message transmission times and node software task or module 

execution times were modelled as input values to delay blocks within the model. The input 

values are entered as random variables within acceptable distributions of values, while the delay 

blocks populate the communication channel from the process to the user and provide an accurate 

representation of the latency of data flow throughout the channel. 
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Figure 7.2 Communication channel modelling 

Figure 7.2 illustrates the communication channel modelling aspect of the system organisation as 

well as the representation of items throughout the channel. Battery data items are entered into the 

system simulation model through the use of generators at the process level. Examples of items 

that are generated include cell voltage items, string current items and group temperature items. 

When these items are generated, they are assigned attributes or properties according to 

acceptable physical values of voltage, current and temperature, and passed into model blocks 

representing a group or string node. This procedure simulates the process of data acquisition. 

Combinations of cell voltage, current or temperature items are then batched together to form 

group or string data items and stored in the group or string node's data buffer block. When 

periodic data messages are scheduled for transmission, group or string data items are pulled from 
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the data buffers and fmIDulated into message items. These items are then assigned priority, CAN 

message identifier attributes and message property attributes such as number of messages, header 

length, etc. Message items then enter a priority-based queue, which is an inherent feature of the 

CAN implementation, and into CAN contention model blocks. When the message item 

successfully gains access to the CAN bus, it exits the node model block and enters the CAN bus 

model block. Here, message transmission or propagation time on the bus is simulated with a 

delay block, and the amount of delay assigned to each message item is calculated from the bus 

transmission rate and the item's message length attributes. When the message items exit the 

CAN bus model block and enter the battery node model block, the CAN message identifier 

attribute is extracted to determine the content of each message item. At this point the message 

items are effectively transformed back into group or string data items and routed to the 

appropriate database table block for storage. 

Request items for data stored in the battery node are generated from remote user and remote· 

service centre model blocks. The requests can be for the latest set or trend of battery data or to 

perform a remote download to a specific group or string node (the latter is not shown in the 

diagram). Furthermore, the remote service centre is also allowed to make requests for uploading 

of battery data to the remote database. Request items are formulated into Inte11let packet items 

and assigned attributes such as request type and destination, before being propagated and routed 

across the Inte11let model block to the battery node model block. In the battery node, the Inte11let 

packet items are reformulated back into request items, which are then used to signal the 

extraction of the required type and amount of data from the appropriate database table to fmID 

response items. The response item is then formulated into an Inte11let packet item and assigned 

attributes that identify its retU11l destination, size, etc before being sent back into the Inte11let 

model block. When the Inte11let packet item successfully reaches the correct remote user or 

remote service centre destination, it is reformulated into the corresponding response item. The 

response item is then dissected into the original group or string data items, which have now 

completed their role in the simulation and are removed from the model. In the case of the remote 

service centre, the group and string data items are first routed to the remote database before 

being removed. 

1 ISOLATED CONCURRENT PROCESSES MODELLING 

The design of the model also focuses on simulation of the system organisation's isolated 

conCUlTent processes, as well as the interaction between them. Refer to Section 4.7.2 for a 

discussion on isolated concurrent processes. The isolation and de-coupling of each process has 
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been clearly defined at the data storage devices throughout the model. By varying the rate of 

each process, individual performance levels as well as overall performance levels of the different 

processes can be gauged. This feature of the simulation model also provides insight into 

understanding the ideology and principles of isolated concunent processes within the system . 
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Figure 7.3 Isolated concurrent process modelling 

Figure 7.3 illustrates the isolated conCUlTent processes modelling of the system organisation and 

the isolation provided between each process by the data buffers and the database. As shown in 

the diagram, the rate of data flow from the process level to the user level can be configured at 

each conCUlTent process. At the lowest level, battery data is configured to have a high rate of 

generation and is pushed into the data buffers of the group or string node for storage. The rate of 
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periodic transmission of battery data across the local CAN network from the local nodes to the 

battery node is configured at a medium rate. This ensures that data is sent to the battery node in a 

timely manner and to maintain the freshness of data at the database. Meanwhile, remote users are 

configured to make requests for battery data from the battery node at a low rate and according to 

an inter-ani val time disttibution. Although the rate of each process has the greatest bearing on 

system performance, other parameters that affect performance, such as network transmission 

speed and data buffer or database size, can also be configured. 

7.1.5 MODEL LIBRARY 

A customised model library has been developed as a design tool for construction and 

configuration of battery network simulation models. The battery network library contains 

different categories for storing and grouping of related model blocks and can contain up to a 

maximum of 200 model blocks (in all categories). Newly designed model blocks can be easily 

added to the categoties available in the library while obsolete or older model blocks may be 

removed. Additional categoties can also be created in the battery network library if required. If 

any design changes are made to an existing model block, these can be propagated through the 

block saved in the library and to all similar blocks within all open simulation models. Table 7.1 

provides desctiptions of the categoties available within the library, as well as a list of model 

blocks contained within each category. 

Category Description Model blocks 

Battery Battery network components 
Group of Cells 
Cunent Shunt 

Battery Node 
Node Local network node components Group Node 

String Node 

Network Genetic local and wide area network components 
CAN Bus segments 

Internet 

Remote User 
Remote Remote user and service centre components Remote Service Centre 

Remote Database 

Table 7.1 Model library category description 
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Figure 7.4 Battery network library menu in Extend 

Figure 7.4 shows the location of the battery network library in the Library menu of the 

simulation package user interface, amongst the other available libraries. Model blocks are 

quicldy and easily selected from the library via a drop-down menu, which should be familiar to 

anyone experienced with PC-based application software. The simplicity in selecting model 

blocks reduces the time taken in building and testing network models. 

7.2 MODEL BLOCK ORGANISATION AND DESIGN 

The model blocks of the simulation model can be classified into two primary categories. The 

first category includes blocks that either provide a source of items into the simulation model, an 

exit for items leaving the simulation model or both. These blocks have a relatively simple design 

and include generic components such as the battery group, cunent shunt, remote user and remote 

service centre blocks. For blocks that input items into the system, the rate of item generation can 

be individually varied. The second category includes blocks that permit the transition of items 

throughout the simulation model from a source to an exit. Blocks in this category include 

network node blocks and network building blocks. Each of these blocks contain input and output 

paths within their structure with elements for manipulating the passage and direction of items, 
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delaying the movement of items and altering item representation through attribute modification. 

Figure 7.2 illustrated the representation of items at various stages of the communication channel. 

The three main criteria for network node block design includes modelling strategy, message 

generation and processing delay. These criteria govern the organisation of the node block's 

internal components to accurately represent the conceptual organisation of each node. Modelling 

of the modular node organisation involves the strategy of grouping basic simulation blocks to 

represent primary software module functionality. As an example, the group and string nodes 

contain modules for data acquisition, data buffer management, CAN communication, application 

tasks or the CAN protocol. The CAN protocol module involves priority message item queuing 

and the bus contention scheme. Additionally, the strategy for modelling the distributed data 

organisation in each node is to represent each data buffer or database table with an individual 

LIFO queue block. This setup allows the storage capacity and size of each data buffer or 

database table to be configured to optimise each device's available memory space. 

Message generation design in the node blocks involves identification and modelling of the 

possible sources of messages from each node. In the case of the group or string node, sources of 

message generation include periodic data messages and aperiodic alarm messages. For the 

battery node, this includes aperiodic command messages for communication on the bus, and 

generation of Internet packet items containing battery data when signalled by a request item from 

the remote user or service centre. Battery data contained in each packet can be in the form of the 

latest data or trend of data, as well as uploads of data from the battery node database to the 

remote database. Message calculation blocks provide attributes such as message length and 

number of messages to each message item. The rates of message generation can be individually 

controlled or varied to determine the boundaries of network congestion or node processing 

congestion in different system modelling scenarios. Note that the rate of Internet packet item 

generation is controlled by the rate of remote user or service centre request generation. 

As mentioned previously in Section 7.1.3, delay blocks populate the communication channel 

from the process level to the user level. A delay block is associated with each functional software 

module (grouping of relevant basic simulation blocks) within a node block to represent delay at 

each stage of processing (as shown in Table 5.6 for group and stling node analysis and Table 

6.3 for battery node analysis). This feature contributes to the network node processing delay 

design criteria. Accumulation of the delays represented by these blocks and the transmission 
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delay modelled by the CAN and Internet network blocks presents the overall end-to-end 

communication channel delay of an item throughout the system organisation. 

Network building blocks such as the CAN and Internet blocks also allow transition of items 

within the simulation model. These blocks serve to direct the movement of items from an input 

path to an output path based on valid item attlibutes and conform to their respective bus 

contention schemes. CAN networks of any size can be created and modelled from available 

CAN bus connector segment blocks. A primary connector segment contains the main message 

propagation delay and bus utilisation calculations (based on a variable bus transmission rate), 

while secondary connector segments allow for easy network expansion. Item entry to the CAN 

bus blocks is regulated through the CAN protocol modules in each node block. Items contend for 

access to the bus by transmitting their identifier for arbitration. Items that successfully win 

arbitration are allowed access to the bus. 

7.3 MODEL BLOCK IMPLEMENTATION 

Implementation of the model blocks used in the simulation is categorised into the modelling of 

the battery system, the local nodes, the local and wide area networks and the remote user 

elements. Note that facilities for modelling the process of remote downloading have been 

provided throughout various designed blocks of the simulation model, eventhough this 

functionality is not available in the battery management system at present. 

7 .. 3 .. 1 BATTERY SYSTEM MODELLING 

Telecommunications battery systems of varying size can be modelled through the use of model 

blocks that represent battery groups and current shunts. These model blocks allow the base 

variables of voltage, current and temperature to be represented within a battery network model 

and can be replicated and configured to allow any variation, combination or size of battery 

network to be created, modelled and simulated. The Group of Cells and Current Shunt model 

blocks are described in the following sections. 

7.3.1.1 BATTERY NETWORK 

Battery blocs or mono-blocs within a battery network can be represented by a Group of Cells 

model block as shown in Figure 7.5. This model block can be configured to cover a wide range 

of battery blocs or mono-blocs containing different numbers of cells. Each model block is able to 

produce cell voltage items and group temperature items with voltage or temperature values 
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within predefined limits. The rate at which either cell voltage or temperature items are generated 

and the number of voltage or temperature items that are generated at anyone time can also be 

configured. 

GROUP OF CELLS 
# Voltage I 
VPeriod -L 
VLow 
VUpp 
VNom 

# Temp 
TPeriod 

l 
~oltage[j;!] 

-,- Temp [j;!] 

TLow 

TUpp T 
TNom 

Figure 7.5 Group of Cells model block 

Figure 7.6 depicts the internal structure of the Group of Cells model block for generating cell 

voltage items. As shown in the diagram, the period or rate of item generation and number of 

items generated in an instant of time are used as input variables to the Generator block. The rate 

of item generation is input as a constant that defines the period of time in milliseconds between 

subsequent items. If there is more than one cell within the group, a method of differentiating 

between the generated cell voltage items that cOlTespond to each cell of the group is needed. In 

order to facilitate this, a counter attribute of 1 is assigned to each item that exits the Generator 

block. This is accomplished with the Set Attribute block. The counter attribute is extracted with 

the Get Attribute block and collected in the Accumulate block for every generated item and the 

accumulated value is assigned to the item in the form of a cell number attribute. The 

accumulated value resets to its initial value when a complete set of cells has been generated. 

Apart from the cell number attribute, a cell voltage attribute is also assigned to the generated 

items in the Set Attribute (5) block before leaving the Group of Cells model block. The cell 

voltage attribute is a random variable representing an acceptable cell voltage value within a 

triangular distribution of values. The Input Random Number block provides the random value for 

this purpose. For example, an acceptable range of cell voltages would be between a lower limit 

of 1.8 V and an upper limit of 2.5 V, with a nominal voltage of 2.27V. A triangular distribution 

allows for more control over the range of acceptable cell voltage values through the use of upper 

and lower limits, as opposed to a normal distribution in Extend, which only requires a defined 

standard deviation. 
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Figure 7.6 Cell voltage item generation blocks 
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Figure 7.7 shows the internal structure of the Group of Cells model block used for generating 

temperature items. The rate and number of generated items are external inputs into the Generator 

block. The rate of item generation is defined in milliseconds. As the generated items leave the 

model block, they are each assigned a group temperature attlibute with the Set Attribute (5) 

block. This attribute represents a temperature value in the form of a random variable within a 

defined temperature range. The range of acceptable temperature values also has a triangular 

distribution and in the simulation model a nominal temperature of 25°C has been assigned. 

Lower and upper temperature limits have been defined at 24.5 °C and 25.5 °C respectively. 

Figure 7.7 Temperature item generation blocks 

The graph of Figure 7.8 illustrates the random attribute values for cell voltage and group 

temperature items generated at a rate of once every second. Note that in the case of cell voltage, 

six items, corresponding to six cells within a 12 V mono-bloc for example, are generated at 
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every period instance. This simulates the process of obtaining the individual cell voltages of a 

battery group during the process of data acquisition. 
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Figure 7.8 Cell voltage and group temperature item attribute values 

7.3.1.2 CURRENT SHUNT 

The Current Shunt model block models the use of a current shunt within a battery network for 

monitoring string current and its primary function is to provide string current items into the 

battery network model. The acceptable current values associated with the string cun'ent items are 

defined around a nominal current value within upper and lower bounds. As with the Group of 

Cells model block, the rate at which string current items are released and the number of current 

items that are generated in a single instant can be configured or varied. Figure 7.9 depicts the 

Current Shunt model block, while Figure 7.10 shows the internal structure of the model block 

for generating current items. 
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Figure 7.10 Current item generation blocks 

The rate and number of generated items are input variables into the Generator block, similar to 

item generation in the Group of Cells model block. The rate of item generation is also defined in 

milliseconds. Before exiting the Current Shunt model block, the generated items are each 

assigned a string current attribute, which is a random variable representing current value residing 

within a defined range. This is accomplished with the Set Attribute (5) and Input Random 

Number blocks. As in the Group of Cells model block, a triangular distribution was used to allow 

for more control over the range of acceptable current values. As an example, the nominal current 

value of 0.1 A and upper and lower limits of 0.08 A and 0.12 A were used during simulation. 

Figure 7.11 illustrates the random attribute values of current items generated with a period of 

one second. 
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Figure 7.11 Current item attribute values 
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NODE MODELLIN G 

The following sections highlight the design and implementation details of the group node, string 

node and battery node model blocks. 

7.3.2.1 GROUP NODE 

The Group Node model block, depicted in Figure 7.12, simulates the peliodic transmission of 

CAN message items containing group data to the battery node and the short term storage of 

group data items locally in the node's data buffers. Each group data item consists of a variable 

number of cell voltage items and group temperature items. The model block is also able to 

simulate the reception and acceptance of command messages from the local gateway as well as 

the reception of remote download messages. In the event that a command message for group data 

is received, the Group Node model block will transmit a CAN message item containing the latest 

group data from the data buffer. The CAN protocol contention scheme and acceptance filtering 

mechanisms are also modelled within the model block. 

Network Busy ID Arbitration 

IQ] Cell V GROUP CAN: 

IQ] Temp NODE TX ~ 
Data Parameters: RX IQ] 
# Celis 
# Group Temp 
Period String#Grou #Tx Msg ID 

Figure 7.12 Group Node model block 

Figure 7.13 shows a block diagram of the input and output paths in the Group Node model 

block. Although some blocks look like duplicates of each other, this is not actually the case, as 

each block only models a particular function or aspect of their respective tasks or modules. For 

example, the CAN Communication (Scheduling) block shown in the diagram only simulates 

peliodic signalling to indicate transmission of a group data message, while the scheduling 

section of the CAN Communication (Scheduling and Receive) block simulates the formulation 

of a CAN message item from a group data item. Although both functions are inherent in the 

CAN communication module's scheduling task (see Section 5.2.6.2), these are modelled 

separately as defined by the simulation package's ideology of model development. 
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Figure 7.13 Group Node input and output path block diagram 

The diagram shows that acquired cell voltage and group temperature items are batched into 

group data items at the data acquisition stage before being stored in the group data buffer. When 

a periodic signal item is received indicating transmission of group data, the latest group data item 

is acquired from the data buffer and formulated into a CAN message item. Event and alarm items 

can also be generated and formulated for transmission in the form of CAN message items. 

Equation 7.1 shows the main sources of processing delay, D along the communication channel 

of the Group Node model block, beginning from the process of data acquisition through to 

message transmission. These delays play a crucial role in accurately modelling the temporal 

transfer of data across the local and wide area networks to the remote user. 

D Acq + DDBlIi/er(slorage) + DDBuffer(relrieVal) + DCAN(Schedllling) + DcAN(transfIlil) Equation 7.1 

Figure 7.13 also shows that the Group Node model block is able to accept a number of different 

CAN message items from the network, namely Set message items, Get message items and 

remote download items. A Get message item is able to signal the transmission of a CAN 

message item containing the latest group data. The delays experienced by the Get message item 

are governed by Equation 7.2. The internal implementation details of the Group Node model 

block's input and output paths are discussed in the following paragraphs. 
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DCAN(reCeiVe) + DCAN(Schedlllillg) + DDB1(ffer(rerrieval) + DCAN(schedlllillg) + DCAN(tI"!lIlSlIlil) Equation 

Figure 7.14 shows the block organisation used for modelling data acquisition and data storage in 

the Group Node model block. 

'- " 

Data Alq 0 B (Storage) 

Figure 7.14 Group Node data acquisition, data storage and group data buffer blocks 

Cell voltage items and group temperature items that enter the Group Node model block first pass 

through a FIFO Queue block before being combined together in a Batch block to form a group 

data item. The queue blocks prevent item blocking in the model if items are delayed further 

down the path. The number of cell voltage items that are batched cOlTesponds to the number of 

cells defined in the Group of Cells model block. The batched group data item therefore consists 

of a set of cell voltage items (one item from each cell), as well as a group temperature item 

(although the number of each item can be varied). After departing the Batch block, the group 

data item then passes through two Delay blocks. These represent delays experienced during data 

acquisition and during storage of group data items by the data buffer management task. The 

values used in the Delay blocks were obtained from the node task analysis section (see Section 

5.4.3) and are random values selected from a triangular distribution. The triangular distribution 

defines the mean and the upper and lower limits of acceptable delay values. For example, the 

delays are defined as 55.1 ms, 54.27 ms and 55.93 ms respectively based on execution time jitter. 

After passing through the Delay blocks, the group data item enters the LIFO Queue block that 

models the group data buffer. 
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Figure 7.15 Group Node CAN communication periodic signalling, data retrieval and data 

buffer blocks 

Group data items are only pulled from the LIFO Queue block under two conditions, as shown in 

Figure 7.15. The first condition occurs when a peliodic signal item, generated by the Generator 

block, enters the demand connector of the Batch (Variable) block. The rate or peliodic signal 

item generation is an external input representing time in milliseconds. If a request for group data 

is received from the battery node via the Catch block, the request item will also tligger the 

retlieval of a group data item when it enters the Batch (Variable) block. This request item is 

passed from another section of the Group Node model block and is discussed later. Peliodic 

signal items and request items are merged into a single stream of items with the Combine block. 

Once a group data item has been retlieved from the group data buffer, it enters a Delay block 

representing latency during retrieval by the data buffer management task. 

The group data item then enters the CAN communication scheduling and transmission blocks, as 

shown in Figure 7.16. When the item enters this section of the model block, it is assigned a data 

type attribute by a Set Attribute block. The allocated data type attlibute has a value of O. This 

attribute allows it to be identified as a group data item and will be used to define the priority of 

the item when it is queued in the transmit buffer. Note also that data type values correspond to 

the defined values of the content segment of the message identifier (see Table 5.7). The item 

then passes through path b of the Combine block and into a Delay block that models CAN 

communication task delay. Note that path a of the Combine block is used for generated event and 

alatm items, which at°e discussed later. 
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Figure 7.16 Group Node CAN communication scheduling and transmit blocks 

After passing through the Delay block, the data type attribute is extracted with the Get Attribute 

block and used to determine the content segment of the group data message identifier from the 

Global Array block. The content segment value is then used along with the group number and 

string number input values to calculate the complete message identifier value (denoted by the 

group of blocks in the lower left of Figure 7.16). This message identifier value, along with other 

values designating the number of messages, total message(s) length and total data bits, are 

assigned as attributes to the group data item with the Set Attribute (5) block. The latter three 

attributes are calculated from the number of cell voltages, number of group temperature, number 

of string currents (String Node model block only) and data type input values in the Message 

Calculations block. In the case of an event or alarm message, the length of the message is pre

defined in the Message Calculations block and is selected based on the data type value. An 

additional header length value is also calculated but this is reserved for future use. Further details 

on how the Message Calculations hierarchical block takes into account ADC resolution and 

CAN message headers in calculating the aforementioned attributes can be found in Appendix G: 

Battery System Model Blocks. Once these attributes are assigned at this point in the model 

block, the group data item has effectively become a CAN message item. The item then enters a 

Delay block which models the processing latency of the CAN transmit task. The value of the 

delay is the result of the number of messages to be transmitted multiplied by a random variable 
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within a range of acceptable delay values, which were determined in the node analysis section 

(see Section 5.4.3). 

Figure 7.17 illustrates the blocks used for event and alarm generation. The Generator block 

produces event or alarm items at a defined period. In the diagram, the period of alarm generation 

has been defined as 60 seconds in accordance with the minimum occurrence time assumption 

discussed in Section 5.4.4. After an item has been generated, it enters a Set Attribute block, 

where it is assigned a data type attribute with a value of 24. This value corresponds to the content 

segment identifier of a group alarm message (see Table 5.7). The alarm item then enters path a 

of the Combine block and into the CAN communications scheduling and transmit blocks as 

shown previously in Figure 7.16, where the parameters of the message (message identifier, 

message length, total data payload, etc) are calculated and assigned as attributes. 

Data Type 

E\lBntlAla.t'm 
ItBms 

Data 
Items 

CAN Comm Out 

Figure 7.17 Group Node events and alarms generation blocks 

The CAN message item then enters the CAN protocol model blocks as shown in Figure 7.18. 

Each item has a priority assigned to it by the Set Priority block before entering a Priority Queue 

block. The priority of each item is based on the data type attribute value. The queue block 

models the group node's transmit buffer and allows higher priority CAN message items to gain 

faster access to the bus. Items can have a pri01ity of 0 or 24, which is equivalent to the group 

data and group alarm type attribute value. If outgoing message items have the same priority, the 

Priority Queue block acts as a FIFO queue. 
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Figure 7.18 Group Node CAN protocol blocks 

Next, the CAN message item enters the organisation of blocks which model the CSMAICR 

contention protocol of CAN. Message items enter this set of blocks one at a time, as only one 

message per node can be contending for the network at any given time. This aspect of the 

protocol is controlled by the Gate block, which senses when an item leaves the Group Node 

model block before letting the next CAN message item in. This is done through the use of the 

Gate block's sensor connector. A CAN message item that successfully passes the Gate block 

then enters a FIFO Queue block, which prevents item blocking. Following this, the CAN 

message item enters a Service block which serves to conditionally delay the item if the network 

is busy, i.e. another CAN message item has successfully gained access to the bus and is cUlTently 

propagating through the network. At this time, the network busy signal input connected to the 

Service block has a value of 1. When the network is free, the network busy signal has a value of 

o and the CAN message item is allowed to contend for the network. The item then enters a Get 

Attribute block where its message identifier attribute is extracted and used as an output value to 

determine if the item wins arbitration on the bus. In the event that the CAN message item wins 

access to the bus, the transmitted message identifier value matches the identifier arbitration input 

value and the Decision block signals for the item to exit the Group Node model block through 

path b of the Select DE Output block. If the transmitted message identifier value does not match 

the identifier arbitration input value, the CAN message item has lost arbitration on the bus. This 

means that another message with a lower identifier value (i.e. a higher priority) has attempted to 

gain access to the bus at the same time and won arbitration. In this case, the Decision block 

indicates for the item to take path a of the Select DE Output block, which routes the item back to 

the Service block. The item then continues to wait for the bus to be free. Once the bus if free, the 

item attempts to gain access to the bus again. This process repeats until the item wins arbitration 
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and exits the model block. Although the Count Items blocks on the output paths of the Select DE 

Output block were used for testing and debugging purposes, they are not part of the CAN 

protocol model. 

The Group Node's CAN acceptance filtering and receive buffer blocks are depicted in Figure 

7.19. The message masks, filters, receive buffers and receive buffer operation are modelled after 

the MCP251x CAN Controller devices13 
14 used in the node design (see Section 5.1.4.1). Each 

device has two receive buffers, with a mask and two filters allocated to the first receive buffer, 

RXBO and a mask and four filters allocated to the second receive buffer, RXBl. The first receive 

buffer is the higher priOlity buffer as implied by the lower number of acceptance filters, which 

makes filter matching more restrictive. If the first receive buffer contains a message and another 

valid message is received for it, the new message will be moved into the second receive buffer 

regardless of the second receive buffer's acceptance criteria. An additional Message Assembly 

Buffer (MAB), is also available in the CAN devices for assembling incoming CAN messages 

before transfening them to the two receive buffers. 

Select 
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Figure 7.19 Group Node CAN acceptance filtering and receive buffer blocks 

When a CAN message item atTives from the network, it first enters a FIFO Queue block, which 

models the MAB, before being passed to a Get Attribute block. In this block, the message 

identifier attribute of the CAN message item is extracted and used as an input value to the 

Mask/Filter 0 and Mask/Filter 1 blocks (more information on these blocks can be found in 

Appendix G: Battery System Model Blocks). These blocks correspond to receive buffers 
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RXBO and RXB1 respectively and each contains a mask and multiple filters, as previously 

discussed. In both the Mask/Filter blocks, the message identifier attribute is compared to 

configurable filter input values. If the message identifier attribute matches any of the two filter 

input values of the Mask/Filter 0 block, a 1 is produced on the block's output value connector. If 

the message identifier attribute does not match any of the two filter input values, a 0 is produced. 

This filter matching process is similarly reproduced in the Mask/Filter 1 block. The only 

exception is that the message identifier attribute is compared to four filter input values instead of 

two. If a 1 is output from either of the Mask/Filter blocks, the CAN message item is regarded as 

a valid message. The Equation block shown in Figure 7.19 is then used to route the CAN 

message item onto a particular path based on the output values of the Mask/Filter blocks. The 

equation computed by the Equation block is provided in Listing 7.1. If Mask/Filter 0 produced a 

1, the item is routed to the RXBO Buffer block. If Mask/Filter 1 produced a 1, the item is routed 

to the RXB 1 Buffer block, but if neither of the Mask/Filter blocks produced a 1, the message 

item is discarded. In the event that RXBO contains a message item and a second message item is 

received for it, the select value is used to route the second item to RXB 1. This is in accordance 

with the cliteria of operation of the CAN Controller device as previously mentioned. 

if ((Mask/FilterO == 1) && (Mask/FilterO == 0)) 
Result = 0; 

else if ((Mask/FilterO == 0) && (Mask/FilterO == 1)) 
Result 1; 

else 
Result 2; 

Listing 7.1 Group Node CAN mask/filter Equation block 

Figure 7.20 provides a diagram of an example calculation of filter input values for the 

Mask/Filter 0 block. Firstly, the location segment of the message identifier represented by the 

filter input value is calculated. This is based on the group number and string number values of 

the node as shown by the group of blocks on the left of the figure. The string number value is 

adjusted to accommodate for its bit position within the location segment of the message 

identifier (see Section 5.3.1). As the string number is located at bits 2 and 3 it is multiplied by 22 

or 4. The bit within the location segment of the message identifier that indicates whether a 

received message originates from the battery node is also set. This bit is located at bit location 5 

and is adjusted for bit position by multiplying with 24 or 16. Once the location segment value has 

been calculated, its value is used in the calculation of the final filter input values, namely RXFO 

and RXF1. In this example, RXFO is used for acceptance filtering of command messages from 

the local gateway requesting for group data, which have a value of 56 in the content segment of 

the message identifier. Thus, the value of 56 is used in the calculation of the filter input value 
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and adjusted for the bit position of the content segment by multiplying with 25 or 32. RXF1 on 

the other hand, is used for acceptance filtering of remote download messages, so a value of 63 is 

used in the calculation of the content segment. Similar calculations are facilitated for the RXF2 

RXF3, RXF4 and RXF5 filter input values of Mask/Filter i block. 

B~ Pos~ion 

Figure 7.20 Group Node filter calculation example 

Masldng and filtering of the message identifier attribute has been modelled and simulated at the 

bit-level. This essentially means that within a Mask/Filter block, the message identifier and filter 

input values are decomposed into bit values for calculation of message acceptance. Each bit of 

the mask can be individually configured to determine which bits of the message identifier 

attlibute are examined with the filters. By default, the mask is set to filter on all bits of the 

message identifier value (i.e. all mask bits are set to 1). This bit wise masldng and filtering 

process within the Mask/Filter block is facilitated through the use of interconnected ii-Bit Mask 

and ii-Bit Filter blocks. Details of these blocks are provided in Appendix G: Battery System 

Model Blocks. With this in mind, it is evident that the implementation of the Mask/Filter 0 and 

Mask/Filter i blocks are specific to the MCP251x CAN devices. In the event that a different 

CAN Controller device is used, other combinations of ii-Bit Mask and ii-Bit Filter blocks can 

be used to model the device's mask and filter system. 

When a valid CAN message item is successfully filtered and accepted from the receive buffers, 

the item enters the set of blocks shown in Figure 7.21. These blocks represent the CAN 

communication scheduling and receive tasks. Firstly, the item passes through a Gate block and 

enters a Delay block that represents the processing delay of the CAN receive task. As before, the 

value of the delay is a random v ali able from an acceptable range of values as determined by 

node analysis (see Table 5.6). Only one received item can be processed at a time, thus only one 

item can enter this segment of the model at any given time. Once the item has been delayed, it 
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passes through a FIFO Queue block. At this point, the Gate block senses that a message item has 

finished its processing delay and the next message item is allowed to pass through the gate. 

Figure 7.21 Group Node CAN communication scheduling and receive blocks 

The data type attlibute of the message item is then extracted by the Get Attribute block and used 

in the first Equation block to determine the type of message that was received and the path that 

the item should be routed to. The calculation in the Equation block is shown in Listing 7.2. Note 

that the data type example value of 33 corresponds to a Set common parameters message as 

shown in Table 5.7. 

if (DataType == 56) 
Result = 0; 

else if (DataType 33) 
Result = 1; 

else if (DataType 63) 
Result = 2; 

Listing 7.2 Group Node CAN communication Equation block 

The message item then has to pass through another Delay block, which represents processing 

delay of the CAN communication task when receiving messages from the network. After being 

delayed, the message item enters the Select DE Output (5) block and is sent to different sections 

of the model block based on the data type value previously extracted. At this point, the message 

item effectively becomes either a Get message item, a Set message item or a remote download 

item. If the item is determined to be a Set message item or remote download item, the item is 

routed to an Exit block and departs the simulation model. The item's role in the model is now 
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completed. However, if the item is a Get message item, the data type attribute is once again 

extracted to determine the type of the Get message item. At present, the only type of Get 

message item used is the Get group data message, although connections are available for 

additional Get message types (through a combination of a second Equation block and Select DE 

Output (5) block). The Get group data message item then enters the Throw block and appears at 

the Catch block shown in Figure 7.15. When the item enters the Batch (Variable) block, it 

triggers the retrieval of a group data item for transmission. 

7.3.2.2 STRING NODE 

The String Node model block shown in Figure 7.22 models and simulates the functionality of a 

string node. The model block is able to transmit periodic CAN message items containing string 

data to the local gateway and perform shOtt term storage of string data items in a local data 

buffer. Each string data item may contain a variable number of string current items. The model 

block is also able to receive command message items and remote download items from the local 

gateway. If the received command message is a request for string data, the String Node model 

block transmits a CAN message item containing the latest string data from the data buffer. The 

CAN protocol contention scheme and acceptance filtering mechanisms have also been developed 

in the model block. 

Network Busy ID Arbitration 

STRING CAN: 

IQI Current NODE TX ~ 
RX IQI 

Data PClrameters; 
# String Current 

Figure 7.22 String Node model block 

The input and output paths of the String Node model block are shown in Figure 7.23. At first 

glance, the item paths throughout the model block appear very similar to the Group Node model 

block (see Figure 7.13). The reason behind this, as defined previously in Section 4.2, is that 

string nodes are physically equivalent and functionally similar to group nodes, with the 

exception that each string node interfaces to a current shunt instead of a group of battery cells. 
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When string current items enter the String Node model block, they are batched into string data 

items dUling the data acquisition stage and stored in the stling data buffer. CAN message items 

containing string data are transmitted from the String Node model block when peliodic signal 

items are received. Event and alarm items may also be transmitted from the model block at 

random intervals. The main sources of communication channel delay of a String Node model 

block are similar to that of the Group Node model block. Therefore Equation 7.1, which 

represents overall delay from the process of data acquisition to message transmission, is also 

applicable to the String Node model block. Figure 7.23 also shows that the model block is 

capable of receiving CAN message items in the form of Set and Get message items as well as 

remote download items. Reception of a Get message item tliggers the transmission of a CAN 

message item containing the latest string data. Equation 7.2 shows the overall delay of the Get 

message item. 

As the String Node model block has the same fundamental internal structure and features as the 

Group Node model block, a lengthy discussion of the model block's implementation details is 

not required. The main difference between the two model blocks is in the type of battery data 

acquired. The String Node model block receives string current items which are passed through a 

Batch block to form string data items, as shown in Figure 7.24. Before entering the LIFO Queue 

block for storage, the stling data item enters two Delay blocks that represent data acquisition task 

delay and data buffer management task delay respectively. Similar to the Group Node model 
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block, all associated Delay block values are randomly chosen from a range of acceptable values 

as determined by node task analysis. 

., , 
Data Aoq 0 B (Storage) 

Figure 7.24 String Node data acquisition, data storage and string data buffer blocks 

The remaining sections of the input and output paths of the String Node model block are very 

similar to the Group Node model block. As a result, please refer to the diagrams and descriptions 

from Figure 7.15 to Figure 7.21 for implementation details of the remainder of the String Node 

model block. Note however, that minor differences do still exist throughout the two model 

blocks. For example, the data type attribute has a value of 0 in the Group Node model block to 

signify group data, but the data type attribute in the String Node model block has a value of 1 to 

signify string data. As another example, the value of the data type attribute to indicate an alarm is 

24 in the Group Node model block, while in the String Node model block, the value of the data 

type attribute to indicate an alarm is 25 (see Table 5.7). 

7.3.2.3 BATTERY NODE 

The Battery Node model block shown in Figure 7.25 simulates the primary functions of storing 

group data or string data locally within a medium term database and servicing requests for 

battery data from remote users and the remote service centre. The block also models and 

simulates the remote downloading or upgrading of node software, as well as the uploading of 

selected battery data from a node's data buffers to the remote database at the service centre. The 

CAN protocol contention scheme and TCP/IP suite of protocols have also been modelled within 

the block. In order to simulate network extensibility through inter-gateway communication, 

connectors that allow transmit and receive functionality with other Battery Node model blocks 

are provided. 
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Figure 7.25 Battery Node model block 

Figure 7.26 illustrates the item input and output paths of the Battery Node model block. As can 

be seen in the diagram, the model block has two sources of input items, from the CAN bus and 

the Internet. Message items received and accepted from the CAN bus are deposited into the data 

tables of the database for storage. Group data message items are stored in the group data table 

while string data message items are accumulated in the string data table. Alarm message items 

are also accepted but not utilised. 
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Equation 7.3 shows the overall delay along the communication channel from the process of 

message item reception to storage in the database. 

DCAN(reCeiVe) + DCAN(schedlilillg) + DDBMS(storage) Equation 7.3 

Packet items that anive from the Internet contain random user or service centre requests for 

either group data or string data, which can be for the latest data or a trend of data. Remote 

download request items can also be received from either a user or the service centre. In addition 

to this, request items from the remote service centre can also be for the remote uploading of all 

data contained within a data table. 

Figure 7.26 further shows that the Battery Node model block has two item output paths, one for 

transmission of message items into the local CAN network and another for transmission of 

packet items into the Internet. Items sent into the CAN network can be in the form of remote 

download items or command message items. Remote download items are passed through from 

request items received from a user or service centre and experience an overall delay shown by 

Equation 7.4. Command message items need to be generated and have an overall delay 

governed by Equation 7.5. 

DSen,let(reCeiVe) + DCAN(schedliling) + DCAN(traIlSlIlit) Equation 7.4 

DCAN(scheduling) + DCAN(traIlSlllit) Equation 7.5 

Items that are sent into the Internet are response items containing specific battery data, which are 

sent in reply to request items that arrive at the node. The overall delay along the communication 

channel for the process of handling request items is shown by Equation 7.6. 

DSen'let(reCeiVe) + DDBMS(retrieval) + DSen'let(trailSlllit) Equation 7.6 

The remainder of this section discusses the implementation details of the Battery Node model 

block. Note that the transmit and receive item connectors for inter-gateway communication are 

unused at this time and are thus not depicted in the diagram. 
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Figure 7.27 shows the acceptance filtering and receive buffer blocks of the Battery Node model 

block. When message items anive from the network through the CAN message connector, they 

pass through a FIFO Queue block used for preventing item blocking. The items then enter a Get 

Attribute block, where the message identifier attribute is extracted and sent to the Mask/Filter 

block. This block models and simulates the global CAN mask and filter mechanism of the 

microcontroller15 
16 resident within the TINI gateway device and is a hierarchical block created 

from an ii-Bit Mask and an ii-Bit Filter block. As mentioned previously in the discussion of the 

Group Node's acceptance filtering scheme, these blocks can be found in Appendix G: Battery 

System Model Blocks. The bits of the mask are set to 0 by default, as the battery node is 

expected to receive and monitor all messages on the network. This means that all message items 

are accepted regardless of the filter input value. In the diagram, this input value has been set to 0 

as an example. When a message item is accepted, the Mask/Filter block produces a 1 on its 

output connector. The Decision block connected to the output of the Mask/Filter block 

recognises this value and directs the item to the Buffer block, which models the receive buffer of 

the local gateway. Message items that are not accepted are routed to an Exit block and discarded. 

CAN Rx Bufler 

Figure 7.27 Battery Node acceptance filtering and receive buffer blocks 

After passing the acceptance filtering stage, the CAN message item enters the set of blocks 

shown in Figure 7.28. First, the message item enters two Delay blocks, which model the 

processing delay of the CAN communication scheduler and receive module of the local gateway 

respectively (see Table 6.3). Next, the item enters a Get Attribute block where the data type 

attribute is extracted to determine the type of data contained in the message and subsequently to 

determine the path that the item should take for storage in the appropriate data table. Routing is 

performed with an Equation block and a Select DE Output (5) block. The calculation performed 

in the Equation block is shown in Listing 7.3. Refer to Table 5.7 for definitions of the data type 

values. 
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Figure 7.28 Battery Node CAN communication scheduling and receive, DBMS data storage 

and database table blocks 

if (DataType == 0) 
Result = 0; 

else if (Data Type 
Result = 1; 

else if (Data Type 
Result 2; 

else 
Result 3; 

1) 

24 OR DataType 25 ) 

Listing 7.3 Battery Node DBMS data storage Equation block 

The item then passes through another Delay block that represents data storage delay by the 

battery node's DBMS. Once the message item passes this Delay block, it has effectively become 

a group data item, a string data item or an alarm item. The data items are routed to the proper 

database table represented by LIFO Queue blocks, while alarm items, which are no longer 

utilised in the model, are sent to an Exit block. Message items that have incolTect data type 

values are considered as elToneous items and are also sent to an Exit block. The data items that 

enter the queue blocks reside there until a user request item arrives and the appropriate data 

items are pulled from the blocks to formulate a response item. The delay values of the Delay 

blocks are selected from a range of acceptable values as detelmined by gateway module analysis 

and are provided by Input Random Number blocks. Note that although Count blocks along the 
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input paths to the LIFO Queue blocks have been used for debugging purposes, they are not 

required to be part of the actual simulation model. 

The second source of items into the Battery Node model block arrives from the Intemet. These 

items arrive in the form of request items either from remote users or from the remote service 

centre. Figure 7.29 illustrates the set of blocks that simulate acceptance filtering of these request 

items. A Get Attribute block is used to extract the destination attribute of the received request 

item for comparison with the location number of the battery node. If the location number 

matches the value of the destination attribute, this means that the request item has arrived at the 

proper location. The Decision block outputs a 1 when this condition occurs and the item is routed 

to the node's Buffer block. If the request item does not have a destination attribute value that 

matches the location number of the Battery Node model block, the item is discarded in the Exit 

block. This action simulates a very simple form of TCPIIP packet filtering. Note that once again 

the Count block is used for diagnosis purposes and the FIFO Queue block prevents item 

blocking. 

Figure 7.29 Battery Node TCP!IP receive blocks 

Once the received request item has been successfully accepted, the item enters a Delay block that 

simulates the effect of servlet processing delay, as shown in Figure 7.30. After being delayed, 

Get Attribute blocks are used to extract the user number and request type attributes of the request 

item. The user number attribute value signifies the origin of the request item and is later used to 

determine the destination of the response item containing the requested data (see Figure 7.32). 

This attribute value is assigned as a destination attribute when the response item exits the Battery 

Node model block. The request type attribute is used to determine whether the request item is a 

request for battery data (i.e. group data or string data), or if the item was instead a request for a 

remote download. If the item is a request for battery data, the item is routed onto path a of the 

Select DE Output block by the Decision block. If the request item is a request for a remote 

download, the Decision block routes the item onto path b, whereby the item effectively becomes 
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a remote download item and is passed to a separate section of the model block (see Figure 7.33) 

by the Throw block. 

User Number Request Type Req Data Type 

Req Oat. T»pe 

Figure 7.30 Battery Node servlet request blocks 

Items that are a request for battery data then enter a Get Attribute block along path a, where the 

request data type attribute is extracted. The value of this attribute determines whether the type of 

battery data requested is for the latest set of data, a trend of data or a request to upload the battery 

data. Recall that in the case of a battery data upload, the request item could only have originated 

from the remote service centre. Next, the request type attribute is once again used to separate the 

request items into group data request items or string data request items, and to direct them onto 

the proper path. This occurs at the Select DE Output (5) block. Any request item that has an 

invalid request type attribute value is considered an error item and leaves the simulation model 

via an Exit block. 

Battery data can only be extracted from the database tables when group data requests or string 

data requests are received from the remote users or the remote service centre. Figure 7.31 

illustrates the modelling of the data retrieval system and the database table blocks within the 

Battery Node model block. Group data request items or string data request items enter a Batch 

(Variable) block through the block's demand connector and act as a trigger to have data items 

pulled from the LIFO Queue blocks. Once the appropriate number of data items has been 

transferred into the Batch (Variable) block, the items are combined into a single item. At this 

point in the model, items that exit the batch block are considered response items. 
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Figure 7.31 Battery Node DBMS data retrieval and database table blocks 

The quantity of data items that are batched together is dependent on the value of the request data 

type attribute. If the request data type attribute indicates for the latest data, only the latest set of 

data items is pulled into the Batch (Variable) block. For example, the latest set of group data 

would contain one group data item from every group node connected to the network. Therefore, 

the number of group data items pulled into the block would be equal to the number of group 

nodes present on the network. This is determined by mUltiplying the number of groups per string 

external input with the number of strings value as shown by the Select Input (5) block connected 

to the group data Batch (Variable) block. For the latest set of stling data, the number of strings 

external input is used to determine the quantity of string data items pulled into the batch block. 

This corresponds to having the latest data reading from every connected string node. If the 

request data type attribute specifies a trend of data or an uploading of data, all data items 
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contained in the specified LIFO Queue block are pulled into the respective Batch (Variable) 

blocks. 

In the action of requesting data from a specified table of the database, any retrieved data is only a 

copy of the data that exists in the table. Conversely, in the event of a data upload, a specified 

table of the database is emptied and the data contained within the table is transfened to the 

remote service centre. Refening back to the diagram of Figure 7,31, the request data type 

attlibute is once again used at the Decision block to determine the path taken by a response item 

that exits the Batch Variable block. If the request data type attlibute indicates either a request for 

latest data or a trend of data, path a of the Select DE Output block is chosen. Along this path, the 

response item enters an Unbatch block where it is copied. The copy of the response item exits 

along path a of the Unbatch block and enters an Un batch (Variable) block where it is unbatched 

into the data items that were oliginally used to create the response item. These unbatched items 

are then returned to their respective data table or LIFO Queue block. The other copy of the 

response item continues along path b of the Unbatch (Variable) block into a Combine block. If 

the request data type attlibute is for an upload, the response item is not copied. In this case, the 

response item continues along path b of the Select DE Output block and enters a Set Attribute 

block where it is assigned an upload length attlibute. This attlibute conesponds to the number of 

data items that were originally batched to create the response item and is used for unbatching 

purposes at the remote destination. The response item paths from the database tables are merged 

into a single stream using a Combine (5) block. This block connects to a Delay block that 

represents the processing delay of the node's DBMS when rettieving battery data. If required, 

additional database tables may be modelled and connected to the Combine (5) block. 

Response items that exit the data retlieval stage of the model block subsequently enter the 

collection of blocks shown in Figure 7,32. These blocks model the servlet response and TCP/IP 

transmission processes in the Battery Node model block. Firstly, the response item enters a FIFO 

Queue block and into a Delay block. Here, the item is delayed for a random amount of time 

corresponding to servlet processing delay. The item is then assigned destination, response type 

and response data type attlibutes in a Set Attribute (5) block. As mentioned previously, the 

destination attlibute is equivalent to the user number attlibute that was extracted when the 

request item initially arlived (as shown in Figure 7,30). This attlibute directs the response item 

to the proper remote location. In order to define the response item as a specific reply to a request 

for battery data, the response type and response data type attributes are assigned the request type 

and request data type values respectively. The response item is then assigned packet size and 
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number of packet attributes in a second Set Attribute (5) block. These attributes are calculated 

based on the length of TCP/IP header per packet and the maximum size of data per packet for a 

given response size. In the diagram, an example response size of 512 Bytes is shown. The 

response item now exits the Battery Node model block effectively as an Internet packet item. 

Servlet Out 
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Network Bytes 

Destination 
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Resp Om. Type 

Figure 7.32 Battery Node servlet response and TCP/IP transmit blocks 

Items that get transmitted onto the local CAN network by the Battery Node model block consist 

of remote download items and command message items. These items anive onto the output path 

from two different sources. The first source of items is depicted in Figure 7.33. This diagram 

shows the Catch block used to capture remote download items from the Throw block of Figure 

7.30. When a remote download item anives, the data type attribute of the item is set to the value 

of a remote download data type. As mentioned earlier, the data type values assigned in the 

simulation model have the same value as the content segment values of the CAN message 

identifier. Table 5.7 depicts a list of designated content segment values. This data type attlibute 

is later used for priority based queuing into the CAN protocol blocks. 
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Figure 7.33 Battery Node remote download processing blocks 

The remote download item then enters a sequence of three Get Attribute blocks. These blocks are 

used to extract attributes related to the size of the remote download and the stling number and 

group number of the destination node to be downloaded into. These attlibute values are used to 

formulate the identifier of the CAN message item containing the remote download (see Figure 

7.35). The remote download item then enters a Combine block, which merges the remote 

download and command message item paths into a single item stream. 

O. Remote Uscr(s) Conl1€!cted 
1. Local Network Cmd M,g Type 

Remot€! 
Download 

Items 

Items Input 

Figure 7.34 Battery Node command message generation blocks 

The second source of items on the CAN message output path is the Generator block used for 

generating command message items, as shown in Figure 7.34. The rate of item generation can 

either be defined as peliodic or random using an external input at the Generator block's value 

connector. This setup is ideal for specialised testing of local network scenalios that do not 

specifically require the presence of any connected remote users or a remote service centre. Local 

network traffic levels can be tested without having to model a complete system organisation that 

includes both a wide area and a local area network. For example, this would allow for the testing 
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of alternative CAN messaging schemes or vatious node transmission rates to study the effects on 

local network congestion. The command message generator can also be disconnected from the 

model when a full system is modelled by changing the value of the Constant block connected to 

the Select DE Output block. As shown in the diagram, setting the Constant block's value to 0 

directs all generated items to the Exit block, while setting the value to 1 enters the items into the 

simulation model. In the event that command message items are used in the model, each item 

passes through a Set Attribute block where the data type atttibute is assigned. The data type 

atttibute is set to the value of the required command message content identifier and is used for 

ptiotity based contention when entering the CAN protocol blocks. An Input Random Number 

block containing an empilical table of probabilities is used to manage the occurrence of the 

various command messages shown in Table 5.7. In the table, the probability of occurrence of 

individual command messages may be varied to determine the effect of each message or set of 

messages on the bus. After passing the Set Attribute block, the command message items then 

enter a Combine block. 

Figure 7.35 shows the CAN communication scheduling and transmit blocks of the Battery Node 

model block. Both remote download and command message item paths are merged into a single 

path using the Combine block. An item travelling along this path first enters into a FIFO Queue 

block, which prevents item bloc1dng, and then a Delay block that represents CAN 

communication module processing delay. Once the item has been delayed by a random amount 

of time as defined by an acceptable range of delay values, the item enters a Get Attribute block. 

The data type atttibute is extracted and used to determine the content segment value of the CAN 

message identifier from the Global Array block. The content segment value is then used along 

with other atttibute values to determine the complete CAN message identifier value as shown by 

the set of blocks in the centre of Figure 7.35. The data type atttibute controls the attributes that 

are used as inputs to the Equation blocks for calculation of the identifier value. If the item is a 

command message item, the stting and group number values of the target node are entered into 

the identifier. For example, the diagram shows that the target of the command message is the 

node positioned at string number 0 and group number 3. If the item is a remote download item, 

the string number and group number values of the destination node to be downloaded into are 

entered into the identifier. These attributes were extracted from the remote download item as 

shown in Figure 7.33. In both cases, the bit of the message identifier that indicates that the 

message originates from the battery node is set. 
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Figure 7.35 Battery Node CAN communication scheduling and transmit blocks 

When the proper message parameter values have been selected based on the type of the message, 

they are adjusted for bit position within the message identifier. Once the message identifier value 

is calculated, it is assigned as an attribute to the item using the Set Attribute (5) block. This block 

is also used to assign other attributes such as the number of messages, the total length of the 

message or messages and the total data bits, which are calculated from the Message Calculations 

block at the bottom of the diagram. This block has been modified slightly from the one used in 

the Group Node and String Node model blocks (see Figure 7.16). Instead of using the number of 

cell voltages, the number of group temperatures or the number of string cunents as inputs, this 

block uses the data bits of the different message types as inputs. A Conversion Table block 

containing data length information conesponding to the various command messages (see Table 

5.7) is used to output the appropriate data length value, y into the Message Calculations block 

for a given command message data type value, x. The contents of the Conversion Table block 

are listed in Table 7.2. 
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Data Type value (x) Data Length in Bits (y) 

33 64 

34 64 

40 64 

41 64 

48 96 

49 96 

56 8 

57 8 

Table 7,2 Battery Node Conversion Table block contents 

The data type attlibute is again utilised in the Message Calculations block to determine the 

correct number of data bits to use when calculating message attlibutes. Further details of how the 

Message Calculations block takes into account CAN message headers when calculating the 

attlibutes previously mentioned can be found in Appendix G: Battery System Model Blocks. If 

the item is a command message item, the data bits value is the output of the Conversion Table 

block and if the item is a remote download item, the data bits value is the download size 

attlibute. This attlibute was initially extracted from the remote download item as shown in 

Figure 7,33. Items that exit the Set Attribute (5) block are now effectively CAN message items. 

The CAN message items then enter a Delay block which simulates the processing delay of the 

CAN transmit module. 
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Figure 7,36 shows the CAN protocol blocks of the Battery Node model block, which has a 

similar implementation as that desclibed for the Group Node and String Node model blocks (see 

Figure 7.18). A brief description is included here for the sake of completeness. The data type 

attribute value assigned to the message items with the Set Priority block corresponds to either the 

value of the command message data type or the remote download data type. Once the priority of 

the item is set, it enters a priOlity based queue which acts as the transmit buffer of the node. 

Items with a higher priority value are transmitted first in this Priority Queue block. If the 

message items have the same priOlity, the block acts as a FIFO queue. The Gate block co

ordinates the transmission of CAN message items one at a time. When the message item is 

accepted, it waits for the network to be free in the Service block. As soon as the network is free, 

the item enters a Get Attribute block, where the item's message identifier attribute is extracted 

for arbitration on the bus. If the message item successfully gains access to the CAN bus (i.e. 

when a 1 is output from the Decision block), it exits the Battery Node model block through path 

a of the Select DE Output block. However, if the item loses arbitration on the bus, it is routed 

back to the Service block through path b of the block to wait for the bus to be free. The message 

item then attempts the arbitration process again once the bus is clear of any traffic. This 

procedure repeats until the message item is successfully transmitted across the network. The next 

message item is then accepted through the Gate block. 

7.3.3 NETWORK MODELLING 

Network modelling involves modelling of the local area network as well as the wide area 

network. The implementation details of both types of networks are discussed in the following 

sections. 

7.3.3.1 CAN MODELLING 

The CAN Bus model blocks simulate the message broadcasting functionality of the CAN 

protocol. In confOlmance with the protocol, only one message is allowed access to the CAN bus 

at any time and all network nodes receive every message transmitted on the bus. Acceptance 

filtering of messages in the connected nodes determines whether each message is kept or 

discarded. Messages that successfully gain access to the bus are routed through a section of the 

model that simulates propagation delay across the network and analyses bus traffic. 

A global anay is used to store all valid CAN message identifier content segments. Such an array 

allows for easy modification and testing of various scenarios in allocating or assigning priorities 
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to different message types. The simulation model allows for the transmission of these anticipated 

messages to be modelled on the network before proceeding with implementation, and thus has 

the desired result of determining the potential for network congestion. 
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Figure 7.37 CAN Bus horizontal segment model block 
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Figure 7.38 CAN Bus 2~node and 3~node vertical segment model blocks 

CAN bus models are created or made up from 2 different types of bus segments, as shown by 

Figure 7.37 and Figure 7.38. Each bus model consists of the interconnection of a single 

hodzontal bus segment and multiple vertical bus segments. These CAN Bus model blocks allow 

battery networks of any size to be modelled and simulated. The horizontal bus segment fOlms the 

primary section of the bus and must be included in every CAN bus design as bus analysis and 

propagation delay calculations are performed in this segment. This segment also provides 

connectors for the local gateway or Battery Node model block as well as vertical bus segments. 
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Vertical bus segments are available in different lengths to provide connectors for varying 

numbers of Group Node and String Node model blocks. Figure 7.38 depicts examples of a 2-

node vertical bus segment and a 3-node vertical bus segment, while Figure 7.1 illustrates the use 

of a 5-node veliical bus segment. No calculations or delays are modelled in these segments and 

their plimary function is to route messages to and from the horizontal bus segment. Note that 

Figure 7.37 also shows the Global Array Manager block used for managing the CAN message 

identifier content segments. 

The blocks illustrated in Figure 7.39 show the implementation details of the h0l1zontai CAN bus 

segment. A Combine (5) block is used to merge CAN message items routed from the connected 

vertical bus segments and the battery node into a single stream of items. The Gate block permits 

one message item at a time to enter this section of the bus model block. When this block detects 

that a message item has left the model block through its sense connector, the following message 

item is allowed in. After the message item passes the Gate block, its message(s) length attlibute 

is extracted with a Get Attribute block. This attlibute is used for two purposes, to calculate 

propagation delay through the network and to calculate average bus traffic. Propagation delay is 

calculated based on the value of the bus transmission speed. In the diagram, bus speed has been 

configured at 125 Kbits/s. The maximum allowable bus speed is 1 Mbits/s. The propagation 

delay value is used as an input to the Delay block when the message item enters that block. 

While the message item is being delayed, the network busy output value is set to 1. This value is 

sent from the bus model block to all node model blocks connected on the network to indicate that 

there is activity on the bus and that all pending messages will need to be queued until the bus is 

free. The utilisation value of the Delay block is also output from the model block and is useful 

for network diagnosis. The length attribute of the message item is also used to calculate average 

bus traffic. Here, a System Clock hierarchical block is used to record the elapsed time of the 

model (in milliseconds) since simulation began. Implementation details of the System Clock 

block can be found in Appendix G: Battery System Model Blocks. The accumulated value of 

the length attribute is divided by the system clock output value and multiplied by 1000 to obtain 

average bus traffic in bits/so The average bus traffic value is output from the bus model block to 

allow it to be plotted. Finally, when the message item exits the Delay block, it enters multiple 

Batch blocks where it is copied and sent to the battery node and all nodes connected at each 

vertical bus segment. 
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Figure 7.39 CAN Bus horizontal segment calculation blocks 

Figure 7.40 illustrates the blocks used in implementing a 3-node vertical bus segment. CAN 

message items that anive from connected nodes are merged into a single stream of items using a 

Combine (5) block. The items are then routed through to the horizontal bus segment for 

simulation of bus propagation delay. When a CAN message item arrives from the horizontal bus 

segment, it enters into a Batch block, where it is copied and sent to all connected outputs. This 

simulates the message broadcasting feature of the CAN protocol, as a copy of the CAN message 

item is transmitted to every node model block in the simulated network. 

Figure 7.40 CAN Bus 3Qnode vertical segment blocks 

The blocks used in performing message identifier arbitration on the network are illustrated in 

Figure 7.41. These blocks simulate the process of selecting the message identifier attribute with 

the lowest value, thereby allowing the message item with the highest priOlity to gain access to 

the bus model blocks. The identifier of each CAN message item queued for transmission within 

each node model block is used as an input to the intermediate Equation blocks. These blocks 

compare the values of all identifier inputs and output the lowest value. The intermediate results 

are then sent to the final Equation block where a similar process repeats. The result of the final 
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Equation block, which represents the highest priority message waiting to transmit, is then sent 

back into each node model block. The node model block with the identifier of the message item 

pending transmission that matches the final arbitration result will gain access to the bus model 

blocks. Note in the diagram that unused Equation block inputs cannot remain unconnected and 

as such, arbitrary values larger than the maximum message identifier value (i.e. 211_1 or 2047) 

are used as inputs. Furthermore, extra intermediate Equation blocks can be added to cater for 

additional node model blocks. 
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Figure 7.41 CAN Bus identifier arbitration blocks 

7.3.3.2 INTERNET MODEL LING 

The Internet model block shown in Figure 7.42 simulates a very simple form of the Internet 

protocol. Internet packet items that are entered or transmitted into the model block are routed 

from source to target locations and vice versa based on a destination number. In addition to this, 

items that pass through the model block are delayed by a specific amount of propagation delay 

time as determined by packet length and Internet speed. The Intemet model block allows for the 

connection of a battery node, a remote service centre and up to three remote users, although 

additional connections can be added to the model block if required. 
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Figure 7.42 Internet model block 

Figure 7.43 illustrates the implementation details of the Internet model block. Internet packet 

items that are received by the model block are merged into a single stream using a Combine (5) 

block. The items then enter a FIFO Queue block, which prevents item blocking when multiple 

items enter the model block. A Get Attribute block is then used to extract the packet(s) size 

attribute of the items for calculation of propagation delay, the result of which is input into a 

Delay block. The figure shows that Internet transmission speed has been configured at 0.102 

Mbits/s, although this variable can easily be modified. The utilisation value of the block is also 

output from the model block for diagnostic purposes. Once the items have been delayed by the 

calculated amount, the item's destination attribute value is then used to route the item to its target 

location. This last feature is implemented with a Get Attribute block and a Select DE Output (5) 

block, as shown in the diagram. 

kb~sls 

Figure 7.43 Internet implementation blocks 

7.3.4 REMOTE USER MODELLING 

The main functions of the remote user are to make requests for battery data in the form of group 

data or string data from the local gateway and subsequently to receive the appropriate data in 

response. Group data or string data can be requested in the form of the latest available data or a 

trend of data. The latest available data consists of the newest data readings from all relevant 

nodes within the battery network. Alternatively, if a trend of data is requested, all data readings 

or items contained within the proper database table are sent in reply to the remote user. In 

addition to the functions mentioned above, the remote user is also allowed to perform remote 

downloading of software to a specified node within the local network. In this case, the remote 
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user does not require a response to its remote download request. Only the location of the node in 

the network and the size of the software upgrade file need to be provided to the battery node. 

Figure 7.44 shows the Remote User model block, which uses a picture template identical to the 

one used in the system organisation diagram of Figure 4.1 to allow for greater component 

familiatity within the model. Each Remote User model block is assigned a specific user number 

to distinguish between users in scenatios where more than one user is present on the network. 

Arrival 

(Mean) t-;::======:::::;
o 

User 

Figure 7.44 Remote User model block 

Figure 7.45 illustrates the input and output item paths of the Remote User model block. The 

diagram shows that generated request items are formulated into Internet packet items before 

being transmitted from the model block. The rate of item generation and the type of user requests 

generated can be separately configured. The delay expetienced during request item generation is 

represented by DApplet(transmit). The model block also peliorms acceptance filteting on any received 

Internet packet items. Internet packet items that are successfully received are processed into 

group data response items or stting data response items. Delay duting response item processing 

is given by DApplet(receive)' The following paragraphs discuss the implementation details of the 

model block. 
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Figure 7.45 Remote User input and output path block diagram 

The request item generation blocks of the Remote User model block are depicted in Figure 7.46. 

According to 17, the inter-arrival time of user requests are well described with a Poisson 

distribution. This random distribution is used in the Generator block with the mean user arrival 

time defined by an external input to the block. 
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Figure 7.46 Remote User request item generation blocks 

After passing through a FIFO Queue block, a generated request item is assigned user number, 

request type, request data type and destination attributes in the Set Attribute (5) block. The user 

number attribute is a unique identifier for distinguishing between multiple remote users and for 

discerning the source of the transmitted request item as well as the destination for the response 

item. At present, the request type attribute includes categories for group data, string data and 

remote download requests. The request type attribute value is assigned using an empirical table 
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of probabilities in the Input Random Number block. The probability of OCCUlTence of each type 

of request can be individually configured and a total of 50 categories can be input into the 

empilical table. Table 7.3 provides an example of request type probabilities that were used 

during simulation model testing. 

Value Request Type Probability 

1 Group Data 0.45 

2 String Data 0.45 

10 Remote Download 0.1 

Value Request Data Type Probability 

1 Latest Data 0.5 

2 Trend of Data 0.5 

Table 7.3 Remote User request type and request data type probability example 

The request type attributes of group data and string data include categOlies for latest data and a 

trend of data, as shown in Figure 7.46. These categories are known as request data type 

attributes. An additional category to indicate a data upload request is not applicable to the 

Remote User model block and can only be assigned by the Remote Service Centre model block 

(see Section 7.3.5.1). As with the request type attribute, the request data type attribute value is 

also assigned from an empirical table of probabilities using an Input Random Number block. 

Each request data type probability can be individually specified (examples of probabilities are 

also shown in Table 7.3) .and a maximum of 50 categories can be related with this attribute 

value. The destination attribute is assigned the value of 1 with a Constant block to indicate the 

battery node. 

Figure 7.47 illustrates the applet and TCP/IP transmit blocks of the Remote User model block. A 

request item initially passes through a Delay block, which models applet transmission delay. 

Then, the request item enters a Get Attribute block, where the request type attribute of the item is 

obtained and input into a Decision block to determine if the item is a remote download request. 

If the request item isn't for a remote download, the item is routed along path a of the Select DE 

Output block and directly into a Combine block. Otherwise, the item is routed along path band 

into a Set Attribute (5) block before entering the Combine block. The Set Attribute (5) block 

assigns the string number and group number attributes which identify the destination node in the 

local network to be downloaded into, as well as a download size attribute. For example, the 
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diagram shows that the remote download request is targeted at the node positioned at string 

number 2 and group number 2 and that the size of the download is 60 KB (the size of Flash 

memory of a node microcontroller). 

Se",le! In 

Download Size Size 

Max Oat. Bytes 

Figure 7.47 Remote User applet and TCPIIP transmit blocks 

After exiting the Combine block, the request item enters into another Set Attribute (5) block 

where attributes such as packet size and number of packets are assigned. Calculation of these 

attributes with the Equation blocks takes into account the appropriate Internet packet header 

bytes such as TCP and IP header bytes, optional header bytes and network header bytes, as well 

as the maximum size of data (in Bytes) per packet. As an example, the maximum size of data has 

been set at 512 Bytes. If the request item is not a remote download, the data size of the request 

item is defined at 256 Bytes, which is a reasonable assumption. If the request item is a remote 

download, the data size is defined as the size of the download. Once these attributes have been 

assigned, the request item passes a transmit buffer modelled by a FIFO Queue block before 

departing the Remote User model block. 
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Figure 7.48 Remote User TCPIIP receive blocks 

The TCP/IP blocks used for acceptance filtering of Internet packet items are shown in Figure 

7.48. When an Internet packet item is received, it first passes through a FIFO Queue block and 

then into a Get Attribute block. In the latter block, the destination attribute is extracted and 

compared with the model block's user number value in a Decision block to determine whether 

the Internet packet arrived at its intended location. If the destination attribute value matches the 

value of the user number, the Internet packet item was correctly received, and is routed to the 

Buffer block on path b of the Select DE Output block. Items that are incolTectly received are 

discarded and sent to the Exit block. 
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Figure 7.49 Remote User applet receive blocks 

When an Internet packet item has been successfully filtered, it enters the Remote User model 

block's applet receive blocks, shown in Figure 7.49. The item first enters a Delay block for 

modelling input processing delay of the remote user applet. The item then enters a Get Attribute 

block where the response type attribute of the item is extracted. At this point, the Internet packet 

item has now effectively become a response item. The response type attribute is used to 
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determine if the item is a group data response item, a string data response item or an erroneous 

response item and to route the item along the proper path of a Select DE Output (5) block, as 

shown in the diagram. Erroneous response items are discarded in an Exit block. The response 

item also enters a second Get Attribute block where the item's response data type attribute is 

extracted. This attribute determines whether the group data or string data response item contains 

latest battery data, a trend of data or whether it was an erroneous item. The response data type 

attribute value is then used to route the item to an appropriate Exit block, as shown in the figure. 

Response items that enter an Exit block have completed their role in the simulation model. It is 

assumed in the simulation model that all transmitted request items for battery data obtain a 

response item from the battery node, and that no request or response items (and therefore 

Internet packet items) are lost during transmission from source to destination or vice versa. Note 

that remote download request items do not require a reply from the battery node and hence no 

remote download response items are sent. 

7.3.5 REMOTE SERVICE CENTRE AND DATABASE MODELLING 

The following sections discuss the implementation details and primary design criteria of the 

remote service centre and remote database model blocks. 

7.3.5.1 REMOTE SERVICE CENTRE 

The Remote SeflJice Centre model block shown in Figure 7.50 performs much of the same 

functionality as the Remote User model block. The remote service centre is able to perform 

requests for group data or string data from the local gateway or battery node and to receive the 

requested data in response. Battery data can be requested either in the form of the latest available 

data or a trend of data. The latest available data consists of the newest data readings from all 

nodes within the battery network, while a trend of data consists of all data readings or items 

contained within a specific database table. Like the remote user, the remote service centre is also 

allowed to perform remote downloading of software to a specified node within the local network. 

No response is required from the local gateway in the event of a remote download request. Only 

the location of the node in the network and the size of the software upgrade file need to be 

provided to the gateway. Additionally, the remote service centre is able to make requests to 

upload battery data from a database table to a remote database. This functionality isn't available 

to a remote user. 
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In order to facilitate greater component familiarity within the simulation model, the Remote 

SenJice Centre model block uses a picture template similar to the one used in the system 

organisation diagram of Figure 4.1. The Remote SenJice Centre model block is also assigned a 

unique user number to distinguish it from Remote User model blocks that may be present on the 

network. 
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Figure 7.50 Remote Service Centre model block 

Figure 7.51 depicts the input and output path block diagram of the Remote Service Centre model 

block. The item paths of the model block clearly resemble that of the Remote User model block 

(see Figure 7.45) due to the fact that both blocks share much of the same functionality. 

However, the main difference between the two blocks is that the Remote Service Centre model 

block transmits battery data items from the response items to the Remote Database model block 

for storage instead of providing an exit for them. The terms DApplet(trallsmit) and DApplet(receive) model 

the processing delay during transmission of request items and reception of response items 

respecti vel y. 
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Figure 7.51 Remote Service Centre input and output path block diagram 
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As most of the intel11al implementation of the Remote Service Centre model block is similar to 

that of the Remote User model block, the following paragraph discusses the main difference in 

the remote service centre's method of processing response items. For comparable descriptions of 

the remote service centre's request item generation and applet and TCP/IP transmit and receive 

blocks, refer from Figure 7.46 to Figure 7.48 in the Remote User model block section. 

Figure 7.52 illustrates the remote service centre's applet receive blocks. Once an Intel11et packet 

item is successfully filtered and accepted, it enters a Delay block representing applet input 

processing delay. When the item has been delayed, it enters a Get Attribute block where the 

response type attribute of the item is extracted. At this point, the Intel11et packet item has now 

effectively become a response item. The response type attribute is used to determine if the item 

is a legitimate response item in the form of a group data item or a string data item. If the item is 

erroneous, it is discarded in an Exit block. The response type attribute of the item is also 

extracted using a separate Get Attribute block. This attribute determines whether the response 

item contains the latest battery data or a trend of battery data. If the item is found to be 

erroneous, it is discarded in a second Exit block. Response items that are found to contain proper 

data are transmitted from the model block and into the Remote Database model block. 

~===l§!fl ? to 

E! 

" 
/'pplet In 

y 

Figure 7.52 Remote Service Centre applet receive blocks 

7.3.5.2 REMOTE DATABASE 

The Remote Database model block shown in Figure 7.53 essentially acts as a depository for 

long telm storage of requested or uploaded battery data items. Essentially, the remote database 

contains separate LIFO queues for storing group data and string data. Although provision for 

transmission of battery data items from the remote database to the remote service centre has been 
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provided through the use of an item output connector, this functionality is not implemented at 

present. 

REMOTE 
DATABASE 

Figure 7.53 Remote Database model block 

7.4 SIMULATION CASE STUDIES 

An example case study of a 48 V 4-string battery network simulation model is presented in this 

section. Each string contains 5 nodes per string (1 string node and 4 group nodes) and the CAN 

bus rate was set at 125 Kbits/s. As this rate is the lowest recommended operating rate of the bus, 

it was chosen to reflect any possible system limitations that may mise. Nevertheless, analysis of 

the local network shown in Section 5.4 has proven that the system is schedulable at all relevant 

bus speeds. 

Figure 7.54(a) shows the results of periodic group and string data bus traffic, in bits/s, over a 

simulation period of 45 seconds for the 48 V battery network, while Figure 7.54(b) shows a 

close-up of the initial response of the bus traffic. In the simulation, a zero releasing policy was 

used, which meant that all nodes began acquiring data at time equal to O. The transmission of 

data messages from the group and string nodes to the battery node was assumed to have a 

periodicity of 1 second. The graph shows that the CAN network is able to absorb the initial 

response of having all network nodes release messages onto the bus without overloading the 

communication channel, while gradually achieving a stable bus traffic state well below the bus 

limit. 
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Figure 7.54 Bus traffic rates for 48 V battery networks with periodic data messages 

Number of strings 
A verage bus traffic rate Maximum bus traffic rate 

(Kbits/s) (Kbits/s) 

1 1.26 6.39 

2 2.52 12.79 

3 3.79 19.18 

4 5.04 25.59 

Table 7.4 Average and maximum bus traffic rates for 48 V battery networks with periodic 

data messages 
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Table 7.4 summarises the average and maximum bus traffic rates of the 48 V 4-string battery 

network. The table shows that the peak bus traffic loads during the initial response are also well 

within the capacity of the bus. 
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Figure 7.55 Bus traffic rates for 48 V battery networks with periodic data messages and 

random alarm and command messages 

Now consider the introduction of random alarm and command messages within the simulation 

model. The results from Table 5.7 assumed a minimum occurrence time of 60 seconds between 

random messages, eventhough actual occurrence time could be in terms of hours or even days. In 

the following simulation results, random messages in the form of group node alarm messages, 

string node alarm messages and battery node command messages were assumed to occur at a 
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minimum period of 5 seconds. Although this peliod is significantly less than assumed 

previously, the results obtained provide more apparent evidence of the presence of random 

messages on the bus. Figure 7.55(a) shows the bus traffic results of the 48 V 4-string battery 

network, while Figure 7.55(b) provides a close-up of the initial bus traffic responses. 

The results have similar waveforms to the graphs shown previously in Figure 7.54 for periodic 

data messages although the effect of the random messages produced at 5 second intervals can be 

clearly seen. Despite the occurrence of the random messages, results show that the system is still 

able to absorb the initial traffic response while achieving stable bus traffic rates that are below 

the rated capacity of the network. A summary of the average and maximum bus traffic rates 

including random alarm and command messages for the 48 V battery network is provided in 

Table 7.5. 

Number of strings 
Average bus traffic rate Maximum bus traffic rate 

(Kbits/s) (Kbits/s) 

1 1.90 7.68 

2 3.79 15.37 

3 5.68 23.05 

4 7.57 30.74 

Table 7.5 Average and maximum bus traffic rates for 48 V battery networks with periodic 

data messages and random alarm and command messages 

The average bus traffic rates obtained from Table 7.4 and Table 7.5 were extrapolated for 

battery networks that contained up to 13 stlings, as shown in Figure 7.56. The figure illustrates 

that average bus traffic increases linearly with the number of stlings in a battery network. This is 

an inherent characteristic of the CSMA/CR scheme of CAN, which has constant throughput even 

at full load, as opposed to the CSMAlCD scheme of Ethernet, where collisions lead to non-linear 

traffic. 
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Figure 7.56 Average bus traffic rates for 48 V battery network strings 

For a battery network containing 13 strings, the average bus traffic for periodic data messages 

only is 16.4 Kbits/s, which is equivalent to a bus utilisation of 13.1 %. In the case of periodic data 

and random alarm and command messages, the average bus traffic for 13 battery strings is 

approximately 24.6 Kbits/s, which corresponds to a bus utilisation of 19.7%. Although the traffic 

rates of the bus for this number of sl1ings are well below bus capacity, the physical size of the 

battery network has reached its limit. Battery networks with 48 V battery strings have 5 node per 

string as mentioned initially. Therefore, in a network with 13 strings, there are a total of 65 

nodes, when the maximum allowable number of nodes is 64 (see Section 5.1.1). In order to 

allow monitoring and control of larger battery networks, a solution would be to employ a CAN 

bridging scheme or multiple gateways for managing clusters of network nodes. 

Now let us consider the case of a group data history upload. For a given worst case history size 

of 20 KB of group data (see Table 5.7) a total of 2560 messages will be required to transfer the 

data across the network with the 8 Byte payload of a single CAN message. The transmission 

time, C,1l of a single fully loaded CAN message taking into consideration header and worst-case 

stuff bits was defined in Equation 5.4. This is determined to be 1.08 ms as shown Equation 7.7. 

Note that bit time for a 125 Kbits/s CAN bus is 8 MS. 

Equation 7.7 
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Therefore, the total transmission time that is required for the complete history upload of alJ 2560 

messages is approximately 2.76 seconds. Although, this length of time is longer than the 1 

second period of the data messages, the uploading of node history can be completed in a timely 

manner by interleaving the transmission of the node history messages between the transmission 

of the higher priority periodic data messages. From the analysis of the worst-case response time 

of periodic and random messages discussed in Section 5.4.5, it was shown that approximately 

80% or 800 ms of time is available or unused between successive transmissions of high priority 

data messages with a period of 1 second. 

800xlO-
3 

",740 
1.08 x 10-3 

Equation 7.8 

Equation 7.8 shows that with this amount of time, it is possible to transmit approximately 740 of 

the 2560 CAN messages required for a complete group data history upload. A total of 4 intervals 

would thus be required to transmit all the group data history messages. 

Figure 7.57(a) illustrates the effect on bus traffic of a 48 V I-string network for transmission of 

740 group data history messages. A close-up is provided in Figure 7.57(b). In the figure, release 

times of 1 second, 5 seconds, 10 seconds, 20 seconds, 50 seconds and 100 seconds were 

simulated. Figure 7.57(a) shows that the bus is able to absorb the transmission of the group data 

history messages with a maximum bus traffic rate of 102.6 Kbits/s. A time of approximately 140 

seconds is required to completely absorb the transmission of the 740 group data history 

messages. A conservative estimate of 560 seconds (over 4 intervals) would therefore be required 

for a complete 20 KB data history upload of 2560 CAN messages from a single group node. 

Although, if it is assumed that bus traffic is allowed to fall to a certain percentage above the 

average bus traffic rate before transmission of the next set of group data history messages, it 

would be possible to reduce the complete transmission time of history messages. 
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Figure 7.57 Bus traffic for a 48 V 1-string battery network with group data history 

messages 

Under unique circumstances, it may be required to upload the data history of all nodes within the 

system. For example, this may occur when the entire system is stopped and restarted and all 

existing data in the nodes would need to be uploaded to the remote database. With a 48 V 12-

string battery network there are a total of 61 nodes in the network, consisting of 1 battery node, 

12 stling nodes and 48 group nodes. The total time required for uploading data history from all 

group nodes in the system would equate to 448 minutes or approximately 7.47 hours based on 

the time of 560 seconds for a complete upload from a single node. If however, a data history 

upload from all group nodes were to occur during normal system operation, it would be crucial 
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to consider the dynamics of the system, such as that of data acquisition time and timely remote 

user interaction with the local network. 

.,5 SIMULATION MODEL LIMITATIONS 

The main limitations of the simulation model are discussed in the following sections and where 

applicable, possible solutions have been provided or recommended. 

7.5.1ITEMBATCHING 

One of the main problems experienced during the design of the model was the issue of 

preserving an individual item's attribute values when an item or items were batched and 

unbatched within the simulation model. Original attributes that were previously assigned to the 

individual items before being batched were found to be missing when the composite item was 

later unbatched. For example, cell voltage items and temperature items were assigned cell 

voltage or temperature values before being batched into a group data item with a Batch block. 

The item was then transmitted from the Group Node model block across the CAN bus model 

blocks and into the Battery Node model block. During initial stages of model testing, it was 

discovered that when a composite group data item was unbatched into its individual cell voltage 

and temperature items with an Unbatch block, the individual items no longer retained their 

assigned voltage or temperature atttibute values. 

Conespondence with technical support of the simulation package revealed an issue with the 

internal implementation of the batching and unbatching blocks, although a temporary solution 

was eventually found. In light of this however, a new version of the simulation package with an 

updated batching library has just recently been released. Further testing will be required to 

determine whether the problem of preserving the uniqueness of batched items discussed above is 

still prevalent in this latest version. 

7.5.2 INTERNET SIMUL A TION 

Simulation of the behaviour of the Internet is an immensely challenging task18 
19 20 21. The 

Internet has a large number of heterogeneous elements and its rapidly evolving nature makes it 

difficult to model even with a pure network simulation tool. 

Although the Internet is an integral part of the system organisation, a general-purpose simulation 

package was chosen for the purposes of modelling the system as it provided functionality more 
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suited to modelling the process level characteristics and features of the design. As a result, only a 

simple model that captured the queuing and propagation charactetistics of the Internet was 

implemented and features of the Internet such as flow control and congestion avoidance 

algOlithms and mechanisms22 were not modelled. 

7.5@3 REMOTE USER DATA REQUESTS 

The simulation model has a number of limitations in relation to making requests for battery data. 

Firstly, the simulation model does not take into account remote user or remote service centre 

requests for specific or out of order battery data items. As discussed in the implementation of the 

model, requests for a single entry of data or a set of battery data at a particular time cannot be 

pelformed, only the latest data or a trend of data can be requested. Although in effect this only 

models a limited functionality of the database, the main ctiteria for modelling the data requests 

was to simulate the different types of requests that could be peliormed. 

Secondly, the remote user model is not capable of making requests for battery data from the 

remote database via the remote service centre. Therefore, if the remote service centre has already 

uploaded the data in the battery node into the remote database, it is now inaccessible to the 

remote user. Eventhough interaction between the remote user and the service centre is an 

expected feature of the system organisation, the main focus of the simulation model was in 

modelling the functionality and interaction of the remote elements with the local network. This 

also included the data flow within the communication channel and isolation of the concurrent 

system processes. However, this request functionality can be modelled relatively easily if 

required for future testing. 

7.6 SUMMARY 

A modelling and simulation environment for design and analysis of the proposed battery 

management system organisation has been implemented. The simulation model incorporated the 

primary features and ideology of the system through the organisation of the model and design of 

the model blocks. 

The design of the simulation model was based on the generic components within the battery 

management system, which were translated into modular and reusable model blocks. The 

distributed data organisation, communication channel from the process to the user and the 

isolated concunent processes of the system were also emphasised. These features allowed the 
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temporal flow of data and the pelformance of the system to be analysed and aided in the 

identification of potential system bottlenecks. Message transmission times and task or module 

execution times were modelled as delays that populated the communication channel. A 

customised model library containing different categories of related model blocks has also been 

designed to allow reduced model development time. 

The model blocks of the simulation model have been classified into two plimary categories. 

They include blocks that either provide a source of items, an exit for items or both and blocks 

that allow the transition of items through the simulation model from a source to an exit. The 

three main critelia for network node block design were modelling strategy, message generation 

and processing delay. Modelling of the modular node organisation involved grouping basic 

simulation blocks to represent plimary software module functionality, while message generation 

design in the node blocks involved modelling of the sources of messages from each node. Each 

software module model within a node block has an associated block to represent processing 

delay. 

Initial modelling, analysis and testing of a 48 V 4-string battery network simulation model with 1 

shing node and 4 group nodes per string revealed that the average and maximum bus traffic rates 

were well within the capacity of the network. Results also show that the physical size of the 

network is a limiting factor rather than the capability of the local network organisation. 

The main limitations of the simulation model include item batching, Internet simulation and 

sophistication of remote user data requests. The issue of preserving the attlibutes of an item 

during batching and unbatching has been temporarily resolved while further investigations into 

modelling and simulation of remote user and service centre interaction over the Internet would 

require the use of a pure network simulation tool. Remote user data request functionality is 

restricted to the local gateway only. 
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s 
The introduction of next generation networks has demanded greater peIiormance levels from 

telecommunication systems and more efficient and reliable service from telecommunications 

power systems. A crucial element of the telecommunications DC power system is the standby 

VRLA battery system, which is monitored and controlled by a battery management system. The 

three main categories of battery management are battery operation management, network 

communication management and battery and network data management. The transmission of 

timely events and alarms is also an important aspect of each management category. 

Standby VRLA battery systems are configured and networked into parallel strings of serially 

connected cells that differ in their storage capacity and application voltage. A discussion in 

Chapter 2 revealed that existing systems are more concerned with process level control 

methodology rather than system level organisation of the network architecture. Most existing 

networks are based on centralised architectures and proplietary protocols, while standard open 

systems interconnection control protocols are not widely used. The use of control network 

protocols would promote the distribution of system intelligence amongst the control devices and 

hence, towards a decentralised network architecture. Internet-based management has also 

become increasingly important for industrial applications. Integration of the local control 

network of the battery management system with the wide network can be achieved through the 

use of an embedded gateway to the system. 

Section 8.1 summarises the primary achievements and outcomes of the research conducted for 

the thesis, while Section 8.2 examines aspects related to future work. 

8. ACHIEVEMENTS 

The main achievements of the research can be classified into the design of a distlibuted battery 

management system and a battery network simulation model. 

8$1@1 DISTRIBUTED BA TTERY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

A modular, versatile and extensible CAN-based distributed battery management system has been 

designed and discussed in Chapter The proposed system organisation utilised flexible, cost-
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effective, simple and intelligent local CAN nodes that pelformed management, monitOling and 

control activities using specialised hardware modules. The CAN nodes defined a natural and 

logical pmtitioning of the battery network, while remote and local access to the control network 

was alTanged through an embedded low-cost gateway. User interaction with the local network 

was permitted through the use of applets and servlets hosted by the gateway. Network extension 

to allow coverage of battery networks of varying size could be gained through bridging schemes 

at the gateway level. The designed system software avoids the use of expensive and excessive 

off-the shelf middleware technology to reduce communication overhead and to have few system 

requirements. However, middleware technology can still be integrated if required. 

The local network nodes consist of group nodes, string nodes and battery nodes. Each group 

node supervises a group of cells and performs acquisition of individual cell voltages and group 

temperature, cell condition monitoring and cell charge manipulation. String nodes are physically 

equivalent and functionally similar to group nodes, except that each string node is intelfaced to a 

CUlTent shunt for monitoring and acquiring string CUlTent. The battery node forms the local 

gateway to the network. Battery nodes permit remote or local access to the local network nodes 

through a dynamic user intelface and allow configuration of network and node parameters, 

enabling/disabling and transmission of network messages, processing of network alarms and 

storage of battery network relevant data. 

A distributed data organisation provided optimal storage of battery data and information, reduced 

network overhead on the gateway and provided a transparent flow of data and infOlwation to the 

remote user. The data and information were organised in three layers, the local node's data 

buffers for short-term data storage, the local gateway's database for medium-term data storage 

and the remote service centre's full-scale database for long-telw data storage. The size, depth, 

complexity and organisation of the data storage facilities at each layer were defined by the 

available memory space, processing resources and closeness to either the user or the process. 

The CAN messaging scheme encapsulated key monitoring and control activities relevant to data 

and information messages and allowed for future functionality expansion. The strategy for 

communication was to communicate command, data and status messages. 

Isolated conCUlTent processes within the architecture of the battery management system ensured 

system stability, timely communication and allowed successful integration of the local control 

network with the wide network. The isolated concurrent processes allowed efficient data and 

information transfer from the process level to the user level through a well-defined 
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communication channel and facilitated natural interaction between the battery system processes 

and the remote user, thereby preserving the integrity of system data and information. This was 

achieved through de-coupling of the three main concun-ent processes of battery interaction, CAN 

interaction and user interaction at the data storage levels. 

8.1.1.1 LOCAL NETWORK 

The hardware and software organisation of the local group and stling nodes was discussed in 

Chapter 5. Generic and modular node prototypes based on low cost components and reduced 

board size have been designed and tested. The prototypes are able to be interfaced to specialised 

hardware control modules and have the potential to be embedded in telecommunications 

batteries. 

The software organisation of the local nodes encapsulated the core activities required for 

performing battery management, such as capturing and stDling raw battery data, processing of 

raw battery data into derived data and communication of battery data and results to higher layers 

of management. The modular design of the node software allowed battery management 

functionality to be maximised within the limited memory and processing resources of the node. 

An off-the-shelf preemptive RTOS kemel is able to schedule a maximum of 16 prioritised tasks 

and allowed battery management functionality to be easily expanded. Node task and CAN 

message scheduling analysis reflected the considerable potential of the network nodes in catering 

for effective battery management functionality. Analysis results revealed that 86.1% of node 

processing time was available for performing processing unrelated to message transmission and 

approximately 80% of the capacity of the CAN network was available for communication. 

Despite the limited length and low maximum transmission rate disadvantages of CAN, only a 

small fraction of the capacity of the network is being utilised. The selection of CAN for the 

battery management application has therefore been validated. 

8.1.1.2 NETWORK GATEW A Y 

The hardware and modular software organisation of the local gateway were discussed in 

Chapter 6. The local gateway is based on the TINI embedded Java runtime environment. The 

local gateway organisation catered for higher-level battery data processing to facilitate 

sophisticated battery management functionality, while communication and control of the local 

nodes in the network domain was achieved through the use of command messages. 

Communication between remote users and the embedded local gateway was achieved through 

applet-servlet communication. Analysis of the gateway modules revealed that the performance of 
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the gateway database was a potential bottleneck in the system organisation. Possible solutions 

such as the utilisation of a higher performance gateway or the design of a more efficient database 

were suggested. 

8.1.2 BATTERY NETWORK SIMULATION MODEL 

The battery network simulation model presented in Chapter 7 encapsulated the primary features 

of the battery management system. The simulation model permitted testing and performance 

evaluation of vatious application scenarios containing battery networks of varying size. A battery 

network simulation model also allows for feasibility assessment and operational tracking of 

immediate and long-term network behaviour. The simulation model of the distributed battery 

management organisation was designed with the continuous and discrete event Extend modelling 

environment. 

The generic components within the battery management system were translated into modular and 

reusable model blocks. Modelling and simulation of the distributed data organisation, the 

communication channel elements from the process level to the user level and the isolated 

concunent processes contributed to the understanding of the temporal flow of system data and 

information. A customised model library containing different categories of related model blocks 

has also been developed to reduce development time. The three main cliteda for node model 

block design includes modelling strategy, message generation and processing delay. 

The simulation case study of a 48 V 4-string battery network model reflected substantial network 

capacity for handling the battery management application. Further results show that the physical 

size of the local network is a limiting factor rather than the capability of the system organisation. 

The main issue experienced during the design of the model was the preservation of an individual 

item's attributes when items were batched or unbatched. Original attributes that were assigned to 

the individual items before being batched were found to be missing when the composite item 

was later unbatched. A well-defined level of protocol functionality abstraction was also required 

when modelling the Internet, as Extend is not a pure network simulation tool. 

FUTURE RESE ARCH 

For future research, various aspects of the battery management system could be improved or 

enhanced and areas that allow for expansion of management functionality would need to be 
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investigated. Aspects such as network extensibility, middleware technology, remote in-system 

programming, simulation model development and applicability of the network architecture to 

alternative applications are described in the following sections. 

8.2.1 NETWORK EXTENSIBILITY 

Extensibility of the battery management system could be accomplished either through bridging 

more than one control network at the gateway level or using more than one gateway. Figure 8.1 

illustrates a conceptual diagram of the CAN bridging concept showing the use of two CAN 

inteliaces which are mutually controlled by the CAN communication module. This scheme 

would require an analysis of the peliormance of the single CAN communication module in 

handling bus traffic from two local networks. If the single module does not meet the 

performance requirements of the application, two separate communication modules, one for each 

inteliace, may be used. Another issue of concern is the availability of CAN inteliaces on the 

TINI gateway device, as later versions and derivatives of TINI utilise a higher peliormance 

microcontroller that has only one CAN interface port instead of two (see Section 6.1.1). 

Battery 
Applications 

Module 

CAN Communications 
Module 

Data 
Management 

Module 

Figure 8.1 CAN network bridging concept 

In the alternative scheme where more than one gateway is utilised, some form of communication 

between the two gateways would need to be established to regulate battery management 

operations and to maintain battery data and information consistency. Communication between 
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the gateways could be facilitated through generic RS-232, SPI or I2C intelfaces, although this 

may introduce the use of a proprietary inter-gateway communication protocol. Furthermore, both 

extensibility options inevitably introduce extra hardware costs, such as the inclusion of an extra 

transceiver in the case of the bridging method and an extra gateway for the alternative method. 

8.2.2 MIDDLEWARE TECHNOLOGY 

An investigation into the usefulness of middleware technologies as applied to the battery 

management system is required. Although extra processing overhead and costs may be 

introduced into the system, middleware technology would facilitate easier integration with the 

existing telecommunications network architecture. Additionally, useful features of middleware 

technology such as automatic device detection or message data fragmentation may be 

incorporated into the management system. 

Jini middleware technology based on Java RMI enables spontaneous assembly and interaction of 

services and devices on a network and would be beneficial in facilitating automatic detection of 

network nodes. Furthermore, a recent development of the CAN HLP known as CANopen also 

introduces the use of an automatic node discovery mechanism 1. 

8.2.3 IN-SYSTEM PROG RAMMING 

As initially discussed in Section 4.1, in-system programming retains concurrency across the 

system realm and is an important element of service provisioning. In-system programming also 

introduces cost-savings through reduction of costly on-site node testing and maintenance. This 

activity would involve the remote downloading and upgrading of gateway firmware over TCP/IP 

or the upgrading of node firmware over the CAN network. The process of in-system 

programming2 initially requires the target device to be placed into a state where it is expecting a 

remote download to occur. The program is then downloaded into the non-volatile flash memory 

of the device. Once the download has completed, the target device begins running the new 

firmware. It is also highly recommended to implement network security measures such as 

passwords and data encryption to prevent exploitation by malicious sources3 
4. 

802.4 SIMULATION MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

Further development and refinement of the battery network simulation model would require the 

interfacing of Extend to external applications, acquisition tools or analysis tools like Matlab to 

provide real battery input data and variables. This feature would allow a more accurate and 
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complete model representation of the actual system, which would otherwise not be possible 

through the creation of battery data and variables using random number generators. As an 

example, sophisticated battery monitOling and control algorithms, such as capacity estimation or 

reserve time calculation, could be intelfaced and called from within a node model block when 

the simulation model was run. The results of the algorithms would represent real world data that 

could then be used in other parts of the model. 

8.2.5 ALTERNATIVE ApPLICATIONS 

Another aspect of future work that would require investigation, is the compatibility of the 

management system in similar or alternative applications such as UPS systems, electric vehicle 

battery systems or applications that require the utilisation of a control network. As these 

applications vary in terms of process level requirements, such an investigation would provide 

further information as to the versatility and validity of the network organisation. 

UPS systems are very similar to telecommunication standby power applications and with the 

advent of next generation networks, both systems are becoming more closely integrated. UPS 

systems generally have a wider range of sizes in order to protect a broad range of electlicalloads 

ranging from home desktop PCs and office systems to large data centres and networks. In the 

case of electric vehicles, battery systems experience repetitive cycles of charge and discharge. It 

is therefore crucial to facilitate real-time management of the battery system to maintain battery 

health and to detect any early signs of battery failure as a result of continuous use. 
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Abbreviation 

).LA 

A 

AC 

ADC 

Ah 

ANSI 

API 

ATM 

B 

BEB 

CAN 

CMOS 

COREA 

CPU 

CSMA 

CSMAJCA 

CSMAJCD 

CSMAJCR 

DBMS 

DC 

DCOM 

DE 

DLL 

EIA 

FDDI 

FET 

FIFO 

FTP 

Gbits 

GPIB 

HLP 

HTML 

HTTP 

Hz 

I/O 

• • 

ApPENDIX A: GLOSSARY 

SSARY 

Definition 

micro-Ampere( s) 

Ampere(s) 

Alternating Current 

Analogue-to-Digital Converter 

Ampere-hour(s) 

American National Standards Institute 

Application Programming Interface 

Asynchronous Transfer Mode 

Byte(s) 

Binary Exponential Back-off 

Controller Area Network 

Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor 

Common Object Request Broker Architecture 

Central Processing Unit 

Carrier Sense Multiple Access 

Carrier Sense Multiple Access/Collision A voidance 

Carrier Sense Multiple Access/Collision Detection 

Carrier Sense Multiple Access/Collision Resolution 

Database Management System 

Direct Current 

Distributed Common Object Model 

Discrete Event 

Dynamically Linked Library 

Electronics Industries Association 

Fibre Distributed Data Interface 

Flash Emulation Tool 

First In, First Out 

File Transfer Protocol 

Giga-Bit(s) 

General Purpose Instrumentation Bus 

Higher Layer Protocol 

Hyper-Text Mark-up Language 

Hyper-Text Transport Protocol 

Hertz 

Input(s)/Output(s) 
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12C Inter-Integrated Circuit 

ID Identifier 

IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 

IP Internet Protocol 

ISO International Organisation for Standardisation 

ISR Interrupt Service Routine 

ITAG Joint Test Action Group 

JVM Java Virtual Machine 

KB Kilo-Byte(s) 

Kbits Kilo-Bit(s) 

LAN Local Area Network 

LED Light Emitting Diode 

LIFO Last In, First Out 

LNS LonWorks Network Services 

LON Local Operating Network 

MB Mega-Byte(s) 

Mbits Mega-Bit(s) 

MHz Mega-Hertz 

rnA milli -Ampere( s) 

ms milli-second(s) 

mV milli-Vo1t(s) 

ns nano-second(s) 

ODBC Open Database Connectivity 

OS Operating System 

OSI Open Systems Interconnection 

PBX Private Branch Exchange 

PC Personal Computer 

PCB Printed Circuit Board 

PCI Peripheral Component Interconnect 

PDU Protocol Data Unit 

POP3 Post Office Protocol 3 

PPP Point-to-Point Protocol 

PSTN Public Switched Telephone Network 

PWM Pulse Width Modulation 

RAM Random Access Memory 

RISC Reduced Instruction Set Computer 

RMI Remote Method Invocation 

ROM Read Only Memory 

RS-232 Recommended Standard 232 

RS-422 Recommended Standard 422 

RS-485 Recommended Standard 485 
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RTOS Real-Time Operating System 

RTR Remote Transmit Request 

SDK Software Development Kit 

SCPI Standard Communications for Programmable Instruments 

SIMM Single In-line Memory Module 

SMT Surface-Mount Technology 

SMTP Simple Mail Transfer Protocol 

SNMP Simple Network Management Protocol 

SPI Serial Peripheral Interface 

SQL Structured Query Language 

SRAM Static Random Access Memory 

STEP Systronix TINI Engineering Platform 

TCP Transport Control Protocol 

TFTP Trivial File Transfer Protocol 

TILT TINI Initial Learning Tool 

TINI Tiny InterNet Interface 

UART U ni versal Asynchronous Receive/Transmit 

UDP User Datagram Protocol 

UPS UnintelTuptible Power Supply 

URL Uniform Resource Locator 

US ART Universal Synchronous/Asynchronous Recei velTransmit 

V Volt(s) 

VRLA Valve Regulated Lead Acid 

W Watt(s) 

WAN Wide Area Network 

XML Extensible Mark-up Language 
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B aUery systems in most 
industrial applications 

have a similar organization of 
parallel strings of serially con
nected cells or blocs, which 
differ in their ampere-hour 
capacity and application bus 
voltage. When used as a 
source of secondary power 
for standby applications like 
telecommunication or UPS, 
they are presumably fully 
charged at all times, waiting 
for the moment when they 
will be needed. On the other 
hand, when used as a source 
of primary power, as in the 
case of an electric vehicle, 
they experience repetitive 
cycles of charge and dis
charge. In both cases, it is 
important to monitor the 
charge and health conditions 
of the battery to avoid disrup-
tion of the supported system. 
Proper control of the charg
ing and discharging proc
esses is another important 
factor that may contribute to 
prolonging battery life as well 
as optimizing the charge re
covery process. 

Management systems 
for industrial batteries have 
evolved with time, both 
architecturaHy and function
ally. Functionally they started 
as a simple data logger that 
acquired and logged the 
base variables of voltage, 
temperature and current of 
the individual battery strings. 
An analysis on these logs, 
where aspects like status of 
charge, health, or warranty 
violations were key areas of 
concerns, was performed. 
Expert knowledge was 
gradually converted into 
monitoring and testing algo
rithms. Techniquesforcapac
ity, reserve time, and reserve 
life measurements were de
veloped. Strategies for state 
of health measurement and 
preservation were also de
veloped. These went as far 
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Battery distributed 
management" CAN 

By Adnan Anbuky and Darren Lim (Powerware, New Zealand) 

Ag. 1: Conceptual network organizatkm 

as formation of a virtual ref
erence to the cell electrodes 
in monitoring the status of 
Ihelr charge contribution 10 
prevent polarization stress or 
improper charging condi
tions. 

Most of the early sys
tems were based on a cen
tral management system, 
where all sensing signals 
were acquired. Then sys
tems with a centralized-man
agementldislributed-sensing 
system were introduced. FUr
ther development has intro
duced the open system inter
connection using CAN. 

The evolution in both 
system organization and 

function requirement has 
highlighted the synergetic 
relation between these two 
entities. The process in
volves paraJlel arrays of in
terrelated battery blocs.lnfor
mation from the individual 
blocs are relevant to real
time interaction (e.g. reserve 
lime monitoring or charge 
control), short-Ierm history 
(e.g. trend behavioural analy
sis, intermediate term history 
(e.g. capacity monitoring 
through futl discharge), and 
long term history (e.g. health 
monitoring). It also involves 
dislribution of hardware re
sources that need to be uti
lized efficiently and may have 
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the potential of being resident 
inside the bloc. Furthermore, 
it involves users that require 
timely information on specific 
baltery conditions or perform
ance measures wahout hav
ing to be exposed to techni
cal details. 

Throughout the re
search on battery manage
ment since early 1997 at 
Powerware (www. 
powervvare.com) the authors 
realized that an appropriate 
organization for the battery 
management problem could 
be formulated using CAN. 
The system is based on cen
lralized-managementJdistrib
uted-monitoring and control. 
Each node handles both real
time and short-term history 
requirements of a group of 
cetts related to data manage
ment, monitoring, charge 
control, and testing. FUnc
tional activities like reserve 
time estimation, charge 
equalization, short-term 
trend analysis, etc. are per
formed here. The involve
ment of the local nodes is 
relevant to short-term re
quirements and the control
ler's computational and stor
age capacity. Most of the 
regularly acquired data and 
information of these nodes 
are forwarded to the local 
gateway. which is located in 
the battery node. Only the 
string current needs to be 
shared among nodes of the 
same string in calculating re
serve time or capacity. The 

messaging frequency of the 
nodes with the local gateway 
may be substantially eased 
when node involvement is 
increased. 

The net\vork nodes con
sist of three logical types. 
These are the group node, 
the string node and the bat
tery node. Each group node 
supervises a group of six 
cells and is able 10 monitor 
and extract individual cell 
voltages and group tempera
ture. String nodes are physi
cally equivalent and fUnction
ally similar to group nodes 
wHh the addition of a current 
shunt hardware interface for 
monitoring and acquiring 
string current. String nodes 
are situated at the beginning 
of each battery string. Each 
group and string node con
tains a stand-alone CAN con
troller and transceiver thai 
relieves the host micro-con
troller from the physical and 
data link communication 
overhead. Isolation from 
CAN and the hardware lnler-

face modules (and in effect 
the telecommunications bat
teries) has been imple
mented to allow the node to 
deal with the virtual ground. 
relative to the entire string, 
when acquiring data within 
the battery group. Essen
tially, the battery node is the 
Inteme! interface or the local 
gateway. Battery nodes per
mit access to the local group 
or string nodes in its domain 
and allow user configuration 
or modification of network 
parameters, enabling/disa
bling of network messages 
and storage of battery net
work relevant data. 

Local and remote ac
cess to the control network 
is arranged through an em
bedded low-cost gateway 
that facilitates Internet con
nectivity through TCP/IP to 
the local CAN interface. The 
main functions of the Intemel 
interface are to allow remote 
user access to the gateway 
database and to provide a 
dynamic user interface with 

Fig. 2: Local gateway organization 
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defined by factors such as 
available memory space, 
processing resources and 
closeness to the user or the 
process. Small and simple 

Fig. 3: Local node organization 

un data buffers are used to store 
battery data in the local 
nodes at the lowest data 
Jayer. These allow quick ac
cess and retrieval of data to 
meet real-time reqUirements. 
There is enough memory 

reliable two-way communica
tion for requesting and con
verting data into a meaning
ful form for viewing. User in
teraction with the network is 
permitted through the use of 
applets and servlels hosted 
by the local gateway. The 
servlat daHvers an applet and 
associated Java client class 
files when requested by a 
remote users web browser. 
Further extension to the net
work could be gained either 
through bridging more than 
one control network at the 
gateway level or using more 
than one gateway. The latter 
allowS for better system reH
abi!ity by relieving the control 
netwnrk of the bottleneck of 
a single point of communica
tion failure. 
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The data and informa-
tion relevant to the network 
nodes are organized in three 
layers: the local nodes data 
buffers for short-term data 
storage, the local gateways 
database for medium-term 
data storage and the remote 
service centers full-scale da
tabase for long-term data 
storage. A distributed data 
organization with this archi
tecture allows a transparent 
flow of real-time and lon9-
term battery data to the re
mote user and reduces the 
network overhead on the 
Internet interface as com-
pared to a centralized data 
organization. The size, 
depth. complexity and or
ganization of the data stor
agefacilWes at each layer are 

capacity for coverage of bat
tery data and information 
ranging from real-time to a 
few hours. At the intermedi
ate data layer, the local gate
way implements a database 
that contains relations or ta
bles with a few thousand data 
entries each.As battery data 
and information at this level 
is closer and visible to the 
user, the gateway is required 
to stofe larger and longer 
amounts of data and imple
ment more sophisticated 
data management function
ality. In effect, the database 
acts as an interface between 
the CAN network and the 
TCP/!P network. Data la
tency that can be achieved 
at this leve! is up to a few 
months, and enables the 
user to view recent battery 
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history directly from the site. 
The ample memory and 
processing resources of the 
remote service center allow 
it to employ the services of a 
full-scale database and 
DBMS. This database is ca
pable of storing the full range 
of battery history of up to 
many years worth of battery 
data, information and con
figurations from multiple net
works. 

The user interface facili
tated by the applet is de
signed to form the link be
tween the Internet interface 
and remote service center 
database such that relevant 
battery data and information 
are transparent. The user in
terface provides commands 
for local network manage
ment by altowing the setting, 
configuration, programming 
and performance monitoring 
operations of individual or 
groups of nodes. A further 
activity made possible by the 
user interface is the manage
ment of information relevant 
to process configuration and 
performance viewing com
mands. 
~.a:vn 
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Abstract: 
This paper presents a battery management architecture "With 

an organisation based on a generic node. The node contributes 
to both the monitoring and control activities tbat satisfy low
level requirements for battery management. The technology 
implemented here is based on adv:mced general-purpose micro
controllers that benefit from both high degrees of integration 
and low power consumption. The solutjon could potentially be 
embedded within the batter)'~ allowing for dynamic changes to 
the monitoring and control role through the unde's software. 
Battery group equalisation is used here as an example for 
monitoring and control. Energy available among the group of 
cells is shared in a manner that allows for on-line and 
continuous equalisation of the cell voltages. Energy sharing is 
perfnrmed at a rate suitable for both requirements of a) 
charging process, and b) hardware optimisation. Lo,y power 
electronics have been employed here for energy routing through 
the sense line. This approach benefits both rapid recharge and 
safe float boost. Depending on the controller resources, the 
generic node could accommodate processing modules that 
support the key monitoring functionality. This will substantially 
reduce the levels of supervisory and management computation. 
Furthermore, the organisation al10ws for in-system 
programming, which facilitates remote updates to the node 
knowledge. 

introduction 

On-linc battcry monitoring is becoming acceptable 
common practice within telecommunication power systems 
applications. A number of commercial products are currently 
available for such purposes [1,2]. They all present advantages 
over conventional intennittent or offline monitoring. The 
approach to monitoring is either based on centralised sensing 
and intelligence [31, or distributed sensing and centralised 
intelligence organisation. Many of these products dea1 with a 
low level of information processing (e.g. smoothing and limit 
violation detection) while leaving the intelligent part to a 
human expert. With the advancement of microelectronic 
technology, local sensing and intelligence is becoming 
feasib1c allowing for distributed sensing and intelligence 
organisation. One further aspect that requires attention when 
it gets to the low energy batteries is the power required by the 
sensor to operate. Sensors are nonnally parasitic on the 

P Hunter, T Johnson & D Lim 
Department of Electrical & Electronic Engineering 
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battery. Energy consumption becomes noticeable when 
dealing with low ampere-hour batteries. 

The basic goals for an advanced battery management 
system are a) presenting timely information on battery 
reserved time upon mains failure, b) presenting timely 
information on battery remaining life, and c) maintaining safe 
battery operation (i.e. preserving battery life). These goals 
are either partially met by the central management unit or left 
to the human expert. The third goal of life preservation 
imposes the requirement of charge management and control. 
An appropriate hardware device would be required for 
interaction among a group of cells to facilitate individual cell 
current feeding and draining. An optimal solution should 
detennine the internal status of each cell and provide a 
facility to individually optimise each cell's float charge . 
There will always be a trade-off between cost and the 
functionality that is provided by additional electronics. The 
proposed ASIC solution presented by Scott [4] satisfies some 
of the requirements. However, an optimal ASIC design will 
swing this equation in favour of functionality. An intelligent 
node should provide a hardware platfonn that will facilitate 
any battery test procedure, leaving future functional 
improvements to software upgrades. 

Battery charge management involves both sensing and 
fceding in addition to the monitoring activities. The most 
effective region for life preservation within standby 
applications would be the float region. Both electrode voltage 
polarisation and cell equalisation need to be appropriately 
managcd to be effective in reducing the strcss on the battcry 
cells. Here monitoring the cell full charge status and 
providing an ability to feed the low cell would be essential 
for the charge management role. Float current sensing would 
provide additional baclllp to the management activities. 

System Organisation 

The battery management system is organised in the marmer 
shuwn by Figure (1). Each node looks after a group of cells 
and is managed by a single controller. The organisation 
utilises two node interface units. These are the Monitor and 

Equalise Interface Unit (MEIU) and the Shunt Interface Unit 
(Sill). The node controller allows for interfacing to each or 
both of these units. This arrangement facilitates a generic 
controller with provision for variance at the intertace level. 

The Battery Node has two basic roles. These are battery 
1cvel management and battery gateway to the remote 
management units. 

RomotcMnnaoer 

Figure 1 Battery Network Milllllgement Architecture 

Node Architecture 
I. Node ControHer 

The node design, as sho\VJ1 in Figure (2), is based on three 2. Node Interface 
main components. These are; 3. Communication Controller 
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The node controller hosts all the necessary software for 
driving the communication controller and node interface. It 
also contains the knowledge modules relevant to signal 
processing, monitoring and control. The node interface is the 
plug-in unit that provides the essential hardware for the 
specific functionality. Here two types ofintcrface unit will be 
demonstrated; the monitor and equalise interface unit 
(MEIU) and the shunt interface unit (SIU)_ The 
communication controller provides the necessary hardware 
and protocol software for facilitating standard 
corrrrnumcation among the acting nodes. The arrangement 
facilitates generic node hardware with a flexibility of 
introducing variance for the node interface or node 
monitoring, control and communication software. 

Group of Cells 

CAN Controller & 
Trunscelvcr 

:c 
CAN Bus 

Figure 2 IntclIig:cnt Node Orgrtuisation 

The battery string is partitioned into a number of six-cell 
groups. Other arrangements could also be used. However. 
this size of cell grouping has been se1cctcd for the following 
reasons. 
1. Providcs sufficient number of cells tor inter-ccll 

comparison. 

2_ Formulates full, half and a quarter of the 12V, 24V and 
48V strings respectively. The last two arc commonly 
used for telecommunication applications. 

..}. The 12V mono-bloc is a typical six-cell unit. The 
solution would be a potential battery-embedded solution. 

Thc node controller software contains components that 
handle the monitoring, control and communication activities. 
Any of these components could be upgraded or replaced 
when a new version or release is in place. 

Node Interface Unit 

Two types of interface units havc becn uscd here. These 
are a) the monitor and equalise interface unit (MEIU) and b) 
the shunt interface unit (SIU)_ The MEIU facilitates cell data 
acquisition for the group that is being monitored. Cell 
voltages and group temperature are available hcre. It also 
facilitates energy routing trom the group into the low cell 
when dealing with group equalisation. The unit operates 
through using the sense line to feed a cell at a low rate. Thc 
rate of equalise is influenccd by the size of battcry and may 
bc managed through the micro-controllers embedded PWM 
control. 

Figure (3) shows the conceptual arrangement for this unit. 
Thc DC-DC converter converts the DC power at the group 
(or bus) voltage level into the cell voltage leveL This 
facilitates fccding from the group into the low cell. Feeding 
in the reverse direction is also possible when dealing with a 
high cell. The average feeding current could be made suitable 
to the targeted electronics and wiring. A given minimum 
however should be maintained that is relevant to the battery 
to be dealt with. Feeding of more than IOOmA could be 
considered reasonable for a good range of battery capacities. 

The second sub-unit within the .MElU is the multiplexing 
unit. This sub-unit has two basic modes of operation. These 
are a) sensing mode and b) feeding mode. The sense mode 
selects the cell that is addressed by cell selector and connects 
it to the node analogue channel for voltage mcasuremcnt. The 
feed mode on the other hand connects the selected cell to the 
feed line of the DC-DC converter. 

The node interface unit could also be utiJised for feeding 
special perturbations for testing the cell's charge status (i.c~ 
fully charged or not). This would bcnefit from intcrpreting 
the cell behaviour around full charge. This is an important 
fcature in managing the battery at float. It would also 
facilitate testing of the cell health condition \vithout the need 
for an cxtemalload. 

The equalise software in the node controller activates a 
periodic voltagc scan for all cells in the group, works out the 

lowest cell that requircs equalise and activates the feed until 
the cell is no longer the lowest among the group. 

Figure 3 Monitor!llld Equalise Interface Unit (MEID) 

The battery intelligent shunt uses the intelligent node to 
sense the battery current, as shown in Figure (4). It acquires 
both the voltage and the differential temperature across thc 
shunt terminal. The node works out the string current. This 
caters for the full range of battery current including the float 
current. 

Figure 4 ShUn! Interface Unit (SID) 

Communication 

The system architecture is based on three logical nodes. 
These arc the group node, thc string node and the battery 
nodc. The group-nodc looks after the sub-string group, 
utilising the monitor and equalise intertace unit (MEIU). The 
string node looks into the top sub-string group as well as the 
string requirement. This node is physically the same as the 
group node -with the addition of the shunt interface. The 
battery node is the nctwork gatcway. It provides the access to 
each of the string or group nodes. It also provides longer tenn 
buffering to network infonnation and data. This node also 

provides the time reference to all network nodes. Enabling or 
disabling of each of the messages within the system could 
also be accessed through the battery node. 

The node communication is bascd on thc CAN bus. Thc 
battery node acts as the gateway to the site and allows remote 
management. This node COmrrllnllCates with the battery local 
nctwork using the CAN control1er. It also communicatcs with 
the management wide network using the TCPIIP protocol 
over the Ethernet bus. The message structure has bcen 
organised to cater for key monitoring and control activities 
within the group relevant to both data and information 
messages. The message format caters for personalising thc 
string allowing for group information to be visible by the 
associated string nodes and the battery node only. 

The strategy for commurrication is to communicate 
commands. status and data. The battcry node has the 
authority to enable or disable the individual messages v,fithin 
the group or the string nodes as shown in Figurc (5). The 
group node perfOITIls all monitoring and control locally. The 
relevant data is buffered and time stamped when significant 
changes take place. These changes are sent to the string and 
battery nodes as the changes take place or as requested. The 
node also has the ability to send the short-term history to the 
battery node when the associated buffer is full or upon 
request 

Set Time 
Set Message 
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~
Battery 
Node 

, String Data 

Grou ala] unl Data 
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Figure 5 System Communication Model 
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Node Application 

1. Cell equalise 

A soft\Vare module for equalising a group of cells has been 
implemented. The software senses the voltage of each cell 
vrithin the group, selects the lowest cell and boosts it until it 
reaches the average cell voltage. The process is repeated until 
all cells arc equalised. Figures (6) to (9) show different test 
cases for group equalisation. 

fl.20 , . 
" 112.2 

"I 

Gab>~~5Al-1Cydon 
lo"'feed 

Figure 6 Equalising n discharged cell 

Figure 7 Equalising celh on lIoat 

The case presented in Figure (6) shows that the node 
pulled the low cell up to within the group and then worked on 
the group to equalise them. Pulling the cell up took about 20 
minutes. This is due to the amount of charge that the cell 
required as it was partially discharged. A cell voltage of 
around 2.13V indicates this. The group has eventually 
merged together around 2.27V. 

Figure (7) shows a group of cells that are on float charge 
but are not equalised. The equa1isation process took 
approximately onc minute. Most of the float management of 
standby batteries will follow the case presented by Figure (7). 
Here, the equalise process is assumed to be active all the 
time. 

(,) 

(b) 

:G~I..s HCyclJ, 
I HI fa<td ! 

Figure g Influence of cell feed rate 

Figure (8) presents the influence of changing the feed rate. 
The recovery of the cell within (a) is appreciably faster than 
that of (b). This is due to the feed being significantly greater 
in case (a). 

Figure (9) demonstrates equalisation of 6 Hawker lHl275 
cells. One cel1 has been discharged for two minutes at a lOA 
rate. Figure (9a) shows the cells recovery that has takcn place 
after approximately 3 hours of implementing the equalise 
algorithm. At a high feed rate the recovery is much quicker 
as ShOVv11 in Figure (9b). 

(,) 

""i----c;;;;--~_;o;_.,'"," -,,",,.,~""",----,l.---;i;--~ 
Ttm"j"""""ds) 

(b) 

Figure 9 Equalising a high capucity buttery 

2. Intelligent Shunt PerFormance 

This unit is designed to support the shunt in providing a 
wide range of string current measurement. The intention is to 
extend the range of nonnal current measurement presented by 
the shunt to cover the low current requirements needed by the 
float region. The shunt interface acquires the shunt 
differential voltage and differential temperature. The 
controllcr utilises these values for calculating the string 
current. The electronic interface accounts for the necessary 
signal amplification in catering for the full current 
operational range. 

Due to the wide range of current commonly encountered in 
standby applications., accurately measuring the float current 
of OJ. battery string is a difficult task. A typical battery string 

may have charge and discharge currents of hundreds of 
amperes while the float current may be measured in tens to 
hundreds of milli-arnperes. The measuring device must be 
able to pass the full load or charge current with minimal 
voltage drop. A typical 500A - 50mV current shunt has a 
resistance of 100 micro-ohms. lOrnA of float current will 
produce 1 microvolt. While this may be amplified to a 
measurable level with a carefully designed high gain 
amplifier, thennal effects can notably influence measurement 
accuracy. The use of chopper stabilised operational 
amplifiers can significantly reduce amplifier drift and offset 
errors to acceptable levels howcvcr careful analysis of the 
actual measured signal must also bc made. 

Figure J 0 Shunt Performance at low current 

As a shunt's measuring-clement (such as manganin) is 
normally connected to copper sense wires (or copper printed 
circuit board tracks), a thermocouple is formed where the 
dissimilar metals meet. The temperature coefficient for a 
manganin/copper thermocouple is approximately 1.5 
microvolts per degree Celsius. The signal-amplifier inputs 
sees the sum of the voltage developed across the shunt plus 
the two thermocouple voltages, i.e.VCuI(Cu.Mn) + Ilo"J x RShun! 

+ V(Cu.MnYCu- If both ends of the shunt arc at the same 
temperature, the thermocoup1e voltages \Vill cancel. 
However, less than one-degree centigrade difference in 
temperature between the measuring terminals of the shunt 
will cause an offset in the measured voltage (current). 

Through measuring the temperahrre of the shunt 
connection points, compensation may be made for the 
thermocouple cffects at the connectionjlUlctioTIS. Figure (10) 
shows the temperature of the shoot's two~sensc connections. 
The difference bctween the two temperatures is used to 
compensate the float current measurement. The test presented 
in Figure (10) corresponds to no current flOwing through the 
shunt. 
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Conclusion 

The paper describes an organisation for battery 
management. The organisation is based on a generic battery 
node. The node facilitates hardware for sensing, feeding and 
draining the cells of a battcry. The storage resources provide 
mom for algorithms that handle both monitoring and controL 
Charge control is managed through energy sharing among the 
group. The approach utilises the sense line tor low cell 
feeding or draining. This encourages battery embedded 
electronics. The cell charge feeding and draining approach 
could facilitate battery remote testing, thus allowing for 
investigation of both battery charge and health without 
sacrificing the system integrity. 
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A Distributed Industrial Battery Management Network 
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Abstract - This paper discusses a control network organisation for industrial battery 

management. The battery network is logically partitioned into strings containing groups of 

cells. These groups of cells are managed locally by distributed control nodes that 

communicate through the local CAN network. Battery information is communicated to the 

remote user through TCP/IP. Both CAN and TCP/IP are connected through the gateway 

database, allowing for transitions from the battery process time and data volume domain into 

that of the remote user. The system architecture is based on multiple concurrent processes 

that facilitate necessary battery monitoring and charge management as well as availability of 

timely interaction with remote users. Autonomy of these processes is encouraged through the 

distributed data storage organisation. Modelling and testing of the proposed architecture 

reflects the potential capacity for managing battery requirements and network traffic. 

Scalability of the approach to suit battery network size may also prove useful to serve other 

similar applications. 

1. BATTERY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 

Battery networks used for standby or cyclic applications involve a wide number of strings 

of battery cells. Monitoring and control of these cells are facilitated through their associated 

devices or arrays of devices that communicate amongst each other or with the management centre 

through the network [1,2]. Existing management systems are more concemed with process-level 

control methodology [3] rather than network architecture or organisation. Moreover, most existing 

networks are based on proprietary protocols, while standard open systems interconnection control 

protocols like the Controller Area Network (CAN) or Local Operating Network (LON) are 

suggested, but not widely used [4,5]. Facilitating remote connectivity to the local control network 

may also be achieved through the use of TCPIIP over the Internet [6]. Furthermore, data and 

information visibility could range from real time to a few years of history. Eventhough these 

discrete technologies are available for providing a solution, appropriate integration to suit the 

battery management application needs to be examined. This includes issues relevant to data and 

information organisation, consistency of multiple user access and cost/performance trade-off. 

The ex1:ensibility of a management system is an important factor in catering for battery 

network implementations of various sizes. For example, some battery networks could be as small 

as two strings of 12-Volt mono-blocs, while large systems could have multiple 48-Volt strings 

containing 24 2-Volt blocs. A typical battery network is normally partitioned into a number of four 

string banks. Each string is made up of blocs that are either 2, 4, 6 or 12-Volts. 12-Volts is 

commonly used as a grouping factor to relate adjacent cells in a string, whether they are six cells 

within a 12V mono-bloc or six individual and adjacent blocs ofl-Volt cells [4]. 

Management of a battery network requires the monitoring of the state of the system in 

maintaining healthy operational condition and timely operational alarms. Involved management 

systems also include battery charge manipUlation, allowing for testing and charge maintenance to 

occur. The three main categories of management have been identified as battery operation 

management, network communication management and battery and network data management. 

Fig. 1 shows an organisation to the battery management hierarchy. 
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:& Process events & alarms related to Battery & Networ1o; Data Management 

Fig. 1. Battery management system task organisation 

Battery operation management involves the monitoring and control of facets rclated to 

process operation. The processing of raw battery data to produce higher level derived battery data 

and information such as battery state of charge, reserve time, etc and the monitoring of interface 

module performance and efficiency falls under this category. Network communication 

management involves monitoring features of the CAN network, such as adding or configuring 

network nodes and messages as well as maintaining acceptable performance of the CAN network. 

Another aspect of network communication management is the remote dovlIlloading and upgrading 

of node software. Storage of raw and derived data, network configuration parameters as well as 

alarms and events lalls under the category of battery and network data management. Data 

compression and minimisation is also an important feature of this form of management due to the 

restricted and limited memory capacity of the embedded devices. An effective and efficient 

compression method would allow larger temporal amounts of data to be stored at the lower data 

layers before being passed to higher data layers. One common element of each form of 

management is the processing of relevant alarms and events, which are generated when user 

defmed or pre-programmed fault conditions occur. 

The proceeding section of the paper describes the proposed system organisation in terms of 

network nodes, distribution of data within the system and network communication. Section III 

provides a discussion on system stability. A discussion of network analysis is presented in Section 

N, while network simulation results are examined in Section V. In Section VI, some concluding 

remarks are presented. 

II. SYSTEM ORGANISATION 

The system organisation for a CAN-based battery management system is depicted in Fig. 2. 

The local network nodes are organised to be self-sufficient controllers that retain short-term battery 

history and exercise the sensing, monitoring and control activities on the associated network 

component, like a group of battery cells. Each node possesses the capability of interfacing ''lith 

hardware modules relevant to sensing of battery parameters or charge manipulation over the sense 

line. Local and remote access to the control network is arranged through an embedded low-cost 

gateway that facilitates Internet connectivity through TCP/IP to the local CAN interface. User 

interaction with the network is permitted through the use of applets and servlets hosted by the local 

gateway (or the Internet interface). 

The data and information relevant to the control nodes have been organised in three layers: 

the local CAN node's data buffers, the local gateway's database and the ser.~ce centre's database. 

This arrangement, while retaining the autonomy and independence of the local site, allows for a 

cost optimised solution. It also facilitates smooth visibility of data and information for both real-

time and long-term history required for battery network management. The complete coverage of an 

average control network could be achieved here. Further extension could be gained either through 

bridging more than one control network at the gateway level or using more than one gateway. The 

latter allows for better system reliability by relieving the control network of the bottleneck of a 

single point of communication failure. The proposed system organisation also has potential for 

remote in-system progrannning. This facility allows the intelligence in the local network nodes to 
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be upgraded with replacement of specific software patches. In-system programming maintains 

concurrency across the system realm and is an important element of service pro\~sioning. 

The designed system software has been based on utilising the bare minimum resources to 

keep system cost dovvn and to avoid expensive and excessive off-the shelf middleware technology 

that could prove to be a burden to the limited processing power of the system rather than a benefit. 

By not having such middleware layers, it is possible to reduce communication overhead and have 

few system requirements. However, it is still possible to seamJessly integrate middleware 

technology such as CANOpen, CAN Kingdom or DeviceNet. 

Remote User 

LOCAL 
NETWORK 0 

Remote User 

Group, Node Group. Node Group, Node Group, Node 

Fig. 2. Real-time distributed intelligence battery network architecture 

A. Node Organisalion 

The local network nodes consist of 3 logical types as shown in Fig. 2. These are the group 

node, the string node and the battery node. Fig. 3 shows the conceptual node organisation. Each 

group node supervises a group of cells (typically 6) and is able to acquire indi\~dual cell voltages 

and group temperature, monitor cell condition and manipulate cell charge [5]. String nodes are 

situated at the beginning of each string and are physically equivalent and functionally similar to 

group nodes, with the exception that each string node interfaces to a current shunt instead of a 

group of cells, to allow monitoring and acquisition of string current. Each string or group node 

contains a CAN controller and transceiver that relieves the host microcontroller from the physical 

and data-link communication overhead. Isolation from the CAN bus and the hardware interface 

modules (and in effect the batteries) has been implemented to allow each node to deal with the 

TIrtual earth, relative to the entire string, when acquiring data within the battery group or from the 

current shunt. Essentially, the battery node is the Internet interface or the local gateway. Battery 

nodes permit access to the local network nodes in its domain and allow configuration of network 

parameters, enabling/disabling of network messages and storage of battery network relevant data. 

The local gateway is described in the follmvmg section. 

The software organisation on each group or string node encapsulates the core acti\~ties 

required for performing battery management. This includes sensing and storing base battery data, 

processing of base battery data into monitoring information such as state-of-charge or capacity, 

utilising monitoring data in controlling battery charge and communication of battery data to higher 

network layers. The modular approach to the design of the node software allows battery 

management functionality to be maximised within the limited memory and processing resources of 

the node microcontroller. The main components of the system software include the data 

management module, the I/O module, the CAN communication module and the battery 

applications module. Each module is separated into tasks that perform dedicated functions in 

achiev~ng overall module functionality. Details of each module's tasks have been discussed in [7]. 
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Fig. 3. Data flow acmss the network communication channel 

Battery String 

An off-the-shelf preemptive Real-Time Operating System (RTOS) kernel [8] embedded 

within each network node effectively handles and schedules multiple tasks in order of priority. The 

utilisation of a RTOS further allows battery management functionality to be designed and 

e,:panded easily, as functions or tasks can be added to each module without requiring major 

changes to the software [9]. The RTOS can be reduced to occupy just over 2 Kbytes of code space 

and 200 bytes of data space (excluding task stacks), thereby limiting its impact on node memory 

overhead. The 2 Kbytes of RAM available in the node microcontroller limits the maximum number 

of tasks that can be created to 16, for a task stack size of 128 bytes. Inter-task communication is 

achieved through the use of semaphores (a protocol mechanism commonly offered in real-time 

multitasking enviromnents) tor shared access to temporary storage arrays. Semaphores are denoted 

by the key symbol in Fig. 3. The time a task is suspended (timeout) while waiting on a semaphore 

is denoted by the hourglass symboL 

B. Local Gateway Organisation 

The main functions of the Internet interface are to allow remote user access to the gateway 

database and to provide a dynamic user interface with reliable two way communication for 

requesting and converting data into a meaningful form tor viewing. The gateway also caters for 

higher-level data processing to facilitate sophisticated battery management functionality and 

communication and control of the local nodes in the network domain through the use of command 

messages. The Internet interface or local gateway is based on an embedded Java runtime 

enviromnent or Java Virtual Machine (JVM) with a limited subset of Java classes (java.lang, 

java.io, java.net and java.util). Communication between remote users and the embedded local 

gateway is achieved with applet-servlet communication. The local gateway hosts a servlet that 

delivers an applet and associated Java client class files when requested by a remote user's web 

browser, via the Hypertell,1: Transfer Protocol (HTTP) of the TCPIIP protocol suite. 



From Fig. 3, the main modules of the Internet interface are defined as the applet module, 

the servlet module, the data management module, the battery applications module and the CAN 

communication module. As with the local node, a modular approach has been taken in the design 

of the gateway software to maximise battery management functionality within tbe memory and 

processing resources oftbe dev~ce [7]. 
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Database technology is a critical part of any network management strategy [2]. The data 
~ 
::I 
'" 

and information relevant to the network nodes are organised in 3 layers (see Fig. 4). These are: 
~ 
~ -o· The local node's data buffers for short-term data storage 
::I 
'" 0 The local gateway's database for medium-term data storage and 
::I ..... 
::I The remote service centre's full-scale database for long-term data storage 
Q.. 
c:: 

--- '" til ..... ...... '1 
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A distributed data organisation with this architecture allows a transparent flow of real-time 

and long-term battery data to the remote user and reduces the network overhead on the Internet 

t:rl rc 
~ 

interface as compared to a centralised data organisation. The size, depth, complexity and 
.... 
'1 
0 
::I 

organisation of tbe data storage facilities at each layer are defined by factors such as available Fig. 4. Distributed orgauisation for data storage 

n' 
'" memory space, processing resources and closeness to the user or the process. In the proposed organisation, small, simple, short -term data buffers are used to store battery 
\f:J 
"0 
~ 
~ 

data in the local nodes at the lowest data layer. The limited amount of memory in each node poses 

[ 
\f:J 

a severe restriction to the maximum allowable size and complexity of the data buffers, the temporal 

~ 
("J ..... length of stored data and the level of management functionality implemented. Small, simple data 
o· 
::I buffers allow quick access and retrieval of data to meet real-time requirements and to reduce 

overhead on the limited processing power of the node microcontroller. Each data buffer is made up 

of a circular array of structures to prevent overflow of battery data and to minimise memory usage. 

The content of each data buffer is also specific to a certain type of data, such as primitive data, 

processed data, alarms/events or node configuration parameters. Primitive data buffers contain raw 

battery data such as cell voltage, current (string nodes only) or temperature. Some examples of 



available data buffers are shown in Fig. 4. Details on data buffer entry organisation have been common database query commands ("Titten in Java) for manipUlating battery data and information 

presented in [lOJ. As the available memory space of the node microcontroller is only 60 Kbytes, in the database. Although the level of data management at the gateway is much more multifaceted 

the total memory space occupied by the data buffers has been limited to 3 Kbytes/cell, including than that at the local node level, the available processing power still restricts the data management 

timestamps. This is sufficient for capturing transients during the start of a battery discharge (such implementation to a limited subset of DBMS functionality. For example, database queries that 

as the Coup de F ouet region) at high sampling rates, or for recording a full charge/discharge cycle contain the 'Join' command for fetching data between relations have been excluded. In addition, 

at low sampling rates. Although storage size is constrained, there is enough memory capacity for eventhough the size of available memory in the local gateway is larger than that of a local node, the ,..... 
tr:J 
tr:J coverage of battery data and information ranging from real-time to a few hours ifreaclings acquired total amount of data that can be stored is limited to I Mbyte to reduce memory overhead. Data 
tr:J 
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over specific time intervals are averaged before storage. This would also prevent significant data latency that can be achieved at this level in relation to the size of the database is up to a few months 
jl; 
:= en loss in the event of bus communication failure. In addition, the data buffer management system at and as a result, enables the user to view recent battery history directly from the site. 
jl; 
I"l ...... .... 
0 

this layer is not required to periorm sophisticated functions, as it is located the furthest away from In contrast to the lower layers of the distributed data organisation, the ample memory and 

:= en 
0 

the user and to reduce processor overhead. processing resources of the remote service centre allow it to employ the services of a full-scale 

:= ,..... 
:= 

At the intermediate data layer, the greater amounts of memory space at the local gateway (4 database and DBMS. There is ample memory capacity available here for data storage and bad.<lp 
Q.. 

---- = en 
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Mbytes) allow it to implement a database that contains relations or tables ",~th a few thousand data 

entries each. As battery data and information at this level is closer and visible to the user, the 

and processing power for pro'.~ding sophisticated battery management functionality to the user. 

The full-scale database is capable of storing the full range of battery history of up to many years 

tr:J 
i;" gateway is required to store larger and longer amounts of data and implement more sophisticated worth of battery data, information and configurations from mUltiple networks. 
I"l ..... 
""! 
0 data management functionality. This also allows for storage of essential battery information locally 

2. 
I"l en on the site. Similar to the local nodes data buffers, each database relation holds specific battery data D. Communication Organisation 

I:I'l 
'"0 such as primitive data (cell voltage, current or temperature), derived data, alarms/events or Communication throughout the system organisation is organised in two interactive modes. 
~ 
I"l 

E contlguration parameters. However, in order to incorporate network wide battery information, When in close proximity to the process, the approach is to utilise small, compact messages that can 

I:I'l 
~ 
I"l 

additional attributes (or fields) for storing origin or location of the data in relation to the battery be delivered to their destination in real-time (milliseconds or less). When further away from the 
..... o· 
:= network have been added [10], as shown in Fig. 4. In addition to the database relations mentioned process and closer to the user, the strategy is to employ large capacity messages and less strict time 

above, the database also provides a command table (not sho\Yn) for storing uscr network requirements or constraints (message latency in scconds). 

commands and their related CAN message formats. This table allows commands accepted from the The messaging structure of the local CAN network has been organised to cater tor key 

user applet to be translated into the CAN message format for communication to the local network. monitoring and control activities within the network domain relevant to both data and information 

In effect, the database is acting as an interface between the CAN network and the TCPIIP network. messages. The message format caters for personalising the battery network strings to allow group 

The database management system (DBMS) implementation at this layer provides SQL-like node information to be '.~sible only by associated string nodes and the battery node. Embedded 



within each message identifier is information on the location and identity of the node that 

transmitted the message as well as the content of the message. Furthermore, as CAN employs a 

message broadcast scheme, selected clusters of nodes can be acknowledged with a single message 

transmission. 

Fig. Sea) shows how the ll-bit CAN message identifier is divided up to facilitate the 

functionality described above for a 4 string battery network with 5 nodes per string (i.e. I string ..... 
trj 
trj node and 4 group nodes). The 5 least significant bits of the identifier defme the location of the 
trj 
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destination or transmitting node. Bits 0 and 1 define the group number, bits 2 and 3 define the 
~ 
1:1 
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string number and bit 5 (when set) defines a broadcast message from the battery node. The 6 most 
~ 
(') ..... o· significant bits of the message identifier defme the message content. Each network node performs 

1:1 
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filtering on the location segment of the identifier to determine whether the received message was 

1:1 
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intended for it. If a message doesn't pass the filtering criteria, it is discarded. If the message is 
;::l.. 
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approved, the content segment of the identifier is examined and the node performs the appropriate 

action. In the case where the string node and the first group node of the battery string possess the 

trj 
;" same location segment (as shov.n in Fig. 2), filtering is performed on the content segment. 
(') ..... 
'"! 
0 Coverage of larger networks can be achieved by similar partitioning of the CAN 29-bit extended 
1:1 ;:;. 
'" 

message identifier. Alternatively, the gateway could be used to bridge more than one network or 
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multiple low cost gateways could be used. The latter two options provide a more preferable 
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E solution. 
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Fig. 5. (a) CAN message identifier segmentation, (1)) CAN messaging scheme 

The strategy for communication is to communicate commands, data and status messages, 

examples of which are shov.n in Fig. 5(11). As the diagram shows, only the battery node is allowed 

to issue command messages that appear in the form of Get or Set messages. Command messages 

contain no data bytes. The corresponding group or string node, which rightfully receives the 

command message, interprets the content segment and transmits a reply with the appropriate data 

or status message content. The value of the location segment of the identifier is retained in the 

message reply to allow the battery node to ascertain the source of the transmission. Communication 



of data and status messages between group nodes and their associated string node and vice versa is battery data. The extracted battery data is then passed to the database management module and 

also pennitted. stored in the appropriate table in the database. If a user request is received for specific battery data, 

the seTVlet module signals the database management module to retrieve the required battery data 

m. SYSTEM STABILITY from the appropriate table in the database. In order to ensure that requested battery data is always 

The stability of the system architecture is defined by the performance of both the local available to the user, it is essential that battery data transfer latency is less than the user perceived 

network and the control system or process [11]. In the design of the system, the limited bandwidth data availability latency of around 3 seconds . ..... 
~ 
~ of the communication medium and the effective sampling rate of the control system are crucial 
~ 
>=3 .., issues that must be taken into consideration. In traditional control systems, higher process sampling B. Communication and Process Isolation 

~ 
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r;J rates guarantee better performance, but this ultimately induces a higher traffic load and longer The system architecture achieves timely communication and natural interaction of both 
~ 
(') ...,. 
0" transmission delays in communication systems [12]. The system architecture presented here is remote user and battery charge manipUlation and maintenance processes through de-coupling of the 

:: 
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0 
based on concurrent processes that allow stability of both timely communication and natural three main concurrent processes as shown in Fig. 6. The node level data buffers and the gateway 

:: ..... 
:: interaction of both the remote user and battery system processes, without affecting the integrity of level database play an important role in this de-coupling. These devices allow CAN network traffic 

~ := ,.-. r;J 
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.., 
the system data and information. to be substantially eased while still allowing a continuous and timely flow of battery data and 

I-' S" .j;;o 
'-' - information to serve the supervisory role of the remote users. Furthermore, de-coupling allows 

~ 
(;" A. Communication channel elements various rates of processing as related to process interaction demands or requirements. 
(') .... .., 
0 Fig. 3 above illustrates the primary or end-to-end communication channel elements for 
:: 
n" 
r;J battery data transfer from a local network node to the remote user's interface applet (denoted by the 

GI':l 
"0 arrow trail). The flow of battery data begins at the data acquisition module. Data acquired by this 
~ 
(') 

E module is transferred to the node's data buffers for storage by the data buffer management module. 
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When the CAN communication module's scheduling task signals for transmission of a data 
..... 
0" 
:: message, the data bull'er management module transfers the battery data from the appropriate data 

buffers to the CAN communication module. In order to decrease data transfer latency, battery data 

is always available for transmission when requested. The CAN scheduling task then processes the 

data into a CAN message format and transfers it to the CAN transmit task, which places the data 

message onto the network for transmission. The transmitted data message is received by the battery 

node's CAN receive module, which passes the message to the CAN scheduler to retrieve the 
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Fig. 6. Isolated concurrent processing and relative data flow 

At the group level, the data buffers provide isolation from the CAN communication process 

to allow the independent interaction of the node controller with the battery cells. The interaction 

includes monitoring, testing and direct digital control of cell charge through the sense line. For 

example, the process of cell equalisation is performed at the local group level without affecting 

system power flow or the CAN communication process [5]. The CAN communication process is 

insensitive to the high processing rate of battery interaction as the node's data buffers absorb any 

processing related overhead. 

Similarly in the battery node, the database at the gateway level de-couples and provides 

isolation between the 1\vo communication processes, i.e. the local CAN network interaction and 

remote user interaction across the Internet. The CAN network ensures that timely data and 

information are made available to the user at tile gateway database while the gateway serves remote 

user demands from dedicated applets across the illtemet through interaction with the database. The 

isolation of remote user interaction from the CAN network interaction reduces data transmission 

latency to the user, as battery data is readily available at the gateway and does not need to be 

acquired directly from the local network nodes. This scheme thereby ensures that the standard user 

perceived data availability window of around 3 seconds is met. ill the worst case, the database is 

able to absorb an entire node's data history while meeting timing constraints in receiving regular 

data messages and se[\~cing remote user requests. One other important aspect of the de-coupling 

between the user interaction and local ne1\vork interaction is the integration of the TCPIIP and 

CAN protocols. Previous studies have looked upon CAN and TCPIIP as competing protocols when 

used in a control environment [11,12]. However, the network architecture presented in this paper 

attempts to utilise both protocols in a complementary approach by meshing and stressing the 

qualities of both protocols rather than operating each protocol in paralleL The CAN protocol does 

not require facilities found in a CAN higher layer protocol, while the TCPIIP protocol effectively 

uses the CAN protocol as network interface and physical layers. Research into the effectiveness of 

this arrangement requires further investigation. 

IV. NETWORK ANAL YSIS 

A. lVfessage and Task Set Criteria 

As mentioncd previously in Section I1-D, messages are classified as command, status or 

data messages. In order to facilitate future e).:pansion of process related functionality, gaps have 

been left in the assigned message identifier content segment values to allow for grouping of 

anticipated messages of similar content types. The majority of communication on the bus or 

network traffic consists of regular or periodic transmission of data messages [rom string nodes 

(containing current and timestamp data) and group nodes (containing voltage, temperature and 

timestamp data) to the gateway. String data or group data messages are assumed to have a 

periodicity of 1 second. String node and group node status messages as well as battery data history 

uploading from each node also forms a portion of periodic bus traffic. An exception to this is the 

tin1ing synchronisation command message transmitted by the battery node, which synchronises the 

real-time clocks of all network nodes. This periodic message is transmitted hourly and is crucial for 

reducing pre-scaling error during time stamping of acquired battery data. Periodic messages have 



been given higher priority on the bus (i.e. lower content segment identifiers have been allocated to E. Scheduling AJ1alysis 

these messages), as it is essential to always have the latest battery data available in the battery Table 1 shows the variable definitions and notations used in the scheduling analysis 

node's database for user utilisation. calculations of CAN messages and node tasks. 

The random aspect of CAN bus traffic occurs in the form of alarm messages from the string Variable Messa"e Notation Task Notation 
Response time Rm R t 

and group nodes and user initiated command messages from the battery node. Alarm messages Timincr iitter Jm J, 

occur as a result of an unforeseen node error or malfunction or occurrence of unexpected battery or 
~ueuing time Wm -
TransmissionlExecution time Cm C, ,.... 

t:fj 

~ 
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current shunt behav~our. User initiated command messages include the setting of new messages or 

nodes on the network, remote downloading or upgrading of node software or retrieval of the node's 

Blockincr delay Em -
Periodicity Tm T, 
Bit time Tbit - i 
Size of data, Sm (bytes) Sm -

~ 
1:1 
'" ~ 

entire data buffer or specific node data for verification and testing purposes. These random or Table 1. Scheduling analysis variable def"mitions and notation 
~ .... .... 
0 

aperiodic messages have been allocated lower priorities (or higher value content segment 
Prev~ous work on scheduling analysis in CAN and hard real-time communications [13-18] 
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identifiers) tban periodic messages. Although this contrasts with that of traditional systems, where has yielded the equations represented in Table 2. The prioritisation mechanism of CAN is similar 
1:1 ,.... 
1:1 

alarm messages are given higher priority than ordinary messages, the demanded real-time to task prioritisation in a non-preemptive scheduler, where tasks operate on a fixed priority basis 
Q. 

~ = I-' '" 0 
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requirements and quality of service of these messages can still be catered for within the designed 

network capacity. The application's use of simplistic nodes with limited functionality reduces the 

and are not preempted until completion, hence the similarity in the equations. For the purpose of 

the battery system, standard CAN II-bit identifier messages have been considered, although 
'--' 

~ 
~ 
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amount of scheduled bus traffic while allowing ample time for unscheduled traffic, but if nodes further eAiension to CAN 29-bit identifier messages is also possible. Additionally, the analysis 
..... 
"1 
0 
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with complicated functionality and a more intensive messaging scheme were required, assumes periodic messages, although random messages can be incorporated into the computation 
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restructuring or reorganisation of the message priorities rnay need to be performed. F urlhermore, by assuming a minimum time between message occurrence. 
en 
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availability of the user requested battery data at the battery node's database substantially reduces Description I CAN RTOS 
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en 
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the randomness of command messages within the system. 

String nodes and group nodes possess the same basic task set, ,,~th the exception that the 

data acquisition task in the string node acquires current as opposed to the acquisition of voltage and 

temperature from a group node. Tasks that have a high periodicity are assigned a higher priority 

Message transmission time or 
(l34+8S J ) ex determined using logic 

task execution time Cm = ~ +47+8sm r'/f analyser techniques as 
described in [19] 

Blocking delay Em = max (CJ -
'ikElp(m) 

-.-~-

Queuing delay 
"+l-B L rW~+JlHbdf -

Wm - m + 'trkEhp(m) Tk k 

Response Time - Best case Rm =Cm R, =C, 
than tasks \'\~th a low periodicity. For example, the data acquisition task has a higher priority than 

the CAN communication task, while battery application tasks are allocated the lowest priority, as 

Response Time - Worst case 
+C R"+l =C + L l R;' f Rm =.Jm +wm m 

I r r!j~hp(1) T
J 

J 

less demand for application data allows for a longer latency in response. Table 2. CAN and task scheduling analysis equations 



Transmission lime, Cm of a message In is given by the total transmission time of the stuff, occurrence time of 60 seconds and timing jitter is assumed to be negligible. Node history messages 

header and data bits, where the fractional section of the equation shows the worst case effect of bit have been excluded from ilie calculations and are discussed later in the section. As sho"TI by the 

stuffing. Although a sluff bil is inserted for every five consecutive data bits of the same level, results for the worst case response times, the longer transmission periods of the low priority 

results in [16] indicate that in the worst case, a stuffed message tends toward a stuff bit every four messages significantly reduces the effect of cumulative interference delay by any higher priority 

data bits. The blocking delay, Bm of message In is defined as the maximum worst case transmission messages (see queuing delay equation in Table 2). Also, the lowest priority message is unaffected 

delay of all lower priority messages, lp(m), i.e. the time to transmit the largest lower priority by blocking delay from any lower priority messages, and thus the most prevalent delay is the 
>-< 
trj 
trj message. Queuing delay, Wm is defined as the sum of blocking delay, Bm and interference delay by message's transmission delay. Differences between worst case response times iliat appear similar in 
trj ..., ..., the set of messages of higher priority than message m, hp(m), that are ready to transmit. The the table are more evident at higher resolutions . 
~ 
=:I 

'" ~ 
('".) 

solution for W m is an iterative calculation, where w,: = 0 and ilie equation is iterated until Contcnt 
Message 

Length 
Type 

Period Best Case WorsiCase 
Id (bytes) (s) Response (ms) Response~_ .... o· 

=:I 
convergence, i.e. w:+1 = w:. In the best case scenario, a message that is put on the bus is 0 Group Data 16 Periodic 1 2.16 4.32 

I Strin<> Data 8 Periodic I 1.08 3.24 

'" 0 
=:I transmitted without any delay or waiting period, and thus the message's response time, Rm is given 

4 Group Processed Data 8 Periodic 10 1.08 3.25 
5 String Processed Data 8 Periodic 10 1.08 3.25 
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by its transmission time, C m. In the worst case, response time of a message, Rm , is defined as the 

sum of queuing delay, W m, transmission time, Cm and timing jitter, Jm. The CAN analysis equations 

above exclude the occurrence of Remote Transmission Request (RTR) and error messages, but 

16 Group History <20K Random 60 - -
17 String History <4K Random 60 - -
20 Group Status 4 Periodic 10 0.76 2.93 
21 String Status 4 Periodic 10 0.76 2.93 
24 Group Alarm 4 Random 60 0.76 2.93 
25 Strina Alarm 1 Random 60 0.52 2.69 

f!) 
('".) .... ..., 

these can be taken into account ifrequired, as sho"TI in [14,15]. 32 Set Timing I Periodic 3600 0.52 2.69 
33 Set Common 8 Random 60 1.08 3.25 

0 
=:I 
:;;0 

The best case response of task t in a preemptive fixed priority scheduling environment, Parameters 
34 Get Common 8 Random 60 1.08 3.25 
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occurs when the task is executed without any waiting time and thus its response time is equal to its 

execution time. In the worst case, response time is the sum of execution time and interference time 

by higher priority tasks, hp(t), that are ready to execute. The solution for worst case response time 

Parameters 
40 Set Application 8 Random 60 1.08 3.2) 

Parameters 
41 Get Application 8 Random 60 1.08 3.25 

Parameters 
48 Set Message 16 Random 60 2.16 4.33 

('".) .... 
O· 
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is also an iterative calculation, with R,o = 0, and iterating to convergence (i.e. R;+' = R;') provides 

the required result. In order to keep the jitter of a message small, the process of message 

49 Set Alarm 16 Random 60 2.16 2.68 
56 Get Group 1 Random 60 0.52 1.04 

Data/StatuslHistory 
57 Get String I Random 60 0.52 0.52 

transmission was decomposed into 2 tasks [13,15], the first task calculates or formats the CAN Data/StatuslHistory 

message contents while ilie second task simply queues or outputs the message for transmission. Table 3. CAN message analysis 

Table 3 depicts the results of the scheduling analysis performed on the network message Table 4 shows ilie analysis results of the node tasks on the communication channel during 

set. The best and worst case transmission times shown were calculated for a 125 kbits/s bus (i.e. a periodic transmission of group data. Analysis is only performed from the node's data acquisition 

bit time of 8flS). For analysis purposes, random messages are assumed to have a minimum 
task up 10 the CAN transmit task. Note that the data buffer management task in the node is called 



twice, once when new battery data is acquired and again when a periodic data message is due for From Table 4, the worst case response time of the CAN transmit task is 49.6 IDS. If group 

transmission, and thus has two entries in the task analysis table. data is transmitted periodically every 1 second, approximately 95% of the time between successive 

Priority I Description 
J Best Case Worst Case 

I (ms) Response (ms) Response (ms) 
group data transmissions is available for processing, i.e. data acquisition, data processing, charge 

I Data Acquisition Task 0.83 55.1 55.1 manipulation, etc. There is also ample time for acquiring a characteristic battery charge/discharge 
2 i Data Buffer Management Task 0.05 8.6 9.1 

(Acquisition) trend, which requires a high sampling rate. 
2 Data Buffer Management Task 0.01 9.1 9.7 

...... 
trj 
trj 

(Communication) 
4 CAN Scheduler Task 1.30 20.2 22.9 
3 CAN Transmit Task 0.11 46 49.6 V. NETWORK SIMULATION AND DISCUSSION 

trj 
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'"'! Table 4. Node task analysis When developing control architectures, simulation techniques are a better support for 
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architecture configuration than analytical methods [17]. Consequently, a nenvork model that adopts 

I'l .... o· C. Capacity Estimation a modular approach to the design and simulation of battery management networks has been 

::I 
'" 0 From Table 3, the sum of the worst-case response times of all periodic or random messages developed [20]. A customised library facilitates fast and efficient model construction and easy 
::I 
...... 
::I (excluding history messages) is 22.61 ms and 27.71 ms respectively. In the worst-case scenario, it configuration of battery nehvorks of varying size. Various elements that influence the performance 
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is assumed that all periodic messages and all random messages require transmission within a single 

period of the most regular message, which equates to having all periodic and random messages 

of a battery network such as task and message prioritisation policies, system resource parameters 

(e.g. data bufter or database size) and network parameters (e.g. bus speed) are easily entered into 
'-' trj 
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attempt transmission within a period of I second. If this is the case, 94.9% or 949 ms of the time the model as configuration parameters for simulation. 
.... 
'"'! 
0 
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between successive transmissions of the highest periodicity message is still available or unused. Analytical results from the previous section were used as inputs to the simulation model. 

n· 
'" Now consider an extension of the worst-case scenario where node history uploading also occurs Fig. 7 shows the results of periodic group and string data bus traffic (bits/s) over a simulation 
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within the same period of I second. Given that the worst -case size of node history is 20 Kbytes and period of 30 seconds for battery networks containing up to 4 strings. Random command messages 
I'l 

[ bus speed is 125 Kbits/s, a transmission time of 2.76 seconds (inclusive of CAN header and worst- from the battery node were also included in the simulation. Each string contains 5 nodes per string 

Cf:J 
l'!) 
I'l ..... case stuff bits) would be required to complete the transmission of node history. Although this (I string node and 4 group nodes) and the CAN bus rate was set at 125 kbits/s. In the simulation, a 

o· 
i:I duration is larger than the period of the most regular message, it is still possible to complete the zero releasing policy was used (i.e. all nodes began acquiring data at time 1=0). The graph shows 

transmission of node history to the gateway database without delaying higher priority periodic that the CAN network is able to absorb the initial response of having all network nodes release 

messages and within the bounds of user perceived data availability of 3 seconds. This is achieved messages onto the bus without overloading the communication channel, while gradually achieving 

by having the node scheduler task interleave the transmission of node history messages in between a stable bus traffic state well below the bus limit. The peak bus traffic load during the initial 

transmissions of periodic messages while allowing higher priority messages to gain access to thc response is also well "ithin the capacity of the bus. 

CAN bus when periodically queued. 
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Fig. 7. Bus traffic for battery networks containing up to 4 strings 

The average bus traffic rates obtained from Fig. 7 were extrapolated for battery networks 

that contained up to 12 strings, as shown in Fig, 8. As can be seen in the figure, the average bus 

traffic increases linearly 'with the number of strings in a battery network. This is an inherent 

characteristic of CAN, which has constant throughput even at full load, as opposed to a CSMAlCD 

scheme, where collisions lead to non-linear traffic. 
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Fig. 8. Relationship between average bus traffic and increasing number of strings 

For a ballery network containing 12 strings, the average bus traffic is approximately 14.4 

kbits/s, which corresponds to a bus utilisation of 11.6%. Although the rate of transmission on the 

bus is well below bus capacity, the physical size of battery networks has reached its limit. In order 

to allow monitoring and control of larger battcry networks, a solution would be to employ a CAN 

bridging scheme [21,22] or multiple gateways for managing clusters of network nodes. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The paper described a distributed intelligence network organisation for managing a battery 

network. The organisation of the CAN and TCPIIP networks pro\~des efficient information flow 

between the battery process and remote user. The distributed data storage organisation provides 

good media for multiple concurrent processes, allowing for relaxcd dcpendencies between the 

concurrent processes of cell control, battery snpervision and network management. Initial testing of 

the architecture reflects substantial network capacity for handling applications like industrial 

battery systems. The scalable approach could easily cover any size of applicable ballery systems. 
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In general, this is a very thoroughly prepared and self contained 
application-oriented paper. The following issues are presented in the paper: 
- the general architecture of a battery management system! 
- the interoperability between local control networks handling the 
distributed intelligent sensor/actuator nodes and the internet, - data 
aggregation and distribution! 

and, as the main technical contribution, 
- an analysis of the temporal behaviour of the message set on the CAN-Bus. 

The proble~ of battery management are well introduced and also for a 
non-expert easy to understand_ The goals for the overall architecture are 
clearly described and the motivation for the distributed architecture are 
concisely derived. The organization, aggregation and update mechanisms for 
the distributed bat"tery management data are interesting. The main issue is 
to allow access to this data from anywhere in the internet. To decouple the 
more time critical operation of the control bus from the TCP/IP world, a 
simple data base is used in the gateway. The freshness of battery data is 
guaranteed by periodically updating the database contents over control 
network. The asynchronous accesses from the internet therefore are 
completely temporally decoupled from the control network. 

There are a few other points which need some explanation and/or revision: 

. The core technical contribution is an analysis of the message traffic over 
the CAN-Bus. Because the messages are mostly periodic, the author applies 
the rate monotonic analysis methods known from literature. He proves by 
analytical methods the viability of the message set on the CAN-Bus, given 
the temporal constraints. Table 3 shows the message analysis. The best case 
response times can easily be understood. However, it is unclear how the 
worst case response times are derived because obviously, there are no 
queuing delays considered for the messages with lower priorities. The worst 
case response times for the highest priority message is similar to that of 
the lowest priority message. In my view, this is a contradiction to the 

equations in Table 2. 

· The authors develop a specific new layer above the Data Link Layer 
specified in the CAN Standard, e.g. by structuring the Can ID. It would be 
interesting to know from an industrial user why the standards like CanOpen, 
DeviceNet, SDS, or Can Kingdom were not used. 

· Aperiodic alarm messages have lower priority compared to the periodic 
messages. This seems feasible in a system which is only loaded in the 
average to 14%. However not as a general solution it appears inappropriate 
that alarm messages have a lower priority than an ordinary message. This may 
need some explanation. 

· In Table 2 there is a reference [28] which does not appear in the 
references. It seems to be a cut and paste error. 

· In the last paragraph of section C the author mentions the worst case 
response time of the CAN receive task and refer to Table 4 in which however, 
the CAN transmit task is listed. Is this identical? 

· The network simulation system (chapter V) is not further described. Here 
some hints would be helpful. As is shown in Fig. 7, even the peak load is 
well below the capacity of the CAN-Bus. The results for the average bus load 
in Fig. 8 are not very surprising because CAN has a constant throughput even 
under a full load. Thus different to a CSMA/CD scheme , where collisions may 
lead to a non-linear traffic, this result can be expected on a CAN Bus_ This 
should be explained in the paper. 
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The main argument why this paper should be accepted is because it covers a 
wide range of aspects of an interesting application. The general 
architecture of the distributed network and data storage is the basis for a 
rather flexible and extensible system. However, the authors should comment 
on the status of the management system. Is it implemented l at least to some 
extent? Is it planned to implement it? ~so! a comment on how battery 
management systems are organized today and what are the shortcomings would 
be beneficial. E.g. is extensibility a crucial requirement for battery 
management systems? 

Although the analysis of a message set over CAN has been done for more 
demanding applications, it is worthwhile to include it in the paper for the 
sake of completeness. The above indicated points should be clarified. 
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Abstract 

This paper discusses a distributed nehvork organisation for managing, monitoring & controlling a 
standby battery system, The organisation utilises the CAN bus for the local control network in 
facilitating low cost intelligent embedded nodes. Local and remote access to the control network 
is arranged through a gateway that provides Internet connectivity for user interaction facilities 
through TCPilP. Data and information relevant to the battery system are organised in 3 layers that 
arc relevant to frequency of interaction and depth of history. These arc the local CAN nodes data 
buffers. the local gatevvay's database and the senrice centres database. The local gateway's 
embedded Java environment hosts a seTVlet that delivers a user interface applet significant to 
battery management requirements. The applet permits data transparency and commands for 
application management. System cost and devclopment time has been reduced by utilising off
the-shelf components. The organisation allows for potential groMh in network management 
knowledge and hence involvement. 

1. TELECOMMUNICATIONS STANDBY 
NETWORK 

Standby po,ver systems similar to that used for 
telecommunication or UPS applications involve a 
wide number of components related to primary and 
secondary power. These include ro:o-dimensional 
arrays of battery cells and arrays of electric power 
converters (AC to DC andlor DC to AC). They may 
also include other discrete components such as one or 
more diesel generators, multiple arrays of fuel cells, 
solar collectors. and/or environment manager units. 
Monitoring and control of these components are 
facilitated through their associated devices or arrays 
of devices that communicate amongst each other or 
with the management centre through the network 
[1,2]. Most existing nehvorks arc based on proprietary 
protocols, while standard open systems 
interconnection control protocols like the Controller 
Area Network (CAN) or Local Operating Network 
(LON) are suggested, but not widely used [3.4]. 
Facilitating remote connectivity to the local control 
network may also be achieved through the use of 
TCP/IP over the Internet [5). Furthermore. data and 
infonnation visibility could range from real time to a 
few years of history. Even though these discrete 
technologies are available for prm:iding a solution, 
appropriate integration to suit the telecommunications 
po\ver management application needs to be examined. 
This includes issues relevant to data and information 
organisation., consistency of multiple user access and 

cost/performance trade-off Thc main focus of this 
paper is the battery system side of the standby power 
system. 

Telecommunications battery networks arc 
implemented in various sizes. Somc battcry networks 
could be as small as two strings of 24-Volt mono
blocs. while large systems could have multiple strings 
containing 24 2-Volt blocs. A battery network is 
normally partitioned into a number of four string 
banks. Each string is made up of blocs that are either 
2. 4, 6 or 12-Volts. 12-Volts is commonly used as a 
grouping factor to relate adjacent cells in a string~ 

whcther they are six. cells within a 12V mono-bloc or 
six individual and adjacent blocs of 2-Volt cells [3). 

Management of thc telecommunications battery 
network requires the monitoring of the state of the 
system in maintaining healthy operational condition 
and timely operational alarms. The management 
aspects of a telecommunications battcry network can 
bc divided into 3 categories: battcry opcration 
management,. network communication management 
and battery and network data management. Figure 1 
shows an organisation to the battery management 
hierarchy. Battery operation management involves the 
monitoring and control of facets relatcd to process 
operation. The processing of raw battery data to 
produce higher level derived battery data and 
information such as battery state of charge. reserYe 
time. etc and the monitoring of interface module 

performance and efficiency 
falls under this category. 
Nehvork communication 
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Figure 1. Battery management system task organisation 

Data compression and minimisation is also an 
important feature of this form of management due to 
the restricted and limited memory capacity of the 
embedded devices. An effective and efficient 
compression method would allow larger temporal 
amounts of data to be stored at the lower data layers 
before being passed to higher data layers. One 
common element of each form of management is the 
processing of relevant alarms and events. which are 
generated when user defined or pre-programmed fault 
conditions occur. 

The proceeding section of the paper describes the 
proposed system organisation. Section 3 discusses the 
software and hardware organisation of the local CAN 
network nodes as applied to the telecommunications 
battery netv."ork. In Section 4" the organisation and 
integration of the TCP/IP and CAN protocols in the 
local gateway (or Internet interface) is examined in 
detail and finally, in Section 5. some concluding 
remarks are presented. Details that relate to the CAN 
messaging scheme and the distributed data 
organisation have been presented in reference [6) of 
thc listed references. 

2. SYSTEM ORGANISATION 

The proposed system organisation for a CAN-based 
telecommunications battery management system is 
depicted in Figure 2. The local network nodes are 
organised to be self-sufficient controllers that retain 
short-term battcry history and cxercise the sensing, 
monitoring and control activities on the associated 
network component, like a group of battery ceIls. 
Each node possesses the capability of interfacing with 
hard\vare modules relevant to sensing of baitery 

parameters or controlling charge injection over a 
sense line. Local and remote access to the control 
network is arranged through an embedded low-cost 
gateway that facilitates Internet connectivity through 
TCP/1P to the local CAN interface. User interaction 
with the network is permitted through the use of 
applets and sen'lets hosted by the local gateway (or 
the Internet interface). 

Data organisation IS a critical part of any 
telecommunications network management strategy 
[2). The data and information relevant to the network 
nodes are organised in 3 layers: the local nodes data 
buffers for short-tcrm data storage, the local gateways 
database for medium-term data storage and the remote 
service centres full-scale database for long-term data 
storage. The size, depth, complexity and organisation 
of the data storage facilities at each layer arc defined 
by factors such as available memory space. 
processing resources and closeness to the user or the 
process [6]. This arrangement facilitates smooth 
visibility of data and information for both real time 
and long-term history required for battery network 
management. Further extension to the nehvork could 
be gained either through bridging more than one 
control nchvork at the gateway level or llsing more 
than one gate\vay. The proposed system organisation 
has potential for remote in-system programming. 

The messaging structure of the local CAN network 
has been organised to catcr for key monitoring and 
control activities "",ithin the nenvork domain relevant 
to both data and information messages [6). 
Furthermore, as CAN employs a message broadcast 
scheme, selected clusters of nodes can be 
acknowledged \vith a single message transmission. 
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telecommunications batteries) has 
been implemented to allow the node 
to deal with the virtual earth, relative 
to the entire string~ when acquiring 
data within the battery group. 

Remote User Essentially, the battery node is the 

Group Node 

internet interface or the local gateway. 
Battery nodes permit access to the 
local group or string nodes in its 
domain and alIo"v configuration or 
modification of nenvork parameters, 
enablingidisabling of network 
messages and storage of battery 
network relevant data. The local 
gateway is described in detail in 
Section 4. 

3.2 Node Software Modules 

Figure 2. Distributed intelligence battcry nct\vork organisation 

The sofu.vare organisation on each 
node encapsulates the core activities 
required for performing batter)' 
management such as capturing and 
storing raw battery data. processing of 
raw battery data into derived data and 

3. LOCAL NETWORK ORGAKISATION 

The CAN bus is a shared broadcast, serial data 
communications bus for real-time applications. It can 
operate at data rates up to I Megabits per second and 
has excellent error detection and confinement 
capabilities. CAN is an international standard and its 
proven reliability and robustness aliO\VS it to be used 
in many automation and industrial applications. The 
number of nodes on a single network is typically up to 
64 nodes (although larger networks are possible). 
Each CAN message holds up to 8 byies of data. 

3.1 Node Organisation 

The local network nodes are divided into 3 logical 
nodes as shuv,'l1 in Figure 2 above. These arc the 
group node, the string node and the battcry node. 
Each group node supervises a group of 6 cells and is 
able to e},.'1ract individual cell voltages and group 
temperature, and monitor and control ccll charge [4]. 
String nodes are physically equivalent and 
functionally similar to group nodes "ith the addition 
of a current shunt hardware interface for monitoring 
and acquiring string current. String nodes are situated 
at the beginning of cach battery string. Figure 3 
shows the conceptual node organisation. Each group 
and string node contains a stand-alone CAN controller 
and transceiver that relieves the host microcontroller 
from the physical and data-link communication 
overhead. Isolation from the CAN bus and the 
hardware interface modules (and in effect the 

communication of battery data and 
results to higher layers of management. Thc modular 
approach to the design of the node software allows 
battery management functionality to be maximised 
within the limited memory and processing resources 
of the node microcontrollcr. The main components of 
the system sofuvarc include the data management 
module, the 110 module, the CAN communication 
module and the battery applications module. Each 
module is separated into tasks that perform dedicatcd 
functions in achie\-i.ng overall module functionality. 
An off-the-shelf RTOS kernel embedded "ithin each 
network node effectively handles and schedules 
multiple tasks in order of priority. The utilisation of 
an RTOS further allows battery management 
functionality to be designed and expanded easily, as 
functions or tasks can be added to each module 
without requiring major changes to the software [7]. 
The R TOS can be reduced to occupy just over 2 
Kb)1es of code space and 200 bytes of data space 
(excluding task stacks), thereby limiting its impact on 
node memory overhead. The 2 Kbytes of RAM 
available in the node microcontrollcr limits the 
maximum number of tasks that can be created to 16, 
for a task stack size of 128 b)1es. Inter-task 
communication is achieved through the use of 
semaphores (a protocol mechanism commonly offered 
in real-time multitasking environments) [or shared 
access to temporary storage arrays. Semaphores are 
denoted by the key symbol in Figure 3. The time a 
task is suspended (timeout) while waiting on a 
semaphore is denoted by the hourglass symbol. 
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messages to and 
from the node. and 
receive and 
transmit tasks that 
communicate with 
the CAN bus via an 
SPI interface to the 
CAN controller and 
transcei ver. Th e 
receI\'e and 
transmit tasks each 
have a temporary 
storage array (with 

semaphore 
controlled access) 
for storing CAN 
message structures. 
Each Figure 3. Group node and String node sofo,\'are and hardware modules message 
structure contains 

The data management module consists of a data 
buffer management task and an interrupt based clock 
routine. The management task allows controlled and 
synchronised access to the nodes various data buffers 
for storage of primitive or raV,l battery data such as 
cell voltage, current and temperature, derived battery 
data such as resenre time, state-of-charge, etc. 
alarms/events and node configuration parameters. The 
data buffer management task performs constant 
checks on all available semaphores to determine if 
new data or information is available for storage. The 
clock routine produces regular updates to a time 
structure, which is used for time-stamping incoming 
data to the data buffers. A resolution of better than a 
millisecond can be achieved here, as suited to battery 
management require.ments. 

The I/O module contains acqUISItIon and actuation 
tasks. The acquisition task collects raw battery data 
such as cell voltage, current (string nodes only) and 
temperature from the connected group of battery celIs 
and converts the data into a form suitable for storage 
in the appropriate data buffer. For cxample, a ceIl's 
12-bit ADC reading is converted into a voltage 
reading with a resolution of better than I m V. The 
task then requests access to its temporary storage 
array semaphore. If access is granted. the acquisition 
task places the data in the array and releases its 
semaphore. However, if the acquisition task iso't able 
to acquire the semaphore instantly. it \vaits for a 
specified timeout period for the semaphore to be 
released. If the semaphore still hasn't been released 
by the end of the timeout period, the task proceeds to 
acquire new data readings and the current reading is 
overwritten. The actuation task controls and 
configures the rate at "vhich data is acquired. 

The CAN communication module consists of a 
scheduling task for managing incoming and outgoing 

the message identifier, message length (in number of 
byies) and message data of the received or 
transmitting messages. The scheduling task interprets 
accepted message identifiers in the receive tasks 
temporary array to determine their origin and content 
and subsequentl}' to perform the necessary course of 
action related to battery management. If the accepted 
message is a request for specific battery data. 
examination of the message identifier by the 
scheduling task will reveal the type of data requested 
and the identity of the requesting node. The data is 
then obtained from the proper data buffer and placed 
in the temporary array of the transmit task with the 
proper message identifier and message size 
information for communication on the CAN bus. The 
scheduling task also regulates the rate at which raw 
and derived battery data and information is sent to the 
higher data layer for storage and backup to prevcnt 
the allocated data buffer memory space from 
exceeding its limit. 

The battery applications module contains tasks for 
charge control, processing of raw battery data lnto 
derived data like reserve time, state-of-charge, etc and 
for data compression and minimisation. Each 
application task requests for specific batte!)1 data from 
the appropriate data buffers, which is placed in the 
applications temporary storage array by the data 
buffer nUlIlagement task. Once the requested data has 
been processed, tile application task returns the 
derived data to the data buffers via the same 
temporary array. The battery applications module 
facilitates expansion of node functionality by 
providing memory space for additional battery 
application tasks. A ne"\-" application task can be easil y 
created and added to the battery application module 
by the operating system. as each task is independent 
of each other. 



4. LOCAL GATE'WAY ORGANISATION 

Communication throughout the system organisation is 
organised in various strategies. When in close 
proximity to the process, the strategy is to utilise 
small, compact messages that can be delivered to their 
destination in real-time (milliseconds or less). When 
further away from the process and closer to the user, 
the strategy is to employ large capacity messages and 
less strict time requirements or constraints (message 
latency in seconds). 

The main functions of the Internet interface are to 
allow remote user access to the gateway database and 
to provide a dynamic user interface \-vith reliable two 
way communication for requesting and converting 
data into a meaningful form for viewing. The gateway 
also caters for higher-level data processing to 
facilitate sophisticated battery management 
functionality and communication and control of the 
local nodes in the network domain through the use of 
command messages. The Internet interface or local 
gateway is based on an embedded Java runtime 
environmcnt or Java Virtual Machine (NM) with a 
limited subset of Java classes Gava.lang. java.io. 
java.net and java.util). Communication between 
remote users and the embedded local gateway is 
achieved with applet-servlet communication. The 
local gateway hosts a servlet that delivers an applet 
and associated Java client class files when requested 
by a remote users web bro\vser. via the Hypertext 
Transfer Protocol (HTTP) of the TCPilP protocol 
suite. 

From Figure .t the main modules of the Internet 
interface are defined as the applet module. the servlet 
module, the data managcment module, the battery 
applications module and the CAN communication 
module. As ,,;th the local node. a modular approach 
has been taken in the design of the gateway software 
to maximise battery management functionality.' within 
the memory and processing resources of the device. 

Applet-based network managemen~ as opposed to 
HTML-bascd management (i.e. HTML forms or 
pages). provides sophisticated man-machine 
interaction and processing capability at the user side 
[8]. This has the desirable efIect of reducing network 
traffic and the processing overhead of the Internet 
interface as the gateway only needs to return data to 
the applet instead of an entire HTML fonn. 
Furthennore. the applet module (or user interface 
applet) allows for dynamic plotting or graphing of 
battcI')' data and information for trcnd analysis 
directly at the user side. which is a highly resource 
intensive activity if perfonned with the limited 
processing pow~r and memory space of the Int~rnet 
interface. The applet module also presents the user 

with additional battery management facilities such as 
alarm/event vie-wing and diagnosis. node 
configuration modification. netv.rorklnode 
perfonnance analysis and battery charge/discharge 
testing acti vities that further serve to reduce 
processing overhead and memory usage in the 
gateway. 

Figure 4. Internet interface and. remote user 
sofuYare modules 

The servlet module needs to be loaded only once to 
handle multiple remote user requests as each 
additional request to the servlet spawns a lightweight 
thread. This feature of servlets serves to reduce 
response time to new user connections, thus providing 
efficient battery management. The scrvlet module on 
the gateway interprets aceeptcd HTTP requests from 
the HTTP interface. then examines the URL for 
command parameters related to specific battery data 
requests. It then makes the rcquest to the database 
management system for the desired battery data and 
returns the data through the HTTP interface to the 
user. If no command parameters for specific battery 
data are found, this suggests a new rcmote user 
connection and results in a copy of the applet module 
being delivered to the user location. 

The data management module in the Internet interface 
is made up of the database management system for 
controlling and sjnchronising access to the database 

and a real-time clock module for providing a time
reference to the battery data and infonnation received 
from the local network nodes via the CAN bus. The 
database management system also provides a set of 
query commands for manipulating battery data and 
information during storage and retrieval. These 
commands form the basis for providing battery 
management functionality to the user. 

The battery applications module on the Internet 
interface includes applications for pcrforming highcr
level data compression and minimisation techniques. 
battery trend analysis, nehvork and node performance 
evaluation algorithms, etc. These applications extract 
the battery data required for analysis from the proper 
primitive data table of the database, execute the 
appropriate analysis methods and return the processed 
data or results to the appropriate table in the database. 
These applications reduce the latency of battery data 
transmission to the user as the required derived data 
has been processed prior to the actual request. Further 
tasks could include battery capacity estimation. 
battery reserve life estimation. capacity planning and 
warranty violation, etc. 

The CAN communication module is implemented as a 
Java thread and consists of a scheduler and receive 
and transmit modules that interface to the CAN 
protocol software available on the gateway. This on
chip CAN protocol eliminates the need for a CAN 
controller de,;ce and thus the only ex1:emal hardware 
device on the Internet interface is the CAN 
transceiver. The main tasks of the scheduler are to 
formulate regular messages for requesting specific 
battery data or information from local node(s) or to 
configure node operational parameters. The message 
identifier defining the contcnt of the message and the 
requesting node (i.e. the battery node) is passed to the 
transmit module where it is communicated onto the 
CAN bus to the designated node or clusters of nodes 
in the form of a command message. Incoming CAN 
messages from the CAN bus are passed to the receive 
module. where the message identifier, message length 
and message data arc extracted and collected by the 
scheduler. The scheduler then interprets the message 
identifier to determine the proper action to execute. 

5. CONCLUSION 

The paper described a distributed intelligence network 
organisation for monitoring a telecommunications 
battery nenvork. The local netv....·ork is based on low
cost intelligent CAN nodes with provision for Internet 
connectivity. A natural partitioning to the local 
nehvork has been defined and implemented. The 
gateway database formulates the basis for 
translational media between the CAN and TCP/IP 
protocols. Communication behveen the local network 

and the remote user is based on applet-servlet 
communication. Proper integration of the TCP/IP 
(HTTP) and CAN protocols is essential to the smooth 
transition of data from the local nework to the user. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper discusses a distributed net\'vork organisation for 
managing, rnorutonng & controlling a standby 
telecommunications battery system. The organisation utilises 
the CAN bus for the local control nehvork in facilitating low 
cost inl~lligent embedded nodes. Local and fl:IIloie access to the 
control network is arranged tlrrough a low cost gateway that 
provides Intcrnet connectivity for uscr interaction facilities 
through TCPlIP. Data and information [devant to the battt:!}' 
system are organised in 3 layers that an: relevant to the 
frequency of interaction and depth of histo!}'_ TIlese are the 
local CAN nodes data buffers, the local gateways database and 
the remote service centres database. TIle local gateways 
embedded J.;nra environment hosts a serviet that delivcrs a user 
intcrface app1et significant to the battery management 
requirements. The applet pcnnits data transparency and 
commands for application managemenL System cost and 
development time has been reduced by utilising off-the-shdf 
components. The organisation allows for potential grmvth in 
netv.'ork management knowledge and hroce, involwment. 

Keywords: CAN network, distributed intelligence, remote 
management, battery system., Internet interface 

I. TELECOMl\fUNICATlONS STfu'IDBY :"lETWORK 

Standby power systems similar to that used for 
telecommunication or UPS applications involve a \\ide number 
of components rela~d to primary and st:condary power. These 
include tvvo-dimensional arrays of battery cells and arrays of 
electric power convericrs (AC to DC and/or DC to AC). They 
may also include other discrete components such as one or 
more diesel generators, multiple arrays of fuel cells, solar 
collectors, and/or environment manager units. Monitoring and 
control of these components arc facilitated through their 
associated dc-vices or arrays of de"ices that communicate 
amongst each other or with the management centrc through the 
network [1,2]. Most existing networks are based on proprietary 
protocols, while standard opcrt systems intereonn.:ction control 
protocols like the Controller Area Network (CAN) or Local 
Operating Network (LON) are suggested, but not widely used 
[3,4J. Facilitating remote connecm,ty to the local control 
network may also be achieved through the use of TCP/lP over 
the Internet [5]. Furthermore:, data and infonnation visibility 

could range from real time to a few years of history. Even 
though these discrete technologies are available: for providing a 
solution, appropriate integration to suit the telecommunications 
power management application needs to be examined. TItis 
includes issues relevant to data and infonnation organisation, 
consistency of multiple user aecess and costlpcrformancc trade
off. The main focus of this paper is the battery system side of 
the standby power system. 

T eleconununications batt~ry networks are implemented in 
various sizes. Some battery networks could be as small 3S two 
strings of 24-Volt mono-blocs, wIllie large systems could have 
multiple strings containing 24 2-Volt blocs. A battery nework 
is nonnall)' partitioned into a number of four string banks. Each 
string is made up of blocs that arc either 2,4, 6 or 12-Volts. 12-
Volts is commonly used as a grouping factor to relate adjacent 
cells in a string, whether they are six cells ",ithin a 12V mono
bloc or si'l: individual and adjacent blocs of 2-Volt cells [3]. 

Ivfanagement of th~ telecommunications battery network 
r~uires the monitoring of the state of the system in maintaining 
healthy operational condition and timdy operational alarms. 
TIIC management aspects of a telecommunications battery 
network can be divided into 3 categories: battcry operation 
management, network communication management and battery 
and network data management. Figure 1 shows an organisation 
to the battery management Itierarehy. 

Battery operation management involves the monitoring and 
control of facets related to process operation. The processing of 
raw battery data to produce higher level derived batteI), data 
and infonnation such as batt~ry state of charge, reServe timt::, 
etc and the monitoring of inkaface module performance and 
efficiency falls under this category. Network communication 
management involves monitoring features of the CAN nehvork, 
such as adding or configuring network nodes and messages as 
well as maintaining acceptable performance of the CA.'\;" 
nework. Another aspect of network communication 
management is the remote downloading and upgrading of node 
software. Storage of raw and derived data, network 
configuration parameters as well as alarms and e\rents faIls 
under the category of battery and network data managemtmL 
Data compression and minimisation is also an important feature 
of tiris fonn of management due to the restricted and limited 
memory capacity of the embedded devices. .~ effective and 
efficient compression method would allow larger temporal 

amounts of data to be stored at the lmvcr data layers before 
being passed to higher data layers. One common element of 
each form of management is the processing of re1e\.'allt alarms 
and events, which are generated when user defined or pre
programmed fault conditions occur. 

The sections of the paper are organised as follows. The 
proecl!ding: section describes the proposcd system organisation. 
In Section 3, the distributed data organisation of the proposed 
system in examined in detail. Section 4 deals with the 
communication organisation of the local CAN nenvork ;lnd 
finally in Section 5, some concluding remarks are presented. 
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Figure 1. Process management, netvmrk management and data management decomposition 

2. SYSTEM ORGANISATION 

The proposed system organisation for a CAN-ba,<;ed 
telecommunications battery management system is depicted in 
Figure 2. The local network nodes arc organised to be self
sufficient controllers that retain short-term battery history and 
exercise the sensing, monitoring and control acti ... ities on the 
associa~d network component, like a group of battery cell. 
Each node possesses the capability of interfacing ""ith hardware 
modules relevant to sensing of battery parameters or controlling 
die charge injection over the sense line. Local and remote 
aceess to the control network is arranged through an embedded 
low-cost gateway that facilitates Internet connectivity through 
TCP/IP to the local CAN interface. User interaction with the 
nework is permitted through the me of applets and serv:lets 
hostcd by the local gateway (or the Internet interface). 

TIle data and infonnation rekvant to the control nodes aro 
organised in throe layers: dle local CAN nodes data buffers, the 
local gateways database and the service centros database. nus 
arrangement, while retaining the autonomy and independence 
of the local site, allows for a cost optimised solution. It also 
facilitates smooth visibility of the data and information for both 
real time and long-tenn history required for battery network 

management. The complete coverage of an average control 
network could be achicved here. Further c).1:cnsion could be 
gained either through bridging more than one control network 
at thc gateway level or ming more than one gateway. The latter 
allows for better system reliability by relieving the control 
nework of the bottleneck of a single point of communication 
failure. Tht: proposed system organisation has potential for 
remote in-system programming. This facility allows the 
intelligence in the local netv.:ork nodes to be upgradt:d '\-\lith 
replacement of specific software patches. In-system 
programming maintains concurrency across the system realm 
and is an important element of service provisioning. 

The designed system software has been based on utilising the 
bare minimum resources to keep system cost down and to avoid 
expensive and excessive off-the-shelf middleware technology 
like CORBA or RlvIT that could prove to be a burden to the 
limited processing power of the S)'stem rather than a benefit. By 
not baving such middleware layers, it is possible to reduce 
communication overhead and have few system requirements 
[6]. However, it is still possible to seamlessly integrate 
middleware teclmology such as Jini [7] or XML-based 
applications for CAN network representation and monitoring 
[8.9,10]. 
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Figure 2. Re:al-time distributed intelligence battery network architecture 

Th~ CAN bus is a shared broadcast, serial data communications 
bus for n::al-timc applications. The number of nodes on a single 
nel\vork is typically up to 64 nodr;:s (although larger networks 
arc possible). Figure 2 shows that the local nodes are divided 
into 3 logical nodes. These arc the group node. the string node 
and the bartery node. Each group node supenises a group of 6 
cells and is able to monitor and extract indh,iduai cell voltages 
and group temperature. String nodes arc physically equivalent 
and functionally similar to group nodes \vith the addition of a 
curnmt shunt hardware interface [or monitoring and acquiring 
string current. Isolation from thr;: CAN bus and the hardwar~ 
interface modules (and in effect tht: tde:corrununications 
batt-mes) enabl~ each node to dr;:al with the "Virtual earth when 
acquiring data "'ithin the battery group. 

Essentially, the battery node is the Internet interface or the local 
gateway. The main functions of the Internet interface arc to 
allow remote user access to the gateway database and to 
provide a dynamic user interface with reliable moo way 
communication for requesting and converting data into a 
meaningful fonn for "\ile\ving. Th~ gate'\-vay also caters for 
hight::r-lt::vel data processing to f:lcilitate sophisticated battGI)' 
management functionality and control of the local nodes in dIe 
nemrork domain tlrrough the use of command messages. The 
Internet interface or local gateway is based on an embedded 
Java runtime environment or Java Vinual Machine (JVlv!) ",ith 
a limited subset of Java classes. Communication between 
remote users and the embedded local gateway is achieved with 
applct-sen.1ct communication_ The local gateway hosts a scrvlct 
that delivers an applet and associatt:d Java client class files 
when requested by a remote users web browser, 'via the 
Hypertext Transf!"'J' Protocol (HTTP) of the TCP!IP protocol 
suite . .An applet-based nem·ork management scheme has the 

desirable effect of reducing nernrork traffic and processing 
ovl!rhcad of the Internet interface. Furthermore, the user 
interface applet allows for dynamic plotting or graphing of 
battcty data and information for trend analysis, alarm/event 
viewing and diagnosis. node configuration modification, 
networkinodc perfonnancc analysis and battery 
charge/discharge testing acfu:itics that further serve to reduce 
processing overhead and memory usage in the gateway_ 

3. DISTRIBUTED DATA ORGANISATION 

Database technology is a critical part of any 
tc1econnnunications nem'ork management strategy [2]. The 
data and infonnation relevant to the network nodes are 
organised in 3 layers (sec Figure 3). These are: 

The local nodes data buffers for shorHeon data storage 
The local gateways database for medium-term data storage 
and 
The remote sen·ice ccntres full-scalc database for long
term data storage 

A distributed data organisation with this architecture allows a 
transparent flow of real-time and long-term battcry data to the 
remote user and reduces the network overhead on the Internet 
interface as compared to a centralised data organisation. The 
size, depth, complexity and organisation of the data storage 
facilities at each layer are defined by factors such as available 
memory space, processing resources and closeness to the user 
or the process. 

Tn the proposed organisation, small, simple, short-leon data 
buffers arc used to store battery data in the local nodes at the 
lowest data layer. The limited amount of memory in each node 
poses a swere restriction to the ma:dmum allowable size and 
complexity of the data buffers, the temporal length of stored 
data and the level of management functionality imp1emented. 
Small, simple data buffers allow quick access and retrieval of 
data to meet real-time requirements and to reduce overhead on 
the limited processing power of the nod¢ microcontroller. Each 
data buffcr is made up of a circular array of structures to 
prevent overflow of barte!)' data and to minimise memoI)' 
usage. The content of each data buffer is also specific to a 
certain type of data, such as primitiw data, processed or 
derived dala, alarms/events and node configuration paramdcrs. 
Primitive data buffers contain raw battery data such as cell 
voltage, current (string nodes only) or temperature. Some 
examples of available data buffers are shown in Figure 3. For 
simplicity, each entry structure in the primitive data buffers 

contains only 2 paris: a time-stamp field and a data field. Tn the 
case of storing cell voltage from the group of six cells, the data 
field contains an array of six entries, one for each cell. The 
derived data buffer, a1annIevent buffer and configuration 
buffers have also been designed \\~th simplicity in mind as each 
entry into any of these buffers only has 3 fields, one for the 
time-stamp and another 2 fields to store either a value, a type 
definition or a description. As the available memory sp3ce of 
the node microcontroller is only 60 Kbytes, the total memory 
space occupied by the data buffers has been limited to a few 
tens of kilobytes. Although storage size is constrained. there is 
enough memory capacity for cowrage of batt<;;':ry data and 
infoIInation ranging from real-time to a ft;)w hours. This would 
also prevent significant data loss in thr;: t;)vent of bus 
communication failure. In addition, the data buffer management 
system at this layer is not required to perform sophisticated 
functions, as it is located the furthest away from the user and to 
reduce processor overhead. 

REMOTE SERVICE CENTRE LEVEL 

Figure 3. Distributed organisation for data storage 

At the intennediate data layer, the greater amounts of memory 
space at the local gateway (a few megabytes) allow it to 
implr:m!"'Ilt a database that contains relations or tables ",ilb a 
few thousand data entries each. As battery data and infoIInation 
at tills level is closer and ·visible to the user, the gateway is 
required to store larger and longer amounts of data and 
implement more sophisticated data management functionality. 
This also allows for containing the essential battery information 

locally on the site. Similar to the local nodes data buffers, each 
database relation holds specific battery data such as primitive 
data (cell voltage, current or temperature), derived data, 
alarms/events or configuration paramdcrs. However, in order 
to incorporate nenvork \vide battery information, additional 
attributes (or fields) for storing origin or location of the data in 
relation to the battery network have been added. as sho,",TI in 
Figure 3. Moreover, complexity has also been adckd with 



regards to data storage in the data field. As an example, cell 
voltage data for a group of six battery cells was stored as a 
single array entry in the data buffer. But at the local gateway 
data layer. the si'X cell voltages of a particular battery group are 
now stored individually in st....;: data fields referenced to cell 
number. Although this implementation introduces redundancy 
and complexity into the system, the greater processing 
resources at this level compensate for tins and allow a more 
sophisticated management system to be implemented. In 
addition to the database relations mentioned above, the 
database also provides a command table (not shmvn) for storing 
user network conunands and their related CAN message 
fOITIlats. 1his table allows conunands accepkd from the USJ;:f 

applet to be translakd into the CAN message fonnat for 
communication to the local network. In effect, the database is 
acting as an interface between the CAN network and the 
Tep/Ip network. The database management system (DBMS) 
implementation at this layer provides SQL-like common 
database query commands (written in Java) for manipUlating 
battery data and information .in the database. Although the Ie'-.'d 
of data managemt;:nt at the gateway is much more multifaceted 
than that at the local node kve~ the available processing power 
still restricts the data management implementation to a limited 
subset of DBMS functionality. For example, database queries 
that contain the 'Join' command for fetching data bernreen 
relations has beal excluded. In addition, eventhough the size of 
available memory in the local gateway is larger th3l1 that of a 
local node, the total amount of data that can be stored is limited 
to a few mcgab:y1es to reduce memory overhead. Data latency 
that can be aehil.!Ved at this level in relation to the size of the 
database is up to a few months and as a result, enables the user 
to view recent battery history directly from the site. 

In contrast to the lower layers of the distn"bukd data 
organisation, the ample memory and processing resources of 
the remote sef\.ice centre allow it to employ the sen.';'ces of a 
full-scale database and DBMS. There is ample memory 
capacity available here for data storage and bae]...-up and 
processing power for prm:iding sophisticated hattery 
management functionality to the user. The full-scale database 
is capable of storing the full range of batter)' history of up to 
many years worth of battery data, information and 
configurations from multiple networks. 

4. COl\lMUNICATION ORGANISATION 

Communication throughout the system organisation is 
organised in various strategies. \V11en.in close proximity to the 
process, the strategy is to utilise small, compact messagcs that 
can be delivcred to their destination in real-time (milliseconds 
or less). \Vben further away from the process and closer to the 
user, the strategy is to employ large capacity messages and less 
strict time requirements or constraints (message latency in 
seconds). 

CAN l\lessaging Structure 
TIle messaging structure of dle local CAN network has been 
organised to cater for key monitoring and control activities 
\-vithin the network domain relevant to both data and 
infonnation messages. The message fOITIlat caters for 
pcrsonalising the battery network strings to allow group node 
information to be ,';'siblc only by assocw.tcd string nodes and 
the battcry node. Embedded \-"ithin each message idcntifier is 
information on the location and identity of the node that 
transmitted the message as well as the contt;;nt of the message. 

Furthermore, as CAN employs a message broadcast scheme, 
selected clusters of nodes can be acknowledged with a single 
message transmission. 

Figure 4a shows how the II-bit CAN message identifier is 
divided up to facilitate the functionality described above for a 4 
string battery network with 4 CAN nodes (i.e. 1 string node and 
3 group nodes) per string. The 5 least significant bits of the 
identifier define the location of the destination or transmitting 
node. Bits 0 and 1 define the group number. bits 2 and 3 define 
the string number and bit 5 (when set) defines a broadcast 
message from the battery node. The 6 most significant bits of 
the message identifier define the message contenl Each 
network node performs filtering on the location segment of the 
identifier to determine whether the received message was 
intended for it If a message doesn't pass the filtering criteria, it 
is discarded. If the message is approved, the content segment of 
the identifier is examined and the node performs the 
appropriate action. Coverage of larger networks can be 
achieved by similar partitioning of the CAN 29-bit extt;:nded 
message identifier. Alternatively, the gateway could be used to 
bridge more than one network or multiple low cost gateways 
could be used. The latter 2 options provide a more preferable 
solution. 
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Figure 4a) CAN message identifier, b) CAN messaging 
scheme 

The strategy for communication is to communicate commands, 
data and status messages, exampk-s of which arc shown in 
Figure 4b. As the diagram shows, only the baUery node is 
allowed to issue command messages that appear in Ihe fonn of 
Get or Set messages. Command messages contain no data 
b)1es. TIle corresponding group or string node, which rightfully 
receives tht: conunand message, inkrprets th~ conttmt segment 
and transmits a reply with the appropriate data or status 
message content The value of the location segment of the 

identifier is retained in the message reply to allow the battery 
node to ascertain the source of the transmission. 
Communication of data and status messages between group 
nodes and their associated string node and vic¢ versa is also 
permitted. 

5. CONCLUSION 

The paper described a real-time distributed intelligence network 
organisation for managing a telecommunications battery 
network. The local network is based on low-cost intdligrnt 
CAN nodes with provision for Internet connectivity. A natural 
partitioning to the local network has been defined and 
implemented. Each local node implement<; a real-time task
based modular environment with semaphore management The 
distributed or t3}'ered data organisation structure facilitates the 
transparent transfer of data from local or remote sites to the 
user. The local CAN messaging scheme involves the 
partitioning of the message identifier to identify origirvlocation 
of the transmitting node as well as message: content The: 
gateway database formulates the basis for translational media 
bet\veen the CAN and TCPI1P protocols. Communication 
bernreen the local net\vork and the remote user is based on 
applet-servlel communication. Proper integration of the TCPI1P 
(IITTP) and CAN protocols is essential to the smooth transition 
of data from the local network to the user. 
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AbstTtld--This paper discusses the modelling and 
simulation of a distributed battery management svstcm with a 
continuous and discrete-event simulation cmir~nment. The 
simulation model focuses on replicating the generic 
components within the system into model blocks to provide a 
structured approach in simulating hattery networks. The 
simulation model :uso deals with three key network levels, 
which are the process level. the gatc,,-ay Ic'\'cl and the user or 
remote management level. A customised library of categorised 
network components allows for quick, easy and efficient model 
construction and testing of system or network performance. 
The simulation model possesses the ability to communicate 
with external applications such as sophisticated and 
specialised battery management acti,,;ties, which allow short
term monitoring and control algorithms for simulating 
proces~. level interadion. long-term monitoring and 
superVISIOn at the gateway leyel and knowledge and data 
management at the remote management leyel. These features 
of the simulation model allow for enc:tpsulation oCthe primary 
battery s}'stem aspects of battery operation management, 
network communication management and network data 
management. A case study of a typical 4-string battery 
net"Ymrk model is presented to illustrate the use of model 
building blocks in constructing. designing and configuring 
battery network simulation models and in determining 
network performance. 

Index Terms-Battery management system, CAN, 
simulation model. Extend 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Battery networks used for standby or cyclic applications 
involve a number of strings of battery cells. Monitoring and 
control ofthese cells are facilitated lhrough their associated 
devices or arrays of devices that communicate amongst 
each other or ·with a management centre through the local 
network [1,2]. Existing management systems are more 
concerned "'lith process-level control methodology [3] 
rather than nehvork architecture or organisation. Moreover. 
most existing nef\:vorks are based on proprietary protocols~ 
'While standard open systems intercormection control 
protocols. like the Controller Mea Network (CAN) or 
Local Operating Ketwork (LON), are suggested. but not 
",idely used [4,5]. Facilitating remote cOllilectivity to the 
local control nehvork may also be achieved through the u,se 
of TCP/IP over the Internet [6]. Furthermore. data and 
information visibility in these networks could range from 
real time to a few years of history. Eventhough these 
discrete technologies are available for providing a solution, 

appropriate integration to suit the battery management 
application needs to be examined. 

1Vfanagement of a battery net\\:ork requires the 
monitoring of the state ofthe system in maintaining healthy 
operational condition and timely operational alarms. 
Involved management systems also include battery charge 
manipulation, allowing for testing and charge maintenance 
to occur. The three main categories of management have 
been identified as battery operation management, network 
communication management and battery and network data 
management. Fig. I shows an organisation to the batief)' 
management hierarchy. -
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Fig. I Battery management system task organisation 

The Extend modelling environment by Imagine That, Inc 
was chosen for the purpose of simulating the distributed 
battery management network organisati;n. Extend is a 
general purpose, open source, graphically oriented~ 

continuous and discrete event simulation application ",ith 
an integrated authoring environment and development 
system [7-9]. The discrete event scheduling utilities 
provided by E".-tend are suitable for modelling the 
communication features of the application, while the 
continuous and random number gend"ation facilities are 
adequate for modelling the controL sensing, and monitoring 
processes of the application. Some other useful features of 
Ex1end for simulating and developing batterv network 
models include: unlimited layers of hierarchical- modelling 
capabilities for encapsulating node software functional 
modules, facilities for building custom model components 
and libraries and creation of user interfaces for facilitating a 
usable and recognisable battery network model. Extend also 

alIov·ls for inter-process communication by providing 
functions for interfacing ",th other applications. For 
example, DLL and XCMD utilities provide a standardised 
interface for linking between Extend and languages other 
than ModL (E>.1end· s internal progranuning language), 
such as Visual C++, C++. C. etc. In the context of batterv 
management, this would allow sophisticated pre-\\!Titte~ 
battery monitoring and control algorithms, such as capacity 
estimation or reserve time calculation. to be called from 
within a model block's code. The ODBC and serial port 
functionality packaged "'th E,.-tend also allows for 
importing of battery data from existing databases or 
acquisition of battery data for simulation comparison. 
Ei\.1end also possesses a rich set of graphical and animation 
tools that are crucial for debugging network or node 
perfOImance at the micro-level. Furthermore. the modular 
approach undertaken in the design ofthe distributed system 
organisation is easily translated into a viable network model 
with the building block model construction approach of 
Extend. This added advantage allows for rapid model 
construction as ·well as testing of nehvork pcrfonnancc. 

The development of a battery network simulation model 
is vital in allowing for the performance eva1uatio~ 
comparison and testing of battery networks of varying size. 
Additionally, ",hen network configurations become large. a 
direct comparison can prove to be difficult or even 
impossible. thus a valid simulation model would be 
essential in providing a performance evaluation or 
feasibility assessment. A ncnvork simulation model would 
also help in the validation and experimentation of proposed 
network organisations \\'hether in terms of physical battt'::ry 
network topologies or scenarios involving multiple 
independent or inter-connected battery nenvorks. If network 
node functionality requires an upgrade through the addition 
of new functional softv,are modules. this can be easily 
implemented in the network model to determine if there are 
any adverse effects on the stability of the network 
organisation. A battery network simulation model also 
allows for operational tracking of network behaviour 
whether in the immediate future or the long-term. 

n. SYSTEM AND MODEL ORGANISATION 

The proposed system organisation for a CAN-based 
battery management system [I0.I2] is depicted in Fig. 2. 
The local network nodes arc organised to be self-sufficient 
controllers that retain short-tenn battery history and 
exercise the sensing, monitoring and control activities on 
the associated network components, like a group of battery 
cells. Each node possesses the capability of interfacing with 
hardware modules relevant to sensing of battery parameters 
or charge manipulation over a sense line. Local and remote 
access (by remote users or the remote service centre) to the 
control network is arranged lhrough an embedded low·cost 
gateway that facilitates Internet connectivity through HTTP 
over TCP/IP to the local CAN interface. Further network 
extmsion could be gained either through bridging more 
than one control nehvork at the gate\vay level or using more 
than one gateway. The latter allo,,~ for better system 
reliability by relieving the control network of the bottleneck 
of a single point of communication failure. The designed 
system software has been based on utilising the bare 
minimum resources to keep system cost d01i\>TI and to avoid 

e)"lJensive and excessive off-the shelf middleware 
technology that could prove to be a burden to the limited 
processing pO\;I,ter of the system rather than a benefit. By not 
having such middleware layers, it is possible to reduce 
communication overhead and have few system 
requirements. However, it is still possible to seamlesslv 
integrate middleware technology such as CANOpen, CAN 
Kingdom or DeviceNet. 

Gn>U~Nodt:t CroupNode 

Fig. 1 Rcnl·tml~ cllitributed intelligence batte!), network architecturo 

The design of the simulation model focuses on the 
generic components v.ithin the battery management system 
and the primary elements of the communication channel 
from the process level to the user level. The former 
promotes reusable model blocks, ""hile the latter defines the 
flow of data and information 'Within the system. A 
customised model library has been developed as a design 
tool for model construction and configuration of battery 
management networks of varying size. The library contains 
different categories of reIated elem0nts such as basic 
network components (i.e. various types of network nodes 
and their related configurations), battery network 
components (i.e. groups of battery cells, current shunts, etc) 
as well as generic network building blocks (i.e. bus 
connectors of varying size). Although the modelled 
nehvork communication protocol in this case is CAN, other 
protoc.ols to suit the application can easily be modelled by 
replacmg the CAN model blocks "ith that of other 
communication protocols, such as LON or Ethernet. 

A. iVeIWork Nodeivfodelling 

The local network nodes consist of 3 logical types as 
sho\\n in Fig. 2. These are the group node, the string node 
and the battery node. Each group node supervises a group 
of cells and is able to acquire individual cdl voltages and 
group kmperature. monitor cell condition and manipUlate 
cell charge [5]. String nodes are situated at the beginning of 



each string and are physically equivalent to group nodes. 
\vith the exception that each string node interfaces to a 
current shunt instead of a group of cells. to allow 
monitoring and acquisition of string current. Essentially, the 
battery node is the Internet inkrface or the local gateway. 
Battery nodes permit remote user access to the local 
nehvork nodes in its domain through the use of a dynamic 
user interface with reliable h:vo-\vay communication, and 
allows configuration of nenvork parameters, 
enabling/disabling of neN:ork messages and storage of 
battery network relevant data. 

The software organisation on each node encapsulates the 
core activities required for perfOIming battery management. 
For group and string nodes, this includes sensing and 
storing raw battery data, processing of raw battery data into 
monitoring infonnation such as state-of-charge or capacity, 
utilising monitoring data in controlling battery charge and 
communication of battery data to higher network layers. 
The battery node software organisation allows for higher
level data processing to facilitate sophisticated battery 
management functionality and communication and control 
of the local nodes through the use of command messages. 
Each node's sofuvare organisation is separated or organised 
into modules containing tasks that perform dedicated 
functions in achieving overall node functionality. Details of 
each node's modules and respective tasks have been 
discussed in [10]. 

\Vhen developing control architectures. simulation 
techniques are a better support for architecture 
configuration than analytical methods [13]. However, 
analytical results obtained from previous work on 
scheduling analysis in CAN and hard real-time operating 
system task communications [14-19] were applied to the 
CAN message set and modular node software design of the 
system and used as input parameters to the simulation 
model. Analytical results such as message transmission 
times and task or modu1e execution times within each node 
were modelled as delay blocks \\~thin the simulation modeL 
The delay blocks populate the communication charmel from 
the process to the user. Addi1ional1y~ nehvork. parameters 
such as bus transmission speed can be easily entered into 
the model as configuration parameters. 

B. DistributedDara Jldodelling 

The data and information relevant to the nenvork nodes 
are organised in three layers as shown in Fig. 3 [11]: the 
local node·s data buffers for short-term data storage. the 
local gateway's database for medium-term data storage and 
the remote service centre's full-scale database for long-term 
data storage. These data storage facilities provide buffering 
and isolation from the user and process time domains. In 
the simulation model, elements of the distributed data 
architecture such as the group or string node"s data buffers 
and the battery node's database are modelled as simple 
resource blocks "'th a fixed capacity. The capacity of the 
data storage facilities were determined by the actual 
physical memory limitations of the associated devices, 
namely the group and string node"s microcontroller and the 
local gateway's memory chips. 

l.OCAl. NODE l.EVEl. 
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Fig. 3 D~tributed data organisation 

C. }.letwork Communication 1v1odelling 

The majority of communication on the bus or nehvork 
traffic consists of regular or periodic transmission of data 
and status messages from string nodes and group nodes to 
the local gateway. These types of messages are assumed to 
be periodic and are given higher priority on the bus. The 
random aspect of CAN bus traffic occurs in the form of 
alarm messages from the string and group nodes and user 
initiated command messages from the battery node. 
Random messages are allocated lower priorities than 
periodic messages. The use of a global array in the 
simulation model to store all valid CAN message identifiers 
allows for easy modification and testing of various 
scenarios in allocating or assigning different priorities to 
different message types. In order to facilitate future 
expansion of process related functionality, gaps have also 
been left in the assigned message identifiers to allow for 
grouping of anticipated messages of similar content types. 
The simulation model allows for the transmission of these 
anticipated messages to be modelled on the network before 
proceeding with implementation, which has the desired 
result of detennining the potential for network congestion. 

Fig. 4 illustrates the flow of data ""ithin the 
communication channel of the system organisation. Items 
are entered into the system simulation model through the 
use of item generators at the process level. Some examples 
of items that are generated include cell voltage items, string 
current items and group temperature items. \\tben these 
items are generated, they are assigned attributes according 
to a range of accepted physical values (e.g. an acceptable 
range of cell voltages would be betv.'een 1.8V and 2.5V, 
\\1th a nominal voltage of 2.27V) and passed into the string 
or group node blocks. This procedure simulates the process 
of data acquisition.. Combinations of these items are then 
batched into group data or string data items. After being 
delayed by a specific amount of time as determined by 

analysis, the data items are passed to the string or group 
node's data buffer block. Vihen messages are scheduled for 
transmission, the data items are formulated into messa.ge 
items and assigned priority and CAN message identifier 
attributes. Additional attributes associated with the message 
properties. such as message header lengtl\ number of 
messages, number of data b)1es and length of message(s), 
are also calculated and assigned at this stage. The items 
then enter a FIFO queue block that releases items according 
to priority. This is an inherent feature of the implemented 
CAN communication modules or tasks. 

GROUP 
NODE 

BATTERY GROUP 

BATTERY NODE 

: 
, ! 

CURRENT SHUNTi 

Fig.4 Communication channel modelling 

\Vhen the message item successfully gains access to the 
CAl'\j bus. it exits the node model block and enters the CAN 
bus block. Here, delay related 10 message tnmsmission or 
propagation time on the bus is simulated with a delay block. 
The amount of delay assigned to each message item is 
detennined based on calculations of the message length 
attributes and the bus transmission rate parameter. As the 
message items exit the CAN bus block, iliey then enter the 
battery node model block, and into a sequence of blocks 
which model the acceptance filtering scheme of the CAN 
protocol. At this stage the message item is refonnulated 
into a data item and attributes such as thc CAN message 
identifier (v,IDch determines message content type) and 
message data length are then e)..iracted to detennine the 
appropriate database table block in "IDch to deposit the 
item. Note also, that each entity is delayed according to 
analytical results during the stages of CAN message 
reception and data storage. 

HI. A SlMllLATION CASE STIJDY 

An example case study of a 48V 4-string battery 
network simulation modd implemented in EAiend is 
presented in Fig. 5. Each string contains 5 nodes per string 
(I string node and 4 group nodes) and the CAN bus rate 
was set at 125 kbits!s. The transmission of data and status 
messages from the string/group nodes to the battery node is 
assumed to have a periodicity of 1 second. Random 
command messages from the battery node """erc also 
included in the simulation. As depicted in the diagram. the 
size. scale and structure of the modelled battery network is 
easily discernible when initially vie",ng the modeL 

Fig. 5 E:-..i:end model of a 4SV 4-string (l string node ond 4 group nodes per string) battel}' netvmrk 



The diagram also illustrates the use of generic model 
building blocks such as the network node blocks, bus 
connector blocks and network component blocks (i.e. the 
current shunt block and group of cells block). Fig. 6a 
provides a more detailed view of the battery node block, 
",hile Fig. 6b illustrates the detail of the group and string 
node blocks and their associated group of cells and current 
shunt network component blocks. The former figure also 
illustrates the global array block for storing valid CAN 
message identifiers. These diagrams depict each block's use 
of connectors for configuration of operational parameters. 

63) 

6b) 
Fig. 6a) Batt~ty node: block detail, b) group node. l>trllg node and 

nel:\vork component block details 

Fig. 7 shows the results of group and string node bus 
traffic (bits/s) over a simulation period of 30 seconds for 
the example 4-string battery network. In the simulation, a 
zero releasing policy \vas used (i.e. all nodes began 
acquiring data at time I~O). The graph shows that the CAN 
nehvork is able to absorb the initial response of having all 
nehvork nodes release messages onto the bus without 
overloading the communicatio~ channel, while gradually 
achieving a stable bus traffic state well below the bus limit. 

Fig. 7 Bus traffic for battery network:> COIltaining up to 4 ~triIlg:; 

IV. MODEL LIMITATION 

The main issue experienced during the design of the 
model was the issue of preserving an individual item's 
attributes when items were batched or unbatched. Original 
attributes that were previously assigned to the individual 
items before being hatched were found to be missing when 
the composite item \vas unbatched. For example~ cell 
voltage items and temperature items were assigned cell 
voltage or temperature values before being batched into a 
group data item and transmitted across the CAN bus block. 
Viben the group data item was unbatched into its individual 
cell voltage and temperature items at the battery node 
block, the individual items no longer retained their assigned 
voltage or temperature values. Correspondence with 
technical support revealed an issue -with the internal 
implementation of the batching and unbatching blocks, 
although a temporary solution was eventually found. In 
light of this however, a new version of the simulation 
package with an updated batching library has just recently 
been released. Further testing ",ill be required to detennine 
"TIether the problem of preserving the uniqueness of 
hatched items discussed above is still prevalent in this latest 
version. 

V, COKCLUSIONS 

In conclusion, a modelling and simulation ~nvironment 
for designing and performance testing of a proposed CAN
based distributed battery management system has been 
successfully implemented with a continuous and discrete
event simulation package. The simulation model focused on 
replicating generic components within the system into 
model building blocks that were stored in a customised 
library. These building blocks facilitated simple and 
efficient model construction and testing of nehvork 
performance. The simulation model possesses the ability to 
communicate \\lith external applications such as 
sophisticated battery monitoring and control algorithms to 
model system activity at the process level. In essence, the 
simulation model encapsulates the control, communication 
and data management aspects of the battery management 
system and is able to reflect the management capacity of 
the system organisation. A case study of a typical 4-string 
battery network model was also presented to illustrate the 
use of model building blocks in constructing and 
configuring battery net\\'ork simulation models and the use 
of graphical tools in determining nenvork performance. 

Investigation into the modelling and simulation of HTTP 
over TCP11P to allow for remote user and remote service 
centre access is currently being undertaken. This work 
would be used to detennine the effect of another source of 
randomness on the syst~m, namely data packet loss across 
the Intcrne~ as well as determine the capacity of the battery 
node or local gateway in hosting a maximum number of 
remote users. Network scalability through the use of 
bridging or multiple gateways is also an area of the 
simulation model currently under investigation. These 
options would facilitate a broad range of battery network 
sizes and configurations to be modelled and tested before 
implementation. 
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Abstract 

This paper discusses the analysis and modelling of a 
control network organisation for telecommunication 
battery management. The battery network is managed by 
distn"buted control nodes that communicate through the 
local CAN nenmrk. The proposed management solution 
addresses the issues of local area nen-vork limitations, 
the distribution oj intelligence at the process level, 
integration between the local and wide area networks 
and transparency berween the process and user levels. 
Analysis of the system is crucial in estimating the 
capacity of the network. The key cn·te17a of the 
simulation model organisation and model block design 
are well defined Modelling and simulation of the 
proposed architecture reflects the potential capacity for 
managing battery requirements and network traffic. 

L Battery management systems 

Battery networks used for standby telecommunication 
applications involve a wide number of strings of battery 
cells. Existing management systems are more concerned 
with process-level control methodology [I] rather than 
system-level architecture organisation. Most systems arc 
based on proprietary protocols. while standard open 
systems intercoIUlection control protocols are suggest~ 
but not widely used [2,3]. In recent times, the ability to 
aceess local devices from any global location is 
expected. This may be achieved through the use of 
TCPIIP over the Intcrnet. Data and infonnation visibility 
in battery systems could range from real-time to a fe~' 
years of history. The e:\.'tensibility of the system is also 
an important factor in catering for battery net\vork 
implementations of various sizes. 

Management of a battery network requires the 
monitoring of the state of the system in maintaining 
healthy operational condition and timely operational 
alanns. Involved management systems include battery 
charge manipulation, to allow for testing and charge 
maintenance to occur. The three main categories of 
management are identified as batteI)' operation 
management, nework communication management and 
battery and network data management. 

2. System organisation 

Figure 1. Real-time distributed intelligence 
battery network architecture. 

The system organisation for a modular, flexible. 
versatile and extensible CAN-based bartel)' management 
system is depicted in Figure 1 [4-6]. The local network 
nodes consist of 3 logical types: group nodes. string 
nodes and battery nodes. Each group node supervises a 
group of cells (typically 6) and is able to acquire 
individual cell voltages and group temperature, monitor 
cell condition and manipulate cell charge. String nodes 
are physically equivalent and functionally similar to 
group nodes, except that each string node interfaces to a 
current shunt to allow monitoring and acquisition of 
string current. The battery node is an embedded low-cost 
gateway that facilitates remote cOIUlectivity through 
TCPIIP to the local CAN interface. Local and remote 
user interaction is pennitted through the use of applets 
and servlets hosted by the local gateway. The data and 
information relevant to the nem·ork nodes are organised 
in 3 layers: the local node's data buffers for short-tenn 

data storage, the local gateway's database for medium
term data storage and the remote service centre's fu1l
seale database for long-tenn data storage. This 
arrangement allo\vs a transparent flO\v of real-time and 
long-tenn battery data to the remote user and reduces the 
network overhead on the Internet interface. 

Further extension to the network could be gained 
either through bridging more than one control network at 
the gatc\\-'ay level or using morc than one gateway. The 
designed system sofhvare has been based on utilising the 
bare minimum resources to keep system cost dO\vn and 
to avoid expensive and excessive off-the-shelf 
middleware technology that could be a burden to the 
limited processing power of the sYstem. It is thus 
possible to reduce communication ~verhead and have 
few system requirements. However, middleware 
technology could still be seamlessly integrated if needed. 

3. System analysis 

3.1. Message and task set criteria 
The strategy for communication is to communicate 

commands. data and status messages. In order to 
facilitate future expansion of process related 
functionality, gaps have been left in the assigned 
message identifier content segment values to allow for 
grouping of anticipated messages of similar content 
1}pes. The majority of communication on the bus 
consists of regular or periodic transmission of data 
messages from string nodes and group nodes to the 
gateway. Periodic messages have been given higher 
priorit\" as it is essential to always have the latest batterv 
data ~vailable in the battery n~de 's databasc for us;r 
utilisation. The random aspect of CAN bus traffic occurs 
in the fonn of alann messages from the string and group 
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nodes and user initiated command messages from the 
battery node. Random messages have been allocated 
lower priorities than periodic messages. Although this 
contrasts with that of traditional systems, the demanded 
real-time requirements and quality of service of these 
messages can still be catered for within the designed 
nciv-lOrk. The application's use of simplistic nodes with 
limited functionality reduces the amount of scheduled 
bus traffic while allowing ample time for unscheduled 
traffic. If nodes with complicated functionality and a 
more intensive messaging scheme were required, 
restructuring or reorganisation of the message priorities 
may need to be perfonned. 

String nodes and group nodes possess the same basic 
task set, with the exception that the acquisition task in 
the string node acquires current as opposed to the 
acquisition of voltage and temperature from a group 
node. Tasks that have high periodicity arc assigned 
higher priority. 

3.2. Scheduling analysis 
Previous work on scheduling analysis in CAN and 

hard real-time communications [7-9J has resulted in the 
best and worst-case response times represented in Table 
1 and Table 2 respectively. An extended discussion on 
nehvork analysis of the system organisation has been 
presented in [4]. The best and worst case message 
transmission times sho\'m \,i-'cre calculated for a 125 
Kbits/s bus. Random messages are assumed to have a 
minimum occurrcnce time of 60 seconds and timing 
jitter is assumed to be negligible. Node history messages 
have been excluded from the calculations and are 
discussed later. Table 2 shows the analysis results of the 
node tasks during periodic transmission ·of group data. 

Period " BcstClUIeRe.'! 'Vorot CIl.'!e Respomle m!l 
I 2.16 -l-Ai 

1.08 5.51 
10 1.08 6.59 
10 1.08 7.67 
60 

60 

10 0.76 SA3 
10 0.76 9.19 
60 0.76 9.95 
60 0.52 10.-17 

3600 0.52 10.99 
60 1.08 12.07 
60 1.08 13.15 
60 LOS 14.23 
60 1.08 15.31 
60 2.t6 17.47 
60 2.16 17.99 
60 OS! HUl 
60 0.52 18.51 

Table 1. CAN message analysis. 

Priorih' 
I 

Desen rion Jitrer(ms) Period (s) 
A.c uiaition Task 0.83 1 

Data Buffer Mana ement TMk (Acquisition) 0.05 1 
Dutn Buffer lI.-fIIna rem"n! Task (Communication) 0.01 
CAN Scheduler Tnsk 1.30 
CAN Trun~mit Ta~k O.ll 1 

Table 2. Node task analysis. 

B~t Case Res onsc (m~) 'Yor.;t CillIll Res onsc inS 

55.1 55.1 

'.6 63.7 
9.1 718 
20.2 139.0 

46 ]18.8 



3.3. Capacity estimation 
From Table 1~ the sum of the \vorst-case response 

times of all periodic or random messages (excluding 
history messages) is 52.81 IDS and 147.66 ms 
respectively. In the worst-case scenario, all periodic 
messages and all random messages require transmission 
within a single period of the most regular message. If 
this is the case, 80% or 800 ros of the time between 
successive transmissions of the highest periodicity 
message is still available. Now consider an extension of 
the worst-case scenario where node history uploading 
also occurs within the same period of 1 second. Given 
that the worst-case size of node history is 20 KB and bus 
speed is 125 Kbits!s, a transmission time of2.76 seconds 
(inclusive of header and worst-case stuff bits) would be 
required to complete the transmission of node history 
[4]. Although this duration is larger than the period of 
the most regular message, it is still possible to complete 
the transrnission of node history to the gateway's 
database by having the node scheduler task interleave the 
transmission of node history messages in between 
transmissions of higher priority periodic messages. 

From Table 2, the worst case response time of the 
CAN transmit task is 139 IDS. If group data is transmitted 
every second, approximately 86.1 % of the time between 
successive group data transmissions is available for data 
acquisition., charge manipulation, etc. There is also 
ample time for acquiring characteristic chargcldischargc 
trends. which require high sampling rates. 

4. System simulation and modelling 

When developing control architecture, modelling and 
simulation techniques provide better support for 
architecture configuration than analytical methods [10]. 
The development of a battery nenvork simulation model 
is vital in a1lowing for the performance evaluation, 
comparison and testing of battery networks of varying 
size. The simulation model of the system [11] was 
designed with the continuous and discrete-event Extend 
modelling environment [12]. 

4.1. Simulatiou model organisatiou 
The design of the simulation model focuses on the 

generic components within the buttery management 
system. These components are translated into the fonn of 
modular and reusable model blocks, which encapSUlate 
the primary functions of the component as related to 
their role in the application. The distributed data 
organisation and the primary communication channel 
elements from the process to the user were also 
emphasised within the simulation model. These features 
contribute to the understanding of the temporal flow of 
data and information within the system and aid in the 
identification of potential bottlenecks. Analytical results 
such as message transmission times and node task 
execution times were modelled as delays that populate 
the communication channel from the process to the user. 

Figure 2. Extend model of a 48V 4-string battery network. 

The 3 main criteria for network node block design 
included modelling strategy, message generation and 
processing delay. These criteria govern the organisation 
of the node block's internal components to accurately 
represent the conceptual organisation of each node. 
Modelling of each node's modular organisation involves 
the strategy of grouping basic simulation blocks to 
represent primary software module functionality. As an 
example. the group and string nodes contain modules for 
data acquisition, data buffer management, CAN 
communication, application tasks or the CAN protocol. 

A customised model library has also been developed 
as a desigu tool for model configuration. Although the 
modelled nemork communication protocol is CAN, 
other protocols to suit the application can easily be 
modelled by replacing the CAN model blocks with that 
of other protocols, such as LON or Ethernet 

4.2. Simulation case study 
An example ease study of a 48V 4-string simulation 

model is presented in Figure 2. Each string contains 5 
nodes per string (I string node and 4 group nodes) and 
the CAN bus rate was set at 125 Kbits/s. The size. scale 
and structure of the modelled battery network and the 
use of generic model building blocks is easily discernible 
when viewing the model. 

The diagram also illustrates the use of generic model 
building blocks such as the nclwork node blocks, bus 
connector segment blocks and nehvork component 
blocks. Figure 3(a) provides a more detailed view of the 
battery node block, while Figure 3(b) illustrates the 
detail of the group and string node blocks and their 
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associated group of cells and current shunt network 
component blocks. The former figure also illustrates the 
global array block for storing and configuring valid CAN 
message identifiers. These diagrams depict each model 
block's use of connectors for configuration of 
operational parameters. 

(b) Group node, string node and network 
component blocks 

Figure 3. Simulation model block details. 
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(b) Periodic and random messages. 

(c) PeriodiC messages initial response (d] Periodic and random messages initial response 
Figure 4. Bus traffic for battery networks containing up to 4 strings. 



Number"! 
strill~" 

Periodic me~sa,ees 
A ... era~c bus tmllk rote 

, '>:bi"," 

1.26 6,39 

Periodic and random me~~a"'cs 
Average bus traffic mte l\ladmum bus traffic rate 

~ (Kbib/~ (Kbits/s 
1.90 7.68 

2.52 12.79 3.79 15.37 
3.79 19.18 5.68 23.nS 
:5.04 25.:59 7.:57 30.74 

Table 3. Average and maximum bus traffic rates for 48V battery networks. 

Figure 4(a) shows the results of periodic node data 
traffic over a simulation pcriod of 45 seconds. The bus 
traffic results of periodic data messages and random 
command and aJann messages are shown in Figure 4(b). 
Figure 4(c) and Figure 4(d) show the initial response 
close-ups of each simulation condition. In the 
simulation,. a zero releasing policy was used (i.e. all 
nodes began acquiring data at time t~O). The graphs 
show that the CAN network is able to absorb the initial 
response of having all network nodes release messages 
onto the bus, \vhile gradually achieving a stable bus 
traffic state well below the bus limit. The peak bus traffic 
load during the initial responses are also well within the 
capacity of the bus. Table 3 summarises the average and 
maximum bus traffic rates in both simulation conditions 
for 48V battery networks. 

The average bus traffic rates wcre extrapolated for 
battery nctworks that contained up to 13 strings, as 
sho''''TI in Figure 5. Average bus traffic increases linearly 
with the number of strings in a battery nehyork. This is 
an inherent characteristic of CAN. which has constant 
throughput even at full load, as opposed to a CSMNCD 
scheme like Ethernet, where collisions lead to non-linear 
traffic. 

Figure 5. Relationship between average 
bus traffic and increasing number of 
strings. 

For networks containing 13 strings, the average bus 
traffic is approximately 16.4 Kbits/s or 24.6 Kbits/s, 
which corresponds to bus utilisations of 13.I % or 19.7%. 
Although the rate of bus transmission is well below bus 
capacity, the physical size of the battery network has 
reached its limit. To allow management of larger 
networks, a CAN bridging scheme or multiple gateways 
for managing clusters of nodes could be implemented. 

5. Conclusion 

The design, analysis, modelling and simulation of a 
CAN-based distributed battery management 'system have 
been described. Initial analysis and modelling of the 
organisation reflected substantial network capacity for 
handling the battery management application. 
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SIMULATION MODEL OF A 
DISTRIBUTED VRLA BATTERY MANAGEMENT NETWORK 
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Abstract 

This paper discusses the simulation model of a distributed VRLA battery management network 
system designed with the Extend continuous and discrete-event simulation environment. The 
management system caters for encapsulation of the primary management aspects of battery 
operation management network communication management and data management The 
simulation model replicates the generic components within the system into model blocks. This 
provides a modular approach in the design and performance analysis of battery networks. The 
model deals with the commurrication channel elements from the process level to the remote level, 
and the ideology of isolated concurrent processes within the system. A customised library of 
categorised network components allows for reduced model development time. Limitations of the 
simulation environment relating to item batching and Internet simulation have been identified. A 
case study of 48V 4-string battery network model is presented. Results reflect the substantial 
capaci1y of the system in facilitating effective battery management functionali1y. 

L INTRODUCTION 

VRLA battery networks used for standby 
telecommunications applications involve a wide 
number of strings of battery cells. Monitoring and 
control of these battery cells are facilitated through 
their associated devices or arrays of devices that 
communicate amongst each other or with the 
management centre through the local network [1,2]. 
Existing management systems are more concerned 
with process-level control methodology [3] rather than 
system-level organisation of the network architecture. 
Moreover, most existing networks are based on 
proprietary protocols or a centralised master-slave 
architecture, while standard open systems 
interconnection control protocols like the Controller 
Area Network (CAN) or Locru Operating Network 
(LON) have been suggested, but not widely used 
[4,5]. In recent times, the abili1y to access local 
devices from any global location is expected. Remote 
connectivi1y to the local control network may be 
facilitated through the use of TCPJlP over the Internet. 
Eventhough these discrete technologies are available 
for providing a solution, appropriate integration to suit 
the battery management application needs to be 
examined. The extensibili1y of a management system 
is also important in catering for battery network 
implementations of various sizes. 

Management of a battery network requires the 
monitoring of the state of the system in maintaining 
healthy operational condition and timely operational 
alarms. Involved management systems also include 

battery charge manipulation, allowing for testing and 
charge maintenance to occur. The three main 
categories of management have been identified as 
battery operation management, network 
communication management and battery and network 
data management. 

2. SYSTEM ORGANISATION 

The system organisation for a modular, versatile and 
extensible CAN-based battery management system [6-
8] is depicted in Figure 1. The typical number of 
nodes on the network is 64. The local network nodes 
consist of 3 logical types; the group node, the string 
node and the battery node. Each group node 
supervises a group of cells (1ypically 6) and is able to 
acquire individual cell voltages and group 
temperature, monitor ceIl condition and manipulate 
cell charge. String nodes are physically equivalent and 
functionally similar to group nodes, except that each 
string node interfaces to a current shunt instead of a 
group of cells, to rulow monitoring and acquisition of 
string current. The battery node is an embedded low
cost gateway that facilitates Internet connectivity 
through TCPJlP to the local CAN interface. Locru and 
remote user interaction with the local network is 
permitted through the use of applets and seTVlets 
hosted by the locru gateway, which allow battery data 
and information to be requested and converted into a 
meaningful form for viewing and analysis. 

BatteI}' data and information relevant to the local 
network nodes are organised in 3 layers; the local 

node's data buffers for short-term data storage, the 
local gateway's database for medium-term data 
storage and the remote service centre's full-scale 
database for long-term data storage. This distributed 
data organisation allows a transparent flow of real
time and long-term data to the remote user [8]. 

Figure 1. Real-time distributed intelligence 
network architecture 

Further extension to the network could be gained 
through bridging more than one control network at the 
gateway level or using more than one gateway. The 
designed system utilises the bare minimum resources 
to keep system cost down and to avoid expensive and 
excessive off-the shelf middleware technology that 
could prove to be a burden to the limited processing 
power of the system. By not having such middleware 
layers, it is possible to reduce communication 
overhead and have few system requirements. 
However, it is still possible to searnlessly integrate 
middleware technology if required. 

3, SYSTEM SIMULATION MODEL 

When developing control architectures, modelling and 
simulation techniques provide a better support for 
architecture configuration than analytical methods [9]. 
Furthermore, the development of a battery netwcrk 
simulation model is vital in allowing for the 
performance evaluation, comparison and testing of 
battery networks of varying size. When network 
configurations become large, a direct comparison can 
prove to be difficult or even impossible, thus a valid 
simulation model would be essential in providing a 
performance evaluation or feasibility assessment. 
Such a model would also help in the validation and 
experimentation of proposed network organisations 

whether in terms of physical battery network 
topologies or scenarios involving multiple 
independent or inter-connected battery networks. A 
battery network simulation model also allows for 
operational tracking of network behaviour whether in 
the immediate future or the long-term. The simulation 
model of the distributed battery management 
organisation was designed with the Extend modelling 
environment [10-12]. Extend is a general purpose, 
open source, graphically oriented, continuous and 
discrete event simulation application Vv'ith an 
integrated authoring environment and development 
system 

3.1 Model Organisation 

The design of the simulation model focuses on the 
generic components within the battery management 
system. These generic components were translated 
into the form of modular and reusable model blocks, 
which encapsulate the primary functions of the generic 
component as related to their role in the application. 
The three main criteria for node model block design 
includes modelling strategy, message generation and 
processing delay. These criteria govern the 
organisation of a node block's internal components to 
accurately represent the conceptual organisation of 
each node. Modelling of each node's modular 
organisation involves the strategy of grouping basic 
simulation blocks to represent primary software 
module functionali1y. The distributed data 
organisation is also emphasised within the simulation 
model and contributes to the understanding of the 
temporal flow of data and information within the 
system. These data storage facilities provide buffering 
and isolation from the user and process time domains. 
In the simulation model, elements of the distributed 
data architecture such as the group or string node's 
data buffers and the battery node's database are 
modelled as simple queue blocks with a fixed 
capaci1y. The capacity of the data storage facilities 
were determined by the actual physical memory 
limitations of the associated devices, namely the group 
and string node's microcontroller and the local 
gateway's memory chips. 

A customised model library has also been developed 
as a design tool for construction and configuration of 
battery network simulation models. The library 
contains different categories of related model blocks 
such as basic network components (i.e. various 1ypes 
of network nodes and their related configurations), 
battery network components (i.e. groups of battery 
cells, current shunts, etc) as well as generic network 
building blocks (i.e. bus connectors of varying size). 
Although the modelled network commurrication 
protocol in this case is CAN, other protocols to suit 
the application can easily be modelled by replacing 



the CAN model blocks with that of other 
communication protocols, such as LON or Ethernet. 

3.2 Communication channel elements 

The battery network model simulates the primary 
communication channel elements from the process 
level to the user level, which allows the flow of data 
and information within the system to be well 
understood and aids in the identification of potential 
bottlenecks. Figure 2 illustrates the flow of data 
within the communication channel of the system. 
Items are entered into the system simulation model 
through the use of item generators at the process level. 
Some examples of items that are generated include 
cell voltage items, string current items and group 
temperature items. When these items are generated, 
they are assigned attributes according to a range of 
accepted physical values (e.g. an acceptable range of 
cell voltages would be between 1.8V and 2.SV, with a 
nominal voltage of 2.27V) and passed into the string 
or group node blocks. This procedure simulates the 
process of data acquisition. Combinations of these 
items are then batched into group data or string data 
items. After being delayed by a specific amount of 
time as determined by analytical analysis [6], the data 
items are passed to the string or group node's data 
buffer block. 
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Figure 2. Communication. channel elements 

When messages are scheduled for transmission, the 
data items are formulated into message items and 
assigned priority and CAN message identifier 
attributes. Additional attributes associated with the 
message properties, such as message header length, 
number of messages, number of data bytes and length 
of message(s), are also calculated and assigned at this 
stage. The items then enter a FIFO queue block that 
releases items according to priority. This is an 
inherent feature of the implemented CAN 
communication modules or tasks. When the message 
item successfully gains access to the CAN bus, it exits 
the node model block and enters the CAN bus block. 
Here, latency related to message propagation time on 
the bus is simulated with a delay block. The amount of 
delay assigned to each message item is determined 
based on calculations of the message length attributes 
and the bus transmission rate parameter. As the 
message items exit the CAN bus block, they then enter 
the battery node block. At this stage the message item 
is reformulated into a data item and attributes such as 
the CAN message identifier (which determines 
message content type) and message data length are 
extracted to determine the appropriate datalbase 
relation block in which to deposit the item. Note also, 
that each item is delayed according to analytical 
results during the stages of CAN message reception 
and data storage. 

H a request item is received from the remote user or 
service centre blocks for specific battery data, the 
battery node retrieves the required data item( s) from 
its database, formats the items into an Internet packet 
item and transmits it to the remote destination through 
an Internet block. In order to ensure that requested 
battery data is always available to the user, it is 
essential that battery data transfer from the local nodes 
to the battery node datalbase is less than the user 
perceived data availalbility delay of around 3 seconds. 

3.3 System stability 

The system architecture achieves timely 
communication and natural interaction of both remote 
user and battery charge manipulation and maintenance 
processes through de-coupling of the three main 
concurrent processes as shown in Figure 3. The node 
level data buffers and the gateway level database play 
an important role in this de-coupling. These devices 
allow CAN network traffic to be substantially eased 
while still allowing a continuous and timely flow of 
battery data and information to serve the supervisory 
role of the remote users. Furthermore, de-coupling 
allows vanous rates of processing as related to process 
interaction demands or requirements. The design of 
the model also focuses on the system organisation's 
isolated concurrent processes, as well as the 
interaction between them. This feature provides 

insight into the ideology and principles of isolated 
concurrent processes within the system. By varying 
the rate of each process, individual and overall 
performance levels of the different processes can be 
gauged. 
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Figure 3~ Isolated concurrent processes and 
relative data flow 

3.4 Model Limitations 

The main issue experienced during the design of the 
model was the issue of preserving an individual item's 
attributes when items were batched or unbatched. 
Original attributes that were previously assigned to 
individual items before being batched were found to 
be missing when the composite item was unbatched. 
For example, cell voltage items and temperature items 
were assigned cell voltage or temperature values 
before being batched into a group data item and 
transmitted across the CAN bus. When the group data 
item was unbatched into its individual cell voltage and 
temperature items at the battery node block, the 
individual items no longer retained their assigned 
voltage or temperature values. Correspondence with 
technical support revealed an issue with the internal 
implementation of the batching and unbatching 
blocks, although a temporary solution was eventually 
found. Investigations into the modelling and 
simulation of network scalability through the use of 
bridging or multiple gateways are currently being 
undettakelL As Extend is not a pure network 
simulation tool, a well-defined level of protocol 
fimctionality albstraction was also required when 
modelling the Internet. 

Figure 4, Simnlation model of a 48V 4-stl'ing battery network with remote user and service centre access 



4. A SIMULA nON CASE STUDY 

An example case study of a 48V 4-string battery 
network simulation model implemented in Extend is 
shown in Figure 4. Each string contains 5 nodes per 
string (1 string node and 4 group nodes) and the CAN 
bus rate was set at 125 Kbits/s. The transmission of 
data messages from the group and string nodes to the 
battery node are assumed to have a periodicity of I 
second. Random command and alarm messages were 
also included in the simulation. As depicted in the 
diagram, the size, scale and structure of the modelled 
battery network is easily discernible when initially 
viewing the model. 

The diagram also illustrates the use of generic model 
building blocks such as the network node blocks, 
remote user and service centre blocks, CAN bus, 
Internet connector blocks, current shunt and group of 
cells blocks. Figure 5(a) provides a more detailed 
view of the battery node block, while Figure 5(b) 
illustrates the detail of the group and string node 
blocks and their associated group of cells and current 
shunt network component blocks. 

The former figure also illustrates the global array 
block for storing valid CAN message identifiers. 

10'''' t~'~1 ""-iJ "Jc<' 

""'1m,) 

(a) Periodic messages 

These diagrams depict each block's use of input 
parameters for operating condition configuration. 

(1)) 
Fig.5(a) Battery node block detail, (b) group node, 
string node and network component block details 

, 

(I» Periodic and random messages 

(c) Periodic messages initial response (d) Periodic and random messages initial response 
Figure 6. Bus traffic for battery networks containing up to 4 strings 

Figure 6(a) shows the results of periodic group and 
string node CAN bus traffic over a simulation period 
of 45 seconds for the example 4-string battery 

network. The bus traffic results of periodic data 
messages as well as random command and alarm 
messages are shown in Figure 6(b). Figure 6(c) and 

Figure 6( d) show the initial response dose-ups of 
each simulation condition. In the simulation, a zero 
releasing policy was used (i. e. all nodes began 
acquiring data at time t~O). The graphs shows that the 
CAN network is able to ahsorb the initial response of 
having all network nodes release messages onto the 
bus without overloading the communication channel, 
while gradually achieving a stable bus traffic state 
well below the bus limit in both conditions. The peak 
bus traffic load during the initial responses are also 
well within the capacity of the bus. The average bus 
traffic rates obtained from Figure 6 were extrapolated 
for battery networks that contained up to 13 strings, as 
shown in Figure 7. As can be seen in the figure, the 
average bus traffic increases linearly with the number 
of strings in a battery network. This is an inherent 
characteristic of CAN, which has constant throughput 
even at full load, as opposed to a CSMNCD scheme 
like Ethernet, where collisions lead to non-linear 
traffic. 

:::1 

Figure 7. Relationship between average bus traffic 
and increasing number of strings 

For battery networks containing 13 strings, the 
average bus traffic is approximately 16.4 Kbits/s or 
24.6 Kbits/s, which corresponds to a bus utilisation of 
only 13.1% and 19.7% respectively. Although the rate 
of transmission on the bus is well below bus capacity, 
the physical size of battery networks has reached its 
limit. In order to allow monitoring and control of 
larger battery networks, a solution would be to employ 
a CAN bridging scheme or multiple gateways for 
managing clusters of network nodes. 

5. CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, a modelling and simulation 
environment for designing and performance testing of 
a CAN-based distributed VRLA battery management 
system has been successfully implemented. A case 
study of a typical 4-string battery network model 
illustrated the use of building blocks in constructing 
battery network models and reflected the substantial 
potential and capacity of the system in catering for 
effective battery management activities. 
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ApPENDIXC: MATLAB ALGORITHM LrSTINGS 

ALGO IT 

• • M 

MLISTI GS 

The following pages contain the programs wlitten with the MATLAB technical computing 

program throughout the course of the conducted research. This includes a logic analyser data 

acquisition interface program, a task response time algorithm and a CAN response time 

algorithm. 

LOGIC ANALYSER DATA ACQUISITION 

The inteliace program that utilises the SCPI instruction set for acquiring data from the logic 

analyser also includes source code for average node task execution times and jitter (see Section 

3.4.1.2). 

Listing: 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% 
% Hewlett Packard 1661A Logic Analyser data acquisition file 
% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

clc % Clear command window 

s serial('COM2'); 

% Serial specific properties 
set(s, 'BaudRate', 9600); 
set(s, 'StopBits', 1); 
set(s, 'Parity', 'none'); 
set(s, 'DataBits' , 8); 
set(s, 'FlowControl', 'none'); 

% Configurable properties 
set(s, 'InputBufferSize', 5000000); % Bytes 

try 
fopen(s); 

% Send the commands to acquire data 
fprintf(s, 'System:Header OFF'); 
fprintf(s, 'System:Longform OFF'); 
fprintf(s, 'Select 1'); 

% Read in the block data 
fprintf(s, 'System:Data?'); 
warning off MATLAB:serial:fread:unsuccessfulRead; 

% Data input stream is in binary form, save as uint8 
block_data = fread(s,s.InputBufferSize, 'uint8'); 
vals_rxd = s.ValuesReceived; 

% Convert response column vector to a row vector 
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block_data = block_data'; 
[row_block,col_blockJ size(block_data); 

% Perform 2's complement on the received data 
for i = 1:1:col_block 

if (block_data(l,i) < 0) 
block_data (1 , i) bitcmp(-(block_data(l,i)), 8) + 1; 

end 
end 

block_length_specifier = char (block_data (1, 1:10)); 
length = str2num(block_length_specifier(1, 3:10)); % Bytes 

% Note: The section matrix starts from 1 
% Section contains both header and data information 
section = block_data (1, 11:col_block); section_name char(section(l, 1:10)); 

section_length 
section_length 

section(l, 13:16); 
(section_length (1 , 1) * (2 A24)) + (section_length (1 , 2) * (2 A16)) + 
(section_length(l, 3) * (2 A8)) + section_length(1,4); 

%Should always result with 1660 for the 1660-Series Logic Analysers 
instr_id = ((section(l, 17) )*(2 A8)) + section(l, 18); 

% Get number of valid data rows 
valid_rows-pod_1 = (section(l, 125) * (2 A8)) + section(l, 126); 
[row_sect,col_sectJ = size(section); 

% Note: The data acquired matrix starts from 1 
% Data acquired and time tag vector section of block_data 
data_acq section(l, 177:col_sect); 

% These lines are for testing 
%data_line_1 data_acq(l, 1:14) % First line of data 
%data_line_2 data_acq(l, 15:28) % Second line of data 
%data_line 3 data_acq(l, 29:42) % Third line of data 
%data_line_4 data_acq(l, 43:56) % Fourth line of data 
% Last line of data 
%data_line_last = data_acq(l, ((valid_rows-pod_1*14)-13): (valid_rows-pod_1*14)) 

%time_tag_1 data_acq(l, 1247:1254) % First line of time 
%time_tag_2 data_acq(l, 1255:1262) % Second line of time 
%time_tag_3 data_acq(l, 1263:1270) % Third line of time 
%time_tag_4 data_acq(l, 1271:1278) % Fourth line of time 
% Last line of data 
%time_tag_last = uint8(data_acq(1, (((valid_rows-pod_1*14)+(valid_rows-pod1*8))-

7): ((valid_rows-pod_1*14)+(valid_rows-pod_l*8)))) 

% Get the sample period 
sample-period 0; 
sample_section = section(l, 33:40); 
for i = 1:1:8 

temp = sample_section(l, 8-(i-1)) * (2A( (i-1)*8)); 
sample-period = sample-period + temp; 

end 
sample-period; 

% Store the data acquired and time tags 
% (columns 1:8 for time tag, columns 9:10 for bit transitions) 
DataSucked = zeros (valid_rows-pod_1, 10); 
for index = 1:1:valid_rows-pod_1 

% Extract and store transitions from the binary stream 
DataSucked(index, 9: 10) = data_acq(l, (13 + (index-1) *14) : (index*14)); 

% Store the time tag 
DataSucked(index, 1:8) 

end 
DataSucked 

data_acq(l, ( ((valid_rows-pod_1*14) + 1) + ((index-1)*8)) 
((valid_rows-pod_1*14) + (index*8)) ); 

% Convert time tags from DataSucked into a proper time format 
%(decimal integer in picoseconds from logic analyser to exponential) 

% Matrix for storing the time tags in decimal integer format 
TimeTagMtx = zeros (valid_rows-pod_l, 1); 
format ('long', 'e'); 
index = 0; 
time_tag_total = 0; 
for index = 1:1:valid_rows-pod_1 

for counter = 1:1:8 
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end 

% Convert to a decimal integer value 
time_tag_temp = DataSucked(index, 8- (counter-1)) * (2 A ((counter-1) *8)); 
time_tag_total = time_tag_total + time_tag_temp; 

TimeTagMtx(index, 1) = time_tag_total; 
time_tag_total 0; 

end 
TimeTagMtx 

% Convert the transition columns from DataSucked to binary and store in a matrix 
channels-per-pod = 16; 
TransitionMtx = zeros (valid_rows-pod_1, channels-per-pod); 
for index = 1:1:valid_rows-pod_1 

TransitionMtx(index, 1: (channels-per-pod/2)) = bitget(DataSucked(index, 9), 8:-1:1); 
TransitionMtx(index, ((channels-per-pod/2)+1) :channels-per-pod) = 

bitget(DataSucked(index, 10), 8:-1:1); 
end 
TransitionMtx 

% Create an empty structure to store analysis results for each channel 
Analysis = struct('AvgExecTime', 0, 'Jitter', 0); 
for entry = 2:1:channels-per-pod 

end 

Analysis (entry) . AvgExecTime = 0; 
Analysis (entry) .Jitter = 0; 

% Find any l's and the corresponding 0 in each column of the TransitionMtx, then get the 
% corresponding entries in the TimeTagMtx and find difference 
TimeDiff = 0; 

% Store transition times of each execution, worst case estimate is a transition every 2 rows 
TimeDiffVect = zeros(l, (abs((valid_rows-pod_1/2) + 0.5))); 
TimeDiffTotal = 0; 
num_task_exec = 0; 
time_temp_1 0 ; 
time_temp_2 0; 
high = 0; 

for col 

end 

channels-per -pod:-1:1 

% The beginning of a transition. 
% If high = 1, another transition during this tasks execution 
if (TransitionMtx(row, col) == 1 && high == 0) 

time_temp_1 TimeTagMtx(row, 1); 
high = 1; % A rising edge 

elseif (TransitionMtx(row, col) == 0 && high == 1) % The end of a transition 
time_temp_2 TimeTagMtx(row, 1); 
high = 0; % A falling edge 

end 

% Calculate a task execution time only if valid transitions are detected 
if ((time_temp_1 -= 0) && (time_temp_2 0)) 

end 

num_task_exec = num_task_exec + 1; 

% Calculate time difference 
TimeDiff = time_temp_2 - time_temp_1; 

% Calculate total task execution time 
TimeDiffTotal = TimeDiffTotal + TimeDiff; 
TimeDiffVect(l, num_task_exec) = TimeDiff; 
time_temp_1 0; 
time_temp_2 = 0; 

% Indicates a channel in use, as transitions are detected on it 
if (num_task_exec -= 0) 

Analysis (col) .AvgExecTime = TimeDiffTotal/num_task_exec; 

% Resize the time difference vector to the correct size 
% (determined by number of task executions) by removing columns 
for col_remove = max(size(TimeDiffVect)) :-1: (num_task_exec+1) 

TimeDiffVect(:, col_remove) = []; 
end 
max_exec time 
min_exec time 

max(TimeDiffVect); 
min(TimeDiffVect); 

% If the positive jitter is larger than the negative jitter 
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end 

else 

end 

if (max_exec_time~Analysis(col) . AvgExecTime > 

Analysis (col) .Jitter 
else 

Analysis (col) .Jitter 
end 

Analysis (col) .AvgExecTime~min_exec_time) 
max_exec_time-Analysis(col) .AvgExecTime; 

Analysis (col) .AvgExecTime~min_exec_time; 

% To prevent a divide by 0 warning (NaN) for unused channels 
Analysis (col) .AvgExecTime = TimeDiffTotal/(num_task_exec+l); 
Analysis (col) .Jitter = 0; 

% Reset all counters to prevent calculation corruption of next column 
TimeDiff = 0; 
TimeDiffVect = zeros(l, num_task_exec); 
TimeDiffTotal 0; 
num_task_exec = 0; 
high = 0; 

SchAnalysis 
schAnalysis 

Analysis 
[Analysis.AvgExecTime; Analysis.Jitter) 

%fprintf(s, '*IDN?') 
%idn = fscanf(s) 

catch 
% catch exceptions and close serial port object to prevent crashing 
disp 'ERROR OCCURRED! ERROR OCCURRED! ERROR OCCURRED!' 
disp (lasterr) 
fclose(s); 

end 

fclose(s) ; 
delete(s); 
clear s; 

TASK RESPONSE TIME ALGORITHM 

The task response time algorithm determines the best and worst-case response times for a given 

task set with assigned task pli0l1ties. Discussed in Section 3.4.1.3 and Section 5.4.2.1. 

Listing: 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% 
% 
% 

Pre~emptive fixed priority task scheduling response time algorithm 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

clc % Clear command window 

ResponseTimeMtx = [); 

% Average execution times arranged in order of priority (highest priority, left) 
C = [55.1 8.6 9.1 46.0 20.2); 

% Task periods (ms) 
T = [1000 1000 1000 1000 1000); 

max itr = 100; 
Temp_R = [); 

n = 0; 
offset = 1; 
Summ = 0; 

for index 

size(C); 

% Maximum iterations 
% Store temporary iteration values 

% Don't want to get confused with the iteration index 
% Summation 

Temp_R(l, n+offset) 0; 
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while(n ,<= max_itr) 

if (index == 1) 
index; 
Summ = 0; 

else 

% To avoid out of matrix index 
% For debugging 

for counter = (index-i) :-1:1 

end 
end 

index; % For debugging 
temp ceil(Temp_R(l,n+offset)/T(l,counter)) * C(l,counter); 
Summ = Summ + temp; 

Temp_R(l, n+offset+l) = C(l,index) + Summ; 

% Check the results and if resolution satisfied, then exit 
if(abs(Temp_R(l, n+offset+l) *10000) -= abs(Temp_R(l, n+offset)*10000)) % Not converged 

end 

n = n + 1; 
else 

% Iterate again 

ResponseTimeMtx(l,index) = Temp_R(l, n+offset+l); 

end 

% To exit the while loop 
break 

Summ = 0; 
end 
Temp_R []; 
Summ = 0; 
n = 0; 

ResponseTimeMtx 

CAN RESPONSE TIME ALGORITHM 

The CAN response time algorithm determines the best and worst-case response times for a 

defined CAN message set. Discussed in Section 3.4.3.2 and Section 5.4.2.2. 

Listing: 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% 
% CAN message scheduling response time algorithm 
% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

cic % Clear command window 

ResponseTimeMtx = []; 

% Message set arranged according to priority 
% T[] is the message period matrix 
% s[] is the message length (in bytes) matrix 
% J[] is the message release jitter matrix 
% Note: does not include node battery history uploading 

T [1000 1000 10000 10000 10000 10000 60000 60000 3600000 60000 60000 60000 60000 60000 60000 
60000 60000]; 

s [16 8 8 8 4 4 4 1 1 8 8 8 8 16 16 1 1]; 

% From transmit task 
J = [0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11]; 

size(s); 

max_itr = 1000; 
max_data-per_msg = 8; 

bus_speed = 125000; 
bit time = (l/bus_speed) * 1000; 

% kbits/s 
% milliseconds 

Temp_w = []; 

C []; 
% Store temporary iteration values 
% Store transmission times 

B []; % Store blocking times 

n 0; 
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offset = 1; 
Sunun = 0; 

format long; 

% Don't want to get confused with the iteration index 
% Sununation 

% Calculate transmission times and arrange in order of priority (highest priority, left) 
for entry = l:l:col_s 

end 
C 

if (s(l, entry) > 8) 

else 

end 

if (rem(s(l, entry) ,8) -= 0) 
num_msg_whole = floor(s(l, entry)/8); 
C_whole = ((floor((34 + (8*8))/4) + 47 + (8*8)) *bit_time) * num_msg_whole; 
C-part ((floor((34 + (8*rem(s(1, entry),8)))/4) + 47 + (8*rem(s(1, entry) ,8))) 

* bit_time); 
C(l, entry) = C-part + C_whole; 

else 

end 

num_msgs = s(l, entry)/8; 
C(l, entry) = ((floor((34 + (8*max_data-per_msg))/4) + 47 + (8*max_data-per_msg)) 

* bit_time) * num_msgs; 

% Standard CAN messages 
C(l, entry) = (floor((34 + (8*s(1,entry)) )/4) + 47 + (8*s(1,entry))) * bit_time; 

[row_C, col_C] = size(C); 

for index 

Temp_w(l, n+offset) 0; 
n = 1; 

% Perform the iterative calculation 
while(n <= max_itr) 

% Calculate the interference delay 
if (index == 1) % To avoid out of matrix index 

index; 
Sunun = 0; 

else 

% For debugging 

= (index-1) :-1:1 for counter 
index; 
temp 

% For debugging 
ceil((Temp_w(1,n+offset-1) 

* C(l,counter); 
+ J(l,counter) + bit_time)/T(l,counter)) 

Sunun Sunun + temp; 
end 

end 

% Calculate the blocking delay 
if (index -= col_C) % Not lowest priority message 

% Calculate blocking time by lower priority messages 
B(l, index) = max(C(l, (index+1) :co1_C)); 

else 
% Message priority is the lowest, no blocking delay 
B(l, index) = 0; 

end 

% Calculate the queuing delay 
Temp_w(l, n+offset) = B(l,index) + Sunun; 

% Check the results and if resolution satisfied, then exit 
if(abs(Temp_w(l, n+offset)*10000) -= abs(Temp_w(l, n+offset-1)*10000)) 

n = n + 1; 
else 

% Iterate again 
% Not converged 

ResponseTimeMtx(l, index) = J(l, index) + Temp_w(l, n+offset) + C(l, index); 

end 

% To exit the while loop 
break 

Sunun = 0; 
end 
Temp_w []; 
Sunun = 0; 
n = 0; 

end 
ResponseTimeMtx 
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D AYOUTS 

The pdmary hardware devices, schematics and PCB layouts of the designed node prototypes are 

presented in this appendix. The table below summarises the pdmary hardware components 

utilised in the design of the node prototypes and their functionality, while the following pages 

present the schematics and PCB details of the node prototypes (Version 1.0 and Version 2.0) 

designed dudng the course of the research with Design Explorer 99SE. 

Device Manufacturer Function Version 

TLC374 Quadruple Differential 
Texas Instruments 

Level-shifting 
1.012.0 

Comparator between 3Vand 5V 

MAX232 Multi-Channel RS-232 Maxim Integrated RS-232 
1.0 

Dri vers/Recei vers Products communication 

HCPL-2611 High-Speed Logic Gate 
Fairchild Semiconductor CAN bus-side isolation 1.0 

Optocoupler 

HCPL-0601 High-Speed Logic Gate 

Optocoupler Fairchild Semiconductor CAN bus-side isolation 2.0 

(SMT version of HCPL-26 11) 

NME1205S Isolated 1 W Single Output Converts 12 V to 5 V for 
C&D Technologies 2.0 

DC-DC Converter node devices 

Converts 5 V to 3 V for 
LE33C Voltage Regulator STMicroelectronics 2.0 

micro controller 

CD4097B CMOS Analogue Differential 
Texas Instruments Battery group interfacing 2.0 

Multiplexer 

MOC207 Optoisolator Fairchild Semiconductor Battery-side isolation 2.0 

Node prototype component and device summary 
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ApPENDIXD: LOCAL NODE SCHEMATICS AND LAYOUTS 

The figures below illustrate the component layout and top and bottom copper layers of the first 

version of the node prototype. Note that all layouts have been presented in actual size. 

Component Layout 

Top Copper Layer 

Bottom Copper Layer (viewed through the top) 
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ApPENDIX D: LOCAL NODE SCHEMATICS AND LAYOUTS 

The following figures show the component layout, top copper layer and bottom copper layer of 

the second version of the node prototype. All layouts represent the actual prototype size. 

Component Layout 

Top Copper Layer 

Bottom Copper Layer (viewed through the top) 
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APPENDIX E: NODE SOFTWARE 

ATION 

Further details and infOlmation related to the source files of the node software are provided in 

this appendix. The following table presents the category, header file and location information for 

the source files of the node software. Category information is summarised from Figure 5.7, 

while location information is based on the appropriate sections of the local network organisation 

chapter of the thesis, Chapter 5. 

Name Filename Information 

RTOS Configuration os_cfg.h 
Category: Node Source 

Location: Section 5.2 

Application Parameters Appl_ Params.h 
Category: Node Source 

Location: Section 5.2 

Category: Main 

Main RTOS.c Header Filename: includes. h 

Location: Section 5.2.3 

Category: Main> Hardware Initialisation 

MSP430 Initialisation MSP430.Init.c Header Filename: MSP43 0 Init.h -

Location: Section 5.2.3 

Category: Main> Hardware Initialisation 

MCP25 10 Initialisation MCP2510 Init.c - Header Filename: MCP2510 Init.h -

Location: Section 5.2.3 

Category: Main 

MCP2510API MCP2510.c Header Filename: MC P 2510 . h 

Location: Section 5.2.6 

Category: Node Source> Task Source 

Acquisition Task Data_Acq.c Header Filename: Data_Acq. h 

Location: Section 5.2.4 

Category: Node Source> Task Source 

Data Buffer Management Task Data_Buffer_Mgmt.c Header Filename: Data - Buffer.h 

Location: Section 5.2.5 

Category: Node Source> Task Source 

CAN Scheduling Task CAN_Comm_Mgmt.c Header Filename: CAN_Comm. h 

Location: Section 5.2.6.2 
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Category: Node Source> Task Source 

CAN Transmit Task CAN_Tx.c Header Filename: CAN_Tx. h 

Location: Section 5.2.6.3 

Category: Node Source> Task Source 

CAN Receive Task CAN_Rx.c Header Filename: CAN_Rx. h 

Location: Section 5.2.6.4 

Category: Node Source 
RT_Clock_a.s43 

Real-Time Clock Header Filename: RT_Clock. h 
RT_Clock_c.c 

Location: Section 5.2.7 

Category: Node Source 

Test Macros Test.c Header Filename: Test. h 

Location: Section 5.2.8 

The following pages summarise any functions associated with each node software source file. 

For the complete node software source listings refer to the proper file in the companion CD of 

the thesis. 

Main: 

void main (void) 

Function Summary 

void TaskStart(void *data) 

Defines the task stack pointers, task stack and semaphore checking structures for all tasks and initialises the 

microcontroller and CAN controller devices. Microcontroller test pins are also configured here. Creates the tasks in 

the microcontroller and defines associated stack pointers. Performs task and semaphore diagnosis if required. 

MSP430F149 Initialisation: 

A vailable Function Summary 

void MSP430InitCornmon(void) 

Configures the control register settings of the basic clock system to provide clock or interrupts sources for the real-

time clock and the watchdog (interval timer). 

void MSP430InitDataAcq(void) 

Sets the inhibit, control and device power sense lines to the multiplexer. Configures the reference voltage and input 

channel of the ADC. Enables conversion. 

void MSP430InitRTClock(void) 

Configures the Timer B module of the microcontroller to provide periodic interrupts for the real-time clock. 

void MSP430InitSPI(void) 

Configures the SPI interface between the microcontroller and the CAN controller. Sets the baud rate, modulation 

control registers, chip select pin and external interrupt pin (unused). Enables the SPI interface. 
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MCP2510 Initialisation: 

Function Summary 

void MCP2510InitCommon(void) 

Places the CAN controller into configuration mode. Configures the timing and interrupt registers and places the 

device back into normal mode. 

void MCP2510InitMaskFilter(void) 

Places the CAN controller into configuration mode. Configures the acceptance mask and filters of RXBO and RXB 1 

and places the device back into normal mode. 

MCP2510 API: 

A vailable Function Summary 

void MCP2510BitModify(INT8U BitModifyAddress, INT8U BitModifyMask, INT8U 

BitModifyData) 

Modify selected bits of the register defined by Bi tModi fyAddres s. The Bi tModi fyMask is used to determine 

which bits of the selected register are modified. 

INT8U MCP2510Read(INT8U ReadAddress) 

Reads a byte of data across the SPI interface beginning at a defined address, ReadAddress. 

INT8U MCP2510ReadStatus(void) 

Allows single instruction access to most often used status buts for message transmission and reception. 

void MCP2510Reset(void) 

Resets the internal registers of the CAN controller into the default state and places the device into configuration 

mode. 

void MCP2510RequestToSendTXBO(void) 

Requests to send a RTS message from TXBO of the CAN controller. (Unused) 

void MCP2510RequestToSendTXB1(void) 

Requests to send a RTS message from TXB 1 of the CAN controller. (Unused) 

void MCP2510RequestToSendTXB2(void) 

Requests to send a RTS message from TXB2 of the CAN controller. (Unused) 

void RxCANMsgRXBO(CAN_MSG* pRxCANMsg) 

Receives a message into RXBO of the CAN controller. Reads the message identifier, data length and data bytes of 

the received message. 

void RxCANMsgRXB1(CAN_MSG* pRxCANMsg) 

Receives a message into RXB 1 of the CAN controller. Reads the message identifier, data length and data bytes of 

the received message. (Unused) 

void TxCANMsgTXBO(const CAN_MSG* pTxCANMsg, INT8U priority) 

Sets the message identifier, RTR, data length and data bytes of a message and transmits the message from TXBO of 

the CAN controller. Message priority is defined by priori ty. 

void TxCANMsgTXB1(const CAN_MSG* pTxCANMsg, INT8U priority) 

Sets the message identifier, RTR, data length and data bytes of a message and transmits the message from TXBl of 

the CAN controller. Message priority is defined by priori ty. (Unused) 
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void TxCANMsgTXB2(const CAN_MSG* pTxCANMsg, INT8U priority) 

Sets the message identifier, RTR, data length and data bytes of a message and transmits the message from TXB2 of 

the CAN controller. Message priority is defined by priori ty. (Unused) 

void MCP2510Write(INT8U WriteAddress, INT8U WriteData) 

Writes a byte of data given by Wr it eDa t a across the SPI interface to the register address defined by 

Wri teAddress. 

Transparent Function Summary 

void MCP2510ChipDeselect(void) 

Reset the chip select line of the CAN controller. 

void MCP2510ChipSelect(void) 

Set the chip select line of the CAN controller. 

INT8U SPITransmitByte(INT8U) 

Clock a single byte of information, defined by Byte, from the SPI interface. 

Acquisition Task: 

void TaskDataAcq(void *pdata) 

A vailable Function Summary 

INT16U ADCValueAcq(void) 

Acquires the hexadecimal value of the ADC. A short delay is required to prevent erroneous acquisition values. The 

ADC is reset manually and the hexadecimal value is converted into a real value. 

void CellDeselectAll(void) 

Places the multiplexer into a state where no cells are selected. Inhibit is set. 

void CellSelect(INT16U CellNum) 

Selects the desired cell based on the value of CellNum. During cell selection, Inhibit is set to prevent erroneous 

states. 

Transparent Function Summary 

void InhibitOff(void) 

Sets the inhibit line of the multiplexer. 

void InhibitOn(void) 

Sets the inhibit line of the multiplexer. 

void MuxControlLinesset(INT16U cell) 

Sets the control lines of the multiplexer to select the desired cell based on the cell value 

INT8U MuxPowerOn(void) 

Checks if power is applied to the multiplexer. If multiplexer has power applied a 1 is returned, and if power is not 

applied to the multiplexer, a 0 is returned. 
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Data Buffer Management Task: 

void TaskDataBufferMgmt(void *pdata) 

Function Summary 

void DataStorageADC(void) 

Retrieve the latest cell voltage entry from the data buffer. Transfer the data and the associated time-stamp to the 

temporary array of the CAN scheduling task. 

void DataTransferComm(void) 

Checks to ensure that newly acquired data in the temporary array of the acquisition task is valid. The data is stored 

in the cell voltage data buffer and the temporary array is cleared. A time-stamp is added to the data and if the data 

buffer is full, rollover is implemented. 

CAN Scheduling Task: 

void TaskCANCommMgmt(void *pdata) 

A vailable Function Summary 

void RxCANMsgReady(void) 

Checks that a valid message is present in the temporary array of the CAN receive task. Transfer message data from 

the receive task's temporary array to the scheduling task's temporary array. 

void TxCANMsgReady(void) 

Checks that valid data is present in the temporary array of the CAN scheduling task. Transfer data and time-stamp 

from scheduling task's temporary array to the transmit task's temporary array. Post the TxReadySem semaphore 

and hence invoke the CAN transmit task. 

Transparent Function Summary 

void CellDataTempArrayClearAll(void) 

Clear the data entries and the time-stamp entry in the temporary array of the CAN scheduling task. 

void CellDataTempArrayClearData(void) 

Clear the data entries in the temporary array of the CAN scheduling task. 

void TxCANMsgClearAll(void) 

Clear the message identifier, RTR, data length and data byte entries in the temporary array of the CAN transmit task. 

void TxCANMsgClearData(void) 

Clear the data byte entries in the temporary array of the CAN transmit task. 

The software template files on the following page, Generic. c and Generic. h were used to 

provide a consistent format and style to the designed node software. These files were used in the 

design of the primary task and header files respectively. 
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Filename: Generic. c 

/* 
************************************************************************************************* 

* APPLICATION MODULE 
* 
* TI MSP430 
************************************************************************************************* 
*/ 

#include "includes.h" 

/* 
************************************************************************************************* 

* CONSTANTS 
************************************************************************************************* 
*/ 

/* 
************************************************************************************************* 

* VARIABLES 
************************************************************************************************* 
*/ 

/* 
************************************************************************************************* 

* FUNCTION PROTOTYPES 
************************************************************************************************* 
*/ 

/* Task available internal functions*/ 

/* Task transparent internal functions*/ 

/* 
************************************************************************************************* 

TASK FUNCTION 
************************************************************************************************* 
*/ 

/* 
************************************************************************************************* 

* INTERNAL FUNCTIONS - TASK AVAILABLE 
************************************************************************************************* 
*/ 

/* 
************************************************************************************************* 

* INTERNAL FUNCTIONS - TASK TRANSPARENT 
************************************************************************************************* 
*/ 

Filename: Generic. h 
/* 
************************************************************************************************* 

* 
* APPLICATION VARIABLE DECLARATIONS & FUNCTION PROTOTYPES 

* 
************************************************************************************************* 

*/ 

/* 
************************************************************************************************* 

* MISCELLANEOUS 
************************************************************************************************* 
*/ 

/* 
************************************************************************************************* 

* PROTOTYPES 
************************************************************************************************* 

*/ 
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This appendix presents further details of the methods of each gateway software module. The 

table below summarises the category and location information of the software modules of the 

gateway. Note that the source code for performing database analysis on the PC has been included 

for completeness. The category information provided is based on Figure 6.3, while the location 

information is based on the relevant sections of the network gateway organisation chapter, 

Chapter 6. 

Name Filename CategorylLocation 

CAN 

Communication CANComm. java 
Category: Gateway Source> Module Source 

Location: Section 6.2.4 
Module 

Database Category: Gateway Source> Module Source 
DBMS. java 

Management System Location: Section 6.2.6 

Servlet Module TiniBatteryServlet.java 
Category: Gateway Source> Module Source 

Location: Section 6.2.7.3 

Applet Module 
TiniApplet. java 

Category: Gateway Source> Module Source> Applet 

Interface Location: Section 6.2.7.4.1 

Applet Module 
TiniComm.java 

Category: Gateway Source> Module Source> Applet 

Communication Location: Section 6.2.7.4.2 

Applet Module Plot TiniPlot.java 
Category: Gateway Source> Module Source> Applet 

Location: Section 6.2.7.4.3 

Database PC 
DBPCTest. java Location: Section 6.3.2 

Analysis 

Gateway module summary 

The following pages summarise the constructors and methods associated with each software 

module Java class. For the complete gateway software module listings refer to the appropriate 

file in the companion CD of the thesis. 
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CAN Communication Module: Class CANComm 

public class CANComm extends Thread 

Constructor Summary 

public CANComm(DBMS createdDB) 

Creates a new CANComm instance and accepts the created database object, crea tedDB to allow storage of received 

data from accepted CAN messages 

Method Summary 

public void init() throws CanBusException 

Sets the baud rate, timing, mask and filter parameters of the CAN bus. Also sets the length of the transmit and 

receive queues and enables the CAN controller of the TINI for operation. 

public void displayFrame(CanFrame frame) 

Displays the message identifier, frame type, data length and data content of an accepted CAN message, frame. 

public void runt) throws CanBusException, Exception 

Continuously polls the CAN bus for accepted messages while the bus is still actively running. If a message is 

received, it is stored in a temporary array and passed to the rxCellData () method. 

public void rxCellData(CanFrame[] rxFrameArray) 

Formats the data of the received messages in the temporary array and stores it in the appropriate table in the 

database. 

public void ter.minate() throws InterruptedException 

Stops the execution of the CAN bus. 

public void txMasterResetCmd() throws CanBusException 

Transmits a master reset command to all the nodes in the network. The message identifier and data length are set 

before the message is transmitted. 

public String txReqCellDataCmd() throws CanBusException 

Transmits a request for cell data command to a specific node in the network. The message identifier and data length 

are set before the message is transmitted. 

Database Management System: Class DBMS 

public class DBMS 

Method Summary 

public void init() throws Exception 

Creates the database object and populates it with the Vol tage relation that has the proper attributes. 

public void readDataTxtFile() throws Exception 

This method was used for testing purposes only. Example lines of battery data values were read from a 

converted into time and cells sections and stored in the appropriate relation to test database functionality. 

. txt file, 

public String selectAllTuplesQuery(String relationName) throws Exception 

Retrieves all tuples resident in the database relation given by relationName and returns the results in the form of 

a String object. 
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public String selectTupleQuery(String relationName, String whereClause) 

throws Exception 

Retrieves a specific tuple(s) resident in the database relation given by relationName as defined by the condition 

statement of the whereClause. The result is returned in the form of a String object. 

public void storeTimeCells(String line) throws Exception 

Accepts a line of battery data passed from CANComm. rxCelldata () and stores it as a tuple in the appropriate 

relation of the database. 

public void viewBattDataDB() throws Exception 

Prints contents of the database to screen. 

public void writeBattDataDBTxtFile() throws Exception 

Converts the database to its text representation and stores it as a . txt file. 

public void writeQueriedDataTxtFile() throws Exception 

Converts the data queried from the database into its text representation and stores it as a . txt file. 

Servlet Module: Class TiniBatteryServlet 

public class TiniBatteryServlet extends HttpServlet 

Method Summary 

public void init() throws ServletException 

Creates the DBMS object and initialises the object's ini t () method. Also creates the CAN communication thread, 

invokes the thread's ini t () method and starts the thread. 

public void destroy() throws Exception 

Terminates the CAN communication module's thread and stops the operation of the gateway. 

public void doGet(HttpServletRequest request, HttpServletResponse response) 

throws IOException, ServletException 

Accepts HTTP GET requests. Processes any command parameters in the URL of the request and transmits the 

HTTP response. If no command parameters are present in the request, the applet module is transmitted to the remote 

location. 

public void doPost(HttpServletRequest request, HttpServletResponse response) 

throws IOException, ServletException 

Accepts HTTP POST requests. Invokes the doGet () method. 
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Applet Module Interface: Class TiniApplet 

public class TiniApplet extends Applet 

Method Summary 

class ActionSnoop implements ActionListener 

This class in is an implementation of the ActionListener interface for processing action events. 

public void init() 

Creates the user interface of the applet. Components of the user interface such as panels, labels, buttons, and a text 

area are implemented. The ActionSnoop class is registered with each button to listen for the occurrence of 

events. 

void rnresetButtonClicked(ActionEvent event) 

Sends an HTTP request to the gateway for a master reset command on the CAN bus. Appends a notification 

message to the text area. 

void dateButtonClicked(ActionEvent event) 

Sends an HTTP request for date information of the gateway. Appends a notification message to the text area. Prints 

gateway response in the text area. 

void plotButtonClicked(ActionEvent event) 

Sends an HTTP request to the gateway for data in the Vol tage relation. Appends a notification message to the text 

area. Stores gateway response as a StringBuffer object. Prints response in the text area. The object is sent to the 

processStringBuffer () method of the TiniPlot class. 

void reqButtonClicked(ActionEvent event) 

Sends an HTTP request to the gateway for the latest entry of data in the Vol tage relation. Appends a notification 

message to the text area. Stores gateway response as a StringBuffer object. Prints response in the text area. The 

object is sent to the processStringBuffer () method of the TiniPlot class. 

Applet Module Communication: Class TiniComm 

public class TiniComm extends Thread 

Constructor 

public TiniCornm(Tiniplot tiniPlot) 

Creates a new TiniComm instance and accepts a tiniPlot object. 

Method Summary 

public void run ( ) 

Endless loop which does not perform any actions. 

public StringBuffer sendCornmand(String command) throws Exception 

Creates connection to servlet module of gateway and sends the command parameter to the gateway. Creates 

StringBuffer object instance for storing the gateway response. The connection is closed when the response is 

completely received. 
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Applet Module Plotting: Class TiniPlot 

public class TiniPlot extends Canvas 

Constructor 

public TiniPlot(TiniApplet tiniApplet) 

Creates a new TiniPlot instance and accepts a tiniApplet object. 

Method Summary 

public void paint (Graphics g) 

This method is called to paint the plot panel. Creates the axis lines, titles, labels and gridlines of the plot. Scales the 

x and y data points to fit into the coordinates of the plot panel. Plots the coordinates and connects the coordinates 

with a polyline. 

public Vector processCellString(String cells) 

Converts the cell data from String to int and stores the data in a cell vector. 

public String processStringBuffer(StringBuffer sb) 

Converts the data lines of the Stringbuffer object into time and cell data vectors with the 

processTimeString() and processCellString ( ) methods. These vectors are converted into x and y 

data points using the processXDataPoints () and processYDataPoints () methods. The x and y data 

points are stored in separate vectors for plotting. 

public Vector processTimeString(String time) 

Converts the time data from String to float and stores the data in a time vector. 

public Vector processXDataPoints(Vector xRawData) 

Converts the time vector into x data points relevant to the plot panel of the user interface applet. 

public Vector processYDataPoints(Vector yRawData, int cellNum) 

Converts the cells vector into y data points relevant to the plot panel of the user interface applet 

public void setLineColor(Graphics g, int element) 

Changes the active colour used in the plot panel based on the value of element. 

public float timeSeconds(Vector v) 

Converts each entry of time data into a total in seconds. 

public void update (Graphics g) 

Calls the paint () method. 

Database PC Analysis: Class DBPCTest 

public class DBPCTest 

Method Summary 

public static void main(String args[)) throws Exception 

Reads sample data from a . txt file. Converts the data lines into time and cells 

Vol tage relation. Perform timing analysis during storage of each relation tuple. 

public static void DBInit() throws Exception 

sections 

Creates the database object and populates it with tables or relations that have the proper attributes. 

for storage in the 
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In this appendix, further information related to the model blocks of the battery management 

system model designed with Extend is provided. Firstly, descriptions of each model blocks 

connectors are tabulated. The internal implementation details of the hierarchical blocks that were 

designed are also illustrated within the following pages. A table listing the basic discrete event 

and continuous building blocks of Extend used in the design of the simulation model and their 

location within the modelling and simulation chapter is then presented. 

MODEL BLOCK CONNECTOR DESCRIPTIONS 

The designed model blocks are contained in a custom Extend library with a filename of "Battery 

Management System.lix" and are listed in the following pages in order of appearance within the 

modelling and simulation chapter, Chapter 7. Each model block's connector description table is 

indicated by a library location reference of the format: 

Location: Library Name» Category Name» Model Block Name 

Model Block Name Location 

Group of Cells Figure 7.5 

Current Shullt Figure 7.9 

Group Node Figure 7.12 

String Node Figure 7.22 

BattelY Node Figure 7.25 

CAN BllS (Horizontal) Figure 7.37 

CAN BliS (Vertical, 2-Node) Figure 7.38 

CAN Bus (Vertical, 3-Node) Figure 7.38 

CAN Bus (Vertical, 5-Node) Figure 7.1 

Internet Figure 7.42 

Remote User Figure 7.44 

Remote SenJice Centre Figure 7.50 

Remote Database Figure 7.53 
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Location: Battery Management System » Battery» Group of Cells 

Connector 
Type Description Name 

Voltage Connectors 

Voltage Item Output Voltage item output 

# Voltages Value Input Number of cell voltage items produced at one time 

VPeriod Value Input Period of voltage item transmission (in ms) 

VLow Value Input Lower limit voltage value of voltage items (in V) 

VUpp Value Input Upper limit voltage value of voltage items (in V) 

VNom Value Input Nominal voltage value of voltage items (in V) 

Temperature Connectors 

Temp Item Output Temperature item output 

# Temp Value Input Number of temperature items produced at one time 

TPeriod Value Input Period of temperature item transmission (in ms) 

TLow Value Input Lower temperature limit value of temperature items (in 0c) 

TUpp Value Input Upper temperature limit value of temperature items (in 0c) 

TNom Value Input Nominal temperature value of temperature items (in DC) 

Location: Battery Management System » Battery» Current Shunt 

Connector Name Type Description 

Current Item Output Current item output 

# Current Value Input Number of current items produced at one time 

!Period Value Input Period of current item transmission (in ms) 

ILow Value Input Lower current limit value of current items (in A) 

IUpp Value Input Upper current limit value of current items (in A) 

INom Value Input Nominal current value of current items (in A) 
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Location: Battery Management System » Node » Group Node 

Connector Name Type Description 

Cell V Item Input Cell voltage item input 

Temp Item Input Group temperature item input 

CAN:TX Item Output CAN message item transmit output 

CAN:RX Item Input CAN message item receive input 

Network Busy Value Input Signifies a message transmitting on the network if set 

ID Arbitration Value Input Result of arbitration of multiple message transmission 

# Cells Value Input Number of cells monitored by the node 

# Group Temp Value Input Number of group temperatures acquired at one time 

Period Value Input Rate of CAN message transmission 

String # Value Input String number location identifier 

Group # Value Input Group number location identifier 

TxMsgID Value Output Identifier of CAN message waiting for transmission 

Location: Battery Management System » Node » String Node 

Connector Name Type Description 

Current Item Input Current item input 

CAN:TX Item Output CAN message item transmit output 

CAN:RX Item Input CAN message item receive input 

Network Busy Value Input Signifies a message transmitting on the network if set 

ID Arbitration Value Input Result of arbitration of multiple message transmission 

# String Current Value Input Number of string current items acquired at one time 

Period Value Input Rate of CAN message transmission 

String # Value Input String number location identifier 

Group # Value Input Group number location identifier 

TxMsgID Value Output Identifier of CAN message waiting for transmission 
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Location: Battery Management System» Node» Battery Node 

Connector Name Type Description 

TCP/IF: TX Item Output Internet packet transmission output 

TCP/IF: RX Item Input Internet packet reception input 

CAN:TX Item Output CAN message item transmit output 

CAN:RX Item Input CAN message item receive input 

Comm: TX Item Output Local communication transmit output (unused) 

Comm:RX Item Input Local communication receive input (unused) 

Network Busy Value Input Signifies a message transmitting on the network if set 

ID Arbitration Value Input Result of arbitration of multiple message transmission 

# Strings Value Input Number of strings managed by the battery node 

# Groups per String Value Input Number of group nodes in each string 

# Cells per Group Value Input N umber of cells managed by a group node 

Period Value Input Rate of CAN message transmission 

TxMsgID Value Output Identifier of CAN message waiting for transmission 

Location: Battery Management System » Network » CAN Bus (Horizontal) 

Connector Name Type Description 

Batt Output Item Output Battery Node message item output 

Batt Input Item Input Battery Node message item input 

o Output Item Output CAN bus vertical segment 0 message item output 

o Input Item Input CAN bus vertical segment 0 message item input 

1 Output Item Output CAN bus vertical segment 1 message item output 

1 Input Item Input CAN bus vertical segment 1 message item input 

2 Output Item Output CAN bus vertical segment 2 message item output 

2 Input Item Input CAN bus vertical segment 2 message item input 

3 Output Item Output CAN bus vertical segment 3 message item output 

3 Input Item Input CAN bus vertical segment 3 message item input 

Busy Value Output Indicates that the CAN bus is in use 

Bits/s Value Output Indicates bus traffic level (in bits/s) 

Uti! Value Output Indicates CAN bus Delay block utilisation 

Location: Battery Management System» Network» CAN Bus (Vertical, 2m Node) 

Connector Name Type Description 

Bus Output Item Output CAN bus horizontal segment message item output 

Bus Input Item Input CAN bus horizontal segment message item input 

o Output Item Output Node 0 message item output 

o Input Item Input Node 0 message item input 

1 Output Item Output Node 1 message item output 

1 Input Item Input Node 1 message item input 
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Location: Battery Management System» Network» CAN Bus (Vertical, 3-Node) 

Connector Name Type Description 

Bus Output Item Output CAN bus horizontal segment message item output 

Bus Input Item Input CAN bus horizontal segment message item input 

o Output Item Output Node 0 message item output 

o Input Item Input Node 0 message item input 

1 Output Item Output Node 1 message item output 

1 Input Item Input Node 1 message item input 

2 Output Item Output Node 2 message item output 

2 Input Item Input Node 2 message item input 

Location: Battery Management System» Network» CAN Bus (Vertical, 5-Node) 

Connector Name Type Description 

Bus Output Item Output CAN bus horizontal segment message item output 

Bus Input Item Input CAN bus horizontal segment message item input 

o Output Item Output Node 0 message item output 

o Input Item Input Node 0 message item input 

1 Output Item Output Node 1 message item output 

1 Input Item Input Node 1 message item input 

2 Output Item Output Node 2 message item output 

2 Input Item Input Node 2 message item input 

3 Output Item Output Node 3 message item output 

3 Input Item Input Node 3 message item input 

4 Output Item Output Node 4 message item output 

4 Input Item Input Node 4 message item input 

5 Output Item Output Node 5 message item output 

5 Input Item Input Node 5 message item input 
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Location: Battery Management System » Network » Internet 

Connector Name Type Description 

O. Service Centre Output Item Output Remote Service Centre message item output 

O. Service Centre Input Item Input Remote Service Centre message item input 

1. Battery Node Output Item Output Battery Node message item output 

1. Battery Node Input Item Input Battery Node message item input 

2. User Output Item Output Remote User 1 message item output 

2. User Input Item Input Remote User 1 message item input 

3. User Output Item Output Remote User 2 message item output 

3. User Input Item Input Remote User 2 message item input 

4. User Output Item Output Remote User 3 message item output 

4. User Input Item Input Remote User 3 message item input 

Utilisation Value Output Indicates Internet Delay block utilisation 

Location: Battery Management System» Remote» Remote User 

Connector Name Type Description 

TCP/IP: TX Item Output Internet packet transmission output 

TCP/IP: RX Item Input Internet packet reception input 

Arrival (Mean) Value Input Mean anival time of user requests (in milliseconds) 

User Number Value Input To distinguish between multiple users 

Location: Battery Management System » Remote » Remote Service Centre 

Connector Name Type Description 

TCP/IP: TX Item Output Internet packet transmission output 

TCP/IP: RX Item Input Internet packet reception input 

Data: Out Item Output Data item transfer output 

Data: In Item Input Data item transfer input 

Arrival (Mean) Value Input Mean arrival time of user requests (in milliseconds) 

User Number Value Input To distinguish between multiple users 

Location: Battery Management System» Remote» Remote Database 

Connector Name Type Description 

Data: Out Item Output Data item transfer output 

Data: In Item Input Data item transfer input 
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HIERARCHICAL BLOCKS 

This section illustrates the implementation details of the hierarchical blocks designed for the 

battery system simulation model. The following table desctibes of provides the location of each 

hierarchical block. 

Hierarchical Block Name Model Block Description/Location 

Message Calculatiolls 
Group Node 

Refer to Figure 7.16 
String Node 

Mask/Filter 0 Group Node 

Mask/Filter I String Node 
Refer to Figure 7.19 

Message Calculatiolls Battery Node Refer to Figure 7.35 

Mask/Filter Battery Node Refer to Figure 7.27 

MaskIFilter 0 
II-Bit Mask The Mask/Filter blocks were developed from 

MaskIFilter 1 
II-Bit Filter II-Bit Mask and II-Bit Filter blocks 

MaskIFilter 

Decimal to Bina/y Converter 
The II-Bit Filter block was developed from 

ll-Bit Filter Decimal to Bina/y Converter and II-Input 
II-Illput AND 

AND blocks. 

System Clock CAN Bus Horizontal Segment Refer to Figure 7.39 

Data 8its 

Message Calculations block (Group Node/String Node) data bits computation details 
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The previous diagram illustrated the implementation details of the Message Calculations block 

of the Group Node and String Node model blocks for computing the data bits of a CAN message 

item. These blocks connect to the blocks of the following diagram (through the leftmost 

Equation block) for calculation of the message item's header and data fields. Note that the 

Message Calculations block in the Battery Node model block has a similar structure to the 

diagram below and does not require the blocks for computing data bits length in the previous 

figure. 

Data Field 

. Calculates number of 
M.ssages needed 

Calculates remainder bits 
after fITting to paokets 

Message Calculations block (Group Node/String NodelBattery Node) header and data 

fields computation details 

The next figure illustrates the internal implementation details of the MasldFilter i block of the 

Group Node and String Node model blocks. Each of the mask/filter blocks in the network node 

model blocks has a comparable structure. The only difference is the number of ii-Bit Filter 

blocks implemented to represent the actual hardware device. 
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11-Bit Filter block implementation details 

The ii-Bit Filter block utilises Decimal to Binary Convertor and ii-Input AND blocks (shown 

in the following diagrams) to model the required message filtering functionality. 

11 m Input AND block implementation details 
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The implementation details of the Decimal to Binary Converter block illustrate the use of 

Equation blocks for performing bit-wise reduction of the input decimal value. 

Decimal to Binary Converter block implementations details 

The main purpose of the System Clock block is to produce items at a rate of 1 Hz, which are 

assigned a time attribute value of 1 with the Set Attribute block. The time attribute value of the 

generated items is added up in the Accumulate block after being extracted by the Get Attribute 

block. This accumulated value represents elapsed since the simulation began. 

Time Time 

System Clock block implementation details 
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BASIC EXTEND BLOCKS 

The basic Extend discrete event and continuous building blocks used in the design of the model 

blocks are described in the following table. 

Block Name 

Batch 

Batch 
(Variable) 

Buffer 

Catch 

Combine 

Combine (5) 

COllllt Items 

Delay 

Exit 
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Icon 

Gate,h 

~ 
Label 

Description/Location 

Discrete Event Blocks 

Allows input items from several sources to be joined into a single output item. The 

number of items at each input required to form the output item can be specified. 

The uniqueness of each item's attributes and priorities can be preserved if required. 

Location: Figure 7.14, Figure 7.24 

Allows a variable number of items to be joined into a single item. The number of 

input items that are required to be batched into a single item can be specified. 

Location: Figure 7.15, Figure 7.31 

Simulates a First In, First Out (FIFO) queue for buffering items. The maximum 

length of the queue can be specified. 

Location: Figure 7.19, Figure 7.27, Figure 7.29, Figure 7.48 

Catches items sent by the Throw block without using connectors or connection 

lines. Connection between the blocks is made at the Throw block by specifying the 

Label of the Catch block. 

Location: Figure 7.15, Figure 7.33 

Combines input items from two different sources into a single stream of items. The 

input items retain their separate attributes and priorities and are not batched 

together. 

Location: Figure 7.16, Figure 7.17, Figure 7.18, Figure 7.19, Figure 7.28, 

Figure 7.31, Figure 7.33, Figure 7.34, Figure 7.35, Figure 7.36, Figure 7.47 

Combines input items from five different sources into a single stream of items. The 

input items retain their separate attributes and priorities and are not batched 

together. 

Location: Figure 7.31, Figure 7.39, Figure 7.40, Figure 7.43 

Reports the total number of items passed. 

Location: Figure 7.18, Figure 7.19, Figure 7.28, Figure 7.29, Figure 7.30, 

Figure 7.36 

Holds an item for a specified amount of time (delay) and then releases it. The delay 

time may be specified or is the value at D when an item arrives. 

Location: Figure 7.14, Figure 7.15, Figure 7.16, Figure 7.17, Figure 7.21, 

Figure 7.24, Figure 7.28, Figure 7.30, Figure 7.31, Figure 7.32, Figure 7.35, 

Figure 7.39, Figure 7.43, Figure 7.47, Figure 7.49, Figure 7.52 

Passes items out of the simulation model. 

Location: Figm'e 7.19, Figure 7.21, Figure 7.27, Figure 7.28, Figure 7.29, 



FIFO Queue 

Gate 

Gellerator 

#1:1 

IQl:Gatel:l 

19rsensof 
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Figure 7.30, Figure 7.34, Figure 7.48, Figure 7.49, Figure 7.52 

A First In, First Out (FIFO) queue. The maximum length of the queue can be 

specified. 

Location: Figure 7.6, Figure 7.14, Figure 7.18, Figure 7.19, Figure 7.21, Figure 

7.24, Figure 7.27, Figure 7.29, Figure 7.32, Figure 7.35, Figure 7.36, Figure 

7.43, Figure 7.46, Figure 7.47, Figure 7.48 

Allows only a specified number of items to be in a section of the model. New items 

are allowed to pass through the block when one or more of the original items have 

left the restricted section. 

Location: Figure 7.18, Figure 7.21, Figure 7.36, Figure 7.39 

Provides items for a discrete event simulation at specified interarrival times. Items 

can be created with a random distribution or at a constant rate of arrival. The 

number of items output at each event can also be specified. 

Location: Figure 7.6, Figure 7.7, Figure 7.10, Figure 7.15, Figure 7.17, Figure 

7.34, Figure 7.46 

Displays and/or removes attribute values from arrived items and passes the item 

through. The name of the selected attribute, Attribute Name can be displayed above 

Attribute Name block. 

Get Attribute Location: Figure 7.6, Figure 7.16, Figure 7.18, Figure 7.19, Figure 7.21, Figure 

7.27, Figure 7.28, Figure 7.29, Figure 7.30, Figure 7.33, Figure 7.35, Figure 

7.36, Figure 7.39, Figure 7.43, Figure 7.47, Figure 7.48, Figure 7.49, Figure 

7.52 

LIFO Queue 

Priority 
Queue 

Select DE 
Output 

Select DE 
Output (5) 

Service 

V.FI:I 
~r 
LI:IWI:I 

o 

A Last In, First Out (LIFO) queue. The maximum length of the queue can be 

specified. 

Location: Figure 7.14, Figure 7.15, Figure 7.24, Figure 7.28, Figure 7.31 

A queue that releases items by priority. The item in the queue with the lowest 

priority value is released first. If the items in the queue have the same priority 

values, the block becomes a FIFO queue. The maximum length of the queue can be 

specified. 

Location: Figure 7.18, Figure 7.36 

Selects the input item to be output at one of the two output item paths based on a 

decision at the select input. 

Location: Figure 7.18, Figure 7.19, Figure 7.27, Figure 7.29, Figure 7.30, 

Figure 7.31, Figure 7.34, Figure 7.36, Figure 7.47, Figure 7.48, Figure 7.52 

Selects the input item to be output at one of the five output item paths based on a 

decision at the select input. 

Location: Figure 7.19, Figure 7.21, Figure 7.28, Figure 7.30, Figure 7.43, 

Figure 7.49 

Passes an item only when demand is connected and a certain condition exists at the 

input connector. This block serves as a conditional wait. 

Location: Figure 7.18, Figure 7.36 
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Set Attribute 

Set Attribute 
(5) 

Set Priority 

Throw 

Unbatch 

Unbatch 
(Variable) 

Accumulate 

Add 

Constant 

COllversioll 
Table 

Decision 

Divide 
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Assigns the attributes of items passing through the block. The value of the attribute 

is set at the A input. 

Location: Figure 7.6, Figure 7.16, Figure 7.17, Figure 7.31, Figure 7.33, Figure 

7.34 

Assigns the attributes of items passing through the block. Up to five attributes and 

associated values may be assigned to an item with this block. 

Location: Figure 7.6, Figure 7.7, Figure 7.10, Figure 7.16, Figure 7.32, Figure 

7.35, Figure 7.46, Figure 7.47 

Assigns a priority to items passing through the block. The value of the priority is 

set at the P input. 

Location: Figure 7.18, Figure 7.36 

Sends items to the Catch block without using connectors or connection lines. 

Connection between the blocks is made in this block by specifying the Label of the 

Catch block. 

Location: Figure 7.21, Figure 7.30 

Produces several output items from a single input item. The number of items 

produced at each output can be specified. The original properties of each batched 

item can be preserved or restored to each output item. 

Location: Figure 7.31, Figure 7.39, Figure 7.40 

Converts a single input item into a stream of identical items. The number of clones 

or copies of the input item can be specified at the 11 connector. 

Location: Figure 7.31 

Continuous Blod{s 

Adds up the input values from each step or event and outputs the total contents, C. 

Acts as a sum operation with no delay. 

Location: Figure 7.6 

Adds the three input values and outputs the total value. 

Location: Figure 7.16, Figure 7.20, Figure 7.32, Figure 7.35, Figure 7.47 

Generates a constant value. Typically used for setting the input values to other 

blocks. 

Location: Figure 7.6, Figure 7.16, Figure 7.17, Figure 7.20, Figure 7.27, Figure 

7.29, Figure 7.32, Figure 7.33, Figure 7.34, Figure 7.35, Figure 7.39, Figure 

7.41, Figure 7.43, Figure 7.46, Figure 7.47 

Acts as a lookup table. Contains a table of values (x in and y out) that is used to 

calculate an output value for a given input value. 

Location: Figure 7.35 

Makes a decision based on the two inputs A and B. Both inputs are compared using 

user defined internal logic. 

Location: Figure 7.6, Figure 7.18, Figure 7.27, Figure 7.29, Figure 7.30, Figure 

7.31, Figure 7.36, Figure 7.47, Figure 7.48, Figure 7.52 

Divides the top input value by the bottom input value. 



Equatioll 

Global Array 

Global Array 
Manager 

Input Random 
Number 

Logical NOT 
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Select Input 

Select Input 
(5) 

Manage 
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Location: Figure 7.39, Figure 7.43 

Outputs the results of a user-defined equation. The equation is written in the form 

of code and involves the use of Extend's operators and functions. 

Location: Figure 7.19, Figure 7.21, Figure 7.28, Figure 7.32, Figure 7.35, 

Figure 7.41, Figure 7.47 

Allows access to the global array. Global arrays are general-purpose arrays 

available anywhere in the model. Each array is assigned an Array Name. 

Location: Figure 7.16, Figure 7.35 

Manages the global arrays used in the model. Each global array is referenced by a 

unique name, Array Name. 

Location: Figure 7.37 

Generates random integers or real numbers based on a selected distribution. 

Location: Figure 7.6, Figure 7.7, Figure 7.10, Figure 7.14, Figure 7.15, Figure 

7.16, Figure 7.17, Figure 7.21, Figure 7.24, Figure 7.28, Figure 7.30, Figure 

7.31, Figure 7.32, Figure 7.34, Figure 7.35, Figure 7.46, Figure 7.47, Figure 

7.49, Figure 7.52 

Performs a logical NOT operation on the input value. 

Location: Figure 7.18, Figure 7.36 

Multiplies the input values. 

Location: Figure 7.16, Figure 7.20, Figure 7.31, Figure 7.35, Figure 7.39 

Selects the output to be either of the two input values based on the connected 

threshold, T value. This block acts like a switch. 

Location: Figure 7.6, Figure 7.47 

Selects the output to be one of five input values based on the value of the 

connected threshold, T value. 

Location: Figure 7.31 
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ApPENDIX H: COMPANION CD 

ION 

The diagram below shows the tree structure to the contents of the CD accompanying the thesis 

and the table on the following page describes the files in each folder. 

Gateway Software 
Listings 

MATlAB Algorithm 
Listings 

Node Software 
Listings 

Publications, 
Reviews and Patent 

Schematics and 
layouts 

Simulation Model 

Thesis 
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Folder Filename Description 

Batch file for compiling the database PC analysis 
Gateway Software DBPCTest » 

source file. Invoked from the DOS command 
Listings Compile.bat 

prompt. 

Gateway Software Example battery test data text file used for gauging 
DBPCTest » data. txt 

Listings gateway database performance on a test PC. 

Database PC analysis source file. Used for gauging 

Gateway Software DBPCTest » gateway database performance on a test Pc. Refer to 

Listings DBPCTest. java Appendix F: Gateway Software Information for 

module summarisation. 

Gateway Software TiniBatteryServlet 
HTML web page with tags for the invoking the 

» 

Listings Applet plot.html 
applet module. Delivered to the remote user by the 

» 
servlet module, as discussed in Section 6.2.7.3. 

TiniBatteryServlet » Applet module interface source fIle of the local 
Gateway Software 

Applet gateway. Refer to Appendix F: Gateway Software » 
Listings 

TiniApplet. java Information for module summarisation. 

TiniBatteryServlet » Applet module communication source file of the 
Gateway Software 

Applet local Refer to Appendix F: Gateway » gateway. 
Listings 

TiniComrn.java Software Information for module summarisation. 

TiniBatteryServlet » Applet module plot source file of the local gateway. 
Gateway Software 

Applet Refer Appendix F: Gateway Software » to 
Listings 

TiniPlot. java Information for module summarisation. 

Gateway Software TiniBatteryServlet 
Jave archive file containing the applet module class 

» 
files of the local gateway. Discussed in Section 

Listings applet. jar 
6.2.7.4. 

TiniBatteryServlet 
Batch file for creating the applet archive file from the 

Gateway Software » 

Listings BuildApplet. bat 
applet module source files. Invoked from the DOS 

command prompt. 

CAN communication module source file of the local 
Gateway Software TiniBatteryServlet » 

gateway. Refer to Appendix F: Gateway Software 
Listings CANComrn. java 

Information for module summarisation. 

Gateway Software TiniBatteryServlet » Example battery test data text file used for gauging 

Listings data. txt gateway database performance. 

Gateway Software TiniBatteryServlet » Database dependency text file required by the 

Listings db_dep.txt gateway database. 

Database management system source file of the local 
Gateway Software TiniBatteryServlet » 

gateway. Refer to Appendix F: Gateway Software 
Listings DBMS. java 

Information for module summarisation. 

Command batch file for retrieving the database 
Gateway Software TiniBatteryServlet » 

content text file from the local gateway. Invoked 
Listings GetData.cmd 

from the DOS command prompt. 
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Command batch file for loading the applet archive 
Gateway Software TiniBatteryServlet » 

file into the appropriate directory in the gateway. 
Listings LoadApplet.cmd 

Invoked from the DOS command prompt. 

TiniBatteryServlet 
Command batch file for loading the example battery 

Gateway Software » 
test data file into the appropriate directory in the 

Listings LoadData.cmd 
gateway. Invoked from the DOS command prompt. 

TiniBatteryServlet » Servlet module source file of the local gateway. 
Gateway Software 

TiniBatteryServlet. Refer Appendix F: Gateway Software to 
Listings 

java Information for module summarisation. 

Gateway Software TiniBatteryServlet » Example database content text file produced from the 

Listings TiniDB.txt gateway database. 

Logic analyser interface program that uses the SCPI 

instruction set for acquiring data from the device. 
MATLAB Algorithm 

DataSucker.ni Also calculates average node task execution times 
Listings 

and jitter. Listed in Appendix c: MATLAB 

Algorithm Listings. 

Algorithm for computing the best and worst case 
MATLAB Algorithm 

MsgResponsTimeAlg.m response times of a defined CAN message set. Listed 
Listings 

in Appendix C: MATLAB Algorithm Listings. 

MATLAB Algorithm 
Algorithm for determining the best and worst-case 

TaskResponseTimeAlg.m response times of a prioritised task set. Listed in 
Listings 

Appendix C: MATLAB Algorithm Listings. 

Application parameters header file of the local 
Application » 

Node Software Listings nodes. Refer to Appendix E: Node Software 
Appl_Params.h 

Information for description. 

Application » 
CAN scheduling task header file of the local nodes. 

Node Software Listings 
CAN_COffiffi.h 

Refer to Appendix E: Node Software Information 

for description. 

Application 
CAN scheduling task source file of the local nodes. 

» 
Node Software Listings Refer to Appendix E: Node Software Information 

CAN_Coffiffi_Mgmt.c 
for function summarisation. 

CAN receive task source file of the local nodes. 
Application » 

Node Software Listings Refer to Appendix E: Node Software Information 
CAN_Rx.c 

for function summarisation. 

CAn receive task source file of the local nodes. Refer 
Application » 

Node Software Listings to Appendix E: Node Software Information for 
CAN_Rx.h 

description. 

CAN transmit task source file of the local nodes. 
Application » 

Node Software Listings Refer to Appendix E: Node Software Information 
CAN_Tx.c 

for function summarisation. 

Node Software Listings Application » CAN transmit task header file of the local nodes. 
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CAN_Tx.h Refer to Appendix E: Node Software Information 

for description. 

Application 
Acquisition task source file of the local nodes. Refer 

» 
Node Software Listings to Appendix E: Node Software Information for 

Data_Acq.c 
function summarisation. 

Application » 
Acquisition task header file of the local nodes. Refer 

Node Software Listings to Appendix E: Node Software Information for 
Data_Acq.h 

description. 

Application » 
Data buffer management task header file of the local 

Node Software Listings nodes. Refer to Appendix E: Node Software 
Data_Buffer.h 

Information for description. 

Application » 
Data buffer management task source file of the local 

Node Software Listings nodes. Refer to Appendix E: Node Software 
Data_Buffer_Mgmt.c 

Information for function summarisation. 

MCP2510 API source file of the local nodes. Refer 
Application » 

Node Software Listings to Appendix E: Node Software Information for 
MCP2510.c 

function summarisation. 

MCP2510 header file of the local nodes. Refer to 
Application » 

Software Information Node Software Listings Appendix E: Node for 
MCP2510.h 

description. 

MCP2510 initialisation source file of the local nodes. 
Application » 

Refer to Appendix E: Node Software Information Node Software Listings 
MCP2510 Init.c -

for function summarisation. 

MCP25 10 initialisation header file of the local 
Application » 

nodes. Refer Appendix E: Node Software Node Software Listings to 
MCP2510 Init.h -

Information for description. 

MSP430 initialisation source file of the local nodes. 

Node Software Listings 
Application » 

MSP430 Init.c 
Refer to Appendix E: Node Software Information 

-
for function summarisation. 

MSP430 initialisation header file of the local nodes. 
Application » 

Refer to Appendix E: Node Software Information Node Software Listings 
Init.h MSP430 -

for description. 

Real-time clock header file of the local nodes. Refer 

Node Software Listings 
Application » 

RT_Clock.h 
to Appendix E: Node Software Information for 

description. 

Real-time clock assembly source file of the local 
Application » 

nodes. Refer Appendix E: Node Software Node Software Listings to 
RT_Clock_a.s43 

Information for description. 

Real-time clock C source file of the local nodes. 
Application » 

Refer to Appendix E: Node Software Information Node Software Listings 
RT_Clock_c.c 

for description. 
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Node Software Listings Application » Test.c 
Refer to Appendix E: Node Software Information 

for function summarisation. 

Application » Test.h 
Refer to Appendix E: Node Software Information 

Node Software Listings 
for function summarisation. 

Main header file of the local nodes. Refer to 

Node Software Listings Main » includes.h Appendix E: Node Software Information for 

description. 

RTOS configuration header file of the local node. 

Node Software Listings Main » os_cfg.h Refer to Appendix E: Node Software Information 

for description 

Main source file of the local nodes. Refer to 

Node Software Listings Main » RTOS.c Appendix E: Node Software Information for 

function summarisation. 

Node Software Listings os_cpu.h 
RTOS MSP430 port header file of the local nodes. 

Port » 
Discussed in Section 5.2. 

RTOS MSP430 port assembly source file of the local 
Node Software Listings Port » os_cpu_a.s43 

nodes. Discussed in Section 5.2. 

Node Software Listings 
RTOS MSP430 port C source file of the local nodes. 

Port » as _cpu_c.c 
Discussed in Section 5.2. 

Source file template of the local nodes. Refer to 

Node Software Listings Generic.c Appendix E: Node Software Information for 

complete listing. 

Header file template of the local nodes. Refer to 

Node Software Listings Generic.h Appendix E: Node Software Information for 

complete listing. 

Project file of the local nodes. For use with the IAR 

Node Software Listings RTOS.prj Embedded Workbench, which is discussed in 

Section 3.2.2.2. 

An electronic copy of the AUPEC'03 conference 
Publications, Reviews 

AUPEC 2003.pdf paper provided in pdf format. Shown in Appendix 
and Patent 

B: Publications, Reviews and Patent. 

An electronic copy of the AUPEC'04 conference 
Publications, Reviews 

AUPEC 2004 Review. pdf paper review provided in pdf format. Shown In 
and Patent 

Appendix B: Publications, Reviews and Patent. 

Publications, Reviews 
An electronic copy of the AUPEC'04 conference 

AUPEC 2004.pdf paper provided in pdf format. Shown in Appendix 
and Patent 

B: Publications, Reviews and Patent. 

An electronic copy of the CiA CAN newsletter 
Publications, Reviews CiA CAN 

and Patent Newsletter.pdf 
provided in pdf format. Shown in Appendix B: 

Publications, Reviews and Patent. 

Publications, Reviews IEEE Industrial An electronic copy of the IEEE Industrial Electronics 
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and Patent Electronics Special Special Section journal paper review provided in pdf 

Section Review.pdf format. Shown in Appendix B: Publications, 

Reviews and Patent. 

Industrial 
An electronic copy of the IEEE Industrial Electronics 

IEEE 
Publications, Reviews Special Section journal paper provided in pdf format. 

Electronics Special 
and Patent Shown in Appendix B: Publications, Reviews and 

Section.pdf 
Patent. 

Publications, Reviews 
An electronic copy of the INTELEC'02 conference 

INTELEC 2002.pdf paper provided in pdf format. Shown in Appendix 
and Patent 

B: Publications, Reviews and Patent. 

Publications, Reviews ISlE 2004 Review 
An electronic copy of the ISIE'04 conference paper 

Page 

and Patent 1 of 3.pdf 
review (page 1 of 3) provided in pdf format. Shown 

in Appendix B: Publications, Reviews and Patent. 

Publications, Reviews ISlE 2004 Review 
An electronic copy of the ISIE'04 conference paper 

Page 

and Patent 2 of 3.pdf 
review (page 2 of 3) provided in pdf format. Shown 

in Appendix B: Publications, Reviews and Patent. 

Publications, Reviews ISlE 2004 Review 
An electronic copy of the ISIE'04 conference paper 

Page 

and Patent 3 of 3.pdf 
review (page 3 of 3) provided in pdf format. Shown 

in Appendix B: Publications, Reviews and Patent. 

Publications, Reviews 
An electronic copy of the ISIE'04 conference paper 

ISlE 2004.pdf provided in pdf format. Shown in Appendix B: 
and Patent 

Publications, Reviews and Patent. 

Publications, Reviews 
An electronic copy of the SCI'03 conference paper 

SCI 2003.pdf provided in pdf format. Shown in Appendix B: 
and Patent 

Publications, Reviews and Patent. 

An electronic copy of the WFCS'04 conference 
Publications, Reviews 

WFCS 2004.pdf paper provided in pdf format. Shown in Appendix 
and Patent 

B: Publications, Reviews and Patent. 

An electronic copy of the cover page of the patent 
Publications, Reviews 

WO 2004-030177.pdf 
and Patent 

provided in pdf format. Shown in Appendix B: 

Publications, Reviews and Patent. 

Design Explorer 99SE design database for storing 

the schematic and PCB layouts of the first version of 
Schematics and Layouts Node Version 1.0.ddb 

the node prototype shown in Appendix D: Local 

Node Schematics and Layouts. 

Design Explorer 99SE design database for storing 

the schematic and PCB layouts of the second version 
Schematics and Layouts Node Version 2.0.ddb 

of the node prototype shown in Appendix D: Local 

Node Schematics and Layouts. 

Battery System Case Example 48 V 4-string battery system simulation 
Simulation Model 

model used as a case study in Section 7.4. Study.mox 
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Custom model block library designed for the battery 

Battery Management system simulation model. Discussed in Section 
Simulation Model 

System.lix 7.1.5. Further model block information provided in 

Appendix G: Battery System Model Blocks. 

An electronic copy of the thesis provided in pdf 
Thesis Thesis.pdf 

format. 
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